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Preface
THE ECCENTRIC VOICES PROJECT and this book were sparked by the 2017
death of Damien Ledwich, who was a cartoonist, graphic designer, humourist,
animator and enthusiastic contributor and collector of Brisbane culture.
In February 1974, when Damien Ledwich arrived late on the first day of
his architecture course at the University of Queensland, none of us present
could have imagined how we would be swept into an outburst of cultural
creativity over the next two decades and beyond.
Architecture students would start rock bands and The Cane Toad Times,
join the rebel radio station Triple Zed, design and print magazines, posters
and T-shirts, join in protests and get arrested. Most of us still managed to
complete our degrees and many became successful architects.
We were just one group of many all over this city who came together to
create a new culture for our generation, to break out of the bible-bashing
boredom of a public culture dominated by old blokes in bad hats, crooked
cops and ladies in league against communism.
Life in Brisbane in the 1970s and 1980s was set against the backdrop of
a police state overseen by the hillbilly dictator Joh Bjelke-Petersen. Joh was
a lightning rod, the cause around which we would unite to bring him down.
Maybe we brought him down. Maybe not. Maybe his hubris caught up with
him in the end.
The essays in this book look at the era from many angles. Some are
personal stories. Others try to tease out just what the hell happened.
The essays are supplemented by scraps of cultural history – cartoons, art,
photographs, old news clippings, posters, T-shirts and flyers.
In addition to this book, Eccentric Voices is a web-based archive that
contains links to other published material, videos, websites and musings.
Essays that weren’t finished in time for this book will be published
online at www.eccentricvoices.com when submitted. If you have material to
contribute, please send it to incoming@toadshow.com.au.
Living in Brisbane between 1965 and 1995 was in many ways a terrible
ordeal but it was also an amazing opportunity. What happened and what was
achieved during those years continues to ripple through time to this day.
Anne Jones
1 November 2019
iv
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1965–1975
1965

• 3 JANUARY first acid test (a type of drug party) was held by author
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Ken Kesey at the Fillmore, San Jose
27 JANUARY during the Mount Isa Mines workers strike Queensland
police were given the power to cordon off Mount Isa, enter houses with
without warrant and seize strike materials
FEBRUARY The Seekers’ single I’ll Never Find Another You reached number
one in the United Kingdom – it was the first Australian single to sell more
than one million copies
Charles Perkins led a ‘freedom ride’ through New South Wales in an
attempt to end Aboriginal segregation
10 MARCH first draw of the national service conscription lottery was held
31 MARCH Rosalie Bogner and Merle Thornton chained themselves to the
bar at the Regatta Hotel to protest for women’s rights
29 APRIL Australian government decided to send a combat force to
Vietnam following a request from Saigon for more military aid
6 JUNE ‘(I Can’t Get No) Satisfaction’ by The Rolling Stones was released
25 JULY Bob Dylan dismayed folk purists by ‘going electric’ at the Newport
Folk Festival
Women march with a
Ban the Bomb banner
during a Brisbane
Peace March, 1964.
CC BY 3.0
GRAHAME GARNER

Opposite: FOCO
poster for Youth Week.
FRYER LIBRARY
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Sand dunes on
Fraser Island
ca. 1920.

1965 – Feminist protest at the Regatta Hotel

STATE LIBRARY OF
QUEENSLAND

When Rosalie Bogner and Merle Thornton

chained themselves to the bar at the Regatta
Hotel they wanted to liberate public bars
from being men-only.

The publican faced a fine of £10–£20 if he

served them. Their action became the starting
point for what became known as the world’s

second wave of feminism, one of many firsts
for Brisbane in the late‑twentieth century.
In an interview with John Penlington,

broadcast 10 April on ABC TV, Rosalie

1966

Bogner explained what happened when the
policeman arrived. ‘At first the policeman

• 26 JANUARY Australia’s longest serving prime minister, Robert Menzies,

asked us for the keys. We said we didn’t have
them, and we didn’t know where they were.

•

The police then asked for a hammer and

smashed the padlock. And asked us to leave.

We said that we wouldn’t, didn’t want to leave, that we

weren’t breaking any law, we had read the Act, we had

consulted a solicitor, and that it was quite within the law
for us to remain in the bar as long as nobody served us
with a drink. The policeman said, “Please don’t make a
fool of me. Please go out quietly. I don’t want to have

to make a scene and carry you out bodily.” We said we

were afraid he’d have to do this. He also told us in rather

a fatherly way that we were breaking the law. If we would
go and get the Act, he would show us exactly which line

did apply. We still refused to go, saying we did know the
Act. We had read it. We had consulted a solicitor. And
finally, the policeman left, saying, “Stay as long as you
like, have a good time, and don’t drink too much.”’

Rosalie Bogner and Merle Thornton
chained to the footrail in the public bar
at the Regatta Hotel, 1965.
BRUCE POSTLE / NEWSPIX

•

Merle Thornton explained,

‘No‑one’s going to force women into

bars if they don’t want to go, but they
should have the right to go there …
One of the things that appalled me

when I first came to Queensland was

seeing the women standing around on
the footpaths waiting for their men to

•
•
•
•

come out of the bars in Queensland’s
suburbs. I think this is really an
intolerable situation.’ n

• 18–20 JULY Snow was recorded as far north as the Clark Range near

Mackay, killing drought-weakened livestock – at the same time, extremely
heavy rainfall on the Sunshine Coast turned drought into flood, with
Brisbane recording its wettest-ever July day with 193.2 mm
• 5 NOVEMBER 1st Battalion Royal Australian Regiment was deployed in
Operation Hump in Vietnam
4

•
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•
•
•
•
•

retired and was succeeded by Harold Holt
3 FEBRUARY Soviet Luna 9 unoccupied spacecraft made the first landing
on the moon
14 FEBRUARY Australian dollar replaced the Australian pound at the rate
of ten shillings to the dollar
4 MARCH John Lennon of the Beatles said they were ‘more popular than
Jesus now’
8 APRIL Time magazine cover story asked ‘Is God Dead?’
23 AUGUST two hundred Gurindji people walked off Wave Hill Station in
the Northern Territory in protest at low wages and poor conditions
26 NOVEMBER Holt government returned to power with the largest
majority in the federal parliament’s sixty-five-year history
Jørn Utzon resigned as architect of the Sydney Opera House following a
bitter struggle with Public Works Minister Davis Hughes over fees, costs
and design changes
Japan replaced Great Britain as Australia’s largest trading partner
Queensland government granted sandmining leases on Fraser Island
without holding the required public hearings
Australian Government announced the formation of a military task force
increasing Australia’s commitment to the Vietnam War to 4500
The Australian Arbitration Commission introduced a minimum weekly
wage for adult male employees under federal awards
Australian forces engaged in their first major battle in Vietnam at the
Battle of Long Tan
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1967 – Australia votes ‘yes’ for

Indigenous referendum

The overwhelming ‘yes’ vote by 91 per cent of Australians in 1967 was to
change the Australian Constitution relating to Indigenous Australians.

Technically it was a vote on the Constitution Alteration (Aboriginals)

1967, which became law on 10 August 1967 following the results of the
referendum.

As a result, Indigenous Australians were now included in the census

and the federal government had the power to make laws for Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander affairs. n

1967

• 12 JANUARY Dr James Bedford became the first person to be cryonically
•
•
•
Miss Equal Pay in
May Day procession,
Brisbane 1967.
CC BY 3.0
GRAHAME GARNER

•
•

preserved with the intention of being resuscitated in future
3 FEBRUARY Ronald Ryan became the last man hanged in Australia
10 APRIL This Day Tonight, Australia’s first national nightly TV current
affairs program, premiered on ABC-TV, hosted by Bill Peach
27 MAY 90 per cent of the Australian population voted ‘yes’ in a referendum
to change the Australian Constitution relating to Indigenous Australians
14 JULY Bee Gees released their first international album
9 SEPTEMBER proposed changes to Queensland laws governing public
demonstrations resulted in 3500 people protesting in the streets of
Brisbane, with police arresting 114 people
• 8 OCTOBER guerrilla leader Che
Guevara was captured in Bolivia – he
was executed the following day
• 17 DECEMBER Australian Prime
Minister Harold Holt disappeared
while swimming in heavy surf at
Cheviot Beach, near Portsea, Victoria

1968

• Australia’s population was estimated to reach 12 million in 1968
• 30 JANUARY the Tet Offensive began, as Viet Cong forces launched a series

of surprise attacks across South Vietnam
• 3 MARCH FOCO was established at Trades Hall, Upper Edward Street:

‘FOCO offered a space for unencumbered cultural
expression, permeated with an anti‑authoritarian and
anti-imperialist politics.’ – Jon Piccini
• 1 APRIL American evangelist Billy Graham began a tour of Australia
• 4 APRIL Martin Luther King was assassinated in Memphis, Tennessee
• 13 MAY students rioted in Paris with one million marching through the

streets of the city
• 3 JUNE radical feminist Valerie Solanas shot Andy Warhol at his New York
City studio, The Factory – he survived after a five-hour operation

1968 – Peter Gray reported on Frank Neilsen’s reminiscences

in Australia’s Most Evil and Repugnant Nightspot:
The FOCO Club, Brisbane, 1968–69.
On Sunday 3 March 1968, the FOCO

of amplifier power. The band consisted of Lobby Loyde

the Trades Hall building. FOCO

(Hammond organ), Keith Barber (drums) and John

Club opened on the third floor of
was a multifaceted extravaganza

incorporating music, poetry, political

The FOCO Club opened every Sunday night at

7 pm. It operated as a membership-based club to avoid

‘disco’ area for the big drawcard, LIVE

closed on a Sunday (except those associated with a

theatrical performance … There was a
MUSIC, where people could dance
and just have fun.

On that first night, we were

by Melbourne guitarist Lobby Loyde
and The Wild Cherries. Lobby really
knew how to strangle incredible

feedback sounds from his 400 watts
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Phillips (bass).

discussion, film, literature and

privileged to have our senses assailed

6

(guitar), Danny Robinson (vocals), Les ‘Noddy’ Gilbert

restrictive legislation that kept all venues in Brisbane
church). Being a registered club, FOCO was exempt

from this antiquated, draconian law. It cost one dollar

to become a member of the FOCO Club and 70 cents
to attend the regular Sunday events. This money was

used to offset the operating costs, which included some

remodelling at Trades Hall, hiring of bands, renting films
and importing radical literature.

Right from the outset the club did very well financially. n
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1968 – Bjelke-Petersen becomes Queensland premier

1969 – Lunar landing

Following the death of Premier Jack Pizzey, Deputy

Premier and Liberal leader Gordon Chalk was sworn
in as caretaker premier.

The Country Party had 27 seats in Parliament. The

Liberals had 20.

Nonetheless, there was some dispute over

whether the Liberals should take senior status, which
would have made Chalk premier.

Matters were brought to a head when Joh

Bjelke‑Petersen, elected Country Party leader within

days of Pizzey’s death, threatened to pull the Country
Party out of the Coalition unless he became premier.
Joh Bjelke-Petersen visiting the
Torres Strait Islands 1973.
JIM FENWICK / NEWSPIX

After seven days Chalk accepted the inevitable,

and Bjelke-Petersen was sworn in as premier on
8 August 1968. n

• 5 JUNE US presidential candidate Robert Kennedy was shot at the
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

8

Ambassador Hotel in Los Angeles
14 JUNE journalist Simon Townsend, future host of Simon Townsend’s
Wonder World, was granted exemption from military service after
lodging a fifth appeal against his imprisonment and court martial for
conscientious objection
4 JULY 45 people were arrested during an anti-war protest outside the US
consulate in St Kilda Road, Melbourne
31 JULY After just seven months in office, Queensland Premier Jack Pizzey
suffered a heart attack and died, and was succeeded by Joh Bjelke-Petersen
7 SEPTEMBER 150 members of New York Radical Women arrived in
Atlantic City to protest against the Miss America Pageant – it was one
of the first large demonstrations of second-wave feminism as women’s
liberation began to gather media attention
14 NOVEMBER Yale University announced it would admit women
22 NOVEMBER The Beatles released their self-titled album, popularly
known as The White Album
22 NOVEMBER ‘Plato’s Stepchildren’, twelfth episode of Star Trek third
season was aired, featuring the first-ever interracial kiss on US national
television between Lieutenant Nyota Uhura and Captain James Kirk
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Astronaut Buzz Aldrin on the surface of the moon with photographer
Neil Armstrong reflected in the visor.
NASA PHOTO ID: AS11-40-5903

The lunar module Apollo 11 landed on the lunar surface, with 500 million
people worldwide watching as Neil Armstrong stepped onto the moon,
the largest television audience for a live broadcast at that time.

In 1962 US President John Kennedy had said, ‘I were to say, my fellow

citizens, that we shall send to the moon, 240,000 miles away from the

control station in Houston, a giant rocket more than 300 feet tall, the length
of this football field, made of new metal alloys, some of which have not yet
been invented, capable of standing heat and stresses several times more
than have ever been experienced, fitted together with a precision better
than the finest watch, carrying all the equipment needed for propulsion,
guidance, control, communications, food and survival, on an untried

mission, to an unknown celestial body, and then return it safely to earth,
re-entering the atmosphere at speeds of over 25,000 miles per hour,

causing heat about half that of the temperature of the sun – almost as hot

as it is here today – and do all this, and do it right, and do it first before this
decade is out – then we must be bold … I’m the one who is doing all the
work, so we just want you to stay cool for a minute. [laughter]’

n
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1969

• 20 JANUARY Richard Nixon was sworn in as the

Brisbane tram.

STATE LIBRARY OF
QUEENSLAND

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

•

37th president of the United States
• 30 JANUARY The Beatles gave their last public
performance on the roof of Apple Records in
London, which featured in the 1970 film Let It Be
• 25–31 MARCH John Lennon and Yoko Ono
conducted their first bed-in to promote
world peace
13 APRIL Brisbane Tramways ended service after 84 years of operation
4 MAY Australian production of the rock musical Hair opened in Sydney
25 MAY Midnight Cowboy, an X-rated, Oscar-winning John Schlesinger
film, was released
26 MAY–2 JUNE John Lennon and Yoko Ono conducted their second bed‑in
20 JULY Apollo 11 landed on the moon
9 AUGUST members of the Manson Family invaded the home of actress
Sharon Tate and her husband Roman Polanski in Los Angeles, killing Tate
(who was eight months pregnant) and her friends Abigail Folger, Wojciech
Frykowski and Hollywood hairstylist Jay Sebring
15–18 AUGUST the Woodstock Festival was held on Yasgur’s Farm, New
York State
26 SEPTEMBER the Poseidon bubble began when the small mining
company Poseidon NL discovered a large nickel deposit in Laverton,
Western Australia
5 OCTOBER Monty Python’s Flying Circus first aired on BBC One
15 OCTOBER hundreds of thousands of people took part in Moratorium to
End the War in Vietnam demonstrations across the United States
25 OCTOBER John Gorton’s Coalition government was narrowly re‑elected
with a reduced majority, defeating a resurgent Labor Party led by
Gough Whitlam
25 NOVEMBER the first ARPANET link is established – the progenitor of
the global internet

• 18 FEBRUARY Chicago Seven defendants were found not

guilty of conspiring to incite a riot in charges stemming
from violence at the 1968 Democratic National
Convention – five of the defendants were found guilty
on the lesser charge of crossing state lines to incite a riot
• 19 FEBRUARY the speculative bubble burst for
Australian nickel mining company Poseidon NL, whose
shares were 80 cents each in September 1969 before they
peaked at $280 each six months later

Charlie Gifford from
the Communist
Party addressing
the moratorium,
Brisbane 1970.
CC BY 3.0
GRAHAME GARNER

Errol O’Neill addresses
demonstrators at the
Tower Mill Springbok
demonstration, 1971.
ERROL O’NEILL
COLLECTION

Max Hughes, Carla
Harvey, Anne
Berquier and Sadie
Rowbotham at
the moratorium
demonstration,
Brisbane 1970.
CC BY 3.0
GRAHAME GARNER

1970

• The Female Eunuch by Germaine Greer was published
• 8 JANUARY Queensland Labor Senator George Georges rejected oil

company assurances that drilling in the Great Barrier Reef area could be
done in such a way that the reef would be preserved in an untouched state
10
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• 4 MAY four students at Kent State University in the US were killed and

nine wounded by Ohio National Guardsmen, at a protest against the
incursion into Cambodia
• 12 JULY Thor Heyerdahl’s papyrus boat Ra II arrived in Barbados
• 26 AUGUST the Isle of Wight Festival 1970 began on East Afton Farm off
the coast of England – 600,000 people attended, the largest rock festival of
all time, with artists including Jimi Hendrix, The Who, The Doors, Chicago,
Richie Havens, John Sebastian, Joan Baez, Ten Years After, Emerson, Lake
and Palmer, Leonard Cohen, The Moody Blues and Jethro Tull
• 4 OCTOBER American singer Janis Joplin died at age 27

1971

1972

• 26 JANUARY Aboriginal Tent Embassy was
•

•

•
•

• 25 JANUARY Idi Amin deposed Milton Obote in a coup to become
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

Uganda’s president
4 FEBRUARY Rolls-Royce was declared bankrupt and was nationalised
21 FEBRUARY Convention on Psychotropic Substances was signed at Vienna
28 FEBRUARY Evel Knievel set a world record jumping over 19 cars
in California
10 MARCH William McMahon replaced John Gorton as prime minister of
Australia after a party room ballot that was divided 33–33 until Gorton,
as chairman, gave his casting vote, effectively voting himself out of
the leadership
27 MAY six armed passengers hijacked a Romanian passenger plane and
forced it to fly to Vienna
3 JULY Jim Morrison, lead singer of The Doors, was found dead in a
bathtub in Paris
24 JULY Queensland Premier Joh Bjelke-Petersen declared a state of
emergency to allow the touring South African Springboks football
team to play
OCTOBER voting in Queensland state elections was made compulsory for
Aboriginal people and Torres Strait Islanders
14 OCTOBER Greenpeace was founded in Canada

•

•

•
•

•

•
•
•

12
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constructed in front of Parliament House
17 FEBRUARY Volkswagen Beetle sales exceeded
those of the Ford Model T when the 15,007,034th
Beetle was produced
7 APRIL Vietnam War veteran Richard
McCoy Jr hijacked a United Airlines jet and
extorted $500,000 before he was captured
12 APRIL X-rated animated movie Fritz the
Cat was released
17 APRIL women were officially allowed to
compete in the Boston Marathon
8 JUNE photographer Nick Ut took a Pulitzer Prize-winning photograph
of a naked nine-year-old Phan Thi Kim Phuc running down a road after
being burned by napalm during the Vietnam War
17 JUNE five White House operatives were arrested for burglarising the
offices of the Democratic National Committee – this became known
as Watergate
13 NOVEMBER Australian Labor Party leader Gough Whitlam gave his
party’s policy speech in the lead-up to the federal election
15 NOVEMBER first aircraft hijacked in Australia when Ansett Airlines
Flight 232 from Adelaide to Alice Springs with 28 passengers and a crew of
four was hijacked, followed by a gun battle at Alice Springs airport
2 DECEMBER Australian Labor Party led by Gough Whitlam defeated the
Liberal-Country Coalition government led by Prime Minister William
McMahon to win the Australian federal election – Whitlam became the first
Labor prime minister of Australia since the defeat of Ben Chifley in 1949
21 DECEMBER Australia and the People’s Republic of China established
diplomatic relations
The health warning ‘Smoking is a Health Hazard’ became compulsory on
cigarette packets in Australia
The Adventures of Barry McKenzie was shown in cinemas
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1972 – Gough Whitlam’s policy speech
colleges. The Commonwealth will assume full responsibility for financing

Gough Whitlam delivered the policy speech for the

tertiary education …

Australian Labor Party at the Blacktown Civic Centre, in

‘A Federal Labor Government will introduce a universal health

Sydney, beginning with the words ‘Men and women of
Australia’. The campaign slogan was ‘It’s time’, drawing

insurance scheme …

Coalition bogged in the past.

government interference and intervention in industrial matters, to

time. We cannot afford to limp along with men whose

make strikes in Australia, alone in the English-speaking world, a

‘The great aims of Labor’s industrial policy will be to reduce

a sharp contrast between future-focused Labor versus a

put conciliation back into arbitration, to abolish penal clauses which

He said, ‘Australia cannot stand still at such a

criminal offence.

attitudes are rooted in the slogans of the 1950s – the

‘Our objects for Australian art are to promote a standard of

slogans of fear and hate … we are determined that the

Australian people shall be restored to their rightful place

excellence in the arts, to widen access to, and the understanding and

government, as the owners and keepers of the national

express an Australian identity through the arts, to promote an awareness

application of, the arts in the community generally, to help establish and

in their own country – as participants and partners in

of Australian culture abroad.

estate and the nation’s resources, as fair and equal

‘There is one group of Australians who have been denied their basic

sharers in the wealth and opportunities that this nation
should offer in abundance to all its people.

rights to the pursuit of happiness, to liberty and indeed to life itself

running Australia and owning Australia. We will revive in

first proclaimed those rights as inalienable for all mankind. In 1967 we,

for 180 years – since the very time when Europeans in the new world

‘We will put Australians back into the business of

this nation the spirit of national cooperation and national
self-respect, mutual respect between government and
people.. … The real answer to the modern malaise of

juvenile crime, drugs and vandalism is not repression

Gough Whitlam elected prime
minister, 1972.

NATIONAL ARCHIVES OF AUSTRALIA
IMAGE: A8746

concerned community … We will abolish conscription
forthwith … because we profoundly believe that it is
intolerable that a free nation at peace and under no
threat should cull by lottery the best of its youth to
provide defence on the cheap.

‘We will legislate to give Aborigines land rights …

We ought to be angry, with a deep determined anger,
that a country as rich and skilled as ours should be

producing so much inequality, so much poverty, so much
that is shoddy and sub-standard. We ought to be angry –
with an unrelenting anger – that our Aborigines have the
world’s highest infant mortality rate.

14

the Commonwealth the constitutional responsibility for Aborigines

and Torres Strait Islanders. The Commonwealth Parliament has still not

passed a single law which it could not have passed before and without
that referendum. Mr McMahon has side-stepped Mr Gorton’s solemn

and moralising. The answer is to involve the creative
energies of our children and our youth in a creative,

the people of Australia, by an overwhelming majority imposed upon

‘We ought to be angry at the way

undertaking of 1969 to abolish discriminatory legislation against

our so-called leaders have kept us in the

Aborigines and Torres Strait Islanders. A Labor Government will over-

people – to hide their own incapacity

made equal before the law, the Commonwealth will pay all legal costs for

between making motherhood her sole

all Aborigines’ rights to land and insist that, whatever the law of George

conjunction with motherhood depends

much entitled to own land as even a proprietary company. n

dark – Parliament itself as much as the

ride Queensland’s discriminatory laws. To ensure that Aborigines are

and ignorance … A woman’s choice

Aborigines in all proceedings in all courts. We will establish once and for

career and following another career in

III says, a tribe and a race with an identity of centuries – of millennia – is as

upon the availability of proper child-care
facilities …

‘From the 1974 academic year, fees

will be abolished at universities, colleges
of advanced education and technical
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1973

• 1 JANUARY the United Kingdom, the Republic of Ireland and Denmark

•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

entered the European Economic Community, which later became the
European Union
28 FEBRUARY the federal voting age was lowered from 21 to 18 years
1 MARCH Pink Floyd’s The Dark Side of the Moon was released
8 MARCH Whiskey Au Go Go was firebombed
5 MAY Led Zeppelin played before 56,800 people at Tampa Stadium
20 SEPTEMBER Billie Jean King defeated Bobby Riggs in a televised
tennis match in Houston, Texas, the global television audience
estimated at 90 million
21 SEPTEMBER abstract painting Blue Poles by Jackson Pollock
was purchased by the National Gallery of Australia funded by the
Australian government
20 OCTOBER the Sydney Opera House was officially opened by
Queen Elizabeth II
1 DECEMBER Papua New Guinea was granted self-government prior
to independence
15 DECEMBER the American Psychiatric Association removed
homosexuality from its schedule of mental illnesses
31 DECEMBER AC/DC performed their first major gig in Sydney
Light beer was introduced in the US

1974

• A strong monsoon resulted in the heaviest flood of Lake
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

1973 – Australia purchased Blue Poles
Jackson Pollock painting Blue Poles was controversially purchased by the

•
•

Whitlam government for $1.3 million in 1973.

•

drunks painted our $1m masterpiece’.

•

At the time, Sydney’s Daily Mirror ran the front-page headline ‘Barefoot
Pollock’s friend Tony Smith had arrived at Pollock’s studio and found

Eyre for at least 500 years
24 JANUARY Cyclone Wanda caused severe flooding
in south-east Queensland, particularly Brisbane, and
northern New South Wales
4 FEBRUARY Patty Hearst was kidnapped outside her
California apartment by the Symbionese Liberation Army
26 MARCH peasant women in India used their bodies
to surround trees, preventing loggers from felling them and
giving rise to the Chipko movement
18 MAY in the Australian federal election Whitlam and Labor retained
government with 66 of the 127 seats
6 APRIL Swedish pop group ABBA’s song Waterloo won the 1974
Eurovision Song Contest
15 APRIL Patty Hearst was photographed wielding an M1 carbine while
robbing the Sunset District branch of the Hibernia Bank in San Francisco
17 JUNE a bomb exploded in Westminster Hall, the oldest part of
the British Houses of Parliament – police attributed the attack to the
provisional wing of the Irish Republican Army
1 JULY Australia’s road signs switched from imperial to metric
OCTOBER an Australian credit card, Bankcard, was introduced
7 DECEMBER the Bjelke-Petersen government won the Queensland
state election campaigning on ‘the alien, stagnating, centralist, socialist,
communist-inspired policies of the federal Labor government’ – Labor
slumped to 11 seats
Long-running popular music program Countdown first screened
Rubik’s Cube puzzle was invented by Hungarian architecture professor
Ernő Rubik
Dungeons and Dragons fantasy tabletop role-playing game, designed by
Gary Gygax and Dave Arneson, was released in the United States
PepsiCo became the first American company to sell products in
the Soviet Union

Rubik’s Cube
was invented by
Hungarian sculptor
and professor
of architecture
Ernő Rubik.
CC BY-SA 3.0 ACDX

him severely depressed. Smith started the painting to distract the artist

from his suicidal thoughts. Both Pollock and Smith got extremely drunk

during the painting session. Smith takes no credit for Blue Poles; he only
claims to have started the painting process.

In 2016, Blue Poles was insured for $350 million. n
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1975

• 8 DECEMBER community radio station 4ZZ-FM began broadcasting from

• 19 JANUARY 2JJ, the predecessor of youth radio Triple J, commenced
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

broadcasting in Sydney
29 JANUARY Weather Underground radical student group bombed the
United States Department of State office in Washington DC
11 FEBRUARY Margaret Thatcher defeated Edward Heath for the
leadership of the opposition UK Conservative Party
14 FEBRUARY the Order of Australia was established, replacing the British
honours system in Australia
3 APRIL Monty Python and the Holy Grail was released
25 APRIL Australian Embassy in South Vietnam was closed and staff
evacuated prior to the fall of Saigon
4 JULY Sydney newspaper publisher Juanita Nielsen disappeared and is
presumed to have been murdered
31 OCTOBER Racial Discrimination Act 1975 took effect in Australia
11 NOVEMBER Governor-General Sir John Kerr dismissed the government
of Gough Whitlam and Liberal leader Malcolm Fraser was installed as
caretaker prime minister
20 NOVEMBER Spanish dictator Francisco Franco died in Madrid, ending
his dictatorship, which had lasted since the Spanish Civil War 1936–39
29 NOVEMBER Bill Gates used the term ‘Micro-soft’ for
microcomputer software

•

•
•
•
•

the St Lucia campus of the University of Queensland – the call sign was
soon changed to 4ZZZ-FM
13 DECEMBER following a bitter campaign, the Fraser government was
elected with 54 per cent of the vote, 91 of the 127 House of Representatives
seats and 35 Senate seats
South Australia became the first Australian state to decriminalise
homosexual acts between consenting adults
Lyme disease was first diagnosed at Lyme, Connecticut
The first monster truck, Bigfoot, was created by Bob Chandler
Rocking Horse Records opened in Brisbane

Evolution of 4ZZZ
logos from 1975 to
1990s. The banana
motif was introduced
soon after the change
to 4ZZZ.

1975 – Whitlam’s speech following the

dismissal of his government

Whitlam delivered a speech on the steps of Parliament House:

‘Ladies and gentleman, well may we say God Save the Queen because

nothing will save the Governor-General. The proclamation which you
have just heard read by the Governor-General’s official secretary was

countersigned Malcolm Fraser who will undoubtedly go down in Australian
history from Remembrance Day 1975 as Kerr’s cur.

They won’t silence the outskirts of Parliament House, even if the inside

has been silenced for the next few weeks … Maintain your rage and

enthusiasm through the campaign for the election now to be held and until
polling day.’
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The Ledwich Principle
Deborah Brown
Deborah Brown is Professor of Philosophy at the University of Queensland
and a former contributor to The Cane Toad Times (second collective). She

teaches and researches in the history of philosophy and philosophy of mind,
and in critical thinking and education. Once upon a time, she drew cartoons.

QUEENSLAND IN THE 1970S and 1980s seemed governed — and I mean
at the deepest level of the physical laws, not simply by the artifice of political
agents — by the forces of chance or fortune. When things turned out badly or
were just plain weird, we called it chance; in those rare instances when things
went well, we called it fortune.
It was an impossible place, variously steaming hot in that pre‑AC era or
chilly, always colder inside the old Queenslander than outside it. In summer,
when you wound down the windows in your car, it was like someone was
holding a hairdryer up to the side of your face. On a cold winter’s morning,
there would be more tousle-haired, pyjama-clad people out on the footpath
in the sun than inside their single-skin, windows-never-quite-closingproperly Queensland cottages. And bloody toads everywhere. We measured
them by the square metre. My father would bat them by the bucketload onto
the highway that ran by our house, but next evening there’d be as many on
the lawn again, as if there was some eternal spring from which they seeped,
undaunted by the nightly carnage.
If the place itself was absurd, the political system was farcical. It was
governed by an ultra-conservative, barely literate premier and his variously
corrupt or stupid (an inclusive disjunction) cronies. It was into this milieu
that one young man stepped, freshly minted from a Christian Brothers
school, but interestingly radicalised by the experience. With a caustic eye for
the absurd and a wicked wit, he set out to take apart the establishment.
He was the discoverer of ‘farce rays’, the fifth force governing the universe,
at least as far as it was visible from Brisbane, and the Ledwich Principle (also
known as the Law of Minimal Pleasure). According to this law of nature and
human commerce, it is not energy or momentum (or anything else expressed
20
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Opposite:
This portrait of
Damien Ledwich,
by Michael Barnett,
was entered in the
Archibald Prize, 1994.
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by the equation e=mc2) that is conserved, but pleasure. The most observed
effect of this law is the absence of any completely unmitigated pleasure.
Lighting a cigarette at a bus stop will, in and of itself, cause the bus to arrive.
Sitting down to a meal causes the phone to ring. Endeavouring to sleep in on
a Saturday morning is enough to start the lawnmower next door. It’s uncanny
but, in a universe governed by farce, completely predictable.
The discoverer of this farce, this universal ruse and underlying truth
behind all good conspiracy theories, was Damien Ledwich. This is his story.
Sort of. It is as much a story of a distinctively Queensland character, a history
of a place and a time through what that place and time produced, a being
utterly unique and, sadly for us all, irreplaceable.

A singular child

22

Molokai in Hawaii, and succumbed
to the disease shortly thereafter. (‘Rest
in pieces!’ The Bishop would have
said.) The Bishop had a calling too,
though not exactly the one his mother
was thinking of at the time. He would
shape the counterculture of a city,
one joke at a time. And build a lot of
retaining walls.
We have started this narrative
with an infant, luge-riding his way
into the world, but we need to loop further back to know where such a
singular child could have come from. This may seem an odd way of writing
a narrative, but The Bishop would have been fine with it. He thought that
linear time was a human artefact not essentially different from a can opener
or carburettor in terms of its instrumental status, constructed by us to make
sense of train and bus timetables but good for little else. We should therefore
be able, with his blessing, to follow different temporal loops and ask what
forces of nature and chance could produce such an extraordinary individual.
As luck would have it, there is a family history worth telling in itself.

‘The Midnight
Dog Watching a
Flight of Forks’, by
Damien Ledwich,
appeared in
Catastrophe
Comics, 1979.

THE PLACE TO START A Life is neither at the Beginning nor the End
nor the Defining Moments nor the Career Highlights, but at a single,
arbitrarily chosen point, a singularity in the human condition, where one is
utterly individuated from every other thing and where the limitations of one’s
powers of acting and resisting are clearer than they will ever be. Only from
there can one make sense of the rest, which is not to say that the rest is not
there or not important.
That moment where the absolute contingency of things, and how stupid
it makes all human effort directed at the taming of chance seem, is where we
find Damien, amused and oddly comforted by the fact.
They called him ‘The Bishop’ because of the way he sat in his high chair,
as if presiding. It was doubtless not presiding but rather the execution of
a sequence of forensic investigations into the world around him. (Alien
scientist that he was, he figured out early that it is dogs and cars that are
really in control of the planet.) He was four-of-five, the product of a difficult,
uncertain pregnancy and equally uncertain birth, yanked into the world feet
first by a nun who predicted (falsely) that he would thereby make a runner.
He would develop a physique more like Popeye the Sailor Man, as if selected
by evolution for rowing or building retaining walls, and so he did (row and
build retaining walls), as Nature had intended. But at his debut on the world
stage on 19 April 1956, he was just modelling what would later become his
signature trait of taking the world on arse-first.
He was named after the soon-to-be-but-not-yet-or-not-quite-sainted Saint
Damien, who had answered the call to look after the lepers on the island of

ALONG ONE BRANCH OF the family tree, The Bishop was a Mullins,
whose family history has been preserved expertly by his mother, Audrey,
and before her, her grandfather, Senior Sergeant Daniel Mullins of the
Victorian Mounted Police. The family history is a story of guts and luck, wit
and grit, a history straddling both sides of the law, convicts on one side and,
on the other, those who brought to justice the stock rustlers, bushrangers,
extortionists and shysters of rural Victoria in the late 1800s.
Audrey’s research shows two (separate) extended-family members on the
First Fleet in 1788: a John Mullins (1765–1827), about whom little is known
except that he was a labourer, and Hannah (later Anne) Mullins (1759–1817),
who, with her infant daughter, Mary, survived, in order, poverty in Ireland,
conviction (for an ingenious-if-failed attempt to obtain the wages of a dead
man by forgery of a will), two years in Newgate prison, a death sentence
(which was commuted), four months in a rotting hulk on the Thames, and
the long journey through treacherous water in the hold of a small ship, the
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The Mullinses and the Ledwiches

STATE LIBRARY OF
VICTORIA

Lady Penrhyn, to Botany Cove. Hannah was eventually emancipated, married,
widowed, remarried – but then her tale peters out. Although not directly
in the ancestral line of The Bishop, John and Hannah established such a
reputation for survival against the odds that it became almost the family coat
of arms. And so they did – survive, that is – against some pretty odd odds.
It was another Mullins from County Clare, Ireland, Michael (b. 1826),
who started the Australian division of the family that led directly to Damien.
Driven out of Ireland by the quest for a better class of potato, Michael
emigrated to Australia in the 1850s to start farming and there married
another young Irish lass, Julia. Julia herself was no shrinking violet, having
been widowed at the age of twenty-four and having emigrated from Ireland
to Australia on her own in 1855 on the Hotspur. She married Michael in
Melbourne at twenty-nine years of age. Among their children was another
keen-eyed forensic investigator, Daniel, (1858–1942), who no doubt sat in
his highchair presiding and dissecting all that went on around him too. He
became a policeman, epitomising the intelligence and resilience that are the
distinguishing features of The Bishop’s clan.
Senior Sergeant Daniel Mullins was assigned to Glenrowan just after
the shooting of Daniel Kelly (Ned’s brother) and Dan Hart, and, indeed,
received an invitation to Ned’s hanging at the Melbourne Gaol, which was

a bit of a gala event one gathers, which he refused to attend. It is unclear
what Daniel’s attitude was to the bringing down of his countrymen, but he
unfailingly executed his duty with integrity, humour, compassion and an
unwavering sense of social justice. He single‑handedly recaptured Emma
Thompson – named the ‘Kelly Telegraph’ for her ‘wild ridings’ through the
bush delivering communications among the gang members. ‘We noticed her
long blue veil caught on a bush,’ Daniel recorded in his diary. ‘I rode on and
saw her riding for life and liberty and overtook her for she had turned her
back on Glenrowan.’
‘Where to, Emma?’ he asked, wryly.
‘Had I that mare,’ she replied, ‘I’d have led you a dance.’
There are many stories like this in Daniel’s diary that reveal an intelligent
mind and sympathy for natural, unprejudiced justice. In his way he
transcended the laws of the land, understanding that people are as much a
product of what they are dealt as of what they deal. In one incident, he captured
an extortionist presenting herself to her victims as ‘Mrs Kelly’. Of her capture,
Daniel wrote: ‘I was never so pleased during my service to punish this woman
and clear the stigma she would place on Mrs Kelly – as though she had not load
enough to carry.’ Clearly, there was some sympathy for the plight of this clan.
On another occasion, Daniel, sick with the flu, rode out for two nights in heavy
rain, tracking a stolen herd of cattle through the bush, and then orchestrated an
elaborate sting operation, involving plainclothes policemen, for the arrest of the
perpetrators. For this operation he was commended.
This sense of natural justice lives on in The Bishop’s family, who lead lives
of service to others, with humility, humour and that unwavering commitment
to social justice that is the mark of their heritage. Well into her eighties, The
Bishop’s mother, Audrey, was delivering goods and furniture to help settle
Australia’s more recent and desperate refugees. She would always say that, while
Damien set his mind to dismantling the system, she tried to help its victims.
Importantly, though, they were always working towards the same goals.
When the Law of Minimal Pleasure strikes, there are only two responses:
suck it up or suck it up. Wit and grit are common themes across both sides
of The Bishop’s family tree. Audrey has traced the Ledwich/Ledwidge/
Ledwith/de Ledwyc history back to the Kingdom of Meath in 1270, relegated
to the west of the Shannon by Cromwell, who deemed them ‘Irish papists’.
The family was considered gentry – there is a town named after them
(unsurprisingly, Ledwichtown) and there are at least two recorded reverends
and (possibly) an opera singer in the family tree.
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Police pose with
Joe Byrne’s horse at
Glenrowan, 1880.

‘Our Lady of the
Assumption’, by
Damien Ledwich,
appeared in
Catastrophe
Comics, 1979.
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would keep him from going to war and yet shorten his life in other ways. But
it would put him in the right place at the right time – the Therry Society, a
Melbourne Catholic drama group – to meet Audrey, whom he married in
1947. And so, despite all the little contingencies, all the chance events that
have to take place to put a single sperm in the right place at the right time,
our little man became not only possible but actual.

But there were also less
auspicious characters, including a
convict, Christopher Ledwich, who
was transported to Australia in
1821. Simon Ledwich (1829–1859)
emigrated to Australia in 1854 with
his wife Anne (who gave birth to a
son, John, on the ship), establishing
the roots of the tree that lead up to
our man. Anne died when John was
two, and Simon married a Tipperary
woman, Eliza Ryan. When Simon
died at the age of thirty, Eliza was left
with two small children, John and her
son to Simon, William, who was then
aged only six months. Eliza moved
the family – timber, stock and the lot
– on her own by bullock to Pyalong
and would walk twenty-eight miles
once a week to sell butter and fetch
supplies, locking the children in the
house while she was away. John left
home after his mother’s remarriage
in 1869, married Frances Doran, and had eight children, one of whom was The
Bishop’s grandfather, Frederick, who farmed at Berriwillock.
The Bishop’s father, Harry, was born in 1918, and led a boisterous, healthy
early childhood on the farm, including shooting competitions. Until the
Ledwich Principle struck, that is. After rabbit shooting at the age of thirteen
and riding in the back of a truck with the day’s ‘bag’, he was accidentally shot
in the groin when one of the men dropped his loaded gun onto the truckbed.
Deflecting off the metal stock, the pellets splattered into Harry’s upper
chest and legs. The rest is a tale of excruciating suffering – osteomyelitis
caused by rabbit hairs penetrating his bones, multiple operations, infections,
unremovable pellets, radical therapies involving keeping wounds open
and damage to the lungs caused by excessive amounts of anaesthetic –
unimaginable pain and suffering inflicted over a two-year period.
This turn of events would change the course of Harry’s life, forcing him
to renounce farming and take up office work for an aircraft company. It

THE BISHOP WAS A hardy newborn, hardier at birth than his mother.
As a young woman, Audrey suffered pleurisy, pneumonia and asthma,
which she could not shake until the family moved in 1957 from Melbourne
to the warmer environs of Brisbane. The move was dramatic. Audrey,
chronically ill and with four children, and Harry in a mini caravan, with no
destination in mind, just heading for somewhere warmer. The alternative (see
aforementioned radical therapies) would have seen Audrey stay in hospital for
months and have part of her lung removed. The plan, or lack thereof, worked.
They began life in Brisbane in a caravan park on the Brisbane River. As
Audrey’s health improved, she gained strength by having to chase The Bishop
down the jetty to prevent him taking various leaps of faith into the water.
Carmelite priests helped find them a house, which made life easier though
less fun for The Bishop. The Bishop and his siblings were all cherubic Irish
descendants who thrived in the subtropical climate of Brisbane like the choko
vines that colonised just about every back fence.
Damien was quickly inducted into family culture, assuming the celebrated
role of Crash Test Dummy for his elder brother Michael’s latest wheeled
invention and learning the arts of survival in a large family. Rule 1: Inhale food
(seconds are for firsts). Rule 2: Be indifferent to minor discomforts (there’s
going to be a lot of them; see aforementioned Law of Minimal Pleasure). Rule 3:
Always deny the principle ex nihilo nihil fit – ‘nothing comes from nothing’ (in
other words, you can always make something – an adventure – out of nothing).
There are many points of biographical data to substantiate Damien’s strict
adherence to these rules, not all of which can be recounted here. But some
are priceless. Packed into the backseat of the pre‑seatbelted family car along
with his siblings – Michael, Gerard, Kathleen and Clare, plus one of their
friends – Damien, aged four, shot out the window on a turn and bounced
along the siding. ‘We did go back for him,’ his mother assures us, in case
anyone was wondering.
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Back to The Bishop

Damien Ledwich
plays the toadaphone
in The Cane Toad
Times, Spring 1988.
STEVEN HAMILTON

Damien and his brothers were avid Scouts, Michael rising high enough
in the militarised ranks to assume full responsibility for orchestrating many
a near-death experience. Some involved being literally up or down the
proverbial creek without a paddle. Some involved an almost airtight cave,
shared with a dead cow, a hypothermic dog named Pepe and a bat named
Igor. Some involved forging a swollen river on a lilo; trekking for four hours
through the bush to the Coloured Sands, sans food or water; or abseiling
down a 200-foot drop off Beerwah in the Glasshouse Mountains, Damien
outclassing his group by plummeting down without hesitation. His brother
Gerard recalls the siblings putting on a puppet show – Rinse the Blood off My
Toga – featuring the line from Julius Caesar, ‘Friends, Romans, Countrymen!
Lend me your ears!’ Damien’s contribution to the props included a canvas
bag stained with red dye – ‘the ears’, he explained.
His siblings were all high-achieving, talented students and he was no
exception, excelling across the curriculum and devouring books on any
subject. Even badly written books were, because of that, interesting. (And
thus he proved the theorem that nothing is boring. Take the least interesting
thing. That is in itself interesting. Now take the next least interesting thing,
which has become the new least interesting thing, and that is in itself
interesting. And so on. So nothing is boring. QED.)

Another appetite was developing during this childhood: the appetite for
satire. With his large, stocky, square head and prominent forebrain, he was a
phrenologist’s dream. He was writing satire in primary school, much to the
nuns’ chagrin. At high school, under the tutelage of the Christian Brothers,
he relished opportunities to push the boundaries, creatively, socially,
politically. Whereas his siblings had learned to be compliant to their parents’
or other authorities’ demands before just doing what they wanted anyway,
Damien required a full rationale, clear logical progression from premise to
conclusion, each inferential step guaranteed by the laws of logic. (Later in life
this demand for logical precision would not be viewed as an endearing trait
by all, particularly clients, who operated more on the Client-Is-Always-Right
principle. But it would become one of the most Defining Characteristics
and Alluring Qualities of our man.
His family describe his unnecessary Year 12 at school as, well, ‘unnecessary’,
because he had already qualified for university. But this was the period of
radicalisation that extended not just to politics but to the very Church in which
he had been nurtured. (We have to now stop referring to him as ‘The Bishop’.)
There was little room in his logical schema for miracles, even if he had
been one. And thus what looked like a miracle would have to be explained by
something equally mysterious, namely chance or fortune, or be the product
of some unknown reason or cause, which was even more intolerable. He
had difficulty accepting anything that came out of the mouths of his fellow
human beings that was not grounded in an uncompromising reason; if it was
merely caused by irrational neurological events, it was no better than a tic,
for which there ought to be some medical cure. He could not, in other words,
suffer fools at all, let alone gladly, and, worse, had come to think that they all
really were fools.
Whatever we may think of these shifts in his thinking, he would pour
his developing taste for the arts of reason and intolerance for conservative
ideologies into waking up a sleepy city, forging a radical alternative lifestyle
in the fringe arts that would contribute, in its way, to bringing down a
government.

Fringe dwelling
DAMIEN COULD HAVE STUDIED anything, been anything. He was,
categorically, brilliant. But whatever he was going to do had to be interesting.
His love of design, fostered in, of all places, a drafting subject at his school
28
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Self-portrait, by
Damien Ledwich,
is previously
unpublished, 1979.

(Terrace), drew him to the University of Queensland’s Bachelor of Design
Studies in 1974. It was intended as a pathway to an Architecture qualification,
but Damien made the pathway his home; indeed, made it an occupation
before it really, in Brisbane anyway, was one.
He made an immediate impression at university, arriving late on the
first day carrying a bicycle and wearing a homemade poncho fashioned
from a yellow gingham tablecloth. Showing up late and generally aligning
his circadian rhythms to that of the fruit bat would remain a lifelong
commitment, one that he can truly be said to have perfected more than
anyone else known. Perhaps it was the zeds in the name that attracted him to
join the radio station, 4ZZZ, in its infancy.
Triple Zed started transmission on 8 December 1975. Damien designed
posters for it and for its subscriber magazine, Radio Times. In the Triple
Zed collective, Damien would meet lifelong friends and collaborators: Terry
Murphy, Libby Watson-Brown, Peter Skinner, Anne Jones, Roger Todd and
Allan Martin. For a while, the ‘Archie students’ (as the Architecture students
were known) ran Radio Times. Damien and Terry designed a stunning array
of posters into the 1980s and learned the skills to operate in print media that
would set them on their future careers in design.
In 1976 brilliant cartoons started arriving at 4ZZZ, left there after hours by
an elusive public servant called Matt Mawson. It took some detective work but
Damien eventually tracked Matt down, and thus began a creative partnership
of legendary proportions. It was in that year also that Damien graduated with
a Bachelor of Design Studies and entered the Garden of Forking Paths.
One path led to something incomprehensible to him – a real job. In 1977
he sat the Australian Public Service entrance exam and did so well that he
was asked to immediately join the senior management track. It is unclear
what part of the offer – ‘senior’, ‘management’ or ‘job’ – put him off, but
he chose instead a junior position in the Australian Taxation Office. From
the start, he struggled to get to work by 9 am (see aforementioned fruit
bat phenotype) and, in the same year, he joined The Cane Toad Times (first
collective) as a cartoonist and layout artist.
Despite appearances – his ‘share house’ lifestyle and loud-shirt-andthongs habiliments – he was at the centre of a nascent counterculture,
heading towards the Pineapple of His Success, as one of the most talented
young designers of the Sunshine State.
In the middle of 1978 Damien enrolled at the Architecture Association
(AA) in London. He and Anne Jones flatted together in Stoke Newington,

where many Hassidic Jews lived. Damien always found the triumph of cultural
identity over comfort fascinating. The men wore uncut forelocks, black hats
and long coats even when it was hot; the women, bad wigs (Damien and Anne
were convinced that underneath they had shaved heads). At Christmas, Steve
Stockwell arrived, having been in South America. He was really sick with a
tropical disease and spent all of Christmas Day in bed moaning.
Anne summarises their first White Christmas poignantly: ‘It was bitterly
cold. Central heating was crap. Worst Christmas ever!’ ‘Stockie’ had to cut his
trip short and go straight back to Brisbane, where he spent several weeks in the
Royal Brisbane Hospital recovering. Mark (Marko) Leith visited. Kerry Davies
and Phil Cullen lived for a month in the basement next to something referred
to mysteriously as ‘the heating’. Kerry has an image of Damien on his birthday
with lit candles in the lapel buttonholes of his jacket. There was some travelling
through Europe with friends. Boxes were ticked. London had called and was
conquered by pocket-sized cartoon books that became an underground hit.
Damien finished the year but not the program at the Architecture
Association – the experience left him cold, in every sense of the term. Since
there was no student space in which to work and he was set designing slums
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‘His Master’s Voice’,
by Damien Ledwich,
appeared in The Cane
Toad Times, 1983.
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and crematoria, he knew Architecture was not for him and, being conscious
of the fact his parents were supporting him he left, preferred not to waste their
money further. He returned to Brisbane in 1979, arriving to find his father,
Harry, recovering from a stroke. Damien responded to the family crisis by
rebuilding the family retaining wall, fulfilling the true prophecy of his calling.
The next few years are fuzzy in everyone’s mind. Between 1980 and 1981
he joined Rob Cameron and Kerry Davies working at Time Off, no longer
a student paper and by this time based at Metro Arts, doing the layout and
producing artwork for the covers. The political scene in Brisbane was a blur
of mixed metaphors. ‘You-you-you,’ the premier would slur, ‘don’t you worry
about that! A bird in the hand leaves no stone unturned! On the one hand …
on the other hand … and on the other hand …’

The Cane Toad Times (version 1.0) had stopped production and the satire
vacuum in Brisbane was well into the red. It was Damien’s idea to resuscitate
The Cane Toad Times. The cost of living in Brisbane was low and he could
get by hanging out doing jobs at 4ZZZ and for the UQ student newspaper
Semper Floreat. He also did some design work for a travel company, Jetset,
which came as close to real money as he could get. In 1983, Damien and
Andrew Kidd Fraser secured the editorship of Semper and seemed, as far as
anyone can recall, to impose only two editorial policies: (1) No right-wing
bullshit (‘bullshit’ being redundant) and (2) No poetry.
It was in the dingy front office of Semper that I met our man. I was a
working-class kid from Darra, a relative outcast at UQ among the Faiths,
Hopes, Charities, Prues, Hamishes and Nigels of the dominant UQ student
body, a bit like a boil in a doll shop. I had grown up roaming the streets with
the kids of a large Polish family from down the road, who could fart at will
and who ran the local under-15s protection racket. ‘University’ was no more
bandied about at my dinner table as a youth than ‘cold fusion’. From school I
had initially proceeded to TAFE, and even that was considered poncy by our
standards. I wasted my time at the Queensland College of Art doing cartoons
and embarrassingly bawdy illustrations, until someone there, perhaps to get
rid of me, suggested I transfer to university.
So off I went to the University of Queensland, a pile of cartoons under my
arm looking for a home, and somehow worked up the courage to try my luck
getting them published by Semper. Walking into that dingy basement room,
I was confronted by this sullen-looking bloke in a leather bikie jacket and
cockatoo earring, sitting next to Andrew Kidd Fraser, who looked with barely
disguised horror at what I might be wanting from them. The turnaround time
was lightning fast.
‘It’s not poetry, is it?’ sneered Damien, pointing to the bundle under
my arm.
‘God, no.’
‘I suppose you want us to look at them?’
‘How about I leave them and pick them up later,’ I said, hoping that these
two intimidating blokes wouldn’t still be there when I did.
I turned on my thonged heel and bolted, but, as I passed by the window
outside, I glanced up and saw Damien was laughing, and the rest, as they
say, is history. The moment was transformative – university would become
infinitely more interesting, multidimensional, and had a space for weirdos
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like me. I would learn the value of ridicule in the fight for social justice, and I
would acquire a lifelong friend.
Semper was a dry run for The Cane Toad Times second collective phase
and produced the most creative and biting satire on Queensland politics
and culture then or since. It boasted for a time of being Australia’s Only
Humour Magazine.
In these early days, Damien was living in Bartley Street, Spring Hill, in
a house his parents helped him buy. By restoring the house with his father,
Damien was able to repay his parents and eventually take advantage of the
property market. It was right behind the Tower Mill Motel. Many a night was
spent with takeaway curries and goonie bags of wine, brainstorming ideas
for the magazine. He shared this house with various assorted individuals,
including Allan Martin, Michelle Andringa and Pat Leo.
By 1986, Damien had sold up and purchased a house on Main St,
Kangaroo Point, which he shared with Buffy Lavery, another lifelong friend,
and a cockatoo named Columbine, who would imitate the ringtone of the
phone. (It knew that when the phone rang, people would say ‘hello’, and so
it would get to say ‘hello’, which it seemed to like.) He also trained it to say
‘Free Nelson Mandela before it’s too late’, which it did with only a modicum of
success and even less impact on the political situation of South Africa.
The house was painted pink and grey, emulating the colours of a galah.
Despite the insanely noisy Main Street traffic rattling the boards, The Cane
Toad Times was produced on the front verandah. The blockbuster musical
The Hound of Music was also produced there. It was also there that Damien’s
award-winning seventeen-minute animated film, Feral Television, was
produced. It won the Yoram Gross Animation Award for Best Australian
Animated Film in 1991. The cells were hand-drawn and painted, eighteen for
every second of film, by a team of friends, including Jo Forsythe and Buffy
Lavery. (‘Better than knitting,’ someone said, ‘but still hard yakka.’)
Feral Television is set in a one-eyed police state. It is a love story between
a triple-pointy-headed innocent and a television set who just wants to be
free – a biting satire on state-controlled, ideologically impaired media, and
a testimony to the creativity and intelligence of its artist. The music for the
film, which sealed its fate as one of the most remarkable animated films by
an Australian artist, was written and performed by musician and friend,
John Wilsteed. Feral Television is only partly fictional, not just because of its
accurate political message, but because its world – a world in which natural
and artificial things have their roles inverted and their boundaries confused

– is the world Damien inhabited.
Every shopping mall was for him a
Wunderkammern, a treasure trove of
mystery boxes full of bright designs or
gaudy crap – it didn’t matter which.
In November, 1986, Damien and
Anne Jones went into the city and
bought a shelf company, which they
renamed Toad Holdings Pty Ltd.
They were the first two shareholders
but quickly issued shares to others,
including Robert Whyte, David Pyle,
Rick Caskey and quite a few others
besides. The company, which these
principals founded – ToadShow – was
born. ToadShow would become the
vehicle for some of the most visually
stunning, historically interesting,
captivating and progressive works
in multimedia design and museum
installation in the history of
Queensland.
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A life worth living
THERE IS NO PLACE to end A Life, certainly never at the end. ‘Time’s
arrow seems to déjà vu here?’ Damien wrote in his contribution to quantum
physics, ‘Scientists Find Anomalies In and Then Go Back and Kill Your
Grandparents’, published in The Onion and Philosophy (Open Court, 2010).
Damien had many philosophical views. He argued, for example, that
we had completely failed to understand human nature. We are not rational
animals, as the Greeks thought, but just thinly disguised lizards with a
fundamental need to sit for long periods of time, conserving energy for better
things. All the frenetic effort that we expend in the pursuit of career, growth
and industry is based on a fundamental misconception of what would make
us happy. Happiness is very, very simple. It consists in all the Little Things –
the perfectly timed joke; the cunjevoi that squirts sea water in your face; the
box that your kid prefers over the toy that came in it; the power tool that every

Invoice for the
shelf company
later renamed
Toad Holdings Pty
Ltd, 1986.

Damien Ledwich
wearing a Mambo
T‑shirt, 1995.

six-year-old should own (and be able to use unsupervised); the logo that, if it
doesn’t work for one client, will, if you simply invert it, work for another; the
knowledge that winter mornings are for long reads under a ridiculously fluffy
doona and only to be disturbed by a call to Yum Cha (which the lizard brain
must obey!) In the Extreme Relaxation stakes, Damien was a champion –
could have gone to the nationals, we reckon, if only he hadn’t pushed himself.
For a man who counted himself as socially awkward, he had many
excellent friendships. He was particularly close throughout his life to his
colleagues, who gave him the greatest gift – the opportunity to do interesting
work outside the regimen of a nine-to-five schedule. He was very close to Max
Bannah, the extraordinary Queensland animator, to the visual artist, ‘Squirrel’
(Michael Barnett), whose paintings covered his walls, to Buffy, Jo, Andrew,
Marco, Sandy and Davo, Pip and Simon, LJ and Brack, and many more.
For a man sans famille, he made it a point to have many children in his
life – especially, his nieces and nephews, Andrew’s boys, Buffy’s girls and my
own boys. He could not accept that children were anything else but short
adults and treated them always with the same respect he reserved for his
friends. There was much boisterous play – jumping off his head (he had a
strong neck) into the surf, sliding down sand dunes on pieces of cardboard,
being flipped over and over until they were giddy and almost sick from
laughing. In all this, the children in Damien’s life thrived and grew up with
eclectic interests and worldviews, and with an ease navigating the adult world
that to their bewildered parents was remarkable.
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‘What would be the best pet?’ his niece, Jenny, asked him.
‘A furry gecko – because you could pet it, but it would still eat all the
cockroaches.’
There were legendary presents for children – exquisitely illustrated
children’s books like If (‘If toes were teeth, if caterpillars were toothpaste …’);
gooey, exploding Moose products; a remote-control tarantula; a popcorn
machine; children’s sized Mambo shirts (Mechanoroo!); a red wax
hand‑shaped candle with a wick in each finger that bled when lit; larger-thanlife plaster of paris penguins; and, always, powertools! There were kitchen
physics and chemistry experiments and school projects that produced
remarkable contraptions out of wood, chicken wire, recycled plastic and
spraypaint that left their cardboard counterparts in the classroom for dead.
There were adventures with chickens that roamed his house and sat on his
chest watching television. Being raised on Rex the Runt spoiled my kids for
anything bearing the Disney brand, which was just fine by me.
And then it ended, as all fun must, according to the law of conservation
of pleasure. Too soon. We were not ready and we miss him. Terribly. But
where every end is also a new beginning. The beginning of a series of reveries
on Brisbane during a period in which many think it came of age, and through
the eyes of one odd bloke, who made us see the world for what it was:
fantastic, comic, wondrous, subject to the farces of chance and fortune and,
above all, entangled.

Cartoon by Deborah
Brown from The
Cane Toad Times,
Spring 1986.
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Working with Damien
Matt Mawson
Matt Mawson has been a prominent Queensland cartoonist, illustrator,
graphic designer and photographer since the 1970s. His contribution
to Queensland culture was recognised in 2018 when he became the

Queensland State Archives first-ever Artist in Residence. His residency
involved creating new works in response to the release of the 1987
Cabinet Minutes, for the exhibition ‘Sunshine Rebooted: The Final
Bjelke‑Petersen Cabinet Minutes’.
Andrew Kidd Fraser,
Kay Nicol, Damien
Ledwich, Jenni Bird
and Matt Mawson
celebrating the
fiftieth anniversary of
Semper magazine.
MATT MAWSON
COLLECTION
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IN THE LATE 1970s I was a public servant, hating my day job and finding a
creative outlet by drawing weird little cartoons. I submitted a few to 4ZZZ for
its subscriber magazine. They seemed to like them.
As a result of being published in Radio Times I was asked by John Jiggens
to be involved in fledgling satirical magazine The Cane Toad Times and was
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also contacted by Bruce Dickson to contribute cartoons to Semper, the UQ
student union magazine. All good lefty stuff, and not boringly serious.
It wasn’t long before I met Damien, a talented cartoonist, designer and
illustrator who had been roped into the same three publications. I got on well
with the easygoing Damien. I considered him intellectually above me (he’d
been a uni student, and I failed to do anything with my matriculation), and
I was in awe of his talent. But I was comfortable in his company. We had a
shared sense of the absurd in our drawings.
Damien and I spent many shared hours slaving into the night over layout
desks, putting together page designs. We got on well. I admired his drawing
and design skills. I think he admired mine. There were no arguments, no
ego conflicts.
We probably differed in our work ethic. I’ve always liked to get a job done
as quickly as possible. There was always a queue of other projects waiting to
be completed. When Damien started work on his animation, Feral Television,
I volunteered to do a bit of cel painting. I spent some time on it, but it wasn’t
my thing. Too much bloody work! I really admired his dedication, and the
result was well worth the time, effort and creative brilliance he put into it.
Damien was generous to me when ToadShow took off as a business,
sending lots of freelance work my way. I was grateful.
I found out, too late, that Damien and I shared an affection for chooks. I
consider that to be the sign of an exceptional human being.

University News,
3 November 1982.
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Queensland: Bizarroland
Robert Whyte
As a writer and artist with a swag of pen names, Robert was one of those

around the fringes of The Cane Toad Times first collective in the late 1970s,
notably seeing Damien Ledwich’s small comic books. In 1980 he left for

Sydney, followed by London and Vienna. Back in Melbourne in 1983, he
hung around with the Melbourne collective of Cane Toad Times writers,

and joined the Brisbane group when he returned in 1986. This is his take
on the antecedents of The Cane Toad Times and ToadShow’s musicals.

OUR SLASH-AND-BURN ‘PROGRESS OR perish’, reef-mining,
sand‑mining, anything-mining government was peculiarly Queensland. Deeply
racist, sexist and homophobic, the Coalition government was tentative at first,
but suppressing anti‑war and anti‑apartheid protesters emboldened them
behind the bullying bluster of their new Lutheran leader, Joh Bjelke‑Petersen.
The key moment was the Springbok tour in 1971. The declared State of
Emergency giving the police special powers to deal with ratbag, long-haired
protesters was welcomed by conservative Queenslanders. They liked the
strongman leader getting those hippy, pot-smoking students off the streets
and into the back of a paddywagon.
The tenor of the times was so strange, crossing the border into
Queensland was not just a journey back in time, but also to a shift sideways
to bizarro-world. The banning of schoolbooks like Catcher in the Rye made
people everywhere else think Queensland was just plain weird.
Meanwhile, the babies who had boomed were now at university.
Unbelievably, southern newspapers like Nation Review were allowed across
the border. The long, somnambulist regime of the Liberals in Canberra was
falling apart and 1969 brought Whitlam’s collective of irrepressible talent to
within a few seats of victory.
In south-east Queensland the no-fun conservatives hated young
radicals and anything they were involved in. In 1967, the summer of love
was something to be feared and kept out. But somehow it was creeping in.
Television! Newspapers! Radio! Books! All elements of sedition.
40
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Opposite: Trades Hall
in 1928, where FOCO
was later located.
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FOCO held events for
members on Sunday
evenings.
FRYER LIBRARY
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Backed by a compliant police force ready to do the
government’s bidding to suppress radicals, feminists, nature
conservationists and communists, the conservative government’s
pressure-cooker effect on a growing youth demography caused
the usually disparate streams of anti‑establishment writing,
visual art, theatre, film and music, to coalesce into a cohesive
counterculture. The fight to save Fraser Island and the Great
Barrier Reef, anti‑war marches and anti‑apartheid protests
brought together dissidents of all ages. This was serious.
But kids also want to have fun.
There was no fun to be had in Brisbane, especially on a
Sunday night, so the kids created their own.
Looking back, it is clear there was a continuous Brisbane underground
1968–1989, in a time of increasingly conservative and reactionary
Queensland governments. What was special in 1968 was the coming of age
of the baby boomers. Huge numbers of young people were radicalised by
the anti‑war movement opposed to Australia’s involvement in Vietnam.
Nationalism and patriotism in both Australia and America was fading, as
television broadcast uncensored war news in graphic detail. It was not only a
moral objection to an ugly, seemingly senseless war we didn’t understand, it
was also self-interest. We didn’t want to get drafted, have our long hair cut off
and go to a scary jungle and die.
Through this period we saw a rapidly widening gulf between young and
old, especially in Brisbane. The strange political circumstance of Queensland,
where a solid Labor majority was blown apart by the ALP’s internal split
in 1957, had left the Country Party and Liberal Party unassailable for the
next thirty-three years. It was an unprepared, fearful, but self-righteous
and authoritarian conservative government, increasingly conflating young
people with reds under the beds, the yellow peril and sex before marriage.
Not to mention trippy, pot-infused psychedelia, which they thought must
be an outbreak of contagious mental illness needing to be eradicated. The
Country Party and Liberal Party reign was not that of a connected, natural
government. It was an accident of Labor’s political suicide. It had no sense of
society – in fact, it ruled in fear of it.
Truth be told, the conservative Queensland government was a rural
political gerontocracy, supported by white-shoe real-estate salesmen,
tree‑clearing graziers, holier-than-anyone churchgoers and brown-paper-bag
business leaders. They were isolated in a simplistic world of exploitation and

profit. They were graduates of the school of hard knocks and had no idea
their suppression of youthful protest would create a generation of activists.
But it did. If you can’t join ’em, beat ’em. Thus a strong counterculture
emerged, not to threaten the ruling elite, but to live life to the full in spite
of them. The timeline of the underground culture runs something like this:
FOCO 1968, HARPO 1971, Myopia 1972, 4ZZ 1975 (soon to become 4ZZZ),
Cane Toad Times 1 1977, Semper 1978, Time Off 1979, La Bamba 1982, Cane
Toad Times 2 1983, ToadShow musicals 1990.
The years 1971 and 1972 were those of the big anti‑war moratoriums and
1971 was the year protesters were charged by police down the hill outside
the Tower Mill during anti‑apartheid protests opposing the South African
Springbok tour.
FOCO, named after the Foco revolutionary cells of Che Guevara and
Régis Debray, was a collective of signed-up members. It was created, ironically,
by the laws against charging admission to venues on Sunday nights (the
Christians’ holy-day). The organisers (the trade unions’ Eureka Youth League
and student radicals) got around the restrictions by signing up each patron
at the door with a 30-cent membership of FOCO (not the same as charging
admission at all). The venue was Trades Hall, at the junction of Turbot and
Upper Edward Streets, Brisbane, transformed into a fusion of red-and-black
politics, speeches, theatre, rants, poetry readings, folk music, visual art, film
screenings and other seditious activities going on in several rooms, the biggest
room becoming a rock music venue featuring the likes of Mick Hadley and the
Coloured Balls, Lobby Loyde and the Wild Cherries, and The Living End.
FOCO was one of three main sites of radicalism, the others being the Red
and Black Bookshop in Elizabeth Arcade and the student union building at
the University of Queensland in St Lucia. The high school student magazine
Myopia was a Cane Toad Times predecessor, a mixture of radical protest and a
forum for our own writing and art.
At the same time there was a similar magazine called HARPO,
coincidentally an acronym for ‘how about resisting powerful organisations’
but actually called HARPO just because it was a funny name. HARPO
was a FOCO spin-off. HARPO also put on ‘Harpo’s Nite Out’ featuring a
combination of political theatre and live music, notably Mackenzie Theory.
FOCO, HARPO and Triple Zed shared personnel devoted to creating an
alternative mainstream, the lifeblood of which was rock ’n’ roll.
Conservatism and official corruption, aided by the gerrymander – an
unfair electoral system to prevent populous places getting their fair share of
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The Cane Toad Times,
Summer 1988.
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political representatives, skewed in favour of Queensland’s fervently Christian
rural rump – had the effect of turning radical and creative young people into
rock stars, at least within their own subculture, which was a critically massive
conglomerate, not to mention a storkful of baby boomers.
It was a tribal collusion of merging self-interests. Yet it was part of the
buzz that gave The Go‑Betweens and The Saints confidence to feel like global
rather than parochial players.
Queensland back then was difficult to talk about as a state. It had an
identity (or at least state boundaries so we knew where it was) but its bizarre
geography made coherence impossible. Queenslanders can’t agree on daylight
saving (because days in Mount Isa don’t even remotely resemble days in
Brisbane) and it seems they can’t agree on anything else either. The north
is secessionist. The west is just plain weird, too big, too dry, too famous for
pioneers in aviation and labour history.
The concept of State of Origin is illuminating. ‘Let us be represented by
players you poached for your southern teams. No, they don’t live or work here,
because we haven’t grown up yet, but they are ours.’ This has a strange feeling
of ‘feedlots’ growing stock for the ‘proper’ states as opposed to Queensland,
where you can get ‘organically grown young men, picked fresh from the fields’.
We can blame history. Queensland began, while still part of the colony
of New South Wales, as the only white Australian settlement to exclude free
settlers. The Moreton Bay penal colony was made up exclusively of convicts
and soldiers. It was a prison for the ‘worst of the worst’, double offenders –
not only having the gall to steal a rich man’s spoon in England, but doing it
again in Australia.
Brisbane itself, named after a governor and astronomer, was a peculiarly
inappropriate place for a town, on a barely navigable river, so lacking in key
resources (necessary to build prisons and windmills) they burned hundreds
of tonnes of live oysters to obtain lime.
It has to be said that compared with the rest of Australia, Queensland
is conservative. Two per cent more than in the southern states vote for the
conservative side of politics in federal elections.
Yet Queensland’s history is full of paradoxes.
It saw the first Labor government in the world in 1899 (when Queensland
towns were seething with Chartist lefties, and even arch-conservatives were
reading Marx).
It saw one of the biggest worker protests in the country ever, when
members of the Australian Tramway Employees Association were dismissed

when they wore union badges to work on 18 January 1912. They then marched
to Brisbane’s Trades Hall, where a meeting was held, with a mass protest
meeting of 10,000 people held that night in King George Square. On the second
day of the strike over 25,000 workers marched from Trades Hall to Fortitude
Valley and back with over 50,000 supporters watching from the sidelines.
Brisbane was the first place in the world to foment the second wave of
feminism, when in 1965 Merle Thornton and her friend Rosalie Bognor
chained themselves to the public bar of the Regatta Hotel (where women
were prohibited from drinking).
In 1972 the ‘Bjelkemander’ saw Bjelke‑Petersen emerging victorious as
premier despite his party only receiving 20 per cent of the vote, a smaller
percentage than the Liberals (22.2 per cent) and Labor (46.7 per cent). Due
to the Bjelkemander the Country Party won twenty-six seats. Combined with
the Liberals’ twenty-one seats, this gave the Coalition forty-seven seats to
Labor’s thirty-three, consigning Labor to opposition even though it won far
more actual votes.
In 1978, three years after Malcolm Fraser and John Kerr had steamrolled
the brief hope of Whitlam’s progressive government, there was a general
mood of anger and despair. It had been a brief shining moment, never mind
the economy. Whitlam had introduced grants to artists, even Queensland
artists (shock horror), and infiltrated Queensland with progressive ideas by
funding community arts, resulting in agit-prop street theatre satirising the fat
cats in George Street.
For artists and writers in 1978, having had a glimpse of what life could
be like under a progressive government, it was particularly galling. Being in
touch with the world and responding to the world’s ideas was not admired
here. Queensland was like the Vichy government, a vacuous convenience
sheltering an illegitimate usurper. Joh famously said: ‘We are not Australians,
we are Queenslanders!’
As young artists, we had been emerging from the underground,
encouraged by the federal seachange, but now abandoned before we had been
passed the baton. In this climate, we folded back in on ourselves mumbling
the mantra of ‘make do’. The question for young artists, writers and musicians
was not how to succeed, it was how to survive.
Our generation still had access to books (a big mistake?) and feeling quite
anti‑establishment, tried to find resonance in anti‑establishment activity
elsewhere, groups and movements that could be called ‘avante-garde’. We had
been to the State Library, then in William Street, and read through the 800s
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Australian Labor
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4ZZZ Radiothon
at the University
of Queensland
helped boost station
finances, 1982.

in the Dewey Decimal System. We had seen new-wave cinema at the National
Film Theatre in Creek Street. We watched Bunuel films at Schonell Theatre.
We read Alain Robbe-Grillet and Nathalie Sarraute. We wanted to be part of
the modern world, even though we didn’t understand the appeal of Rothko
(and maybe we still don’t).
What about America? Were they avant-garde? For some reason we didn’t
think of American art as particularly anti‑establishment. It looked more like a
‘new mainstream’ of the privileged, simply intent on cutting ties with Europe.
We preferred their sources and influences, Dadaism and Surrealism, Fauvism,
Futurism and the Bauhaus, Klee, Kandinsky, Schwitters and Chagall.
Perhaps we were in a state of ‘ideal innocence’ – being able to make
judgements across the whole timeline of global art and literature, removed
somewhat from the enticing allure of the New York art market and Sorbonne’s
intellectuals (influencing Sydney and Melbourne). As The Go‑Betweens put it:
Karen yeah-yeah, Karen yeah-yeah
Helps me find Hemingway
Helps me find Genet
Helps me find Brecht
Helps me find Chandler
Helps me find James Joyce
She always makes the right choice.
We managed a few sparkles in the shadows, but it was all rather furtive.
What we managed to do did not threaten the mainstream. Some of us
were seeking ways to be accepted by the Queensland Art Gallery and other
venues with an openly modernist stream intertwined with their mostly
conservative outlooks.
The alternative scene was flourishing because printing was not expensive
and postage even cheaper. Small-press books and magazines catered for slighter
and more experimental works than mainstream publishers, and of course for
up-and-coming writers. In some senses it was a proving ground, in others it
was its own medium with identifiable characteristics of style and content.
There were a number of catalogues of international ‘little magazines’
floating around and it seemed easier to get published in these than in
Australia. For magazine publishers in the UK and especially America, it may
have been simply a novelty effect.
These international outlets were not particularly avant-garde, but once
you started looking between and beyond them at smaller and quirkier
things being published, you soon became aware of more experimental,

anti‑establishment tendencies like the successors of Fluxus, Anna Banana,
neo-Dada, Vile magazine and mail art.
In visual art the aesthetic was everything and probably still is. The works
were images, objects or environments that demonstrated some organising (or
disorganising) visual principles. You knew and recognised the aesthetic of
Pollock, de Kooning, Giacometti or Hollie.
So what could young Brisbane artists make of all this? We felt part of a
disappearing and fragmenting, once-vibrant counterculture. I imagine we
wanted to revive it, not for politics, but for art, for creative explorations and
social identity, a place to belong.
The importance of 4ZZZ as the hub with connecting spokes to everything
alternative in Brisbane’s youth subculture can’t be overestimated. It was
tribal and inclusive. People might say it was judgemental, favouring certain
styles and groups, but it really wasn’t. They played Gino Vanelli alongside
the Buzzcocks. It was, if anything, eclectic, and it was once again both
(a) kids rejecting mainstream culture as fake, oppressive and corrupt, and
(b) kids making their own fun. In retrospect, because the establishment
culture was a hotchpotch of fakery, empty platitudes and self-serving
delusion, our activities, even though underground, represented the real
culture of Brisbane in the 1970s, not because they were great, but because
they were genuine.
After 4ZZZ was chucked off the Queensland University campus, the
second collective of The Cane Toad Times carried the baton, once again
propelled by the anti‑Joh melting pot. But that’s another story.
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Before Fitzgerald … there
was The Cane Toad Times
Robert Whyte
In this essay for the Queensland State Library’s exhibition of The Cane

Toad Times, Robert Whyte digs into the history of the two collectives that
coalesced around the spirit of creative rebellion in the 1970s and 1980s.

In a deeply conservative state The Cane Toad Times was just one of many

facets of a vibrant progressive community, whose origins go back as far as

the liberal teachings of John Dunmore Lang (1799–1878), who agitated for
rights, freedoms and respect for Aboriginal people in the colonies. Many
progressive artists, writers and performers in Queensland, often with a

multicultural background, sided with the labour movement in resisting the
attempts of the conservative wealth class to control the hearts, minds and
souls of Queenslanders.

What’s the difference between a Queenslander and
a cane toad?
NOT MUCH, APPARENTLY. Both are reviled and ridiculed. Both inspire
fear and loathing, especially in the south. Both are shrouded in tales of
embarrassing bungles, all-consuming appetites and environmental destruction.
On Black Friday, 2 February 1912, protesters supporting the General
Strike were savagely attacked in a banned street march.1 In Jim Case’s cartoon
Black Friday, we see Australia turning away, letting the curtain fall back to
conceal the appalling brutality of the police. Sound familiar?
Move forward sixty-five years to Queensland, 1977.
Joh Bjelke‑Petersen is a decade into his despotic, erratic and vainglorious
reign. The rule of the peanut farmer from Kingaroy had seen the banning of
the soundtrack of the musical Hair, a state of emergency declared to protect
a team of rugby union footballers, the banning of political demonstrations
and the arrest of hundreds of street-marching protesters. Joh fed the chooks,
48
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Bill Thorpe illustrated
Flark March’s ‘The
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There was something deeply disturbing about the readiness of
Queenslanders to support Joh’s Canberra bashing. He said Queensland
would run its own affairs, and have its own flag, its own seat in the United
Nations and even its own currency, the Queensland dollar. During a Japanese
trade mission he announced, ‘I am here to say we are not Australians – we
are Queenslanders.’4

as he called the media, incomprehensible babble about revolting students,
communists, despicable homosexuals – don’t you worry about that. In a truly
bizarre rise to supreme executive power over a cowed Cabinet, this Lutheran
conservative believed he was chosen by God to lead Queensland, claiming his
fifteen years living alone in a converted cow shed, clearing forty hectares of
brigalow a day, gave him a better education than an Oxford degree.2
Was Joh some Queensland Rasputin, dabbling in the black arts,
hypnotising the bewildered masses, reducing them to fawning, dribbling
idiots? Hardly. His workaholic, anti‑greenie, anti‑intellectual strongman-ona-mission act (two parts racist, three parts sexist, four parts homophobic)
resonated deeply with the prejudice and backwoods suspicion of many
Queenslanders, especially outside the major towns, where a country vote
could be worth up to five times as much as a vote in the city.
In the 1971 Queensland state election Joh’s Country Party somehow
grabbed the largest number of parliamentary seats with the smallest number
of primary votes. Labor won half the
two-party preferred vote, but ended
up with only 41 per cent of the seats
to the Coalition’s 59 per cent. Hmm.
Does that seem fair to you?
As time went on, protests were
crushed, venues shut down and young
people fitted up, busted and harassed.
Joh’s mangled rants about getting rid
of communists and unions, weeding
out troublemakers and atheists,
became inextricably interwoven with
notions of Queensland pride. There
was widespread nodding agreement
with Joh’s disgust with gays, greens,
blacks and reds. Protesters were
misfits and malcontents, typified
by Joh as ‘friends of the dirt’, the
‘anti‑nuclear lot’ and the ‘everything
for the Aborigines crowd’. By 1983,
Joh’s Nationals were ruling in their
own right with the simple slogan
‘Joh. Queensland.’3

IN 1977 JOHN JIGGENS and other co‑founders of The Cane Toad Times
were ruminating over a variety of tropical produce when someone suggested
the cane toad as their satirical Queensland champion. They all laughed. The
cane toad was repulsive, but also a heroic and ultimately hilarious celebration
of a super fit, with an out-of-my-way komodo-dragon-like swagger of
invincibility, deadly poison sacs and morose frown. The idea was simply
funny. And so The Cane Toad Times was born.
The original Cane Toad Times collective was a group of young
Queensland writers and friends who had met at the University of Queensland
in the 1970s, including John Jiggens, David Richards, Gerard Lee, Ian
Roberts, Bill Thorpe, Sue McLeod and Janice Knopke, who teamed up with a
group of cartoonists from 4ZZZ‑FM’s Radio Times, including Matt Mawson,
Terry Murphy, Damien Ledwich and Ross Hinckley.
The year of 1977 began two crucial years of pitched battle on the campuses
and streets of Brisbane. The battle was between Joh and his cohort of whiteshoe-brigade property developers, industrialists and open-cut profiteers on
one side, and on the other a rag-tag alliance of civil liberties lawyers, Marxists,
students, academics, unionists, musicians, actors and feminists.
In May 1977 the first issue of The Cane Toad Times hopped off the presses.
On its cover was a world-weary Silver Jubilee Cane Toad Queen. So began a
tradition where no cow was too sacred, no poon left unlampooned. It was a
declaration of independence, a generation claiming its own space, its own fun.5
One of the key contributors was Matt Mawson, cartoonist and layout artist
from the first issue in 1977 and a major force in the second collective, 1983–
90. Matt was a link between the two groups, along with Damien Ledwich and
Terry Murphy, both of whom also worked on 4ZZZ’s Radio Times.
Matt remembers the first collective produced the magazine at the Planet
Press building in Spring Hill, where games of indoor cricket occurred in
breaks between sessions of magazine production. John Jiggens held editorial
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meetings at his home in Miskin Street, Toowong. The illustrators could
get creative with the Cane Toad Times layout – Damien and Matt would
encourage each other to push the limits.6
Over the next fourteen years there would be twenty-two issues of The
Cane Toad Times, produced by the two collectives. The first collective
produced seven issues from 1977 to 1979. The second collective produced
fifteen issues between 1983 and 1990. Originally a stapled quarterfold,
the magazine assumed its eventual tabloid size by the fourth issue,
The Incredible Peanut.
The first collective was proudly countercultural, selling ads to alternative
businesses like Rocking Horse Records and staging benefits including The
Cane Toad Hop, Joys for the Jaded, The Deranged Ball and The Night of the
Lesser Suave. The punk band Razar, managed by Ian Roberts and famous
for their anthem ‘Task Force’, were frequent performers, as were The
Go‑Betweens and The Riptides. The magazine proclaimed The Cane Toad
Times represented ‘hope for oppressed minorities and depressed majorities in
the sugar cane republic’.7
History was not kind. The flickering flame of hope represented by The
Cane Toad Times was soon snuffed out. By 1979 when The Cane Toad Times
Version 1.0 folded, Joh Bjelke’s jackboot tactics kicked the crap out of the
political and cultural left in the protest movement. Many retired to the
relative safety of academia. Others left the state. The Cane Toad Times fizzled
out while an increasingly successful Joh presided over a churchy, holier-thanthou, whiter-than-white conservative establishment. This thin veil of Sunday
School and pumpkin scones barely concealed a deeply corrupt police force
in bed with politicians, prostitution racketeers, SP betting, drug laundering,
illegal casinos and payoffs.
Chris Masters, whose Four Corners exposé ‘The Moonlight State’ would
help bring down the corrupt regime, explained: ‘Hector Hapeta’s main
brothel, Top of the Valley, commanded a useful corner position at a major
Fortitude Valley junction. It seemed to me that, in the tradition of giant
pineapples and giant prawns you see at coastal tourist towns, a giant penis
would have not been out of place. It would have been no less blatant.’8
During this time when political protest was being crushed out of existence,
the cultural left rallied around the successful FM radio station 4ZZZ and the
Brisbane music scene. Oddly, radio leaves barely a mark in history; on the
airwaves your polemic floats away in the breeze. The Cane Toad Times was one
of very few products to remain as a transcript of the times.

BY THE EARLY 1980s Queensland was a national disgrace, a disturbingly
corrupt joke. The Queenslanders who remained were the butt of this joke,
happily kicked by the southern media.
In 1983 Anne Jones and Damien Ledwich took the long view. Joh
Bjelke‑Petersen couldn’t last forever. Labor was back in power nationally and
was supporting the Queensland political and cultural left with arts funding,
notably funding the Popular Theatre Troupe, an agit-prop ensemble satirising
Joh’s banana republic in factories and shopping centres. Raymond Evans, in
his 2007 History of Queensland,9 places The Cane Toad Times in the broad
context of Queensland radicalism, flying the ‘freak flag’ with radio station
4ZZZ. However, this referred more to the first Cane Toad Times, for which
Ray was a contributing cartoonist, than the second.
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There were seven issues
of The Cane Toad Times
Version 1.0, 1977–79.

The legacy of The Cane Toad Times Version 1.0 was its seven issues, Royal
Cane Toad, May 1977, The Cane Toad Goes to Mullumbimby, July 1977,
Giant Mutant Cane Toad, October 1977, The Incredible Peanut, December
1977, Phantoad, April 1978, From Behind the Peanut Curtain, June 1978, and
Juvenile Delinquency, June 1979.

The road to Fitzgerald, 1983–1990

Cane Toad Times
editors of the
mid‑1980s,
Anne Jones,
Damien Ledwich,
Robert Whyte and
Mark Bracken.

Not in the least bit freaky, Anne Jones and Damien Ledwich were
both 4ZZZ and Semper alumni, equipped with radio and newspaper
communication skills. From the start they took a direction setting them apart
from the first collective – there were no reviews. When the leading lights of
the ‘counterculture’ either left, or were headhunted by emerging youth culture
venues in the southern states, or hid out in the establishment to outlast the
Joh years, there was nothing to review.
Queensland was not only a literary and arts vacuum; in 1983 it was a
journalism-free zone. Reporting in The Courier‑Mail, until Phil Dickie began
his investigations into corruption in 1986, was as far from genuine journalism
as you could get, selling papers with puff pieces, hokey meat-pie philosophy
and a-nod-and-a-wink to the blind horse gobbling up Queensland mineral
wealth, environment and real estate.
The Cane Toad Times 1983–90 was a mixture of hard-hitting journalism,
rants, cartoon strips, parodies, lists, short stories, quizzes and bold graphic
design. It rejected anything needlessly obscure, pretentious or arty. It was not
a place for self-indulgence or celebrity. Its famous campaign against ‘creeping
poetism’ was really a rallying call to seize back the mainstream in the absence
of any meaningful culture in Queensland.
An eight-point list of aims in Issue 1 of The Eccentric Voice was not
kidding when it asked its writers, illustrators and readers to boldly go where
no poet has been before, to seek out and vigorously oppose creeping poetism
in all its earthly manifestations, to wipe poetry off the face of the earth, to

undermine the family and totally destroy western civilisation as we know it.
‘We’re Just Here for the Fear – Queensland Paranoia’, written by ‘Someone
Else’, set the tone. ‘Someone Else’ was Steve Stockwell, who went on to
become Professor of Journalism at Griffith University.
Among Cane Toad Times editors, it was Damien Ledwich who was
most insistent on the need to seize the mainstream publishing tools of
mass production and wide circulation. He was not interested in one-off
performance, or appealing to the arts ghetto.
The Cane Toad Times editorial process was a friendly one, with food,
drink and plenty of laughter, but it was a tough school. Good ideas got
better, bad ones got dumped. The individual voice of the ‘auteur’ was happily
sacrificed for finely honed material forged by the group. No‑one was too
precious about their ideas and even lame jokes with the germ of a good gag
were thrashed out around the table.
The hard work paid off. Like 4ZZZ before it, talent at The Cane Toad
Times was recognised by southern journalists, illustrators and writers, who
got on board for the crazy ride. Queensland was the funniest show in town.
High-quality humour and invective started pouring in when each theme
for the coming issue was announced. Two telling issues were #4 Food and
Corruption, then #5 Death and Style.
The Cane Toad Times was not opposed to those ‘in power’ so much as
intent on bypassing and ignoring them, except to poke fun at their obvious
stupidity and evil. Costs were covered by rocketing sales when distribution
in newsagents went Australia-wide, plus Cane Toad Hops, alcohol-fuelled
benefits with bands and T‑shirt sales. Sympathetic southern editors gave the
editors paid work writing or cartooning for their papers and the obvious
quality of the innovative layout of The Cane Toad Times got the design and
writing team work producing stuff for other people.
The Cane Toad Times’ finest moment was probably Issue 4’s detailed list of
everything rotten in the state of Queensland. Compiled by Stephen Stockwell,
this built on Kev Hooper’s landmark revelations of corruption under
parliamentary privilege. There was also a less strident but equally insightful
side, representing Queensland in short stories such as ‘Bobby Skurm’ by
Denis Peel, set in the late 1950s about the first kid to skateboard down Camp
Hill, ‘Denying the Faith’ by Errol O’Neill, about an exchange between a state
school kid and two Catholic boys, and Sean Mee’s ‘Des ne refuse rien’, about
going to the dump – all celebrating quintessentially Queensland experience
and finding admirers further afield.10
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‘Queensland
Corruption’ by
Stephen Stockwell,
illustrated by John
Shakespeare,
appeared in The
Cane Toad Times,
Summer 1985.

A can of worms: Fitzgerald lifts the lid
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A photo of 7.30 Report anchor Quentin Dempster tearing open his business
shirt to reveal a Tony Fitzgerald Fan Club T‑shirt underneath made it into
The Courier‑Mail. ALP leader Wayne Goss was photographed wearing one on
his daily run.
The Tony Fitzgerald Fan Club T‑shirts sold like hot cakes, especially to
the media and staff assisting the inquiry.
Corruption: The board game, the game that gets you rotten, appeared in
The Cane Toad Times Issue 11, spring 1988. The idea came from editor Mark
Bracken. It featured all of the elements being investigated by the Fitzgerald
Inquiry: vice, crime and gambling (and one not under investigation, drugs).
These were the halcyon days of The Cane Toad Times. The lid was
lifted off the can of corrupt worms, releasing a sickening, embarrassing
stench. On TV, there were nightly reenactments of Fitzgerald Inquiry
hearings. Comedians like Gerry Connolly and Max Gillies made hay. Still
in government but reeling in the polls and staggering with the dead weight
of Joh Bjelke‑Petersen at the helm, the Nationals in parliament rebelled and
deposed their leader, choosing Mike Ahern instead.
Addled, arrogant and – let’s face it – nutty as a fruitcake, Joh asked the
governor of Queensland to sack all his ministers so he could continue to
rule. The governor declined. The house of jokers and wild cards was falling.
By 2 December 1989 it was all over. Cleanskin lawyer Wayne Goss and
Labor swept to power. Former civil liberties lawyer and ALP state secretary
Peter Beattie was given the job of chairman of the parliamentary committee
overseeing the Criminal Justice Commission, now the Crime and Misconduct
Commission. Beattie went on to be Queensland premier.

WHAT A DELICIOUS IRONY it is to know that Rupert Murdoch caused
the downfall of Joh Bjelke‑Petersen and his cronies. In 1987 Murdoch bought
The Courier‑Mail. Not being a Queenslander, Rupert had no particular
interest in protecting those in high places, mired in corruption. After all,
here was a great story begging to be told, a story that would sell papers. New
editor Greg Chamberlain and chief-of-staff Bob Gordon wanted to find out
who owned Sin Triangle in the Valley.
The task was taken up by Phil Dickie and the rest, as they say, is history.
Phil Dickie’s newspaper reports led to the broadcast on Four Corners of
‘Moonlight State’. Having watched the Four Corners exposé, acting premier
Bill Gunn ordered an inquiry the following day, 11 May 1987. Who knows
what would have happened had Joh not been overseas?
The Fitzgerald Inquiry, led by Tony Fitzgerald QC, ran from May 1987
until July 1989. For the editors and contributors of The Cane Toad Times,
the Fitzgerald Inquiry was heaven on a stick. The Cane Toad Times set up
what was called the Tony Fitzgerald Fan Club. In reality it was just a T‑shirt.

THE CANE TOAD TIMES was not the most important thread in the
fabric of its time; it is simply one of the very few remaining ones. Because
much of the history of the era went unrecorded, the physical existence of a
mass‑circulation national newspaper-cum-magazine meant The Cane Toad
Times survived where other products faded and disappeared. Even during its
life, back issues were eagerly sought by new readers, and many full sets are in
existence in private collections and in libraries.
If The Cane Toad Times were to exist today, it would be made to last. It
would not be a Twitter feed with a half-life of a nanosecond. It would not be a
Facebook page. It would not serve the cults of personality or celebrity. Much
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of its material would be group written. It would be funny. Twenty years after
it appeared, it would still be funny.
It would get its writers and illustrators noticed. It would appeal to people
appalled by the commercial media’s race to the bottom and exasperated by
vacuous consumerism, kneejerk xenophobia and the useless fiddling while
our biome burns.
It would do stuff, not just talk about it. It would consider poetry
and post‑modernism both soft targets, and move on to something more
substantial to ridicule.
A critical culture capable of questioning everything is not something
that just happens. It takes just a bit more effort than a blog. Until you can get
past your personal problems (no‑one’s interested), your job (not even you’re
interested) and your hobbies (yawn) – you’re not participating in the world,
let alone changing it. It’s not about you.
Pick a theme. Get some friends. Make something good and make it last. It’s
that simple. And remember, if it was any good they wouldn’t need to call it art.
The fifteen issues of The Cane Toad Times, 1983–90 were:
• Queensland 1983
• Cars and Romance 1987
• Religious Mysteries 1984
• Fear and Clothing 1988
• Sex, Leisure and
• The Birthday Issue 1988
Technology 1985
• Music and Money 1988
• Food and Corruption 1985
• Art and Perversion 1989
• Death and Style 1986
• Superstition 1989
• Science Fiction and the
• Sydney Exposure 1990
Family 1986
• Green and Bear It 1990.
• Hot Summer 1987
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Satire and social change:
The Cane Toad Times
Social Alternatives Vol. 8 No. 3, 1989
Robert Whyte
This was the year leading up to the Labor victory in Queensland after

thirty-three years of conservative rule. It was a year of high visibility and
expectations of the Left. The end was nigh. Joh had been dumped by

his own party the year before (at first refusing to go and locking himself
in his office). In the social scene of Brisbane at the time, The Cane Toad

Times collective was rubbing shoulders with left-wing academics. In this
spirit of bonhomie Reba Gostand of Social Alternatives invited Robert

Whyte to write about the history and significance of The Cane Toad Times.
It was Robert Whyte’s first brush with academia. Reba was enormously

generous in explaining that if you added the sources of the material you

included, with footnotes, your writing changed from clumsy plagiarism into
proper scholarship.

THE LEVEL OF SUBVERSIVE humour in a society is a traditional indicator
of the need for social change. Humour, as a strategy for deflating and
exposing despotic politics, can be reassuring for those who share it. When
this humour is published it can help bring about the change it advocates.1
In Wit as a Weapon, Egon Larson2 notes that humour takes on the role
of the vox populi in countries lacking free elections or properly functioning
parliaments. In Nazi Germany, manifestations of this type of humour were
called ‘whispered jokes’.3
Freud would probably have agreed. In his analysis of humour, he finds
that the political joke represents a rebellion against authority and a release
from its pressure by both pointing out the targets for subversion and, through
ridicule, subverting them.4 It is this combination of ‘subversion’ and ‘release’
that has created a satiric tradition, both in texts and cartoons.
60
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Opposite: ‘All in
a Day’s Work (of
Art)’ by Judy Dunn
appeared in The Cane
Toad Times Religious
Mysteries issue in
Winter 1984.
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This cartoon by
Damien Ledwich
appeared in The
Cane Toad Times
Queensland issue
in 1983.

The first satirical magazines had their roots in the gossip sheets of
England at the end of the eighteenth century. In order to circumvent the
draconian libel laws of the time, they soon fell into the habit of adding a
telling illustration to their innuendoes, thus the modern cartoon was born.
As Horn says in his 1980 World Encyclopaedia of Cartoons,5 ‘the cartoon
embodies freedom of expression at its simplest and most direct’.
This freedom of expression was used to telling effect. The forerunners
of today’s humour and satire magazines all had their origins in social
criticism. Magazines like Satirist, Town Talk, La Caricature, Le Charivari
and The Scourge featured scathing attacks on the status quo.6 The Scourge
was an avowedly political monthly, featuring the talents of George and
Robert Cruikshank, known by their noms-de-plume as Tom & Jerry. The
Cruikshanks, Hogarth, Gillray and Rowlandson developed the beginnings
of a universal language. Even the self-satisfied Punch had its origins in social
criticism, although it soon became a staunch upholder of the British Empire,
at the same time sniping at its glaring shortcomings, as befits a sarcastic but
rather charming member of the family.
While social criticism remains the basic function of satire, its tone varies
in the proportions of amusement and contempt it combines. The contempt,
which is not simply shocked revulsion but is based on a moral judgement,
combines with amusement, which may range anywhere between a sour grin
at the incongruity of the human condition and a delighted roar of laughter at
the exposure of an absurd fraud.7
In Australia, the essentially British tradition of the satirical magazine was
perpetuated by Smiths Weekly and The Bulletin. Later, as rapid social change
occurred in the late 1960s and early 1970s, a newspaper that accompanied
and sometimes provoked change was Nation Review, still remembered for its
Leunig cartoons.8
Cartoons still remain in the mainstream press, but the need for satirical
magazines seems to have waned, except in Queensland, which continues
to awaken energetic individuals and groups to the possibilities of artistic
endeavour in a climate of paranoia, brutal racism, high-level political
corruption and moral restrictions.
This is a climate that creates a vigorous underground culture. It has
inspired a strong tradition of political theatre with the Popular Theatre
Troupe, La Bamba, Rock & Roll Circus, and now the Brisbane Theatre
Company. And Queensland hosts Australia’s only surviving national
satire magazine.

Basing The Cane Toad Times in Brisbane has been something like the
practice of Spartan home economics, leaving the newborn out on the hillside
overnight. If you can survive in Queensland you can survive anywhere.
The Cane Toad Times is a humour magazine. It combines the traditions
of Private Eye, National Lampoon, Nation Review and Matilda, and throws in
a bit of its own for good measure. Its meat and drink is social and personal
politics. Its method is satire.
Queensland’s social and political geography is so exaggerated, it tends to
overwhelm most other forms of cultural mapping. A place that experienced
the first Labor government in the world (which caught Lenin’s attention in
his review of world socialism) and now is ruled by fundamentalist farmers is
bound to create great targets for satire.
The Cane Toad Times is peculiarly Queensland, in traits that are shared
by its counterculture and culture alike – extreme yet robust; nationally
significant, yet hardly acknowledged; progressive in its construction, yet
classical in form. In a media marketplace that primarily sustains specialist
magazines of review, The Cane Toad Times has always insisted on original
material. It has never published reviews. Even in commentary on world
events, like Salman Rushdie’s exile or Tammy Bakker’s perfidy, contributions
to The Cane Toad Times must pass the test as art, as well as life.
The Cane Toad Times is a thirty-six-page tabloid quarterly with a colour
cover, revived in this form in 1983 by Anne Jones, Matt Mawson and Damien
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Ledwich, who gathered a group of Brisbane people together to work on it.
It was a fertile pond of talent. A commitment to an openness of editorial
structure is reflected in much of its material, which lampoons right-wing
politics and celebrates the imaginative fictions of everyday life.
Design and production over the period of 1983–88 have involved Damien
Ledwich as a central figure, Matt Mawson, Malcolm Enright, Robert Whyte,
Anne Jones, Lisa Smith, Michael Barnett, Terry Murphy and Mark Bracken.
A strong motivating force for these people has been the desire to participate
in mainstream media and create an alternative to outlets owned by a few
powerful businessmen. The Cane Toad Times contains artworks and writings
of about forty contributors per issue and is distributed Australia-wide in
editions from 4000 to 15,000. It currently sells about 7500 per issue.
In the early issues there was a tendency towards a private language to
handle the countercultural discourse with the result that some of the humour
was dependent on in-jokes. By issue #6, though, the humour and the discourse
strengthened and began to become more general in its appeal, and its effect on
society. In #6, Anne Jones reviled Joh in one article and conservative mores in
another. Both articles relied heavily on commonsense argument.
The Cane Toad Times (second collective) #1, the Queensland issue,
which first hopped off the news stands in 1983, outlined the targets for
satire that were to become constant themes for future issues – Queensland

conservatism, the media, Big Things and poetry. By 1988, having covered
themes such as Religion, Sex, Leisure and Technology, Food and Corruption,
Death and Style, The Cane Toad Times was taking on more contemporary
fiction, resulting in the Summer Holiday Reading issue, #7.
Steven Stockwell, writing under the pseudonym ‘Someone Else’ wrote
‘Queensland – We’re Only Here for the Fear’. A graphic by Lisa Smith
demonstrated the counterculture view of the establishment, a rigged game
overseen by a pig with a dog. Animal Farm overtones of tyranny pervaded
all. But the article was not paranoiac. It was reasonable and quite everyday in
its analysis.
Stockwell followed this with another major piece in #4, 1985 (Food and
Corruption issue). Under the title of ‘Queensland Corruption’, illustrated by
John Shakespeare, he detailed thirty-eight much talked-about cases of serious
corruption, from the National Hotel Royal Commission to Top-level Ted.
All cases became the stock in trade of the Fitzgerald Inquiry three years
later. Stockwell, under his nom-de-plume Clifford Clawback, also ventured
into fiction, with a large excerpt from his novel in progress: ‘The Day the
Minister Lost Control’. The novel also covered the ground the Fitzgerald
Inquiry was to look at later.
The interest in the public politic was balanced in #4 with a review of
‘urban myths’, fictions that have become cultural icons, such as the leather
strip hanging from the back bumper bar to prevent car sickness and
half‑filled bottles of water to stop dogs shitting on your lawn.
The types of ‘high art’ cartooning that went well with these stories and
their analysis was exemplified by Judy Dunn’s ‘No Escaping It’, featuring a
restaurant diner whose table is the (small) world of no way out.
By issue #8 (Cars and Romance), local politics had taken on national
significance with the Joh for Canberra campaign. The Cane Toad Times came
home to roost. A parody of ‘The Plain Truth’ was particularly savage on the
New Right in general and the ludicrous leader in particular.
By issue #9 (Fear and Clothing), the Fitzgerald Inquiry was in full swing
and The Cane Toad Times was gaining national publicity with its T‑shirts, first
a T‑shirt showing Joh as Hitler, with the slogan from the movie The Fly: ‘BE
AFRAID, BE VERY AFRAID’ and then the Tony Fitzgerald Fan Club T‑shirt,
with a Ricardo caricature of the untouchable QC with powerful hand lens.
Both T‑shirts proved immensely popular.
Issue 11 (Music and Money) took the Queensland corruption mania
to a new high – a boardgame in which the bagman distributed money, and
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Times, skating on the thin ice of defamation (with the help of an excellent
defamation lawyer), keeps on keeping on. And with strong views on personal
politics to peddle, seems unlikely to run out of material.
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politicians distributed favours, in rackets such as Vice, Gambling, Drugs and
Crime. By issue #11 there was an air of celebration. The vainglorious premier
had come to an inglorious end, and the National Party was in tatters. Wayne
Goss was the most popular leader in Australia. To a great degree The Cane
Toad Times had done its job.
Queensland conservatism still had its Mike Aherns and his vision of
mediocrity in a State of Amnesia, but there was a tawdry air of finality
hanging over the forces of the right, The Cane Toad Times’ prime target.
This led to a rush of positive cartoons and articles, mingling ‘we told you
so’ with ‘watch the right crumble and die’, before The Cane Toad Times veered
off again with new themes to lampoon.
Issue #12 poked fun at the pretension of the artworld, in Art and
Perversion, and #13 looked into (what else) … superstition, poking fun at ‘The
New Age’. The tradition of satire is a strong one in this country, as the immense
popularity of television comedy still shows. Satire in print, however, is scarce
and often actionable. With Matilda sued out of existence, The Cane Toad Times
now has no national competitor. Although literary humour journals are often
mooted in the southern states, they rarely appear. Meanwhile The Cane Toad
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UQ breeding ground
Andrew Kidd Fraser
Andrew Kidd Fraser is a former journalist and speechwriter who was

co‑editor of student newspaper Semper in the early 1980s. He was also
active at all of the places described in this chapter.

HE WORE AN ALOHA shirt and blue jeans but his flat-top haircut,
police‑issue thick boots and eyes darting around nervously belied his true
identity. It was a Joint Effort at the refectory at the University of Queensland
on a Friday night in 1982. Local band Ninja Skil were backing the big Sydney
act, The Sunnyboys, with a few hundred people packed into the refectory and
the courtyard outside. He sidled up beside me and we both watched the band
together for a while, before he turned to me and quietly said, ‘Hey man. Do
you know where I can score some pot?’
It was hard to keep a straight face but I did, pointing him off to the
bikies – I think it was the Comancheros – and telling him the code was ‘The
moon rides high tonight.’ Off he went, and the bikies just looked at him
askance as assumedly he gave them the ‘code’. I never actually did it, but I
always wanted to say that the code was ‘Which one of you bitches wants to
dance?’ It’s doubtful that the Comancheros, in blue jeans, sleeveless denim
jackets, a lot of ugly tattoos and bristling attitude, would have been mellow
about this approach.
This was one of the notorious Special Branch of the Queensland Police
Force in action. Technically, my man shouldn’t have even been there, as the
university was off-limits to Queensland police. But it wasn’t really a surprise
that Special Branch was present at a UQ event.
The University of Queensland, and in particular the student union,
played a larger role than other Australian universities in the broader cultural
life of their host city. Like at other universities, the UQ Union hosted a
concert venue and it also ran a student newspaper. But, unlike student unions
at other universities, at UQ it also ran an avant-garde cinema, an exploratory
live-theatre venue, an art space and a radio station.
There were two broad reasons why the UQ Union had this reach.
68
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First, there was a vacuum there to be filled. Brisbane in the 1970s and
1980s was a pretty dull place. The small number of bands in Brisbane
played at suburban RSLs and the odd pub, there was little live theatre (the
Queensland Theatre Company, for example, was only formed in 1970) or
cinema outside the Hollywood mainstream.
Take, by way of contrast, the University of Melbourne, which was right
in the middle of Carlton, where the Australian Performing Group and La
Mama were revolutionising live theatre in Australia in the 1970s and 1980s.
Melbourne and Sydney also had a lively pub scene where new bands, such
as Hunters & Collectors in Melbourne and INXS in Sydney, could gain a
following. There was nothing comparable in Brisbane.
The second reason was an accident of history. At most Australian
universities, the student union was partially run by the university
administration, which delivered services such as a cafeteria and student clubs
and societies. This was funded by a compulsory student levy. Many universities
also had a student representative council, which was a far more political body.
But at UQ, the two roles were combined into one. It meant that, when
the revolution of the 1960s and 1970s arrived and students wanted more
control over their lives and environment, at UQ, the student union, funded
by compulsory student levies, was in a position to provide it.
Before this time, through the fifty or so years that the student union had
been in existence at UQ, it had generally been run by conservative students
such as Barry Murphy, the president of the union in 1963, who became chief
executive and chairman of Caltex and is now a strong proponent of nuclear
power. But, like other campuses around the world, this all changed in the
1960s, as radicals such as Brian Laver, Bruce Dickson and Jim Beatson got
involved in student politics.
In the period 1974–2017, the union was mostly run by either ALP
members or left-leaning groups, although there were periods when the
conservatives had control of the union and its resources. But it was the ALP
that gained most from the UQ Union.
Anna Bligh, Queensland’s first female premier, was in 1982 the women’s
rights representative on the student union, while also on the union council
in the same year was Anne Warner, who would be a minister of the ALP
government in less than a decade.
The 1982 union also had Paul Lucas, Bligh’s later deputy as premier, as
a Law Faculty representative, while the engineering students’ representative
was Mike Kaiser, later a state MP and long-time ALP apparatchik. The union’s

general vice-president was Rod Welford, a Cabinet minister in
Bligh’s government as well as that of Peter Beattie.
Future premier Annastacia Palaszczuk ran as general
vice‑president in 1990 on a ticket headed by her current health
minister, Cameron Dick, while the union president in 1993, Murray
Watt, is currently an ALP senator based on the Gold Coast.
On the conservative side, the transport minister in the
Liberal‑National Party government of Campbell Newman was Scott
Emerson, who was an editor of the student newspaper in 1985,
while the union secretary in 1988 was Julian Sheezel, later a star in
the Victorian Liberal Party.
Some union alumni had significant impacts on cultural life in
Queensland after they graduated. Of the ten arts ministers in Queensland
over the past thirty years, eight have been graduates of UQ, and one of the
two who wasn’t, Dean Wells, was a long-time lecturer at UQ. Significantly,
five of the eight were also active in the student union.
When the Labor government came to office in Queensland in 1989,
premier and arts minister and former student activist, Wayne Goss,
undertook a major review of the arts, releasing the policy document
Queensland: A State for the Arts in 1991, which guided arts policy for
the next decade.
In 1999, another UQ alumni and former student activist, Matt Foley, then
the state’s arts minister, introduced the Art Built-in policy, which allocated
funding of 2 per cent for public art within all state government capital works
building budgets. This provided a huge amount of work for local artists. The
policy was supported in Cabinet by union alumni Rod Welford and Anna
Bligh, who later both became arts ministers themselves.
The sheer number of future politicians who emerged from the breeding
ground of the UQ Union demonstrates the intersection of culture and
politics. Throughout a good deal of the late 1960s and early 1970s, the main
focus of the union was political. But, drawing on the work of writers such as
Noam Chomsky, a greater emphasis on culture and its role in political change
emerged in the 1970s. There were culturally minded people inside the union
itself who wanted social change, but they were always open to supporting
students and others from outside the university to achieve the same ends.
Then a major change occurred in 1989, when a conservative ticket,
headed by then Young National Victoria Brazil and with future Liberal Party
operative Julian Sheezel as treasurer, took over the student union.
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Within their first week in office in late 1988, they had evicted 4ZZZ
from its base in the union building and took steps to rein in the Semper
editors, who were not on their ticket. The eviction of 4ZZZ is discussed at
greater length later in this chapter. In the case of Semper, they proposed a
special meeting of the union with a motion that called for their unsuccessful
candidate for Semper to be appointed as editor over the elected editors, Jeff
Cheverton and Bree McKillgan.
Ultimately this move failed but the Triple Zed eviction succeeded. This
period in office coincided with the introduction of tertiary fees, which
changed the mood on campus dramatically as students became a lot more
focused on their studies, with less time for artistic or political pursuits.
But their term in office was decisive, as it changed the way the union
operated. For example, moves to corporatise food services began, which
resulted in outside contractors being brought in to provide food services,
restricting the refectory to a café for students, no longer used for rock concerts.
Throughout the 1970s and 1980s, the union was culturally active in
five main areas, affecting not just university students on campus, but the
broader Brisbane community. These were student newspaper Semper,
radio station 4ZZZ, the Schonell Theatre, the Cement Box Theatre and the
Activities Department.

THE SCHONELL THEATRE AROSE out of the ambition of students at
the university’s residential colleges in the 1960s to have their end-of-year
Gilbert and Sullivan productions performed at their own live theatre space,
with some lofty ambitions of it being used to stage the equivalent of the
Cambridge Footlights Revue, or some such similar production.
It was a big undertaking for a student union, even a cashed-up one.
Work on the Schonell started in 1967, with the original estimate that it
would cost $260,000 and be finished in a year. In the end, the desire to give
college students their own theatre stage cost the union $870,000 and several
years’ work before it was eventually finished in 1970. Partly to finance the
overrun, the Commonwealth Bank was offered fifteen years’ free rent in the
extensions beside the Schonell, an arrangement that gave the Commonwealth
a monopoly over bank services on campus.
When the Schonell opened in 1970 as a live theatre, it was with an
extravagant production of Bacchoi, based on the legend of Dionysus, the Greek

god of wine, ritual madness, fertility,
theatre and religious ecstasy. But the
students showed a flair for publicity by
adding a very 1970s touch of nudity to
these traditional theatrical themes, and
the juxtaposition of Greek mythology
and nudity prompted front-page
headlines and reporting. It was a great
start for the new theatre.
Nudity was an ongoing theme of
student live theatre in the early 1970s.
In 1971 Geoffrey Rush, who went on
to become one of Australia’s most
celebrated actors, would perform
nude in a production called I Hear
What You Say, named after a catchphrase of the then vice-chancellor, Zelman
Cowan. Rush walked on stage and said, ‘This is a student revue. You’re
undoubtedly expecting a nude scene.’ He promptly took his gear off, stood
there naked for a couple of seconds, then walked off stage.
Nudity may have grabbed the audiences and the headlines early on, but it
was hard to sustain. Elsewhere in Brisbane, a live theatre had been opened in
the SGIO building in the CBD only a year before, which provided a home for
the newly formed Queensland Theatre Company, so traditional theatregoers
suddenly had a live theatre suitable for the sort of productions they liked.
But, at the same time, the world of theatre was changing, with an
emerging experimental style that was far more spontaneous, ‘real’, often
involving audience participation. The Schonell had been designed as a
traditional live theatre, which, in addition to fixed seating in stern rows, also
had an old-style orchestra pit. The indulgence that scandalised various union
hacks over the 1970s was a lift that moved the orchestra up and down, so they
would suddenly be in sight, then suddenly gone. But it also meant a distinct
gap between the stage and the audience, something completely at odds
with emerging modern theatre, a style that interested more students than
traditional theatre.
After the opening extravaganza the Schonell bumbled along as a live
theatre for a few years, hosting the Boys Scouts’ annual theatrical production,
The Gang Show, as well as a series of ballet performances. Other users were
the revues done by the various residential colleges on campus. None of this
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was exactly the cutting edge of new theatre. Consequently the Schonell
was losing the students union $500 a week, and the situation was patently
not sustainable.
As the 1970s rolled out, the future of the Schonell became a major issue
for the union. One possible solution was the use of the Schonell as a cinema
rather than a live theatre, but the films shown were all the standard Hollywood
releases that would arrive at the Schonell after they stopped screening in
town. Again, this was hardly cutting-edge stuff, and there was little future in
competing with bigger theatres in town for the same Hollywood-style movies.
But, as live theatre was changing, so too was the world of film. Hollywood
was moving away from tried and true, but tired, lurve stories such as Cleopatra
or Paint Your Wagon, with new films such as Easy Rider, a low-budget film that
tackled contemporary issues for a younger audience. And new technology also
meant that filmmaking did not require a blockbuster budget, and a wave of new
European directors such as Ingmar Bergman and Federico Fellini emerged.
In other parts of the world there was a zing and excitement about the
new style of movies, but none of this was being
reflected in Brisbane. About the only place
where such films could be seen in Brisbane
was off campus at places such as the Brisbane
Filmmakers Co‑operative, which screened
films such as Warhol films from the US as
well as avant-garde movies from France,
Italy and other parts of Europe, even
South America.
New technology and lower costs meant
that film was also becoming an accessible
art form at a local level, resulting in
efforts such as Bruce Dickson’s The RE
Film of 1974.
Jim Beatson, a mature-aged student
who had lived in London in the 1960s
and was active in the student union
in the early 1970s, was one of several
who saw the potential of the Schonell
as an avant‑garde cinema rather than
simply screening the sort of films that
could be seen in town a week earlier.

There were pointers there for the union about the best direction for the
Schonell. On Sunday nights the Ham brothers, Evan and Peter, would hire
the cinema and screen double-feature movies, and they were attracting good
crowds. The downside for the union was that the brothers hired the cinema
on a commercial basis and then kept the profits from the door, making
Sunday nights the only time it was making money – but none of it was going
to the union. It was obvious – there was a market that could be easily tapped,
but the Schonell programming at the time was ignoring it.
The fate of the Schonell became a passionate issue in union elections
around the mid‑1970s, and eventually Jim Beatson and his supporters won
the argument about the direction of the Schonell. But the big question was
how to get there.
After several rocky starts Ron Wakenshaw was recruited to run the
Schonell. Ron’s day job was as an accounts clerk at Peters Ice-Cream but his
passion was cinema. He had good contacts with film distributors and was
also part of the Brisbane Film Society, as well as being a deeply eccentric
man. When he was first approached, Ron wondered why the Schonell was
losing money. ‘Every time I went, on a Sunday night, there were great movies
and the place was packed,’ he said.
Based on the success of the Sunday nights, plus a better knowledge of
what was happening around the world in cinemas, the vision of Jim Beatson
and others was to turn the theatre into an arthouse cinema showing edgy
and classic films otherwise unavailable in Brisbane. Ron Wakenshaw was to
implement this vision.
In late 1975 the theatre was closed down for several weeks to be
overhauled for the ‘new Schonell’. One of the changes was better marketing,
so that customers – especially those from outside the university – knew
where the Schonell Theatre was. Part of this involved writing the name
‘schonell theatre’ on the chimney of the theatre. Ralph Loveday, an
architecture student who was one of the painters, said the signwriting
involved getting up high on a trestle and holding on. ‘It wouldn’t get close to
passing Workplace Health and Safety laws today,’ he said in 2017.
The Schonell may technically have been on the union’s property but the
administration still cast a stern eye over what was happening there, and the
appearance of the sign infuriated the university administration, who insisted
it be removed, largely because, they said, of consideration of the Schonell
family. The theatre had been named after Sir Fred Schonell, a former vicechancellor of the university, who had passed away. According to Jim Beatson,
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the university argued that his widow, Eleanor (who, in the sometimes small
world of Queensland, had a walkway bridge across the Brisbane River named
after her some thirty years later), would be offended by having her husband’s
name printed in lower case. ‘They didn’t like the font,’ said Ralph Loveday.
But all of this was a side argument to what was happening inside the
theatre, which presented a whole new style of programs aimed at people
interested in cinema, whether they were UQ students or not.
Innovations such as midnight screenings of Warhol movies on a Friday
night were introduced, working on the sound commercial principle that
students and other young people often indulged in late nights and a movie
was a pretty good way to finish up a drunken night. It also created a sort of
cache – this was something new, this was something different, this was new
Brisbane. There was also arthouse movies on Saturday afternoons, and ballet
and opera movies on Sunday afternoons.
The ‘new Schonell’ opened to a full house for Death in Venice and The
Virgin and the Gypsy. Death in Venice became a popular attraction. ‘Every
time we screened it we got a full house, four hundred people,’ said Ron
Wakenshaw. Fellini’s Amacord and Truffaut’s Day for Night were the sort of
films being shown at the Schonell, not available in mainstream cinemas.
But the big commercial hit was Woody Allen movies, and Annie Hall and
Manhattan both made their Australian debuts at the Schonell. By the end
of the 1970s the Schonell was established as the major arthouse theatre in
Brisbane and it retained that position until it closed for the first time in 2005.
Other cinemas had seen the financial viability of the Schonell model and
it no longer had the monopoly on arthouse movies in Brisbane. Coinciding
with this, the finances of the student union had changed dramatically, as the
Howard government had brought in voluntary student unionism, which
cut off the rivers of gold that had previously flowed into the union’s coffers.
Consequently, the union could not afford to cross-subsidise the theatre.
But it opened again in 2008 for limited screenings, not least because it
was right beside the popular Pizza Café. But the thorny question of what to
do with the Schonell that so occupied the student union in the 1970s came
back to occupy their successors – sometimes literally their children – some
forty years later.
In 2017 it stopped screening movies altogether and became a commercial
venue for hire. It had been a vital part of Brisbane’s popular culture for
decades, patronised by considerably more Brisbane residents than university
students, but whose time had now come and gone.

MAKING THE SCHONELL A cinema rather than a live theatre venue may
have solved the union’s financial problem, but there was still a demand, albeit
a smaller one, for a live theatre on campus.
Before the Schonell was constructed, most live theatre productions took
place at the off-campus Avalon Theatre about a kilometre down Schonell
Drive. The faculty revues, especially the Architecture Revue, took place here,
but it was off campus and owned by the university rather than the union.
When the Schonell Theatre had been built there was provision for storage
space and a garage underneath the building, with a cement floor, cement
walls, and a cement ceiling, literally a cement box.
That cement box fitted the bill for the new type of experimental theatre
for which the Schonell, with its orchestra pit and fixed seating, was ill-suited.
It was a freeform space where actors and audiences didn’t feel bound by
theatrical traditions.
Even when the Schonell was being used a live theatre in the early 1970s
the Cement Box was also used to stage plays. Robert ‘Bomber’ Perrier had
acted with Geoffrey Rush in a production of Samuel Beckett’s Endgame in the
early 1970s in what was then the garage and storage area.
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For a time the Cement Box hosted various one-off shows, generally of a
more experimental nature and involving people from outside the university
and the drama society. But the downside of the student union’s reach into
the broader Brisbane community came when a Brisbane City Council
employee happened to attend as an audience member in 1976, and the union
subsequently received a notice from the council saying they had to close the
Cement Box down until it became legal. There was much to rectify – no fire
exit, no toilets, for example.
But there was a strong DIY spirit among the student body at the time. If
physical changes had to be made, there was a group of generally fit, healthy
and strong young people who could do it. It was the same spirit that had also
seen 4ZZZ and the Activities Department built. A succession of working
bees left the Cement Box as retaining the distinctive cement floor, walls and
ceiling, but it was now a legal 196-seat theatre with flexible seating that could
be rearranged to suit the performance.
This was something of an innovation – most live theatres had a simple
structure, a stage and seats for an audience in front of the stage. With the
Cement Box, the space for the stage could be changed simply by rearranging
the seating.
The flexible seating was completely in line with experimental theatre.
Bomber Perrier did one mime show that included a cricket test, in which he
mimed the batsmen, bowler and fieldsmen, even a wicket. This was a long
way from Gilbert and Sullivan and hardly the sort of thing traditional theatre
patrons expected.
In the spirit of being a non‑traditional theatre space, one of the Cement
Box’s biggest attractions came in the late
1970s and early 1980s with the Sunday
Night Follies.
Organised by Activities, the Follies
consisted of a piano and a stage where
anyone could get up and perform. It
also sold alcohol, a big attraction when
it was difficult to get a drink anywhere
in Brisbane on a Sunday night.
Being directly below the Schonell
Theatre, the Cement Box could
only feature unamplified stand-up
comics, street poets such as Jack

Bondi (Bernie Lewis) or acoustic musical acts, until such time as the film
being shown in the cinema above had finished. On one occasion, a man
playing the bagpipes outside the Schonell kept playing as he walked from
the car park and into the Cement Box. A good many of the film patrons
streaming out of the Schonell followed this Pied Piper into the theatre.
Memorable acts of the Sunday Night Follies included Anne Sinclair,
who had a memorable song about ‘Betty’s father’, and acts from outside the
university such as bluesman Wiley Reed, an African-American who felt
very much at home on campus. On one occasion when Reed was playing, an
audience member came out with a marijuana joint that Reed toked on while
not breaking stride in his piano solo.
But UQ was only one campus in Brisbane. Soon there was plenty of live
theatre activity in other Brisbane tertiary institutions and agit-prop locations.
While there was a strong connection between UQ and companies such
as La Boite and the Queensland Theatre Company, arguably the biggest
contribution to live theatre outside the university came from the Popular
Theatre Troupe (PTT), which started out with two writers from UQ in the
early 1970s, Errol O’Neill and Richard Fotheringham.
O’Neill and Fotheringham worked with a prominent figure in the
alternative theatre movement in Britain, Albert Hunt, to establish a
distinctive style for the troupe, a sort of portable theatre that could be taken
anywhere, from shopping malls to factories, with a small number of actors
and lots of quick costume changes.
Many of the early actors in the Popular Theatre Troupe came from UQ,
including Geoffrey Rush and Lindy Morrison, later the drummer in The
Go‑Betweens. As the 1970s wore on, many actors came from the colleges
of advanced education (CAEs), which had previously been teacher training
colleges and the like. This was largely because in the 1970s there was a big
push for theatre in education. Live theatre had a higher profile at the CAEs
than at UQ. Actors in the Popular Theatre Troupe such as Therese Collie and
Roger Rosser were graduates of the CAEs.
There was a large musical element in PTT’s work, which was highly
political theatre, with shows such as The White Man’s Mission. The troupe
travelled a lot throughout regional Queensland and other parts of Australia.
But PTT was never going to be an easy fit in Queensland’s conservative
political climate, with troupe members suspecting that the Queensland
Police’s notorious Special Branch was keeping tabs on them. Certainly, two of
their shows were banned by the Bjelke‑Petersen government.
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But the troupe came into existence because of the Whitlam government,
which set up the Australia Council to further the arts in Australia, and
particularly to look at new and emerging art forms. After the Whitlam
government was removed from office in 1975, PTT still received funding
from the conservative Fraser government but this stopped in 1982, at which
point Errol O’Neill declared that the Australia Council had ‘bourgeois values’.
PTT was a regular in the Cement Box, as its experimental space suited
the troupe’s work. But its bigger influence was outside the university, often
outside Brisbane, and often outside Queensland.

Triple Zed
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IN MID‑1975, JIM BEATSON, a seasoned political and cultural activist,
went into Brisbane’s CBD to visit the Brisbane outpost of the federal
government’s Department of Media. Jim’s mission was to find what steps were
necessary to get a community radio licence, which had been made available
by the Whitlam government. The bureaucrat in attendance, after a few initial
pleasantries, took Jim into her confidence and gave it to him straight.
‘Listen mate, nobody’s heard of you guys,’ she said. ‘The name of the
game around here is getting community support. You need to be able to
demonstrate that you’ve got a stack of people and organisations behind
you. We don’t just need one letter every now and then, but bulk letters from
community groups.’
Thus informed, Jim Beatson went back to UQ and started organising
the mother of all community campaigns. Schools, scouts, educational
institutions, it didn’t really matter who, but any community group with a
letterhead wrote to the Department of Media saying that what they wanted
for Brisbane was a community radio station. Oh, and make sure it’s on the
FM dial, even though we’re not really sure what that is.
A radio station at UQ was not a long-standing priority or aim of students.
Before the Whitlam government held a seminar on setting up community
radio stations in 1975, very few people on campus were familiar with the idea
of an out-there radio station.
But Beatson, who had been in England in the early 1970s and heard
pirate station Radio Caroline (broadcast off the British coast) knew of the
coming technology of FM radio, started the movement at UQ. There was no
huge groundswell of support for ‘Let’s get a radio station set up on campus.’
This was no grassroots movement on the way up, this was opportunity

grasped – ‘Sacred shit, we could get a radio station! Let’s go for it and get the
union to finance it!’
The role of the UQ Union in setting up the station was vital. In the 1975
union elections (for 1976), Jim Beatson and John Stanwell both ran as ‘4ZZ’
(as it was initially) candidates so they could claim a mandate among students
for union support for the radio station.
But setting up a radio station was not cheap. Union minutes of 1975
show that the council passed a motion that ‘the University of Queensland
Union make an annual grant of $40,000 for running costs of 4ZZZ‑FM for
1976, to be paid to Media Facilities Pty Ltd in twelve monthly instalments’.
Further, ‘that the University of Queensland Union make a grant of $23,450.65
for purchase of 10KW ERP transmitter, aerial and associated equipment for
4ZZZ‑FM’s Mt Coot‑tha main transmitter station’.
Even by the standards of a cashed-up student union, over $63,000 was
a lot of money to find. And, if money went to the new idea of a community
radio station, then there was less money to go to other causes.
One of the affected activities, which now had less money, was Playgroup,
the child-minding service offered by the union, and childcare was seen by
most in the union as a strong feminist issue well worth supporting. Rada
Rouse, later a Semper editor and then a career journalist but at that stage
the women’s rights vice-president in the union, voted in favour of the radio
station at the crunch union meeting.
‘I was persona non grata in the women’s room for a while,’ she ruefully
admits. But forty years on Rada is adamant that it was the right decision.
‘There was the Feminist Broadcasting Collective; at one stage there was an
all-women newsroom. Triple Zed was extremely supportive of women in the
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media and supportive of changes in
the way women were portrayed. But it
was a tough decision at the time.’
As 4ZZ, later Triple Zed, was set
up on union premises and heavily
subsidised by the union, many voices
on the union council wanted some
say in the running of the station. The
union had a formal position of no
interference in the running of the
station, which they saw as supporting
the broader principle of freedom of
the press. But union minutes of the
1970s and early 1980s note several
occasions when Hayden Thompson,
Triple Zed’s coordinator, fronted the
union council to give assurances about content, both editorially and musically.
But the union wasn’t the only one on their back. The university was also
keen to implement some control over a station that, after all, had got its
licence partly on the basis of being an educational facility.
In 1978, the university said that 4ZZZ was breaking the terms of its
licence by broadcasting to young people ‘in the Brisbane–Ipswich area in the
18–24 age group’ and that ‘much of its material was not educational’. Alan
Beagley, union president, replied: ‘There is, I suggest, ample evidence that
4ZZZ has been transmitting material “containing matter of an educational
nature”, even on a fairly narrow definition of “educational”.’
A sub-committee of the University Senate in 1979 looked into 4ZZZ
programming, and a submission from union president Eugene O’Sullivan on
30 October 1979, said, ‘It is true that 4ZZZ can be perceived as a “commercial
rock station”, but this, far from being a criticism, is a credit to 4ZZZ. It is not
the typical Top 40 songs.’ When the crunch was on – as it regularly was – the
union was in 4ZZZ’s corner.
When Danielle Bond became Triple Zed coordinator in 1985, Hayden
Thompson gave her some advice: ‘Always maintain a good relationship
with the union.’ Danielle, herself a former union secretary, had no trouble
following through on this but, as the 1980s wore on, Triple Zed became
more radical at a time when the union was becoming more conservative. The
complaints from the union to 4ZZZ became more regular and more heated.

One particular gripe was the state of the refectory floor after a Joint Effort,
where some of those attending danced aggressively. This was especially so
during the punk era of the late 1970s. Sometimes they chipped the floor.
Given what else happened on those nights, a chipped floor was pretty minor.
More calming reassurances were required.
Generally, throughout the 1970s and 1980s, relations between the union
and 4ZZZ were not close, but then they didn’t need to be. There was always
some member of the union council who wanted the radio station brought to
heel, but the union regularly backed 4ZZZ in its legal stoushes.
That all changed at the end of 1988, when a ticket based around a group
of medical students and headed by Victoria Brazil won a majority of positions
on the union. In the broader Queensland political context of the time, the
National Party was getting towards the end of its twenty-three years in office,
and Sir Joh Bjelke‑Petersen had been seen off as premier at the end of 1987.
But there were strong pockets of resistance, and Brazil was a Young Nationals
member. She and her team won the elections of 1988 to get into office for
1989. But things moved very quickly once they actually took office, on
8 December 1988.
On 14 December at 4.17 am, Brazil, accompanied by other recently
elected union officials and four security guards, entered the 4ZZZ offices and
delivered an eviction notice, effective immediately, to ‘prohibit any person
from entering the Union Building currently known as “The Offices of 4ZZZ”’.
The notice stated: ‘Any person acting in contravention of this prohibition will
be trespassing upon the property of the University of Queensland Union and
will be made the subject of civil proceedings.’
Predictably, all hell broke loose as 4ZZZ administrators woke to the news.
The station itself kept broadcasting from its transmission site at Mt Coot‑tha,
largely because a volunteer technical worker at the station, Allan Herriman,
had noticed the ‘sinister’ loitering of certain executive members around 4ZZZ
in the few days beforehand and had already set up emergency broadcasting
equipment at the transmitter site. Quite regularly, in the political climate of
the time in Queensland, it paid to be paranoid.
The next few months and years were a lively time for 4ZZZ, but the
eviction effectively ended its relationship with the UQ Union.
But even though Triple Zed was now officially off campus, it still played
a vital role in the UQ Union. Rage over Triple Zed’s ousting built throughout
1989. Triple Zed put together a ticket for most of the union executive
positions in 1990, totally routing the conservatives.
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Feature story on
Activities appeared in
Semper, July 1981.

THE 1960S MAY HAVE been when protests against the authoritarian nature
of western society started, but in Queensland it was the 1970s when the
young people who dreamed of a new and better world moved past imagining
it and started actually building it.
Art had a central place in this new world, but a new sort of art, accessible
and vivid. It was a sort of useable art that aided and abetted social change,
rather than simply being something hanging on a wall that you looked
at every so often. Create your own reality, man, instead of just accepting
whatever’s handed to you.
Students in Australia wanted in on this movement. The first Universities
Arts Festival was held in Sydney in 1967, and a third, in Canberra in 1971,
added ‘Aquarius’ to its name. The next Aquarius Festival was held in 1973 at
Nimbin in northern New South Wales and many UQ students attended.
Nimbin, of course, became far more than just a temporary freakout, with
a whole permanent alternative community being built there at Tuntable Falls.
They wanted a simpler lifestyle, less consumerist, more thoughtful, thinking

globally and acting locally. There was an abiding philosophy that everyone
had something of value to contribute and they were encouraged to express
themselves. The movement quickly spread away from the lush mountains and
creeks of northern New South Wales to the Australian campuses.
At Queensland University, much of the practical support for an artistic
and expressive life came out of the Architecture Faculty. John Stanwell, an
established campus activist, turned up there one day in the mid‑1970s asking
if anyone could paint posters. As it turned out, there was. The Architecture
Faculty attracted not just those who wanted a career in architecture but also
those interested in art, and quite a few of these – such as Damien Ledwich
– were interested in politics as well. This desire for an artistic and expressive
life was not at odds with protesting against the state – indeed, the two went
hand in hand. Simplicity, peace and beauty would overcome the dominant
and dominating power structure. My karma would run over your dogma, as
the bad taste joke went. No‑one in Australia was yet placing flowers in gun
barrels, as they did in the US, but the sentiment was there.
John Stanwell and others produced their posters in a cramped little
space called the Activities room up a weird flight of stairs in the main union
building at the end of Schonell Drive. All through the 1960s and early 1970s
it had been a space where the various clubs and societies on campus, ranging
from the Law Students through to the Games Society, could get practical
administrative support for their activities.
The dual lure of arts and activism meant that the room started being
used to produce posters that promoted protests and street marches as well
as activities outside of campus. As the 1970s progressed, so the signs and
posters became more creative and appealing to younger students. ‘Rally for
the right to say Fuck!’ screeched one poster, while another featured a picture
of a Queensland police vehicle with pigs looking out the window. It was a
far cry from roneoed sheets giving the time and place of the Engineering
Students’ AGM.
The union employed an Activities Officer, and in 1975 it was Heather
Ross, who came from a small north Queensland town. One day an old friend
of her family wandered into Activities and asked if he could just hang out
and help. He dressed well and was way cool, cooler than most of the students,
and the joke was that he was actually an ASIO officer. About a year after he
eventually left, Ross found out from her family that he actually was an ASIO
officer. That captured the mood on campus – because you’re paranoid doesn’t
mean they’re not out to get you.
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Jim Beatson and John Stanwell, two of the original pushers of Triple Zed,
were both sanguine about the radio station being forced off campus. ‘The way
it happened was pretty terrible, but we always saw it as being off campus and
out in the community,’ said Beatson.

Activities
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The politics of what was coming out of Activities was changing, but so
also was the art, largely due to the adoption of screenprinting, which meant
that colourful posters could be produced relatively quickly and en masse.
Colour was important in the new world, in contrast to the drab black-andwhite world of the post-war era. Capitalism was also onto this – colour TV
came into Australia in 1976, and the black-and-white world was only kept
alive as a niche artform.
Screenprinting involved the creation of a basic design stencil, covering
it with a screen, then pouring large quantities of paint over the screen and
running a squeegee over the screen so that it prints on the surface beneath.
At any given rally or march at least twenty signs would be needed, and they
were generally mass-produced on the morning of a march.
This growing activity put extra pressure on Activities, and Heather Ross
successfully argued that the section was outgrowing its space up in the main
union building and needed a larger area.
Similar things were happening on other campuses in Australia. At the
University of Sydney, for example, the Tin Shed emerged to serve a similar
purpose. There were some fraternal exchanges between UQ’s Cultural
Activities section and the Tin Shed, which today is a museum within the
university’s Architecture Faculty.
Back in Brisbane, the solution to finding more space came with extensions
to the university refectory in 1974 and 1975, which had been built out over
the east-facing slope at the back of the union building. But building out over
the slope meant that underneath was vacant and covered ground. This vacant
plot in time came to be highly important – over the next few years it would be
enclosed to house 4ZZZ, Semper and the new and expanded Activities section.
So an area underneath the refectory extension was enclosed and given
a floor and tacky aluminium windows. Throughout the 1970s and 1980s it
became a sort of art space in which students could do pretty well anything
they wanted, as long as they cleaned up afterwards. Candles were made there,
there was a photographic darkroom, workshops were run there, there was
space for musical and performance events, and alternative film screenings too
way out for even the Schonell.
Underneath the main Activities room on the second floor was a pottery,
with Michael Walker becoming the potter-in-residence. Pottery was seen as
a part of the new lifestyle, making beautiful and usable products with your
hands and simple implements out of something raw and unprocessed that
came from the ground.

Along with pottery came Hare Khrisnas at lunchtime
cooking vegetarian meals and hosting workshops. A brochure
from 1983 gives the flavour of the workshops available to not
just UQ students but the broader community.
Workshops charging a small fee included Etching,
Spinning, Photography, Pottery, Guitar, Yoga, Theatre,
Painting, Photographic Screenprinting, Basic Carpentry,
Car Maintenance, Field Geology of the Scenic Rim, Radio
Production, Bicycle Maintenance and, of course, Basket
Weaving. Free workshops included Alternative Lifestyles,
Introduction to Feminist Ideas, Legal Education and, of
course, Screenprinting.
But Activities also became a bit of a place to hang out, where
people with artistic or creative interest could meet others of
a similar inclination. University students with time between
lectures would go and keep company with the potters and
artists. Brian Doherty, an architecture student who became a
practising artist and was based out of the Activities section for much of the
1970s and 1980s, said that what was happening on campus was not just for
UQ students.
‘Activities was an outreach area where there were a lot of people from
outside the uni. Once that space got going, it was a sort of shared and creative
weirdness that accommodated every type of political brand.’
Not that it was without pressure. Doherty remembers regularly having
to run off posters for events such as concerts and political talks and get
them up around uni for an event that evening or even lunchtime. ‘We had to
move very quickly. You’d often be printing things up and there’d be someone
looking at you saying, “When’s it going to be ready?”’
As well as running workshops and providing grassroots support for
artists, Activities was also the connection for international music acts doing
the campus circuit on the east coast. Concerts at Mayne Hall in the 1970s
included Split Enz in 1977, Bo Diddley, Sonny Terry and Brownie McGee,
and Margret RoadKnight.
In 1981, the Cambridge Footlights, one of those groups of oh-so-clever
British undergrad thespians from whom sprung the likes of Monty Python,
came to Mayne Hall as part of their Australian tour. They did a wonderful
rip-off of the Bee Gees, with hairdryers blowing their hair back, while their
theme song was ‘Meaningless Songs in Very High Voices’.
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Numerous posters
for 4ZZZ Joint Efforts
were screenprinted at
Activities, 1981.

Radio Active’s Hee
Bee Gee Bees
performance at
Mayne Hall was
organised by
Activities, 1981.
The Hee Bee Gee
Bees story was first
broadcast on BBC
Radio Two.
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provided opportunities for networking and the cross-fertilisation of
disciplines and ideas.’

Peter ‘Louie’ Lewis was Activities
coordinator with Di Heenan
from 1979 to 1983, both from the
Queensland College of Art, which had
a close connection with Activities.
Louie organised the music events
and, when he asked the polite British
upper-class undergraduates if there
was anything else they wanted, they
replied that they wouldn’t mind
wetting their whistle after the show.
This request for a small drink led
to several slabs of beer and a dozen
flagons of wine being laid on. It must
be said that they were largely consumed after the show by the volunteers.
But the whole thing had earlier nearly turned into a disaster – Louie
had arranged to get the tickets printed by the Wintergarden Theatre in the
CBD, and he went into town on his motorbike to collect them. Then, just
hours before the show was to begin, the union got a phone call from the
Brisbane City Council, saying that a bus driver had picked up a roll of a
thousand tickets lying on the road at Coronation Drive. They had come out
or Louie’s pocket when he was riding his motorbike back from the CBD to
the university. The show went on all due to an honest bus driver. ‘He wouldn’t
even take a free ticket,’ said Louie.
Another big concert in the early 1980s was a performance by Redgum,
left-wing electric folk singers, in the Great Court, the first time a loud concert
had ever been scheduled there – and the last. Lecturers around the Great
Court tried hard to compete with Redgum’s drums and electric guitars
whining ‘Won’t you listen to the beat of a thousand marching feet, taking to
the streets’ before giving up the ghost in the face of the protracted electric
assault. Dire threats were made to the union by the administration, and Louie
had to front the authorities and promise never to do it again.
But part of their brief was to organise student events, the most
memorable ones being the Sunday Night open-mic sessions at
the Cement Box.
It was all very unscripted and artistic but led to great collaborations
and networks. As Di Heenan wrote, ‘It attracted artists, musicians, writers,
designers, performers, actors and political activists, and consequently

SEMPER STARTED LIFE AS Semper Floreat in 1932, when the university
was not even at St Lucia, the name being Latin for ‘always flourishing’.
Student newspapers have a long tradition in western universities and, as UQ
grew, a student newspaper in the 1930s became a natural evolution.
In the early history of Semper Floreat, the articles tended to be rather
academic and the editors were conservatives who went on to become a
series of respectable authority figures such as Brisbane solicitors or muscular
Christians who became missionaries and archbishops. The Semper editor
in 1941 was Wally Campbell, who by 1985 had morphed into Sir Walter
Campbell, governor of Queensland.
Like many similar university publications, Semper proved to be a social
barometer of its times. As the mood on campus changed in the 1960s, so
too did Semper, and editors such as Humphrey McQueen, later to become a
prominent left-wing historian, got elected, and more radical types of student
such as the three O’Neill brothers, Michael, Errol and Dan, became involved.
As opposition to the war in Vietnam increased, so the newspaper became
more strident. As the Nimbin values were adopted by many at university, so
the newspaper became more colourful.
This was the student newspaper that Damien Ledwich encountered when
he arrived at UQ in 1974. The 4 April edition of 1974 listed four topics to be
covered inside – US Bases, Wine, Bjelke‑Petersen and Tokai Students.
In the time of Whitlam, concern about US bases was a developing
obsession of the Left. Wine was considered part of the ‘new society’ – it was,
after all, drunk largely by those who were then called New Australians.
The Bjelke‑Petersen topic dealt with Queensland’s notorious gerrymander.
The article concludes, ‘So Queensland finds itself in the unenviable position of
being governed by a party and a Premier that command 20% of the popular
vote, whereas the largest single party in the state, supported by nearly 47% of
the state’s electorate (the ALP) is still well short of a parliamentary majority,
and trails the combined Country Party-Liberal representation by 14 seats.’ The
article quotes Russ Hinze, then a backbencher before his career as ‘Minister
for Everything’, as saying ‘If you don’t gerrymander boundaries, somebody’d
get under your neck and do it for you.’
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Semper in the 1980s
attempted to be
independent from
the student union,
September 1981.
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‘Tokai Students’ is about a visit to UQ by students from a Japanese
university, who commented on ‘the unfair and discriminatory immigration
policies held by the Australian government towards Japanese immigration to
this country’. The article quoted one as saying ‘Australians want Japanese tape
recorders, stereos and bicycles, but not Japanese brains.’
Semper also contained a list of Brisbane cultural events of the time,
including six art shows, a pottery exhibition, a drama performance at the
Schonell Theatre, a performance by the Brisbane Citizens Band, and a lecture
on Christian architecture, ‘The Gothic Churches’, at the Dante Alighleri
Society. Readers were also advised of the activities of the Brisbane Cinema
Group, which on 23 April was screening Bolivian drama film Blood of the
Condor. Significantly, this was exactly the sort of film later shown in the
revamped Schonell. Mr J. Golding, an authority on cubism, was also giving a
public lecture.
The events seemed to be the extent of what was happening in Brisbane at
the time. It might not have been a cultural desert, but the plants were few and
far between. There were no listings for rock or even folk concerts, not because
Semper was not plugged into those networks, but because in Brisbane then,
those networks barely existed. The Saints were still in high school (Corinda
and then Oxley High) and, when they left school and started playing the next
year, they did so at suburban halls and RSLs. In
1974 The Go‑Betweens were still reading poetry
at high school.
Semper rolled on throughout the 1970s,
becoming progressively more politically radical
while increasingly also becoming more of a
lifestyle magazine. In 1977 it underwent a big
change, combining with what was then the
Queensland Institute of Technology, Kelvin Grove
College of Advanced Education and Griffith
University to produce the one newspaper, Gamut,
which was distributed on all Brisbane campuses.
To give something of the flavour of Gamut,
stories in an early edition include ‘Special Branch
Breaks Up “Group of Two”’ by Ross Peake, who
went on to a long career in the federal press
gallery as a journalist with The Australian and The
Canberra Times; an interview with the education

vice‑president of the Australian Union of Students on what campaigns were
being planned; and an article on the Australian Uranium Producers Forum
by Mark D. Hayes, later an ABC journalist and journalism academic. The
Special Branch was a favourite subject of both Semper and 4ZZZ, which
made it something of a counterpoint to the mainstream media, especially
The Courier‑Mail, which religiously adopted a ‘see no evil’ policy towards the
Bjelke‑Petersen government.
The multi-campus idea worked largely because of a particularly good
deal on the print run and with greater distribution it was more attractive
to advertisers.
But in 1978, when Bruce Dickson, who had been editor in 1970, returned
to edit Semper with Rob Cameron, they expanded on the idea of Gamut.
In 1979, they renamed the paper Time Off, based loosely on London’s Time
Out, and sold it through newsagents in south-east Queensland as well as
maintaining it free on campus. This was an actual attempt to transfer a
campus newspaper to a new community-based independent media model,
something that Dickson argued had already happened in some parts of the
US. It was a heavy user of artwork and cartoons, all original, from the likes
of Matt Mawson. Dickson saw the more lively paper as a reflection of a
more lively Brisbane.
The ‘Living Guide’ of the first Time Off in 1979 provided the following
categories: Music, Music Reviews, Cinema, Drive Ins, Television, Film
Reviews, Theatre, Theatre Reviews, Visual Art, Consumers, Community
Services & Exhibitions, Excursions & Roundabout, Stop Press, Food Reviews,
Venues, and Books.
One innovation was a guide to student eating, reflecting the emergence
of low-cost eating houses. The pubs were not left out, but mainly because of
their live acts: Airfreight at the Sunnybank Hotel, Banshee at the Surfair, New
Image at the Jindalee Hotel, Sight and Sound Disco at the Salisbury Hotel.
These were venues more for young people in general rather than university
students in particular.
In 1980 when Rob Cameron took Time Off off campus as a commercial
enterprise, with Damien Ledwich as layout and cover artist, Semper reemerged
as UQ’s student newspaper with Tim Low and Kjaz Perry as editors.
After journalism started being taught at UQ, Semper increasingly became
an informal training ground for journalists. Take 1982, the year I was editor
of Semper along with Kay Nicol, while Damien became our layout artist. I
became a political writer for The Canberra Times and later the Queensland
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bureau chief for The Australian, while Kay went into public relations and set
up her own company.
Our contributors included Louise Evans, Michael Osborne, Paul Grigson,
Cameron Williams, Matthew Condon, Shelley Dempsey, Joe Dowling, Shirley
Sinclair, Alison Walsh and John Henzell, who all went on to illustrious
careers in the media.
Time Off was still running outside the university and Semper was still
sold off campus as well as being distributed free on campus. There was still an
effort to reach outside the university in what was a university newspaper.
Both Semper and 4ZZZ presented challenges to the union, as some union
council members saw them as the union’s means of communicating with
students and that they should be used to promote what the union was doing.
But the other viewpoint and official policy was that, as believers in freedom
of the press, the union simply provided the funds and then exercised a handsoff approach.
These tensions were illustrated in an exchange in a union council meeting
of 25 May 1981 between women’s rights vice-president Anna Bligh and Anne
Jones, then Semper editor. The minutes of the meeting tell the story.
‘Anna Bligh asked Anne Jones whether she could explain why Semper,
the official newspaper of the union, devoted only one-third of a page of
its latest issue to a report on the student strike? Why a reporter did not
cover the strike so that an interesting coverage, accompanied by graphics,

photographics, could have appeared in Semper.
Why the union newspaper gives less sympathetic
coverage than either the commercial TV stations
or The Courier Mail? Why reviews of records and
books that most students cannot afford to buy,
occupied up to 30 times more space in the Union
newspaper than an unprecedented political action
carried out by the members of this union?’
Anne Jones defended the Semper approach, but
then said that Semper existed in isolation from the
union ‘and that people only paid them a visit when
they disagreed with something they had done’.
But in 1983 the editor was John Henzell, who
put the paper in the direction of more campus
information and less stories dealing with broader
issues. This was the end of Semper’s role as an
independent newspaper in broader Brisbane affairs
and back to a role chronicling campus events.
There were still breakout attempts – in 2005 the magazine was edited by
Daniel and Sarah Spencer, who went on to form the influential underground
rock band Blank Realm.
But in the twenty-first century, campus culture had changed dramatically.
There was little desire to be the beachhead for a new and better world.
Students put their heads down and studied and kept their noses clean, with
future employers being considerably more demanding about the qualities
they wanted in their workforce.
Around 2006 a group of Liberal students called the Fresh team seized
power of the union, including Semper. Consequently, the student newspaper
with a proud tradition of progressive, even radical, politics started running
articles such as ‘Why I Can be a Feminist and Still Want to Marry a Rich
Husband’ and advised girls that they can have it all, but ‘don’t be afraid to bat
your eyelashes to get what you want …’
By 2017, 4ZZZ was still pumping away, but well clear of UQ, the Schonell
was a venue available for hire, the Cement Box was only in intermittent use,
while Activities had reverted to being Clubs and Societies. In 2017, Semper
reduced the number of issues it produced to three per year and stopped
updating its website.
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Anything but architecture
Andrew Kidd Fraser
As a keen student of journalism at the University of Queensland in the
eighties, Andrew Kidd Fraser became a contributor and later editor

of Semper, the student newspaper. It was at Semper that Andrew met

numerous architecture students, including Damien Ledwich, who became
his lifelong friend. Several former architecture students assisted Andrew

in compiling this history of architecture student activities from the sixties

to the eighties. Those former architecture students included Peter Skinner,
Libby Watson-Brown and Anne Jones. Many others contributed their
stories, recollections and photographs.

GANGGAJANG’S ‘SOUNDS OF THEN’ is not so much a well-known
Australian song that’s been emerging out of Australian sound systems for the
past thirty-five years, but as a boomer anthem, firing up happy memories
among the mellow sixties and seventies set as ‘out on the patio we’d sit, and
the humidity we’d breathe, we’d watch the lightning crack over canefields,
laugh and think, this is Aus-tralia’.
Hardly anyone knows the title of ‘Sounds of Then’ but many Australians
know the chorus, lyrics above. ‘Sounds of Then’, released in 1985, tapped
into a national pride expressed not in a narrow and aggressive jingoistic
chauvinism but through a celebration of the exceptional sensuality and
physicality of the country, a hot sweatiness swirling around a green hilly
landscape stretching into the distance, even if sometimes uncomfortable in
all that damn humidity.
The chorus has been used over and over again in a range of
advertisements (google the one for Coke) as well as significant events such as
major football games – it’s actually been done at Super Bowl in the US. And it
always gets a place in lists of the top Australian songs.
But while a huge number of Australians sit on the patio and know the
chorus, the second verse is not as widely known. It starts:
The block is awkward – it faces west,
With long diagonals, sloping too.
94
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Say what? What’s this about? How many other modern songs talk about
an awkward, west-facing, sloping block with ‘long diagonals’? It sounds more
like a builder’s report than a song.
The truth is that it’s not actually a million miles from that, as when
GANGgajang’s Mark Callaghan started writing this song, he was a
twenty‑year-old from Bundaberg, in coastal Queensland, who was studying
architecture at the University of Queensland.
‘It started in my notebook and I wrote it over several years,’ he said. ‘But
the song is actually about the block of my parents’ house in Bundaberg. You’d
sit on the patio – not a verandah, a patio, as it had tiles and not a wooden
floor – and look out over literally nothing, except cattle grazing and, in the
distance, the canefields.’
‘But architecture and music are much the same. If you’re designing a
house you look at the light and shade, the way it flows, how to use different

spaces, how the whole design fits together. Really,
it’s much the same when you’re writing a song.’
Design and architecture infused Callaghan’s
work as a musician, as it did many other people
who studied architecture but then went on to
careers in other artistic endeavours such as acting,
animation and art.
There were quite a few graduates of UQ’s
Architecture Faculty who pursued careers outside
of architecture – apart from Mark Callaghan, there
was musician Ralph Tyrrell, artists Noel McKenna,
Ian Smith and Michael Barnett, animator Max
Bannah and filmmaker Peter Cox. And, of course,
animator and graphic artist Damien Ledwich.
This infusion of creativity, like many trends in
modern life, started in the 1960s.
The Architecture Faculty at the University of
Queensland was established in 1937, one of the
first faculties on the new site at St Lucia. Its main
function for its first thirty years was to produce graduates who could design
stylish residences for the well-to-do, as well as public buildings for either the
government or private business.
But the revolution of the ’60s came to the UQ Architecture Faculty as well.
Just as students all around the world started questioning what they were doing
and why, so architecture students increasingly started questioning the relevance
of their studies and just who they were producing buildings for and why.
Consequently, throughout the 1960s, ’70s and ’80s, the faculty became
less of a training house for draftsman and more an artistic hothouse, where
buildings were not so much designed as created. The practice of architecture
itself changed from being almost a science to a valid artistic form.
Don Watson, an architect and historian who started architecture at UQ
in 1966, said that the whole university was rebelling against the leading
authority figures of the time, as exemplified by long-time prime minister
Sir Robert Menzies and Queensland premier Joh Bjelke-Petersen.
‘The world was changing and changing quickly. Completely new music
such as the Beatles was only the start of it. Things changed a lot in the faculty
and changed very quickly. We started having classes with art drawing,
tutorials at the RE [Royal Exchange Hotel] and things like that.’
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It wasn’t just their specific studies
and course content that students were
increasingly questioning but also,
along with the rest of the university,
the broader society.
So on 8 September 1967
architecture students were well
primed to join what became the
biggest street march of the modern
era when 4000 students marched
from the university to the Brisbane
CBD demanding an end to
conscription for the war in Vietnam,
as well as demands for a wider reach
of basic civil liberties.
The march is well documented, as students from all faculties attended,
but less well known is that it had a disproportionate effect on architecture
students, who were literally in the front line of the march.
Students were marshalled according to faculty and then by year and, in a
somewhat regimented fashion, marched in alphabetical and numerical order.
(Who’d have thought the engineers would organise
a march?)
The Architecture Faculty was at the front of
the march (just ahead of the Arts Faculty) and the
first-year students were at the front of the faculty.
Of the 120 people arrested, many were the young
architecture students up the front of the march.
Architecture students suddenly became radicalised
in greater numbers than other faculties.
Elsewhere on campus a new Left was forming
under the leadership of people such as Brian
Laver and Bruce Dickson, with an active round
of protests and discussions about how to create
a better world. As Janina Gosseye and John
Macarthur wrote in Hot Modernism, Queensland
Architecture 1945–75, ‘This combination appealed
to many young aspiring architects who increasingly
rejected Queensland’s oppressive state politics and

an architectural training and establishment they
viewed as out-of-date and conformist.’
In the Architecture Faculty, with politics came
the art – literally. Don Watson said that drawing
was taught at the Contemporary Arts Society, at a
church hall at Kangaroo Point, by artists such as
Roy Churcher and Neville Matthews.
And with politics and art came music and
theatre. The Architecture Revue started in 1965,
after architects such as John Railton and Richard
Stringer came to Brisbane from Melbourne with
wonderful ideas about such a revue.
Previous revues had generally been done by
drama students in the Arts Faculty but the whole
notion of satire, which was on the rise in the
broader community throughout the 1960s, had yet
to catch on at the university. But this all changed
when William Yang, who went on to become
one of Australia’s best-known photographers and
chronicler of the gay scene, became the centrepiece
of the Architecture Revues from 1965.
The revues, which were staged at the Avalon
Theatre in St Lucia, captured the spirit of the
times – very irreverent, very unpredictable,
lots of strange things happening and audience
participation, many references to popular culture
of the time, treating politicians as figures of fun.
This was an important cultural change from
most of the performances happening at university. The main entertainment
for males was the smoko, which consisted of a succession of dirty jokes
– generally lewdly anti-women – told while much beer was consumed.
Spirits and wine were generally regarded as being the province of women or
immigrants, sometimes both.
For women, especially those who were interested in culture, the main
activity was the Dramatic Society, which was based around the Arts
Faculty. But these were somewhat formal, generally performing the works
of Shakespeare or other celebrated playwrights, with an audience sitting
attentively in front of them.
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Quite a few celebrated actors,
such as Bryan Nason and Geoffrey
Rush, came out of this milieu, but at
a time when a brave new world was
sweeping university campuses, it was
fairly old world.
The Architecture Revues, by
contrast, had a distinctive local
humour and flavour, and the sketches,
music and experimental theatre
were highly political and creative. It
wasn’t just architecture they skewered in the six revues at the Avalon Theatre
between 1965 and 1970 – Queensland’s political scene, with the cocky
premier, Joh Bjelke-Petersen, prominent, was a frequent target.
Music was a big part of the revues. The Architecture Revues at the Avalon
began with Owo in 1965 and were performed every year to the 1970 A Wop
Bop a Loo Bop a Lop Bam Boom. The band formed in 1967 for High on a Hot
Banana was called the Architecture Revue Band, known as ARB. That was the
name used from that time on, including Young Robert Zimmerman in 1968
and Classical Stuff in 1969.
ARB’s core players were Tony Rose on vocals, Ralph Tyrrell on guitar and
vocals, Neville Twidale on bass and vocals, Graham Killoran on drums and
Tony’s sister Christine Rose on piano and organ. Ralph Tyrrell became the
principal composer, writing songs and collaborating with writer William Yang.
At around the same time on the other side of the world Pink Floyd was
emerging from the architectural colleges of London, although obviously
Brisbane was on a smaller scale, but some, such as Ralph Tyrrell, made
careers in music. An indication of how seriously the music was taken was that
the band was profiled in Go-Set, the groovy music magazine of the time.
ARB also played for William Yang’s plays, Catches 3 and Quartet. Several
members of ARB played in the orchestra for Bacchoi in 1970, which opened
the Schonell Theatre, Childhead’s Doll in 1971 and Oddodyssey in 1972.
Active in the 1967 show was Lecki Ord, who went on to become the
first female lord mayor of Melbourne. The presence of Ord, otherwise a
Melbourne person but who was in Brisbane for a short period, shows a
certain fluidity and movement between architectural schools. John Railton,
for example, started studying architecture in Brisbane but then transferred
seamlessly to Melbourne before returning to Brisbane.

All this interaction gave impetus to the
national conferences of architectural students,
which were held each year in capital cities, and as
the ’60s became increasingly radical, so too did
the conferences.
There would be a guest speaker from overseas,
such as dome guru Buckminster Fuller, and a
series of workshops and seminars challenging
conventional architectural education. As the grand
finale of one conference, the temporary dome
(they were big at the time) set up as the centre
of the conference was spectacularly set alight on
the last night.
In 1967, it was Brisbane’s turn to host the
conference, which culminated in an event held
at the Rialto Theatre in Brisbane’s West End,
where each university was allocated a spot for a
theatrical presentation.
As the conference went on, there was much
talk over a request from University of New South Wales students, who were
intending to put on a ‘happening’, to have the entire second half of the last
night devoted to them. They also asked for an old car, a sledgehammer and
a stripper. The conference was abuzz with what might be in store on the
last night.
Max Bannah, then an architecture student and later to become Brisbane’s
first commercial animator (although he also made independent animated
films), was one of several Queensland students who were a bit underwhelmed
by these strident demands and the way in which the Queensland authorities
(such as they were) seemed to be cheerfully acquiescing to them. While the
buzz about the UNSW ‘happening’ built up, Bannah and a few others went
out to a poultry farm at Brookfield where they purchased a chook.
On the night, after the interval, when everyone else had performed, the
UNSW students started their ‘happening’, banging the old car with hammers
while the stripper performed. At this point, Bannah and others liberated the
chook, adding a dose of mayhem into what was already a pretty freeform
event. The audience and performers were torn between thinking this was part
of the ‘happening’ or its sabotage. It certainly turned out to be a talking point
of the conference.
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Another memorable event occurred in 1972,
when the faculty staged Art Experience Week,
organised by Bill Carr, who invited a number of
people from outside the faculty but prominent in
the emerging arts movements in Australia as tutors.
One was Sydney artist Tim Johnson, who staged a
performance called Induction, in which participants
were invited to lie on the floor of the Masonic Hall,
in Alice Street, and follow instructions chalkedup on a blackboard: ‘Lying on your back, attempt
to produce an erection (penile or clitoral) by
directing your thoughts towards erotic subjects and
attempting slight movement of your organ inside
your underclothes.’
That was only the start. Other performances
included Disclosure (tickling a woman covered
in flour) and Fittings (one pair of pants in six
positions on two bodies), at which point the acting head of school, Bill Greig,
closed down the event and reported it to the university administration.
The Courier-Mail apoplectically reported on the degenerate filth, while
politicians thundered about the event on the floor of Queensland Parliament,
and Bill Carr was hauled in front of the university’s disciplinary committee.
In the aftermath of this event, a defiant Carr cleared all academic books
and desks from his office in the top floor of the Michie Building and insisted
on conducting student tutorials from a deckchair, bare-chested under a sun
lamp in the centre of an exotically aromatic room.
Carr, who insisted that all architecture students read Donald Horne’s
The Lucky Country and would play
DESIGN PRINCIPLES
the students the Barry Humphries
How Noosa has been shaped
recording of one of his characters,
Sandy Stone, was only one of several
lecturers challenging the way
architecture was taught.
Other lecturers, such as Ian
Sinnamon and Peter O’Gorman,
tried to expose students to influences
outside the specific study of the
built environment.

Sinnamon, for example, would screen each
week films from the National Film Archive,
setting future filmmakers, such as Peter Cox, on
their careers.
In some of Peter O’Gorman’s tutorials, students
would gather and take some wine, cheese and
bread and go somewhere and talk philosophy,
particularly new subjects such as existentialism.
Aside from architecture, students had the option of
diving into areas such as screenprinting, sculpture,
photography and carpentry.
As Max Bannah, then a third-year architecture
student, put it, the lecturers pointed out that most
members of parliament were doctors, lawyers or
farmers and, if the built environment was to be
addressed in any meaningful way, then people who
knew design needed to get involved in politics.
Several did, mostly at local government level, the area where politicians
could have the most direct and immediate effect on the environment. Lecki
Ord returned to Melbourne where she became lord mayor, while Peter
Bycroft was active on Noosa Shire Council in the early 1980s, a particularly
important time for the council.
Bycroft was a councillor in the definitive 1982–85 Noosa council, which set
the development guidelines for the current-day Noosa by implementing strict
height restrictions on local buildings and implementing stricter
environmental regulation. The council was regularly at odds
with the pro-development Bjelke-Petersen government, which
saw the high-rises of the Gold Coast as the pinnacle of coastal
development and was keen to weaponise developers in their
struggles against local councils. Bycroft in the 1980s kept the
faith with his old lecturers and architectural student colleagues
from a decade previously.
This, then, was the Architecture Faculty at the University
of Queensland when Damien Ledwich arrived in 1974, a key
year for the faculty.
It was the first year of the Whitlam kids – students
entering university studies without having tuition fees to pay,
and with access to a means-tested student living allowance.
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The larger intake that year
introduced more students from
state schools, more kids from the
country and more women to a
course that traditionally drew from
predominantly male private schools.
The other big change that year
was that the faculty restructured the
five-year Bachelor of Architecture
into a three-year Bachelor of Design Studies, prior to a final two years of the
professionally focused architecture qualification. The marketing proposition
was that this first design degree would deliver broad problem-solving design
skills that would equip graduates for a range of multidisciplinary design roles.
Outside of the university, the architecture profession internationally was
under challenge on environmental, urban and social grounds.
In Sydney, the Builders Labourers Federation green bans had halted the
clearing of working-class suburbs, and the Housing Commission towers
in Melbourne shared the opprobrium of their counterparts in the UK, US
and Europe. In Queensland, architecture students joined protests against
inner‑city freeways and the later demolition of the Bellevue Hotel and
Cloudland Ballroom, and advocated for protection of Brisbane’s timber and
tin inner suburbs.
The Design–Architecture program included a variety of technical
subjects addressing construction, structures and professional practice, as
well as a smattering of architectural history, but the core of the program
was the design studios, where students were to develop drawn responses to
prescribed design problems or briefs.
The studios were more than just subject areas
– they were open-floor hall spaces where up to a
hundred students would work at drawing boards
through the day, into the evenings and through
the night.
With some students living on campus in
colleges and many in nearby share-houses within
hitchhiking (yes!) distance of uni, the studios
became social hubs.
Floating above the drawing boards was
banter, humour, inanity and philosophical and

political debate, a shared musical
soundtrack and an internal design
competitiveness that owed little to the
prescribed ambitions of the briefed
projects. In addition to curriculum
work, the students designed posters,
cartoons and graphics for Semper
Floreat, Time Off and Triple Zed
newsletter Radio Times.
By the third year of the Design
Studies program, the school’s
curriculum was vigorously debated and students rebelled. Ignoring the
conventional high-end high-rise tower project set by the studio lecturer, a key
group of students formed a committee to devise their own alternative project
examining community reuse of disused and threatened hall buildings.
At the end of three years, the Bachelor of Design Studies had, against all
odds, succeeded in producing a diverse crop of multitalented designers.
The first intake produced artists (Noel McKenna) graphic designers
(Damien Ledwich and Terry Murphy) writers and publishers (Anne Jones)
the multifaceted media organisation ToadShow, comedy doo-wop band
the Bruce J-Roll Big Band and future architectural academics (Ian Clayton,
Jeannie Sim and Peter Skinner), as well as a host of prominent architects,
including Elizabeth Watson-Brown, Nanette Sanders and Ruth Woods,
breaking through the gendered ceiling.
Bruce, the revitalised architecture student association, hosted regular
Friday barbeque skits, irreverent talent quests, pet shows and mock debutante
balls, and resurrected the Mobile Design Research Unit.
The music was an important part. As Mark Callaghan, probably the
most prominent musical graduate of architecture, said, ‘It’s hard to overstate
the impact of that time on both my life and my music.
When I was at school in Bundaberg I wanted to play
music, but no-one else did. When I started architecture,
there were forty students in first year, and thirteen of
them played guitar.’
One of the sociable aspects of the faculty was the
regular barbeques in the grounds overlooking the lake.
There is a notable story about one student abseiling down
the side of a building dressed as Elvis. And it was where
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Callaghan and some of the thirteen guitarists
formed their first band, The Grudge, to play at a
barbeque.
Other architecture students’ involvement
in Brisbane bands through the 1970s include
Peter Loveday (Birds of Tin, The Supports, later
Tiny Town); Andrew Wilson (The Toesuckers,
Four Gods); Mark Callaghan, Allan Rielly, Scott
Matheson and Dennis Cantwell (variously Sour
Bruce, The Grudge, The Numbers, The Riptides,
before GANGgajang). Fred Iezzi, Michael Buzolic
and Rob Wheeler contributed variously to the
Bruce J-Roll Big Band, the Corleones, the Toe
Suckers and Blue Adriatics.
Another aspect of the mid-seventies in the
faculty was ‘the Bus’.
Following a trip to the Sunbury Festival in
1972, about half the second-year students decided
they wanted a way of getting around as a group. They raised $1000 to
purchase a double-decker bus, which they drove back from Sydney in 1973.
Three of the students, Bruce Wolfe, Dixon Andrews and Richard Sale, set
up a registered firm, raised more money for refurbishments and set up the
Mobile Design Research Unit.
‘The bus featured carpet from window sill to window sill on the upper
floor with seats that folded back into the walls. It had projection facilities
and a screen that came down at the front windows along with a pretty good
sound system.
‘It took twelve months but we were on the road … but again expensive
mechanical issues forced it off the road in 1975,’ said Bruce Wolfe.
Back at the Architecture Department teaching in 1977, Bruce was asked
about the bus and set to work to get the bus back on the road again.
The architecture student organisation was named ‘Bruce’ partly because
of the Monty Python sketch on the Philosophy Department at Wollongong
University, where the lecturers were all named Bruce and one was in charge
of Logical Positivism and the Sheep Dip.
Bruce handed the bus over to Bruce, refurbished and skippered by John
‘Biggles’ Macarthur, who underwent his own segue to become Professor
Macarthur, Head of School.

‘Field trips’ went as far afield as Sydney, but probably the most tenuously
architectural mission the bus undertook was a two-week tour that introduced
unsuspecting towns from Gympie to Rockhampton to the music of the
Supports and the Go-Betweens.
‘At some later date, possibly 1979, it fell into disrepair – due to unforeseen
running costs, I imagine – and was subsequently vandalised and its final days
are not known,’ Bruce said.
Wild buses charging around the country, music, animation, films,
drawing – this was a scene to which Damien Ledwich, coming out of a
private school but fully informed by the cultural changes of the 1960s and
’70s, was very responsive. He listened to the music and understood it, but his
talent was more in drawing, which, combined with politics, led to a logical
move into cartooning.
John Stanwell, an activist at university outside the Architecture Faculty,
knew what he was doing when he fronted the faculty and asked if anyone
was interested in helping design placards for marches and other protests.
They were. Damien, along with other students, such as Terry Murphy,
enthusiastically gave their talents to the broader protest movement.
Damien also came into the orbit of Max Bannah, a student in the faculty
in the 1960s but, by the time Damien started at the faculty in the 1970s,
had returned from a stint in London and was trying to make a living as an
animator. Damien himself did the London pilgrimage and, after he returned
in the early 1980s, did some work with Max in his
animation studio. That was the start of Damien’s own
career as an animator, with his work Feral Television
winning the Yoram Gross Animation Award for the best
Australian animated short film in 1991.
Not all of the faculty ventured off the architecture
path to embrace other careers – some, such as Allan
Rielly, who played guitar in the early Riptides,
returned to architecture. Bruce Wolfe became a theatre
administrator before returning to architecture.
But many were like Damien Ledwich. Their time at
the Architecture Faculty turned out to be more about
personal development than preparing for a career. And
the cultural and artistic links made during that time
have lasted for over forty years.
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The Cane Toad Times:
Queensland, warts and all
Simon Stocks
In the 1970s and 1980s, Simon Stocks was a contributor to The Cane

Toad Times, on the full-time staff at 4ZZZ‑FM, manager to the underrated
Brisbane band Ninja Skil and founder of La Boite’s late-night cabaret
La Bamba. Today he is Student Services Manager at the Queensland

University of Technology Faculty of Law. He has a deep interest in latte.
The essay ‘The Cane Toad Times: Queensland, Warts and All’ originally
appeared in the journal Queensland Review in May 1998.

THE CANE TOAD TIMES: Australia’s Humour Magazine was published in
two volumes. Volume one was published in the late 1970s and volume two
between 1983 and 1990.
The first volume of The Cane Toad Times was approximately seven issues
and appeared between 1977 and 1978. It was published by Planet Press in
Brisbane and, in the words of the editors of volume two, it was ‘… a funny
little folded thing filled with naughty cartoons and scribblings founded
somewhere 1976ish by our foretoads …’ (The Cane Toad Times, 1988, No. 10,
p. 4). Matt Mawson, who supplied the cover graphic and some illustrations
for the first issue described ‘the original prime movers [as] John Jiggens and
John Reid, the Planet Press anarchists’ (1997). Volume one was first issued in
May 1977 and was sold locally at events such as 4ZZZ‑FM market days, but
‘the early Toad was squashed on the road of life by a big truck with Negative
Cash Flow Ink written on the side’ (1988, No. 10, p. 4).
Anne Jones, one of the instigators of the second coming of The Cane
Toad Times, along with Damien Ledwich and Matt Mawson, told me how
they had ‘liked the name (and) so tried to get the original people going again’.
She added: ‘They said they didn’t want to be involved but said we could use
the name. So, we did. Our idea was to publish the sort of stuff we wanted to
read’ (1997). As Robert Whyte pointed out, these three and many of their
contacts had been involved in both the University of Queensland’s student
108
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newspaper, Semper Floreat, and with public broadcaster, 4ZZZ‑FM. ‘The
people connected with The Cane Toad Times at its re‑emergence represented
a section of the Brisbane counterculture, left leaning with a professed disdain
of high art and poetry’ (1997). Thus was born volume two of The Cane
Toad Times. This group also became the core of a media organisation now
known as ToadShow.
The second volume, which is the subject of this paper, was launched prior
to the Queensland state election in 1983. Queensland was ‘ruled’ by Sir Joh
Bjelke‑Petersen and the National Party. Russ Hinze was in the prime of his
multi-ministerial greatness, Terry White was in charge of the Liberals and
the state opposition was led by Keith Wright. Queensland’s law and order
policies were being administrated by Sir Terry Lewis and the Queensland
Police Force was operating both the Task Force and the Special Branch. Street
marching was banned, heritage buildings went missing in the middle of the
night and the gerrymander was still in place. Culturally, the state government
was building the Queensland Cultural Centre, and the state was basking in
the afterglow of the 1982 Commonwealth Games and preparing for the 1988
World Expo. Stephen Stockwell, who was part of the group that produced
volume two, explained that ‘during the run-up to the 1983 state election, a
group of us felt that there should be a take on the political situation … we
wanted to freely express ourselves at a time when free expression was not
taken for granted …’ (1997). Recent history has confirmed that this period of
Queensland’ s political history was indeed a particularly turbulent and corrupt
one and that, as Anne Jones recalled, ‘there was a lot of wild and crazy stuff
happening in Queensland that was being ignored by the other media’ (1997).
This was the background against which the second volume of The Cane
Toad Times was launched. The editorial in issue one proclaimed that ‘some
things must be said, the insanity of life in Queensland and beyond must be
described and explained, in vivid, if misleading detail’ (1983, No. 1, p. 2). The
Cane Toad Times second volume then spent most of the decade presenting
an alternative view of Queensland. This view conflicted with the then ‘official’
view, but was nevertheless tinged with a sense of nostalgia, with genuine
feelings for the place where most of the contributors either lived or grew up.
It was not a jaundiced view. Anne Jones pointed out that one of the factors
she saw as most important in the genesis of the second volume of The Cane
Toad Times was the group’s desire to ‘stay in Queensland rather than heading
off to Sydney or Melbourne, so we were sort of trying to create jobs and
recognition for ourselves here’ (1997).

The Cane Toad Times second volume started to take shape early in 1983.
The minutes of the early meetings of interested parties show wide-ranging
discussion. The meeting of 20 April 1983 came up with five ‘Aims of The Cane
Toad Times’, three of which refer to the magazine’s constant efforts ‘to wipe
poetry of the face of the earth’. The other two aims were ‘to provide an outlet
for people to write what we want to read’ and ‘to undermine the family and
totally destroy Western civilisation as we know it’ (CTT Editorial Collective
Meeting minutes, 1983). These aims firmly set The Cane Toad Times on its way
and nominated its fuel as satire. The same meeting nominated ‘trendy left‑wing
intellectuals, school children, drug users and bored public servants’ as part of
their target audience and suggested that the magazine’s content could include
satire, fiction reviews, popular culture and graphics. The meeting also suggested
that they take a ‘wild speculative nonsense approach’ and that the ‘humour
be not just for the sake of humour, but rather highlighting the bizarrity of life’.
Other recorded policy directions included the idea that the magazine could and
should be parochial, strongly opinion‑orientated and capable of developing a
strong engagement with the reader.
As well as confirming the basic direction and feel of the magazine, the
early meetings also set the editorial structure. The Cane Toad Times would
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be edited by an editorial collective and the process of editing would be
undertaken by discussion. No one person could reject any item unless it was
poetry. The other main concern of early meetings was funding. Initially a
grant was to be sought from the Australia Council’s Visual Arts Board but
this never eventuated. Funding became an ongoing concern, with a series
of fundraising events being undertaken to finance the production of the
magazine from issue to issue.
Having firmly stated its intent to be a satirical publication, and having
undertaken to be a ‘vividly personal magazine – subjective!!! Definitely!!!’
the paper set about achieving its aims. In an article on The Cane Toad Times
in the journal Social Alternatives, Robert Whyte argued that ‘the level of
subversive humour in a society is a traditional indicator of the need for
social change’ (1989, p. 36). Whyte further linked The Cane Toad Times to
a ‘vigorous underground culture’ that existed in Queensland during the
1980s and spawned ‘a strong tradition of political theatre, with the Popular
Theatre Troupe, La Bamba, Rock’n’Roll Circus, Street Arts and … the
Brisbane Theatre Company …’ (1989, pp. 36–37). Stephen Stockwell has also
mentioned the Popular Theatre Troupe and the banning by the Queensland
Education Department of a play he had written called The State We Are In
as an indication that freedom of expression was not taken for granted in
Queensland during that period (1997).
This ‘vigorous underground culture’ certainly existed in Queensland.
The Financial Review reported that ‘the real opposition during the Joh years

was the civil rights movement, which spawned a vibrant counter-culture …”
(Callick 1988, p. 3). This was the context from which The Cane Toad Times
stepped into the political fray and became what The Sydney Morning Herald
later described as ‘the definitive tome on corruption’ (Aubin 1988, p. 3). Anne
Jones listed The Cane Toad Times’ ‘small contribution to bringing on the
Fitzgerald Inquiry’ as one of paper’s most important achievements.
When Chris Masters was researching ‘The Moonlight State’ (the now
famous Four Corners report, which is credited with a major role in forcing the
Fitzgerald Inquiry), his researcher, Shaun Hoyt, rang the editorial collective.
The Cane Toad Times approached Queensland from two basic directions.
Stephen Stockwell put it fairly succinctly when he said that he believed it
represented Queensland ‘lovingly … we actually loved all those weird Big
Things and bizarre hat-driving sort of stuff and we wanted to celebrate it and
in the moment of celebration the truth arises’ (1997). Issue #1 exhibited both
sides of the coin. There was an article on big things (the Big Pineapple, Big
Cow etc.) that began an editorial fascination that didn’t go away, and there
was an ambient piece entitled ‘City Mall – Brisbane’ by Helen Hambling
(1983, p. 34). But these articles were overshadowed by the menacing ‘We’re
Just Here for the Fear – Queensland Paranoia’ (1983, pp. 3–4), which was
written, under the byline Someone Else, by Stephen Stockwell and reported
wide-ranging corruption allegations that implicated the drug squad, the
premier and his then right-hand man. ‘Queenslanditis’ (1983, p. 5) explained
how the National Party used jingoism and events like the State of Origin
football games to promote the idea that ‘Queensland is different. Let’s keep it
that way’ (1983, p. 5).
Anne Jones also saw The Cane Toad Times represented Queensland as the
‘Land of Big Things: Big Cows. Big Pineapples. Big Lies. Big Corruption. We
saw it as a very strange place. Like a frontier. The wild west, perhaps …’ (1997).
Robert Whyte thinks they represented Queensland ‘rather like Carl
Hiaasen and other authors currently present Florida – as a bizarre, fertile
gung‑ho frontier being pillaged by business and real estate interests’ (1997).
This two-pronged view of Queensland persisted through the magazine’s
history so that the message seemed to be ‘Queensland, it’d be a great place to
live if we could change the government’. Each issue of The Cane Toad Times
had a theme. Issue #1 was the Queensland issue; issue #2 Religious Mysteries;
issue #3 Sex, Leisure and Technology, and the bulk of the articles and graphics
in each issue had a link (sometimes tenuous) to the theme. But despite the
individual themes there were always the articles on corruption in Queensland.
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Most issues contained a short story by Stephen Stockwell’s nom-deplume, Clifford Clawback. Anne Jones lists Stephen as one of her favourite
contributors: ‘… his short stories about Queensland corruption summed it
up’ (1997). Not surprisingly, Stephen Stockwell also lists Clifford Clawback
as among his favourite contributors. Stockwell’s pieces depict Queensland
as a grubby, sleazy place controlled by disgustingly corrupt officials and
politicians. In ‘Death of a Prostitute’ (1986, No. 5, pp. 8–10) Clifford
Clawback describes the downfall of a country girl as she arrives in Brisbane,
is tricked into becoming a prostitute by a notorious vice squad detective,
tries to escape his clutches and is eventually killed. ‘When the Heat Was
On’ (1987, No. 7, p. 33) paints a similar picture, except that the villains this
time are undercover Task Force cops attempting to fit up a bikie gang, while
breaking a number of laws along the way themselves, until eventually one of
them is discovered and beaten almost to death. In #9, the Fear and Clothing
issue, the Clawback story was entitled ‘Coasting’ (1988, pp. 23–26) and
chronicled a weekend driving trip that involved drugs, music, sex and many
illegal activities. But perhaps one of the most evocative pieces contributed
by Clifford Clawback appeared in the Food and Corruption issue, #4 in
the summer of 1985. It was entitled ‘The Day the Minister Lost Control’
(pp. 10–14) and was about a Queensland government minister and a police
detective with a long history of crooked dealings and links to organised crime
through drugs and prostitution, and how they spent their last days together
in a brothel at Kangaroo Point using drugs. The pair are exposed and then
sacrificed by an equally corrupt government, ending in the suicide of one and
the death of the other.
The major theme of corruption in Queensland was echoed by other
contributors. Issue #4, Food and Corruption, also featured a piece entitled
‘Queensland Corruption’ (p. 3) in which the editorial collective asserted
that ‘in Queensland it [corruption] is seen as a healthy sign of a robust and
developing economy – all part of building a Better Life in a Stronger State,
as the latest government advertising slogan puts it’. The same issue also
carried a list of thirty-eight serious corruption allegations in Queensland
over the previous twenty years, listing the principal players and the outcomes
of any inquiries or investigations. Issue #6, Science Fiction and the Family,
contained an article by Anne Brown called ‘Queensland Politics – Trust
Honest Greed’ (1986, p. 21), which rallied against ‘gung-ho conservatism’ and
explained: ‘Some of us stay in Queensland with the misguided notion that we
can reform Queensland politics. And besides, it gives us something to write

about’ (1986, No. 6, p. 21). Arthur
Gorrie wrote ‘Exile on Main Street’
(1986, No. 12, p. 5) for the Art and
Perversion issue, which was based on
the Fitzgerald Inquiry into Corruption
and the sex industry at Kangaroo Point
in Brisbane. He also wrote ‘A Cute
Psychotic State’ (1988, p. 4) for #11,
the Music and Money issue. Robert
Whyte linked corrupt politics to a
plot to kill off the poor in low-quality
second-hand cars in ‘Brain Yoghurt’ in
#8, Cars and Romance, and there were dozens more articles that portrayed
Queensland as a seething bed of official corruption.
The other side of The Cane Toad Times tended to be somewhat softer,
representing the affable Queensland and the things that kept many of the
contributors in Queensland. This representation still differed from the official
line in that it was Queensland as experienced by those who were part of the
counterculture out of which The Cane Toad Times grew. The Hot Summer
issue (#7) ran Denis Peel’s ‘Bobby Skurm’ (1987), set in the late 1950s, about
the first kid to skateboard down Camp Hill. The same issue also featured
a piece called ‘Denying the Faith’ by well-known Brisbane author Errol
O’Neill, which was set in Stones Comer, again in the 1950s, on a Saturday
afternoon, and told the story of an exchange between a state school kid and
two Catholic boys.
O’Neill made many contributions to the magazine, including a couple
of his taxi stories, ‘A Suburban Odyssey’ (1983, No. 1) and ‘Rehearsing’
(1988, No. 11). He also contributed ‘Devoted’ (1989, No. 13) and ‘Kicking
the Sunbeam’ (1988–89, No. 12), both of which were about growing up as a
Catholic and growing up in Brisbane. Nostalgia pieces like Sean Mee’s ‘Des ne
Refuse Rein’ about going to the dump (1988–89, No. 12) and pieces written by
Barbara Jones, ‘Well I Ain’t Superstitious – But I Should Be so Lucky’ (1989–
90, No. 14) and ‘The Tree’ (1988–89, No. 12), helped to paint Queensland in
a softer light and relayed a sense of belonging that many readers were able to
identify with. This sense is most clearly expressed by Anne Jones and Robert
Whyte in a collaboration called ‘Expo Aversion Therapy’ (1988, No. 10) in
which they try to offer the Expo tourist some other reason to visit Brisbane.
They try to explain what it is to be local: ‘You have to lie back in a squatter’s
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story ‘Kicking the
Sunbeam’, with
illustration by John
Carey, appeared in
The Cane Toad Times,
Summer 1988–89.

chair on the verandah of a wooden house on stilts in Auchenflower with a cold
beer or mango daiquiri, or you just won’t understand.’
The Cane Toad Times also pushed a few lifestyle issues. A contributor
known only as Knife’n’Fork Macarthur criticised the Brisbane City Council
(1985, No. 4, Food and Corruption) in a cynical review of the restaurant
scene in Brisbane, for ‘resisting most things pleasurable and cosmopolitan’
and for not being able to eat in the open air. Jones and Whyte also used their
‘Expo Aversion Therapy’ to pan the local hospitality industry and summed
up the local cuisine scene by pointing out that ‘the ratio of police cars to
good cheap restaurants is about 100:1’, while Peter Fischmann undertook
‘Hunters and Gatherers in Woollies: An Anthropological Study’, describing
fear and loathing in Woolworths at Toowong (1987, No. 8). Articles of this ilk
supported the softer, more personal view of life in Queensland, particularly
in Brisbane, which was described as ‘a great little city, Dallas of the South,
Johannesburg of the East, Bhopal of the West and Antarctica of the North,
with no history, less architecture and a penchant for selling to the highest
bidder (little boys a speciality)’ (Herrick, 1985).
The Cane Toad Times was produced in Brisbane, largely by people who
either lived in Brisbane, or had lived in Brisbane, but the rest of Queensland
was often included in articles and stories. ‘Big Mack and the Good-togo Skulls’ by Wood N Top (1987, No. 8) was a short story set in north
Queensland, about petrol-heads, hub caps and youth culture. The Sydney

Exposure issue (1989–90, No. 14) had a story by Mark Creyton, ‘Letters
Home: The Tracks of My Peers’, which featured a boy from Innisfail moving
to Sydney in pursuit of fame and fortune but finding drugs and disaster
instead. The next year Michael Sharkey depicted a nameless provincial
Queensland town in ‘Unfortunately, You Got It’, a well-observed short story
about a junior academic applying for a position as a semiotics teacher at the
local CAE. Sharkey’s central character also manages to score a few hits on the
local tertiary scene as he ponders what to wear to his interview and decides
that it would be ‘no use going casual chic in holed trousers and running shoes
and T‑shirt with a brand name fish food logo’. He concludes: ‘They’d have one
of those coming over from Griffith.’
Other issues dealt with included Expo 88. ‘Expo’, as it is still fondly
referred to by a generation of Brisbanites, had a huge impact on Brisbane
during the mid‑1980s until its finale in late 1988. The Cane Toad Times
missed no opportunity to ‘bag’ the event. It was variously ‘Wrexpo 88’ or
‘A no holds barred you-pick-up-the-cheque-and-Cabinet-makes-the-capitalgains celebration of 200 years of opportunism, shady land deals and sharp
accounting’ (Monaghan, 1985). Another favourite target of The Cane Toad
Times was the mainstream media. Anne Jones’ article ‘Liver Babies’ (1985,
No. 3) went in hard on the media’s attachment to sick babies in much the
same way as the ABC’s recent Frontline. Damien Simpson (1985, No. 3)
canned the local media over their uncritical coverage of the building of the
Queensland Cultural Centre in South Brisbane.
The environmental issue was tackled by the Green and Bear It issue (1990,
No. 15) with articles on the proliferation of golf courses (‘Let’s Bogey’) and the
threat to the environment caused by the Japanese obsession with the game.
This, as it turned out, was to be the last issue of The Cane Toad Times. As
Robert Whyte pointed out in Social Alternatives, ‘By issue #11 there was an air
of celebration. The vainglorious Premier had come to an inglorious end, and
the National Party was in tatters. Wayne Goss was the most popular leader in
Australia. To a great degree The Cane Toad Times had done its job’ (1989, p. 37).
In a later interview with the author, Whyte added, ‘It was not credible or
interesting to be “counter” culture any more when the culture had changed’
(1997). Anne Jones suggested that part of the reason The Cane Toad Times
ceased was that the election of the Goss government ‘also made us feel a
little less like outsiders’ (1997). The alternative Queensland The Cane Toad
Times had been representing no longer seemed so alternative with the end
of the National Party and the media exposure of the Fitzgerald Inquiry.
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The mainstream media had picked up on the sleazy, corrupt Queensland
that had been The Cane Toad’s natural habitat and the counterculture that
produced the images of that Queensland was also being subsumed by the
mainstream. The Times continued for four issues into the Labor era. There
were environmental criticisms of the new government by Damien Simpson
and Ian Cook, but most of the articles were as Robert Whyte described
them, ‘positive … mingling “we told you so” with “watch the right crumble
and die” …’ (Whyte 1989, pp. 37–38). Before that, as Stephen Stockwell so
subtly put it, ‘our corruption stories informed Chris Masters, whose program
undermined Joh, which brought down the National Party, and we all got jobs
in the new government … or grants’ (1997).
In fact, the other major reason for the demise of The Times, identified
by all respondents to my questionnaire, was the lure of an ever-increasing
paid workload, which encroached on the availability of the producers of
the magazine (who, like the contributors, did not receive any remuneration
for their efforts in producing the paper). It may be pertinent to note at this
point that one of the most interesting documents among archives was a
proper costing of the Winter 1990 issue of the magazine, according to the

Australian Journalism Association’s freelance rates of the time. It showed
that an issue of The Cane Toad Times would have cost $25,110.45 to produce
at standard rates. That particular issue cost $4800.00 to produce, which
means that over the fifteen issues of the magazine, its contributors donated
roughly $300,000.00 worth of their time to the cause. This massive effort was
probably only possible in Queensland during that era. The National Party
caused that ‘vigorous underground culture’ that spawned The Cane Toad
Times, and other alternative institutions such as 4ZZZ‑FM and the alternative
theatre scene, to unite in opposition to it. The Cane Toad Times, by constantly
presenting an alternative to the government’s jingoistic ‘Life is great in the
Sunshine State’ line, eventually succeeded in creating some chinks in Joh’s
armour, which were later ripped open by the mainstream media when they
finally became obvious.
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Passions
Shirley Moran
Shirley Moran works in academic administration at the University of

Queensland, part of a long association with UQ whether as a student or
professional staff member on and off since 1978. She reconnected with
Deb Brown when they worked closely together during Deb’s tenure as

Associate Dean (Academic). Her passion for social justice and civil liberties
remains. She no longer does macramé or wears flares but she still plays

guitar and her love of folk music continues. She continues to fail at some

kinds of love but her heart never gives up and, in her search for love, she
finds it daily in friendships and in family and in the passing connections
that write the history of her life.

I DIDN’T KNOW DAMIEN very well and I didn’t know him for very long
– I met him in the late 1980s. He’d achieved so much and there was more
and better still ahead of him. He wasn’t dazzlingly handsome; neither did he
charm a room. There was something, though, the weight of which drew the
eye and the mind and the memory.
I was a shy, painfully shy, adolescent, growing up in a time of tumultuous
change politically and personally. Tumultuous for me at least, with
adolescence crashing into family breakdown and political storms.
By the end of 1975, Whitlam had been sacked; my parents had split;
and my social standing had nosedived from a brief flurry into middle‑class
Australia at an exclusive private school in Melbourne to a tiny flat in
Brisbane’s West End. I was never comfortable in that Melbourne setting
anyway, bred in New Farm in the sixties. What did I know about middle-class
Melbourne? Only that I didn’t fit, and it didn’t last anyway – while I should
have been more comfortable in West End, I hated it. It was the landing point
of misery from my whole world falling apart.
In 1975 West End was not the desirable mecca for middle-class greenies,
well-heeled students and artists by design that it is now. It was a typical
inner‑city space of the time, reserved for the homeless, the poor, the working
class, migrants and the few First Nations people who somehow had managed
120
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to evade imprisonment in the ‘reserves’ … and miserable teenagers from
broken families who wanted their kids to get a decent education.
Brisbane State High School was free … but it was obscenely snobby and
driven by a need to outdo its private competitors at any cost. But it was free
and to that school I went, dragging my heels and my spirit.
I wasn’t a rebel, with or without a cause, or with or without a clue; I was
just someone who got into trouble constantly because I was finding any outlet
for my misery and any path to gain acceptance with any peer who was also
looking for trouble.
So I took up sex and drugs and rock and roll, and didn’t much like any
of them.
My shyness was mistaken for snobbery and my sadness for rebellion –
that persisted for years.
Time passed, rebellion stirred. Every time one of my privileged
classmates at Brisbane SHS looked down their nose at me because I lived in
the notorious, dangerous, smelly West End, I learned to love the place that
little bit more.
The Whitlam government introduced the Tertiary Education Assistance
Scheme in 1973 and abolished tertiary education fees on 1 January 1974.
So education became available to a class previously excluded and these
‘new’ students rolled into West End’s cheap housing, along with the city’s
artists and artisans. Then 1976 happened, the conservatives cementing
their position federally. And the poor, the marginalised, the Left, and the
outraged in Queensland faced increasingly oppressive laws and steamrolling
right‑wing entitlement.
A lot of the Left, and the marginal, and the ‘creatives’, as they are called
now, left Queensland at that time, but not everyone did. And those who
stayed stayed loud and proud, stubborn and defiant.
Damien Ledwich was one who stayed.
I didn’t know Damien then – I don’t think I even knew of him, although
I knew his work. I met him some ten years later, briefly, butterfly-like,
fluttering in a small moment where wings brushed and the same flower was
lightly touched upon. And then the powder dropped and the wings shredded.
And there was just one brief glimpse, through Deb Brown, thirty years later,
shortly before he died.
I met Deb in the late 1980s, through Damien, although she doesn’t
remember me then. But she is my friend now and it is through her that I
revisit this brief moment with Damien and I revisit some of the moments

WHEN DEB ASKED ME to write this, I said, ‘But Deb, I hardly knew
him.’ She said, ‘It doesn’t have to be about Damien. You can tell your stories
of the time.’
Here are a few.
It was late 1977 and the anti‑uranium movement was growing.
Demonstrations, marches and small protest groups were flowering and
rejoicing in their voice against the Right and their wrongs. My mum opened
our home as the centre of the West End Anti‑Uranium Group (WEAUG) and
the tiny flat underneath as a harbour for women and their children escaping
domestic violence.
WEAUG held stalls every Saturday morning on Boundary Street. We held
weekly meetings, pasted many a poster and scrawled much graffiti – our tags
were political. We staged our own illegal mini street march from West End
into King George Square.
We also staved off a takeover bid from Brian Laver when he rocked up
one night to convince us that the future lay in small self-management groups
and that our little WEAUG was the perfect vessel for the development of one
of these groups. The strident feminists in the group convinced him otherwise.
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where I may have been just on the fringes of the Brisbane passages we both
travelled in the late 1970s and early 1980s.

Stories of the time

Anti‑uranium
demos often took a
dramatic turn.

WORKERSBUSH
TELEGRAPH.COM.AU

JUDE CLARKIN

‘Why,’ we asked, ‘do the women you’ve brought with you say nothing?
What do they do in your little self-management groups?’
‘They make the tea,’ he said. ‘We all work with our strengths – mine is
talking; theirs is tea-making.’
‘And ours,’ we said, ‘is showing you the door.’
This stuff flourished in my mum’s home. She was self-educated, left school
at fifteen because of poverty and her widowed mum’s need to supplement
the household income. But her engaged and intelligent mind thrived on
its own nourishment. So, despite (or maybe because of) her lack of formal
education, she explored what she could and the more radical, the better. My
conservative, careful mind struggled with her freedom and strident bravery.
All my involvement and engagement in the action came after my precious
sixteen-year-old ego was jolted out of its complacency.
I was a conservative child – needing structure and order to build my
world. The chaos of my mum’s home was often overwhelming and I rebelled,
at first, by refusing to join the passion for politics that my mum and my sister
and the house full of passionate young people enjoyed against the backdrop
of the birth of 4ZZZ, punk, Brisbane’s third wave of feminism and the
political change and turmoil.
I remember hearing the very first airing of 4ZZZ and wondering at
its solemnity and strange accents, the accents of educated rebels. They

sound the same today, the 4ZZZ jockeys, all sultry sophistication and
effortless confidence.
But one day as I sat in my sullen silence, overwhelmed and constipated
by my fear and confusion, I mumbled that I didn’t care about any of it …
pretending that my refusal to be drawn into the horror and the passion was
elevated and considered. One of the bearded young people who was passing
through our home stopped and turned to me and said, ‘One day you will …
when you grow up.’
And that was one of those moments – challenging, seminal, life-changing
– and I don’t even know his name.
But there it was, 1977, and I grew up. I was sixteen, sad still, and looking for
love, but also playing guitar, making macramé and taking an interest in politics.
On 4 September 1977, Bjelke‑Petersen announced: ‘Protest groups need
not bother applying for permits to stage marches because they won’t be
granted – that’s government policy now.’
And so I engaged. I followed these passions and observed the first big
arrest of students protesting in September 1977. I joined the next big march on
22 October 1977 and I was arrested. My first of several. That was the big one,
the 418 arrests that kicked off the big growth of the ‘right to march’ campaign.
The moment that turned opposition to uranium mining into the campaign
for civil liberties, that moved it from student protest to civil disobedience, and
I was there every chance I could be. I was still at school for those first weeks
following. The civil liberties campaign went on for years, though, and so did my
arrests. At least now my sullen disobedience had a cause and some nobility.
Living in West End in the late 1970s, early 1980s, it was almost impossible
not to knock up against creative folk and left-wing folk, and knock against
them we did, even if mostly on the fringes. So I still didn’t meet Damien.
He was in the middle of it. He was The Cane Toad Times, he was 4ZZZ, he
probably hung with the people from Popular Theatre Troupe (PTT) and, if
not them, then at least all the cool people. I was a fringe dweller.
I joined an offshoot of the PTT, a nameless street-theatre group that
staged random acts of protest. One of my favourite was jumping on to busses
and delivering five-minute ‘politics with style and song’ between bus stops.
Old songs with new lyrics and pithy political protests on route 177 or 360.
Other times we staged more considered events, like the coffin-carrying
at one of the anti‑uranium demos. We made the coffin ourselves. I can’t
remember which one was me in that photo or what we planned to do with
the coffin. It didn’t matter and maybe I don’t remember because it was
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That’s me, at a
pro‑abortion rally,
1980.

WALKING THROUGH THE STREETS of Brisbane in a crowd of impromptu
illegal marchers telling a cop to ‘fuck off ’ and getting away with it.
Speaking as a shy twenty-year-old to a lunchtime meeting of wharfies,
telling them they should ban the export of uranium, speaking mostly
to the tops of their heads while they chewed through their lunches like
human prototypes of Shrek, wondering if they were even listening, but then
open‑mouthed with wonder when they voted as one to do so.
Being the only ‘press member’ – reporter for The Battler – allowed into an
Electrical Trades Union (ETU) meeting during the linesmen’s dispute of 1982
and being locked inside with them in a sit-down occupation at the SEQEB
headquarters in the CBD, then singing Joan Baez songs at their celebration
dinner – yes, still a folkie in the early 1980s, although I may finally have

ditched the flares. Was it the last big ETU victory before they were crushed in
1985 by storms, natural and political?
Seeing the coffin-carrying photo feature in a British Campaign Against
Nuclear Power (CANP) publication while living in London a few years later,
and twenty-five years after the fact being asked by a team mate from the West
End Women’s Football team whether I’d ever been arrested. Me saying, ‘Yes a
few times.’ Her turning up with a photo taken at a 1980 pro‑abortion rally,
which I remember being taken but had never seen. My friend had seen it
while helping to organise the thirty-year anniversary of Women’s House.
Sitting outside the watch-house in South Brisbane after mass arrests,
waiting for friends to be processed and released, and singing songs – ‘Gay
Sera Sera’; ‘Shameless Hussies’; ‘Union Maid’; ‘The Red Flag’.
And looking for love, always looking for love.
I grew up. Brisbane grew up a little bit more, and a little bit faster than
me, ever slow to change.
Almost a decade later, living back in New Farm at that time, I met
Damien. He was a friend of a friend. I was still shy and bad at love, because I
didn’t know how to love myself. Maybe I still don’t.
But I’d grown up in the 1970s and mixed with the Left, and the language
of love was a narrative I couldn’t understand. I mistook the male interest in
me for intimacy and affection. ‘I am loving you today’ was a walk into my
body and walk they did – and it didn’t matter how many of them wanted that
stroll, I didn’t ever feel beautiful and I didn’t ever feel loved and I didn’t ever
feel connected or pleasured from the footsteps over the land of me.
Until Damien.
He softened me with his desire for me. He told me I was beautiful. He lay
with me and gently travelled the plains of my body and it felt good, quietly
and gently and calmly good.
He gave me a video draft of Feral TV to watch on my own. I watched it
and it was strange and foreign to me.
As was being desired in his way, gentle and loving and considerate,
strange and foreign. Despite that, or maybe because of that, I fluttered away.
Our wings had touched each other for only as long as butterflies can, but
it was a moment of beauty and gentleness and desire, and when he told me I
was beautiful … I believed him.
Perhaps this quality informed all that he touched. I don’t know … I
hardly knew him and I didn’t know him for long, but this was the Damien I
knew, and I’m glad I knew him a little.
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confiscated by the cops as soon as we stepped from the King George Square
steps onto Adelaide Street.
I was a fringe dweller of the fringes – conservative and slow to keep up,
still wearing flares in the early eighties, still loving folk when Brisbane was
launching punk. I remember going to see Zero in the venue at the back of an
arcade in Boundary Street, West End, in the late 1970s, quietly repelled by the
noise and discord. I went because I knew a couple of the players and lots of
their friends, and because it was where the cool people were going. I hated it,
quietly and shyly and sullenly.
But I was there and I’m glad now I was, of course. Harmony in hindsight.

Some other favourite moments

Cartoon by Damien
Ledwich appeared in
The Cane Toad Times,
Winter 1986.
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Perceptions of a
Woppaburra Wise One
Aunty Glenice Barney Croft
‘Warinkil’ Aunty Glenice Barney Croft shares some First Nations
(Aboriginal) history from the 1950s to 1988.

IN THE 1950s, it became known as the campaign to say ‘No to the
Genocidal Treatment’ of the First Nations people of this country. The London
Anti‑Slavery Society threatened to bring Australian treatment of the First
Nations people of Australia before the United Nations.
In the 1960s, growing opposition to the government’s assimilation policies
was gaining strength as Aboriginal people fought for self‑determination.
In 1964, Aboriginal activist Charles Perkins formed a student group
called Student Action for Aborigines (SAFA) at the University of Sydney. This
group included blackfellas and whitefellas.
In 1965, SAFA went on the now-famous Freedom Ride, a bus tour of
western and central New South Wales towns to investigate the poor state of
Aboriginal health, education and housing. It was intended also to expose
the discrimination suffered on a daily basis by First Nations people in being
denied access to services, even public swimming pools.
More than five million Australians, on 27 May 1967, voted ‘Yes’ to a
referendum proposal making two changes to the Constitution in regard to
Aboriginal people.
Not included was electoral enfranchisement of Aboriginal peoples, which
had been achieved for federal elections in 1962 and in all states by 1965,
Queensland being the last state to lift its ban.
What the referendum did do was repeal Section 127 of the Commonwealth
Constitution, which excluded Aboriginal people and Torres Strait Islanders
from the census. It also amended Section 51 of the constitution, removing the
words ‘other than the aboriginal race in any State’ from the provision that ‘The
Parliament shall, subject to this Constitution have the power to make laws for
… the people of any race, other than the aboriginal race in any State …’
128
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‘Warinkil’ Aunty
Glenice Croft
Opposite: White
Australia Has a Black
History, a protest in
Brisbane, 1988. In
the photo is Cynthia
Johnson and Shella
Barney Croft with
local Murri mob and
supporters.
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The new provision became ‘The Parliament shall, subject to this
Constitution have the power to make laws for … the people of any race …’
The effect was to remove the state governments as the sole arbiters on
laws for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people.

The Aboriginal Tent Embassy
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DURING THIS TIME IN history, Sydney was the political hub for
Aboriginal people and the first Aboriginal legal and medical services were
established. Land rights was at the top of the agenda, as well as economic
independence to generate resources and employment opportunities for
Aboriginal people.
On 26 January 1972, the Aboriginal Tent Embassy in Canberra came into
being. It was set up in response to the ramifications of the Northern Territory
Supreme Court decision against Aboriginal people in April 1971, in favour of
a mining company that wanted to have access to Aboriginal land. The justice
concluded that, under Australian common law, Aboriginal land rights were
not recognised.
Aboriginal people were disappointed when the then prime minister,
William McMahon, decided against provisions intended to protect
Aboriginal title to land or to royalties from the mining company.
On the eve of Australia Day (Invasion Day, as it is thought of by
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples) in 1972, it was announced that,
instead of granting Aboriginal people title to their land, the government in
power would only give Aboriginal people fifty-year general-purpose leases.
Aboriginal people would have to prove that they could put that to ‘reasonable’
economic and social use.
Aboriginal people were very angry at this announcement and a big
Aboriginal mob gathered in Sydney. It was decided that something had to
be done, so on Australia Day (Invasion Day) in 1972 four representatives –
Michael Anderson from Walgett, Billy Craigie from Moree, Bert Williams
from Cowra and Tony Corry from Tweed Heads – travelled to Canberra to
protest against the prime minister’s announcement.
The four men decided to erect a beach umbrella, placards surrounding
them, right in front of Canberra’s Parliament House, proclaiming it as the
Aboriginal Tent Embassy. This Aboriginal Tent Embassy still stands today in
front of Old Parliament House, even after many attempts to remove it over
the last forty-six years.

IN BRISBANE IN THE 1970s and 1980s, the momentum was building, as it
was across Australia in many Aboriginal communities, but Brisbane became
the hub for a ‘political blacks uprising’. Musgrave Park has always been a
meeting place for the Brisbane black community and it played a significant
role in the organisation of protests developing in the lead-up to the 1982
Brisbane Commonwealth Games.
Despite oppressive policies and misrepresentation in the mainstream
media, Aboriginal people from all over Australia came to support the
Brisbane blacks. A ‘tent city’ sprang up in Musgrave Park when people from
all over the country came to provide support for this period of protest.
Brisbane Elders saw the need to provide separate tents for Elders, women
and children. Representatives from the Brisbane Aboriginal Medical Centre
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I will reiterate a quote from respected Indigenous journalist, John
Newfong, in regard to the Aboriginal Tent Embassy in Canberra: ‘If people
think this is an eyesore, well it is the way it is on government settlements. The
place is beginning to look as tired as we are … We all wish we were in other
places doing other things. But we know we have to stay here until we get
what we want.’

1982 Commonwealth Games

First day of the
Aboriginal Tent
Embassy, outside
Parliament
House, Canberra,
27 January 1972.
Left to right: Billy
Craigie, Bert Williams,
Michael Anderson
and Tony Coorey.
THE TRIBUNE / SEARCH
FOUNDATION

4ZZZ announcers;
L–R Barb Crossing
from the Prisoner
Show, Shane and
Glenice Croft and
Greg Fryer from
Murri Hour and
David Lennon and
Jane Grigg from the
Request Show.
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it gave excessive power to police and security workers. Many members of our
community had concerns about the police using new military-style training
and the introduction of a new baton, the same one used on the Maori in the
1981 New Zealand Springbok protests.
In January 1982, I attended the Black Protest Committee’s first meeting in
Brisbane, through my friendship with Ross Watson. This meeting developed
a policy statement, which was then implemented at the next meeting on
17 February 1982. The Black Protest Committee elected at this meeting
were Bob Weatherall, Budger Davison, Steve Mam, Bill Lowah, Ross Watson
(elected coordinator), Netta Tyson, Eulanda Simpson, Pam Jones, Norman
Hegarty, Mervyn Goreham and Les Malezer. The second meeting sanctioned
the elected committee to organise the protests and events for the 1982
Commonwealth Games protest period.
The Commonwealth Games March Protest was held on 11 March 1982,
and with my newborn and my other children in tow, we all attended the rally.
The Black Protest Committee organised activities for this day, fundraising to
help interstate people with accommodation and to get the bands for the Rock
Against Racism Concert in Davies Park. At least 3000 gathered on the day of
the march and more joined along the way. There were many more marches
during this year and we got to let the world know about our injustices and the
plight of Aboriginal rights in Australia.

in Hubert Street, Woolloongabba, and the Aboriginal Legal Service located
in Brisbane city set up tents to provide assistance and services that were
much needed.
In June 1981, the dramatic New Zealand Maori demonstrations
during the Springbok tour had the Australian government and authorities
worrying about protests and boycotts in Brisbane during the 1982
Commonwealth Games.
The National Aboriginal Conference (NAC) threatened to convince
the other Commonwealth countries to boycott the 1982 Commonwealth
Games over the federal and Queensland government failures towards the
Aboriginal nation – the refusal to provide meaningful civil rights and land
rights to black Australians; racially inflicted violence that gave police special
powers in relation to Aboriginal peoples; the constant denial of human rights
to our people; the destruction of our culture and family dynamics; and the
destruction and forcible removal of our children from our families and our
people from our lands. The NAC would send six representatives to Africa
and other Commonwealth countries for their support. Charles Perkins
proclaimed ‘the Brisbane Games will be Australia’s Battle of Wounded Knee’.
(Due to the police batons used during the Springbok protest in Brisbane, it
was anticipated that it could be the same predicament for Aboriginal people
during the Commonwealth Games.)
Three interconnected developments occurred in the lead-up to the 1982
Brisbane Commonwealth Games, including two actions designed to stop
the protests and to hinder preparations within the Aboriginal community,
and the introduction of the Queensland government’s legislation for land
tenure. A police report coincided with the debate about the Assembly of
Commonwealth Games Bill (1982). This Bill was resoundingly condemned
by the Queensland Council for Civil Liberties as being excessive, unnecessary
and unclear. With the addition of nineteen offences to the current provisions,

IN LATE 1984, THE Murri Hour Collective was formed to spearhead the
Murri Hour radio program, becoming part of the Murri Media Association.
This was done with Ross Watson at the helm and, along with myself, my
children – Michelle ‘Shella’, Erin, Shane, Janine, Greg and Matthew Barney
Croft – as the core group of regular dedicated volunteers. Murri Radio 4ZZZ
102.1 FM was given airtime for one hour a week. Ross Watson and I formed
the Murri Hour Radio Collective and we featured many of our community
members as guests.
Being a full-time single mother, I completed the Welfare Diploma at
Kangaroo Point TAFE and volunteered at Murri Radio 4ZZZ as an on-air
presenter, journalist, news editor and 4ZZZ co‑program coordinator.
The first Murri Hour show was on Saturdays from 10 am to 12 noon. It
was full of Murri news, music and interviews with musicians, community
members and activists.
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The Murri Hour

In 1985 Murri Hour Radio was given more hours due to our popularity.
We had the ‘Jarjum (Kids) Show’, with Michelle ‘Shella’ Barney Croft
coordinating it and children co‑hosting, with kids’ songs. My youngest son,
Matthew, at the age of three, with the help of his big sister, would announce
songs and Shella taught him the basics of how to use the console. He was the
youngest-ever radio announcer on the airwaves in Australia and overseas.
We still had the hour show on Saturdays, then at 12 noon we featured
community news, announcements, an hour of requests and messages,
especially for our mob in jail, and sorry business.
We got even more time on 4ZZZ, with Murri Hour Radio bringing a new
flavour to the airwaves in Brisbane and introducing a new way to announce
on-air, with laughter and yarning up, no ‘airs or graces’. We made our listeners
feel we were all sitting together in their living rooms. We played music
under us on-air as we made announcements, read the news and conducted
interviews. Some of the mainstream stations even began to copy our style of
announcing and picked up on the R’n’B and hip-hop songs we played.
We broadcast Mondays 1 pm–5 pm and Tuesdays 10 pm–12 pm. My
boys, Greg Fryer and Shane ‘Zena’ Croft did the nightshift with a variety
of Murri, old rock and reggae music mostly. Headley Johnson and Alfie
Shillingworth were regulars too. We would have the busload of Born Free
Men’s Hostel mob dropping in, as well as the street kids. We always reported
the Native Football Club updates and played reports on games from Uncle
George Jackson and sons Kerry, Jet and Jamie.
On Wednesdays 1 pm–5 pm we introduced new music from our up
and coming deadly Indigenous musicians and even showcased live-to-air
performances. The highlights were the launch of Kevin Carmody to the

airwaves, with hard-hitting, in-your-face political
lyrics, recording and sending his music all around
Australia to other Aboriginal radio stations and
media outlets. My daughters Janine Barney Croft,
who was the R’n’B and hip-hop music coordinator,
and Erin Croft would feature new music that was
popular in the nightclubs and on the streets in
breakdancing battles.
We got to share our amazing Brisbane bands, country legends like Mop
and the Dropouts (‘Brisbane Blacks’), Angus Rabbitt and Lance O’Chin
(‘Cherbourg Boy’), Kashmir’s sweet melodies and the Brady boys’ Bapu
Mamoos reggae tunes in traditional language. They were ahead of their time.
And the soulful, bluesy singing of Nancy Doolan. Everyone’s favourites were
‘Satin Sheets’ and ‘Sound of the Didgeridoo’. There were so many more too.
In July of 1985, NAIDOC Week celebrations in Musgrave Park finished
with many of us gathered around in a circle for a meeting. Ross Watson
started the meeting with the election of a steering committee to establish a
Murri School. Some of the committee members elected were Ross Watson,
Ross Graham, Lillia Watson, Mary Graham, Vanessa Fisher, Michelle ‘Shella’
Barney Croft and myself.
The new steering committee attended a meeting that night with the
parish priest of St Francis Catholic Church in Dornoch Terrace, West End,
to negotiate the use of premises not being used by the church for school
classrooms to teach our Aboriginal students culture and life skills – education
to empower them to deal with life’s challenges. The Murri School started in
1986 at the church premises for Grades 1 to 7. It is now called the Aboriginal
and Islander Independent School, located in Acacia Ridge, and has students
from Year 1 to Year 12.
In 1986 Murri Hour Radio reached a significant milestone, with the first
two full-time trainee assistant producers employed, namely me and Greg Fryer.
In another area of the media, the community newspaper, Murri News,
started in September 1986. The Murri Hour Collective also included Murri
Image, a video production group run by Chris Peacock and Carly Fisher.
In 1987, I received my first Community Service Award at the Opal Centre
in Ann Street, Brisbane. It was a surprise as I was there to report on the Opal
event for Murri Hour Radio, 4ZZZ!
In early 1988, three Aboriginal artists were chosen to paint a mural
together on the outside of the Schonell Theatre at the University of
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Aboriginal mural
by Aboriginal
artists, a Mr Green,
Shella Barney Croft
and a local female
artist not identified,
at the University of
Queensland, 1988.
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Murri Hour
announcers: the
Barney Croft sisters,
Michelle ‘Shella’,
Janine and Erin,
in the Murri Hour
yellow T‑shirts, and
Kerri Watson who
came out and helped
sometimes.

The Murri Hour
flyer was designed
by M. Shella
Barney Croft.
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Queensland, St Lucia, facing the student cafeteria. Mr Green (unfortunately
I can’t remember his first name) did the left side, Shella Barney Croft painted
the middle section and a deadly female artist (another whose name I can’t
remember) painted the right side. It depicted the Aboriginal way of life in
the past, present and future. After it was completed, it was vandalised with
the racially offensive, large capitalised letters ‘KKK’ (Klu Klux Klan) over the
entire mural. The graffiti was removed and the mural got a protective coat of
anti‑graffiti lacquer.
From 28 April to 4 May 1988, the first United Indigenous Cultural Survival
Gathering was held in Musgrave Park, in the year of the Expo Bicentennial
(April–December) at South Brisbane. The police tried to forcefully remove our
mob from Musgrave Park – in the past the police had beaten to death people
who lived in Musgrave Park and constantly harassed Aboriginal people in the
area, including children. Even in the West End pubs there were violent assaults
on our people, the security workers setting dogs on us to keep us away. It was a
blackout by the white establishments during Expo ’88.
This was during the reign of Premier Joh Bjelke‑Petersen and it became
a police state of oppressive actions. It was revealed that Bjelke‑Petersen was
keeping files on many of us radically political blacks. It was around this time
too that there were marches in the city streets. Denis Walker, the Brady boys
and many more organised marches to protest black deaths in custody, which
were increasing at an alarming rate. In Brisbane, I became part of a Black
Deaths in Custody ad hoc group, with Coralie Ober, concerned Elders and
community members.
At this time, in 1987–88, the Royal Commission into Aboriginal Deaths
in Custody had begun in Sydney and protests were happening all around
Australia, with Sydney having one of the biggest protest marches ever.
Brisbane Aboriginal Community members organised a United
Indigenous Cultural Survival gathering with Bob Weatherall from the
Foundation for Aboriginal and Islander Research Action (FAIRA), Jeanie
Bell, Ross Watson, me, my daughter Shella and other members of the Murri
Hour Collective and other Aboriginal organisations. We staged these events
in Musgrave Park.
Many of our mob came from all over Australia to discuss sovereignty,
to recognise prior ownership of our lands, to get land back – land rights –
freehold title and self-determination. We also wanted compensation for all
the slave labour of the mission dorms of the stolen children and for all the
retrenched Aboriginal mob who used to drove stock, teaching the white

Australians the water and camping sites of tribes, which became the stock
routes of Australia.
We held one of the biggest marches Brisbane had ever seen, with over
15,000 united people, blackfellas and whitefellas, the Murri Hour Radio
live-streaming our march, with our first-ever mobile phone, to Murri Hour
4ZZZ 102.1 FM. We were letting the world know of the police brutality,
the abduction of our children and the assaults by the West End businesses
that fell on deaf ears in mainstream Australia, and of how we were seen as a
blemish on the Expo ’88 celebration.
4ZZZ was not in favour with Joh Bjelke‑Petersen and he wanted them
off the air. When young National Party member, Victoria Brazil, became
president of the St Lucia University of Queensland Union towards the
end of 1988, her administration abruptly cut off all funding to 4ZZZ and
a dawn raid occurred, with 4ZZZ forcibly closed down around 4 am on
14 December 1988.
The alarm was raised and broadcasting quickly restarted directly on that
day from the transmission tower on Mount Coot-tha, using a simple cassette
player and a microphone, letting all our listeners know what had unfolded
and asking them to come to the campus studios to show their support.
By 1.30 pm that day over two hundred supporters had occupied the
premises and 4ZZZ was able to resume broadcasting from the studios.
Other actions were taken by the student union to diffuse the situation. On
14 December 2018, 4ZZZ organised ‘We’re Stranded: 30 Years since the 4ZZZ
Eviction Reunion’.
To end this article, it is culturally important to leave on a positive
note. The one thing that stands out to me the most during this period is a
recollection of my daughter, Michelle ‘Shella’ Barney Croft. She remembers
that, as a young woman in 1988, ‘When we all returned to Musgrave Park,
there was the biggest ever corroboree – thousands of feet stamping this
long‑forgotten great meeting place for many trading clans over the ages. As
dust started rising to the air, we could feel our ancestors join us and, as we
joined hands, the past and present were linked. The Spirit of the Fight was
sealed that day in many of us as we stood as one mob, “Standing Up for Our
Rights and Survival”!’
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Everything merges with
the night
Andrew Kidd Fraser and John Willsteed
Dr John Willsteed is a musician and academic. He toured the world

through the late 1980s in The Go‑Betweens, and is currently a member

of award‑winning Brisbane group Halfway. He is also an award-winning
composer and sound editor with over ninety film and television credits

and is currently Professor of Music at Queensland University of Technology
in Brisbane. His research is centred around new ways of activating recent
cultural history.

Andrew Kidd Fraser is a journalist and amateur musician who played in
bands that won no awards at all. He has been an enthusiastic audience
member over the past forty years at most of the venues mentioned in
this chapter.

It was the best of times etc …
IT IS AN INDICATION of the lack of music venues in Brisbane throughout
the 1970s that one of the best bands to come out of Brisbane, The Saints, had
to set up their own place to play because no pub or club would book them.
Members of the band were living in 1976 in a dilapidated shop at the end
of Milton Road where it meets Petrie Terrace and, after a window was broken
during a particularly wild party, the piece of plywood that replaced it was
scrawled with ‘Club 76’. It was a very public statement.
It was a party house, lotsa drinks and drugs, and when The Saints started
thrashing out their earthy rock ’n’ soul there was always a slightly menacing
air both inside and out on the footpath: drunks waving around long-necks of
beer, abusing passers-by, and threatening traffic and customers at the nearby
greasy-spoon café, the Windmill.
138
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cover of Semper,
July 1981.
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The Go‑Betweens
flyer with a group
portrait of the
band by Damien
Ledwich, 1979.
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But Club 76’s continued existence
was always pretty doubtful, given
that the police barracks were literally
across the road. And when the police
did appear they were threatened and
abused by those partying hard – not
the brightest of moves, given that the
Queensland police had a deserved
reputation as being deeply corrupt,
were often violent themselves and
acted as though they were a law
unto themselves.
If everyone who lives in Brisbane
and says they went to an event there
can be believed, then seemingly a
couple of thousand people passed
through the doors of Club 76 before
the police trooped across the road
and closed it down. The venue may
have lacked security, a cover charge
and a liquor licence but, for the
police intent on closing it down, the
main item whose absence was vital
was toilets. Thus endeth the music house.
Ed Keupper, the band’s guitarist and still an independent musician, told
The Guardian in 2017: ‘What brought things to a head was … there wasn’t a
lot going on in Brisbane at the time, so we started getting a whole bunch of
people we didn’t know crashing it and we started experiencing problems. It
started to get violent, there was a degree of unpleasantness, so we would have
stopped anyway.’
Yet the point remains – Brisbane’s best known band internationally had
nowhere to play at home. If you wanted a place to play, you had to do it
yourself. The Saints collaboration had begun in 1973 at Corinda and then
Oxley High School in Brisbane’s outer south-western suburbs but they started
playing gigs in 1975 and 1976 before releasing a single, (I’m) Stranded, which
took them to London and temporary international fame in 1977.
Only once in their time in Brisbane were they hired by a venue and paid
for their performance.

‘It was Cloudland, and somehow we got on the same bill as Mother
Goose,’ says Ivor Hay, the band’s drummer. ‘Mostly we played at those halls –
Sherwood, Indooroopilly, those sort of places – the RSLs. We did Sandgate at
one stage. Don’t know how that came about – it was a bit out of our patch.’
While there was a string of suburban halls available for hire, The Saints,
who had a cult following of mostly angry and alienated young people, were
hardly dream tenants.
They would tell the authority figure who rented out the hall that they
were a ‘60:40’ band, doing 60 per cent old favourites and 40 per cent new
stuff. In practice, they would often do the first song as a country and western
number, then crank up the guitars and let rip with their own gratuitous style
of Brisbane punk. Quite regularly the landlord would arrive with the police
and turn the power off.
Hay remembers the mid‑70s as a time when ‘no‑one went out much
in Brisbane, because there wasn’t anywhere to go to’. He continued:
‘Connectivity was a problem. Finding other people of a like mind. You’d have
the pubs, and that’s where you met a lot of people, but there were no venues
to go to.’
There was lots of music being made in Brisbane at the time, but it was
mostly in people’s living rooms or verandahs. Group houses became a sort
of social media of the time in connecting people. Someone living in a group
house would come home, talk about some really good musicians at another
house – this was the grapevine. Kids also met at university, or at the record
shops that dotted the city and the suburbs.
This was how bands such as The Apartments and The Riptides blossomed
in Brisbane in the 1970s – but there was nowhere much for them to play.
There were a lot of one-off gigs, usually to support political causes such as
Gay Solidarity, Control and the Caxton Street Legal Centre. Margaret Bailey,
the sister of Saints singer Chris Bailey, was a member of the Communist
Party, and The Saints played one of their gigs at the Communist Party’s office
in St Pauls Terrace, now the home of Radio 4ZZZ. The Go‑Betweens first
played publicly in 1978 at Baroona Hall, which was owned by the ALP, at a
fundraiser for alternative newspaper The Cane Toad Times.
Some Brisbane pubs had live music, such as the Homestead at Zillmere
and the Mansfield Tavern, but these were mainly places ‘to get pissed and
pick up’, as one veteran of the time put it.
There were a few clubs in Fortitude Valley, but they were, as the Fitzgerald
Inquiry confirmed a decade later, a bit of a hangout for the organised crime
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scene, all done in connivance with the police. In 1973, only a few years
before, there had been the notorious Whiskey Au Go Go fire, in which
fifteen people died after a deliberate fire was set as part of an extortion
terror campaign aimed at Brisbane nightclub owners. While life on the edge
may have had an appeal for emerging teenage punks, being bashed up or
killed didn’t.

Beards do kind of grow on you …
OUTSIDE OF ROCK MUSIC, there was a strong folk music scene in
Brisbane in the 1970s, mainly around the Folk Centre. The 1960s had
been the high point of folk around the world and some of this lasted until
the 1970s. Earnest bearded folk singers in turtlenecks singing about how
we should all love each other were as thick on the ground in Brisbane as
anywhere else. But it was an indication of the times in Queensland that
innocuous folk nights held in private houses attracted police attention. The
folk-rock genre, where bands played traditional Irish or Scottish music on
electric instruments, came to Brisbane in the late 1970s with bands such as
The Veranda Band or Bale-em-Up Bush Band, with regular Thursday night
bush dances at the Blind Hall in South Brisbane.
For big international acts, Festival Hall was the venue of choice.
Originally it had been built as a wrestling and boxing venue and showcased
the talents of visiting professional wrestlers such as Killer Kowalski, Andre
the Giant, and Gorgeous George. The Beatles played there in 1964 – but not
before a protest against them that included future politician Bob Katter – and
Punk rock band
Mystery of Sixes
performing at a
4ZZZ Radiothon at
the University of
Queensland,1982.
PETER FISCHMANN,
STATE LIBRARY OF
QUEENSLAND
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other big-name acts included the Bee Gees, The Kinks, The Beach Boys, Bob
Dylan, The Who, Led Zeppelin, Deep Purple, The Ramones, Talking Heads
and The Cure. If you ask pretty well any Brisbane resident over fifty where
their first big gig was, they’ll answer ‘Festival Hall!’
But there was virtually no connection between these big international
acts and the standard young music fan in Brisbane. There was nowhere in
Brisbane similar to Melbourne venues like the Dan O’Connell pub, The
Lemon Tree or Bombay Rock, or the Bondi Lifesaver or Coogee Bay Hotel in
Sydney, where you could just hang out and there was a good chance there’d be
some good music.
What changed the music scene in Brisbane, as it did in many cities
around the world, was the rise of punk from about 1977. The Saints were the
anomaly – in leaving Brisbane and going to London in 1976. They had a far
bigger impact on punk internationally than they could have had in Brisbane,
despite leaving less than twelve months previously.
The punk scene, which was taking off in London and around the world,
finally arrived in Brisbane via import record stores and 4ZZZ, while pubs
such as the Queens Hotel and the Exchange Hotel started putting on regular
live shows, often pairing a local band with a bigger name interstate or
sometimes overseas act.
The Queens in particular became a significant presence, a place where
people could hang out and see some live music. It had a huge beer garden
and was similar to the sort of beer barns in Melbourne such as the Doncaster
Inn where the likes of AC/DC played. Triple Zed was a primary promoter of
shows at the Queens, with their first venture into international music being
UK group The Stranglers in early 1979, backed by Brisbane’s own Fuller
Banks and the Debentures. It was a memorable gig.
One of the early traditions of the British punk scene, which by that time
had died down in Britain but was still alive in the colonies, was spitting on
the band and, when The Stranglers hit the stage, one of those who unleashed
a gobful on the band was local punk V2. He wore orange leather pants and
shirts that he proudly proclaimed he’d bought from Splendiferous.
The saliva landed on the cheek of the band’s bass player, Jean-Jacques
Burnel, a 6th Dan karate exponent, who reacted by stopping playing,
unplugging his bass, whacking V2 over the head with it, then plugging back
in and carrying on.
Other venues included the Colossus Hall, the Atcherley Hotel, the New
York Hotel and the Silver Dollar disco. Ithaca Pool proved a popular venue,
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especially in summer, when patrons could dive in and cool off. Another big
addition to the burgeoning food and punk scene was the Curry Shop, first on
Schonell Drive in St Lucia and then in the city, at what was once the Brisbane
Folk Centre. The high point came when Blondie’s Deborah Harry turned up
at the Curry Shop one night, with speculation about her presence ranging
from ‘She’s heard about us – we’re famous!’ to ‘Maybe she just wants a curry.’

THE PUNK ATTITUDE WAS quickly adopted in Brisbane. There was much
to rebel against. Sir Joh Bjelke‑Petersen, as he became in 1982, was becoming
increasingly bolder, and he envisioned Queensland as an orderly place where
people went about their business without any interference. Protesters were
whingers, not workers, and in declaring that ‘the day of the street march is
over’ he pushed thousands of young people onto the streets to protest against
this edict. The police and government reaction was ‘Bring it on!’ and marches
were pretty violent affairs ending with many people being arrested. At these
marches, members of the Special Branch would act as agents provocateurs,
urging people forward to engage the police and often as not get arrested,
while they quietly went back to repeat the process.
Special Branch was the main arm of police oppression at a time when
the police force was seen as a servant of the government rather than the
community. They dressed casually, often in Hawaiian shirts (thinking they’d
be ‘hip’), but their police haircuts and police-issue boots were always a
giveaway. As well as being agents provocateurs, they kept files on protesters.
Future Queensland premier Peter Beattie, arrested in a protest against the
visiting South African rugby team in 1971, had been categorised by Special
Branch as subject 2E1528, E being the category for political activists. Other
codes were A for communists, B for Jews or J for Jehovah’s Witnesses.
Many of these marchers for the right to march were also patrons of
punk gigs and, suddenly, Special Branch faces became familiar faces. As the
number of gigs increased, so too did police activity. The police were rarely
present to keep the peace – most often they were intent on breaking things
up, and those arrested generally faced two charges – failure to obey a lawful
direction and the ‘Queensland charge’, resisting arrest.
To be fair to the police, the punk scene in the late 1970s was hardly a
bastion of respectful lawfulness. Destruction was an underlying principle,
and lots of things got smashed. Toilets were popular. There was a wide range

of halls that you could hire for about
$40, which was just as well, as not
many bands got their deposits back
and it was rare for a band to play the
same hall twice.
Into this already pretty explosive
mix, suddenly, in 1977, marijuana
supplies began to dry up. While
some pot smokers took the DIY ethic
to heart and grew their own, most
supplies were scored at the pub from
someone relatively anonymous but
with a shady background.
‘Whatever you want, I can get it
for you,’ said one pusher at the RE in
Toowong. But in the second half of
1977, suddenly, these figures would
start pressing heroin. The regular
connection in the beer garden of the
RE would explain that there was no
marijuana around but there was some
good heroin.
All this made for a more explosive scene, and some people left town,
seeing where this was headed.
Queensland University was considered a safe haven for many
bands, as technically the Queensland police couldn’t go there, as it was
Commonwealth property.
But Saints’ drummer Ivor Hay said that the police were prominent at a gig
played by the band at the university: ‘They were really provocative and just
started bashing people and arresting people.’
So the punk scene and political activism were entwined, even in bands’
names, such as Gerry Mander and the Boundaries. Razar performed ‘Task
Force (Undercover Cop)’ in 1978 about the Special Branch, which brought
audience participation to a new level as the Special Branch themselves were
often in the audience at these gigs. It’s doubtful that they sang along.
Aside from Razar, there were other bands, such as The Leftovers, The
Sharks and Zero, the latter starting life as a women’s band based around
Irena Luckus but also featuring Lindy Morrison, later of The Go‑Betweens.
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Cover of Razar’s
single Task Force
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frequently on
4ZZZ, 1978.

Zero had an anarchist political stance
supportive of women’s and gay rights.

You’re on the air!
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upcoming concerts at
Cloudland – featuring
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A typical Joint Effort was at the University of Queensland refectory on
6 April 1979, when Brisbane bands The Riptides and Razar were the support
groups for Mental as Anything and Dave Warner from the Suburbs.
As an indication of the state of venues around Brisbane at that time,
Mental as Anything’s other Brisbane performances during their visit were at
the Modern Music Club in Brisbane’s CBD on 4 April and the Sands Hotel in
Cleveland on 5 April.
But, through the early 1980s, the punk scene in Brisbane, like everywhere
else in the world, burnt out rather than faded away. And while the punk
scene was hardly embraced by officialdom anywhere in the world, the
friction was even more so in Brisbane. The 1980s was the high point
of Bjelke‑Petersenism, where police were seen as an extension of the
government of the day and harassed anyone slightly outside the boundaries
of what they deemed good taste. It was a climate that made many young
people ponder if they really wanted to keep living in a place like this. Both
the authors of this chapter left Brisbane in the 1980s, to return some years
later. They were not alone – the Brisbane diaspora spread far and wide.

TRIPLE ZED’S DAVE DARLING,
who went on to become an
independent concert promoter, told
a publication of the Queensland
Performance Arts Centre Museum in
2004:‘We encountered problems with
police just like everybody else did that
tried to run a venue. Nine out of ten
of them I don’t think ever made the
final song.’
The promoters tried to hide the
fact that the bands were on but Task
Force invariably found out and shut
them down.
Triple Zed, which began
operations in late 1975, also started
becoming a force in the live music
scene, not least through playing
local music such as The Saints –
John Stanwell boasts that Triple Zed
was the first radio station in the
world to play The Saints – and other
local bands.
But, aside from the Queens Hotel
venture, 4ZZZ also took advantage
of its on-campus location and the
comparative affluence of the student
union by running Joint Efforts in
the refectory, generally featuring a big national or sometimes overseas act
but, in line with the station’s philosophy, often backed by local bands. The
name itself was an obvious and open double-entendre, much to the chagrin
of Special Branch, and the events generally lived up to their title by rarely
being drug‑free.

THERE WERE MANY EXAMPLES of how the Bjelke‑Petersen government
made life so much harder for people interested in hearing new music, but
here are a couple of good examples of how officialdom in Queensland
seriously hampered the music scene.
In 1979, the Queens Hotel, which had developed into a venue with
regular live music, found its temporary entertainment licence had been
revoked by the government after what they said were complaints by
neighbours – even if the neighbours were on the other side of the river at
Kangaroo Point. Despite efforts by the hotel to address these complaints, the
Licensing Commission rejected any compromise, and the hotel, a venue that
encouraged the local music industry and provided a place where overseas
acts could perform, was shut down.
Another venue that gained a new lease of life in the 1970s was Cloudland,
set high above the city at Bowen Hills, which had first opened in 1940 but
was then abandoned, leaving it to be used as a base by the US military during
the war. The soldiers showed their appreciation by helping build a sprung
dance floor designed for sedate ballroom dancers of the 1940s and 1950s. But
with sedate ballroom dancing having wound down as a pastime, the sprung
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floor proved a big hit for pogoing punks in the late 1970s and early 1980s.
The floor picked up a certain rhythm when everyone was dancing and you
couldn’t stand still even if you wanted to.
The November 1979 performance at Cloudland by Graham Parker and
the Rumour was a legendary gig, where Parker commented: ‘You’re the best
audience on the whole fucking tour.’ The crowd, having learnt that it was
Parker’s birthday, responded by singing him ‘Happy Birthday’.
It was such a good gig that Parker worked Brisbane’s youth into a frenzy,
with a drunken crowd pouring through the streets of Bowen Hills after the
show and alarming the elders. Sunday newspapers printed lurid stories about
some audience members having sex on the tidy front lawns of the assumedly
enraged householders of Bowen Hills. After the standard outcry, the police
responded by cancelling the liquor licence for Cloudland.
Despite this attention, Cloudland continued as an intermittent venue
until late 1982.
Then, one Sunday morning, residents on Brisbane’s northside looked
towards Bowen Hills and suddenly Cloudland wasn’t there anymore. It
had been knocked down in the dead of night by the Deen Brothers, the
Bjelke‑Petersen government’s wrecker of choice, whose slogan was ‘All we
leave are the memories’, which was particularly true in the case of Cloudland.
Bjelke‑Petersen was unrepentant – developers wanted that site for units, and
thus it came to pass.
Venues – or the lack of them – continued to be a problem as the 1980s
proceeded. Some hotels and bars, such as the Australian National Hotel
in East Brisbane and Zits in the Valley, tried to put on at least some live
music. But while publicans may have liked a heavy-drinking young clientele,
they weren’t keen on the police presence that came with it, and the nights
often ended badly. Battles between the police and alcohol-fuelled and
testosterone‑pumped youths were not good for business.
Special Branch may have been in the audiences incognito, but their
uniformed colleagues were often outside the gig, generally in great numbers.
Greens senator Andrew Bartlett recalled a Dead Kennedy’s gig at Festival
Hall in 1983: ‘The crowd of a few thousand came out of the hall into what
appeared to be just as many police, who seemed to just immediately set upon
people. Amazingly, even the band’s drummer, D. H. Peligro was arrested – no
surprises that he was a black person. The same happened when The Clash
played at the now-demolished Cloudland, where the police presence at the
end of the show was in the hundreds.’

But, despite the shifting venues,
there was always music, often of the
more extreme variety. The Black
Assassins, which consisted of 4ZZZ
staff, developed a cult following
with songs such as ‘Death Comes
to Townsville’ and ‘Fuck Me, Fuck
My Dog’. They supported the Dead
Kennedys at Festival Hall in 1983.
And the Parameters produced Pig
City, a rallying call that became the
title of a book about the Brisbane
music scene by Andrew Stafford.

TRIPLE ZED WAS THE main
beacon for local music, by playing
it on air and also supporting bands
through Joint Efforts. But, despite
their yeoman work, the police
harassment and general oppression
wore people down. Bands such as The
Apartments, Ups and Downs and many more decided that Sydney would be a
better place to both live and make music. With a dwindling music scene and
an authoritarian government, the mid to late 1980s were pretty lame times
culturally and musically in Brisbane.
But the Fitzgerald Inquiry in 1987 and 1988 put the Bjelke‑Petersen
administration on the ropes, and some cultural and musical activity started
stirring. Ironically, Expo in 1988, the highlight of the National Party’s term
in office where it showed Queensland off to the rest of the world, showed
Queenslanders they could have a wider world, one in which it was possible to
get a drink after 10 pm and listen to some music.
In 1988, 4ZZZ was evicted from its offices at the University of Queensland
by a conservative student union. While this was a deeply traumatic event for
the station, it had the side effect of revitalising local culture. People rallied to
defend the station and had a damned good time in doing so. The departure in
1987 of Bjelke‑Petersen and the police commissioner, the deeply corrupt Terry
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Lewis, meant the police were less sure-footed in hassling anyone who looked
or acted in a vaguely different fashion.
In this slightly dare-to-dream atmosphere, more musical events started
flowing. The first Livid Festival, in January 1989, attracted 1500 people to the
University of Queensland for a celebration of art and music with a series of
Brisbane-affiliated acts such as The Go‑Betweens, Chris Bailey, Great Caesar’s
Ghost, Ups and Downs and Died Pretty.
This first Livid Festival worked so well that a second one was set up later
that year, ironically on 2 December, the date that Queensland went to the polls
and kicked out the National Party government and the ALP government of
Wayne Goss came to office. At the festival at the RNA showgrounds, cheering
patrons watched the election results unfold. It was, literally, the end of an era.
But a new era didn’t exactly come in overnight. What did go overnight –
or at least close to it – was the Special Branch.
The new Labor government’s first commitment in policing was to abolish
Special Branch, and in the first few days of the new government being in
office – when the new ministers were still trying to find out the basics, such
as where the toilets were – the Special Branch saw the writing on the wall and
abolished itself. So that when new Police Minister Terry Mackenroth fronted

Police Commissioner Noel Newnham and said he wanted the Special Branch
abolished, Newnham cheerfully said, ’That’s all right, I’ve already done it for
you.’ Indeed he had – Special Branch had been abolished, but its officers were
deployed elsewhere in the police service.
More importantly, almost all Special Branch files were shredded in1989.
What this meant in practice was that Brisbane’s protesters never got to see
what Special Branch thought of them. Quite regularly, the files were wrong.
But no‑one could prove anything because Special Branch got rid of all the
evidence. Even when they were being wiped out, they still acted like crafty
old coppers, never quite willing to face up to the public consequences of what
they did and hiding behind the government of the day.
But the abolition of the Special Branch had a quietly liberating effect on
Brisbane gigs. It meant there was considerably less heavy police presence
at local shows, no people who looked as though they might plant drugs on
you, no guys in aloha shirts and police-issue haircuts menacingly asking you
where they could score some pot. And this meant a far better night out for
patrons. And for publicans – they could get some of that heavy‑drinking
clientele without worrying about having a full-scale fight outside their
premises at the end of the night. And the night often lasted longer, with
changes to licensing laws by the new state government and city council,
which meant places could stay open past 11 pm, or even midnight.
Through a series of happy coincidences, the Valley became the centre
of Brisbane’s new music scene in the 1990s. By that time the area had been
cleaned out of the worst organised crime elements by the Fitzgerald Inquiry,
and the Brisbane City Council had started a long-term program of getting
industry out of the Valley and getting people in. Symptomatic of what the
Valley was becoming was the disused Target building, which became a
practice venue for many bands, as well as a general art space. With cheapo
rents, plenty of rehearsal space and willing venues, everything was in place
for the Valley to become an emerging music hub.
And, not surprisingly, more venues opened up. The Zoo on Ann Street
in the Valley opened its doors in 1992, while in 1993 Ric’s Bar opened in the
Brunswick Street Mall. Suddenly, Brisbane people found they could go for
a night out where they could get a drink and catch some music. As long as
they didn’t start fights and made sure they had the one designated driver to
get them home safely, it was just a fun, enjoyable night out. Such a night out
would have been very difficult even a few years previously.
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Brisbane, followed by West End. In 1995, I was out with two friends at the
Clarence Corner Hotel in South Brisbane, where we had a choice that night
between Graham Parker and the Rumour, Jenny Morris, and Ed Kuepper and
the Laughing Clowns, all playing within five minutes’ easy walk.
Now, in 2018, with a group of Gen Xers who grew up on music holding
power in Queensland, new, cutting-edge music is officially sanctioned.
Queensland Premier Annastacia Palaszczuk has form – she spoke out against
the removal of 4ZZZ from Queensland University campus in 1988. Most
ministers grew up in a Brisbane where music was plentiful and accessible.
The Queensland government, once the scourge of anyone who wanted
new music played, has become a firm supporter of the music industry.
The state government gushes about ‘the burgeoning Creative Industries
sector in Queensland’, something it’s fully onside with. It’s also set up the
G. W. McLennan Fellowship, named after the late Grant McLennan of The
Go‑Betweens, which provides a $25,000 scholarship to travel to New York,
London or Berlin to ‘expose recipients to the full cultural life of one of those
cities as a source of inspiration and creativity’.
Forty years ago the Queensland government did its best to shut down
any new music. Now it pays musicians
to go overseas, learn and then bring that
knowledge home. For musicians, it’s great.
But it’s an awful long way from the DIY
ethos of the 1970s and ’80s, and maybe
something’s been lost along the way.

Graham Parker
and the Rumour
performing at
Cloudland, 1979.
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A big country town?
ALL THIS LED TO more bands emerging. Powderfinger, Custard and
Regurgitator all came out of Brisbane in the early 1990s, all of them getting
their start playing in the Valley. And, at the other end of the spectrum, big
bands such as U2, The Rolling Stones and The Pretenders started coming
back through Brisbane again.
The start of an inner-city culture that nurtured bands and provided a
good night out spread over the river. The South Bank precinct, built on the
old Expo site, hosted some acts – best done on a stage in the river while
the punters watched on land – but then venues started opening in South
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FOR DAMIEN LEDWICH, FOOD was an intense experience. He was a
trencherman of the old school, taking ‘tucking in’ to new heights. As such,
he was a keen participant in the flourishing Brisbane food culture of the last
five decades. In that time Brisbane went from a culinary backwater where
corruption ran rife and polite society was home by six, through the process of
gentrification as tertiary students became the middle class and food culture
shifted in tandem with political change, to today, when Brisbane is a vibrant
city offering a plethora of food and cultural choices.
Damien’s approach to food was a visceral performance art epitomised
by his relationship with curry. As Linden Woodward recalls: ‘The Damien
Eats Curry Show was unforgettable! For a while in the early 1980s we shared
a house on Gloucester Street in Spring Hill. Damien loved to eat curry until
rivers of sweat ran off his huge glowing head. The table was near the front
window, which looked onto the footpath, so on this night he leant from his
154
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chair and stuck his head outside – seeking a breeze while calling for towels
and water. This was just the standard dinner-time show, until he suddenly
said, quietly, “Oh, hello. It’s you. You’d better come in.” It was Grant and
Robert (McLennan and Forster from The Go‑Betweens) – they’d been
watching the show from outside. They came in and ate the leftovers.’
But Damien was catholic in his tastes and, as a regular at Buffy Lavery’s
Sunday dinner table, greeted domestic favourites such as roast chicken and
home-made pizza with the lip-smacking glee of a vaudeville villain about to
see his dastardly plans come to fruition. Then he would dive into the meal
with such abandon that there was always an invitation for the following week.
Damien was a serviceable cook in his own right and many friends shared
the experimental joys of his dinner table, informed by The Women’s Weekly
Italian Cookbook and their Dinner Party Cookbook. Many Australians were
introduced to the pleasures of Chicken Cacciatore and Steaks with Brandy
Cream Sauce from these books, but few enjoyed Damien’s added culinary twists
to the sounds of traffic on Main Street and the squawking of his cockatoo.
When he moved to Strath Street, Highgate Hill, he had a folly constructed to
entertain guests with his culinary concoctions, though some noted that the
chooks he had taken to keeping often ate earlier, and better, than the humans,
who were nevertheless well catered for in the drinks department.
But above all Damien was a keen explorer of the restaurants of the
Brisbane food scene that was burgeoning about the time he first arrived at
university in 1974.

Food in a big country town
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IN 1970 THE FOOD scene in Brisbane was close to a wasteland. Brisbane,
as little more than an oversized country town, had the culinary choices to
match. Interesting developments like Peter Hackworth’s Primitif were hidden
away in basements. Well-stewed pub fare via the counter lunch or the hotel
dining room was the main culinary option outside the home. A couple of
exceptions hinted at the possibilities inherent in the hotel kitchen.
Lennon’s Hotel, then on George Street, offered fine dining befitting its
VIP clientele, who included aviator Charles Kingsford-Smith, opera singer
Nellie Melba, prime minister Bob Menzies, US president Lyndon Johnson
and The Beatles. The oyster was seen as sufficiently upmarket that the
activities of the hotel’s oyster shucker were newsworthy, including the record
eighty-six dozen oysters he prepared for customers in one day.

‘What to Do… an Eti-quette Guide’, by Damien Ledwich,
appeared in Neil Hissum Comics, 1979.
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Downmarket from Lennon’s was the Breakfast Creek Hotel, which offered
steak cooked to the customer’s preference in its Staghorn Beer Garden from
1967 and then in the Spanish Garden Steakhouse that opened in 1968.
In an egalitarian exercise that fitted its clientele, patrons were invited to
line up, select their own meat from a cabinet, have it char-grilled to their
specifications in an open kitchen in front of them and then served in a nononsense style with potato, tomato, coleslaw, bacon‑flavoured sauce and
white breadroll.
Somewhere in between Lennon’s and the Brekkie Creek, both
geographically and in style, was another interesting hotel dining room at
The National Hotel in Petrie Bight. The National served both steaks and
international fare, and was perhaps the only place the very adventurous could
order Steak Tartare. With less pretensions and lower prices than Lennons,
this was a popular choice for birthdays and other special meals. No doubt the
scarcity of dining choices made The National popular in the 1970s, despite
being bookended by the royal commission into police and prostitution there
in the 1960s, and a substantial mention in the Fitzgerald Inquiry in the 1980s.
Beyond the pubs there were a few risqué restaurants that may have
been frequented, on reflection, by US soldiers wandering off the R&R trail
and Queensland’s nascent crime scene that would achieve notoriety at the
Fitzgerald Inquiry a decade and a half hence. Crumbed camembert and
raspberry jam was followed by the cabaret singer opportuning diners at their
tables in a tame forerunner to the lap dance.
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Ethnic alternatives
THE WAVE OF POST-WAR migration that saw restaurant culture generally,
and Italian and Greek cuisines in particular, take off in Sydney and Melbourne
barely had an impact in Brisbane. But there was hope on the horizon.
One ethnic eating institution that deserves note, though barely a restaurant
and operating even before post-war migration, was Mama Luigi’s. Located in
a converted house on St Pauls Terrace in Spring Hill, it dated from at least the
early 1940s because many recall it as a hangout for American soldiers who
were stationed in Brisbane during the Second World War. There were long
tables and customers sat on benches mingling with other groups of diners so
it was impossible not to make new acquaintances. When all the seats at a table
were taken, the kitchen would send out a huge platter of spaghetti with the
night’s main dish, and once that was empty a replacement was available from
the servery. There was no choice: it was chicken night, veal night or spaghetti
bolognaise night and no alternatives were on offer. On special occasions
there were meatballs with the spaghetti. Dessert belied Mama’s ethnic origins:
home‑made apple pie and ice cream was the only choice. For many Brisbane
folk, Mama Luigi’s was their first foray into Italian cuisine as they had never
eaten garlic or pasta, certainly not at home, before their visit.
At the other end of the Italian culinary scene was the Milano Restaurant,
which opened on the first floor of 78 Queen Street in 1969. Brothers Gino,
Luciano and Gian Luigi Merlo came to Australia as children in the post‑war
migration program and as young men opened Café Milano in 1960,
introducing Brisbane to espresso coffee. In 1969 Café Milano was sold and
the brothers opened the new establishment at the top of Queen Street offering
quality Italian dining that attracted a VIP clientele including the Queen and
Pope John Paul II. It had a strong wine list and promised fine food with local
produce, silver service, a stylish cocktail bar and an elegant atmosphere with
background music from a grand piano. The restaurant closed in 1985 and
later a downmarket version opened in the Queen Street Mall.
Somewhere between the egalitarian Mama Luigi’s and elitist Milano was
Giardinetto. Located in Brunswick Street, Fortitude Valley, Giardinetto Italian
Restaurant first opened in 1966 and presented classic Italian dishes and pizza.
Their calzone, or folded pizza, with ham, mortadella, mozzarella, olives and
scorched top was a crowd favourite. Giardinetto’s appeal lay in its authentic
trattoria atmosphere, enthusiastic staff and traditional Italian fare. It was BYO
and many flagons of red wine washed down the food.
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The other ethnic eating choice in 1970 emanated from the sizeable
Chinese community that developed in Brisbane in the 1880s prior to the
White Australia policy. Their main business district was Fortitude Valley,
close to the market gardens kept by local Chinese gardeners on the river flats
at Breakfast Creek and Eagle Farm. These activities came together into an
informal Chinatown, whose restaurants provided one of the few alternative
eating opportunities in Brisbane.
The Cathay in Wickham Street laid claim to being the most upmarket
restaurant in Chinatown, and was a popular spot for special dinners and
family celebrations. Patrons had to ask for a ‘Chinese Setting’ if they wanted
chopsticks instead of the spoon and fork provided, and one of the most
popular dishes was the Shandy, a safe mix of sweet & sour pork, chicken
chow mein, fried rice and a few slices of barbecue pork. The Cathay reigned
into the early 1980s, but was a casualty of the Valley’s restaurant wars, which
even extended to fire-bombings, in the days before the Fitzgerald Inquiry.
It was not until 1987 that Brisbane City Council formally recognised
Chinatown and turned Fortitude Valley’s Duncan Street into a mall guarded
by stone lions, a gift from the People’s Republic of China, to prevent evil
spirits from entering the area. Anne Jones reports: ‘When ToadShow was
in the Valley in the 1990s, Damien’s favoured restaurants were the Chinese
Homemade Meal Kitchen and the Vietnamese.’ More recently Damien would
lure friends to the King of Kings restaurant for yum cha on special occasions.

Taste buds take over

THOUGH NOT RENOWNED FOR the quality of its food, Dirty Dick’s was
a central institution in selling the idea of going out to dinner to the people
of Brisbane. From 1970 onwards Dirty Dick’s spread the idea of the theatre
restaurant, where relatively mundane food was presented in the context of a
bawdy dramatic presentation for a fixed price. To the emerging middle class
of Brisbane it was a safe way of entering the restaurant scene. The experience
was what we would now call themed: comical stage show ostensibly set in
the Middle Ages, a three-course faux banquet and costumed serving staff
all providing interactive fun ‘in true olden-day tradition’. While claiming to
be medieval in provenance and featuring King Arthur and Robin Hood, the
show really mined English history for anything that could provide a double
entendre, all held together by the court jester (see him juggle his balls). The
food was soup, a choice of roast beef or chicken with vegetables and gravy,

WHEN DAMIEN ARRIVED AT
university in 1974 there were a few
cheap options for eating out but the
budget-conscious student scene was
generally a disaster, brightened only
by home-cooked group-house meals
where someone had been to Asia
and returned with ideas. Those ideas
were often wilfully misinterpreted
and here tribute must be given to the
mashed peas and Keens powder that
were vital ingredients in the St Lucia
special, Green Curry Sausages.
Students could get to Asia
because of the cheap travel offered
by the budget travel service that
operated out of the UQ Union.
Another operation that contributed
to broadening the culinary awareness of students was the wholefoods co‑op
that ran on a fairly informal basis from the basement of the student union
building in the mid‑1970s, supplying organic vegetables and kitchen staples
such as flour, rice and spices. The union co‑op had a forerunner in the
Wholefoods Organic Food Co‑op on Milton Road, Auchenflower, which
started up in early 1972 when organic growers and community activists
convinced the counterculture hub HARPO (How About Resisting Powerful
Organisations) to apply their organisational skills to popularising and
running the store.
HARPO was a also magazine published by a loose radical organisation
promoting alternative lifestyles, with an emphasis on publishing, events,
politics and healthy living. HARPO stalwart Graham Cathcart was employed
by the Australian Union of Students to assist with the planning and
construction phases for the Aquarius Festival held in Nimbin in May 1973.
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He ensured that among the near anarchy of the festival, participants could eat
well with organic ingredients from the Food Co‑op set up in a disused shop in
Nimbin’s main street. Around this time HARPO was also running Mr Natural’s
Food Kitchen, a vegetarian restaurant in a former butcher shop on Schonell
Drive near the university. It was a brave experiment that gathered a coterie of
committed customers but ran foul of the city council’s regulatory procedures.
More than organic fare, curry was the gateway food that popularised the
budget restaurant scene in Brisbane and the butcher shop on Schonell Drive
played a major role when it became the first iteration of The Curry Shop in
1976. Established by Kevin Hayes, Alex Mackay, Michael Bevis and Maurice
Crevola, the curries were hot and authentic, and gathered a devoted clientele
from the many students renting in St Lucia, close to the university. Nevertheless
The Curry Shop too failed to gain a city council permit and was evicted in 1977
but such was the strength of its reputation and commitment of its clientele,
The Curry Shop #2 opened at 409 George St in Brisbane City near Roma
Street railway station in late 1978, run by Kevin Hayes, his sister Siobhan and
partner Harley West. The venue not only had a permit for food but for music
as well, and an eclectic mix came with the curries: punk nights, folk nights and
emerging Brisbane bands such as The Riptides and The Go‑Betweens. Kevin
Hayes recalls Damien frequenting both versions of The Curry Shop.

Untitled cartoon, by
Damien Ledwich,
appeared in
Catastrophe
Comics, 1979.
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The 4ZZZ connection

at 227 Given Terrace, Paddington, the Centenary Pool Restaurant offering
curries in Spring Hill and, for a change from all the curry, the Hungry Years
Café, Sherwood Road, Toowong, a BYO charcoal-grill restaurant featuring
kebabs, terryaki sandwiches, and beef and lamb burgers run by 4ZZZ staff
John Woods and Barry Weston.
The Centenary Pool Restaurant in Gregory Terrace, Spring Hill, is an
interesting case in point. A BYO featuring tropical and Caribbean food, it
was located in a space-age building as part of the Centenary Pool complex
overlooking Victoria Park. It was reopened in early 1978 by 4ZZZ alumni,
announcer Helen Hambling and promotions coordinator (and ex-HARPO
stalwart) John Stanwell, with Kevin Hayes and Bronwyn Nicholas. Stanwell had
developed a profile as a food critic with idealistic standards on 4ZZZ and in
the student paper Semper under the nom de plume Knife and Fork MacArthur.
The founders of the Centenary Pool Restaurant were ideologically committed
to providing interesting food using local produce at a budget price. They were
keen to challenge the palates of Brisbane but the ambience was so good that
people stayed and it was difficult to get the turnover to make a profit. They
sold up to 4ZZZ’s finance coordinator Buck Samrai’s family, who ran a more
orthodox curry house with spicier curries. Graphic designer and cartoonist
Matt Mawson recalls witnessing Damien’s curry reaction at the Centenary Pool
Restaurant at a table of Triple Zedders and/or Cane Toad Times personnel:
‘The glowing and sweating (left me) seriously concerned for his health, then I
realised from his demeanour that this was normal and common.’
Also, Triple Zed breakfast announcer John Woods and a friend opened
the Malaysian Curry House in Toowong during this period, and John Stanwell
recalls it was ‘the first place I saw The Go‑Betweens, as a three piece with
Tim Mustapha on drums’. Another popular gathering spot for 4ZZZ staff was
the Asian Kitchen at Taringa fiveways, which specialised in ‘authentic southeast Asian curries’ as well as regional Chinese cuisine. Triple Zed front desk
coordinator Simon Stocks remembers ‘a long trek to a Sri Lankan place at
Redcliffe – I think it was called the Elephant Walk. It subsequently moved to
Brisbane, but the chilli was strong and Damien did sweat and glow and drip.’

THE SYMBIOTIC MIX OF food and music is apparent from the advertising
in 4ZZZ’s subscriber magazine, Radio Times, in February 1979. Triple Zed
was at that time a public radio station situated in the basement of the UQ
Union building in St Lucia. It played
punk and new wave music heard on
no other Queensland radio station,
it took a radical political line in news
and commentary and its listeners
included many students and others
who might be interested in a budget
meal. Damien was a graphic designer
and DJ for the station. In one edition
of Radio Times there were ads not
only for The Curry Shop but also
for Feroza Indian Curry Restaurant

STUDENT PALATES WERE MATURING and tastes became more
cosmopolitan as people looked for budget options beyond curry. The Italian
flavours of the Cortina Bar in Wickham Street, Fortitude Valley, were popular
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The streets of our town

among the alternative scene, who made use of the loose licensing arrangement
available in the pre‑Fitzgerald era to drink the house wine they witnessed being
delivered in plastic jerry cans by a mysterious man wearing hat and sunglasses,
despite the lateness of the hour. The food was rudimentary but the wine’s
availability after regulation hours made the Cortina Bar a popular choice.
Lucky’s Trattoria in its heyday in the 1970s and early 1980s was in Ann
Street, Fortitude Valley, and featured a sit-down restaurant beside a pizza
takeaway joint. The food was salty and the cockroaches brazen but that just
added to the ambience that attracted people from alternative political and
cultural milieus. Lucky was a character, quick with a quip as he seated new
arrivals and negotiated departures. The pizza and pasta on offer was not
spectacular but it had authenticity, and there was plenty of it, which was a
boon to the budget conscious. At this time Damien worked in Bowen Hills
with Terry Murphy as the Abutment Brothers (‘Graphics to the Cognoscenti’)
and at knock-off time, after midnight, they would walk to Lucky’s in the
Valley for a milkshake.
Pepe’s Mexican was opened in the shopping centre in Baroona Road,
Milton, in 1972 by Yvonne and Bill Kay. It was just down the hill from the
XXXX brewery, which, when the conditions were right, spread its distinctive
odours of hops, yeast and malt across the suburb. Pepe’s popularised nachos,
tacos, tortillas and enchiladas among students as their numbers swelled and
spread out of St Lucia and across Brisbane’s western suburbs. Pepe’s followed
their clientele up the social scale to Taringa in 1980, Jindalee in 2002 and

Stephen Stockwell
officiates at the 4ZZZ
banana-split-eating
competition, 1982.
PETER FISCHMANN,
STATE LIBRARY OF
QUEENSLAND
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Newmarket in 2006, with a commitment to tasty, affordable, hearty servings
using fresh produce from the local markets.
King Ahiram’s Lebanese in Vulture Street, West End, introduced Middle
Eastern flavours to the Brisbane south side, building on the culinary traditions
brought to the area from the Levant early in the twentieth century. With
modest decor and avowedly poor service, in which the proprietor and staff
seemed to take a perverse pleasure, it was the food and price that attracted the
growing demi-monde of West End. Offerings included kebab, slow-cooked
eggplants, rice encased in cabbage and vine leaves, flaky cheese-filled pastries,
baked spinach parcels and the holy trinity: baba ghanoush, hummus and
tabouleh. Baklava and Turkish coffee were available to finish. Similar fare was
also available at Baalbhek in Wickham Street, Fortitude Valley.
Greasy Harry’s on Petrie Terrace was a stark statement against the
cosmopolitan restaurant scene. Ironically titled Harry’s Fine Foods, the
food was predominantly deep fried, greasy and with everything that could
clog the arteries. But late at night it was a magnet to those who had imbibed
too heartily and sought something to absorb the alcohol. The safest way to
spend your money there was in the pinball machines. The nearby Windmill
provided competition for Harry’s with its equally healthy pizza.

An industry emerges
AS THE 1970S PROGRESSED and the 1980s arrived, Brisbane began to
challenge the big-country-town stereotype. Former students of Damien’s era
were now the emerging middle class set on gentrifying the inner suburbs and
food choices morphed in interesting ways. Gambaro’s in Caxton Street is a
good example. It began as a humble fish and chip shop in 1953, where fish
and chips still only cost a dollar in 1980. The restaurant of the same name
next store opened in the 1970s but quickly moved well out of the budget
zone to offer the full dining experience. Gambaro’s also added a fresh seafood
outlet in South Brisbane to the corporate structure, to cater for customers
with pressing domestic responsibilities.
The Mediterranean Restaurant in Enoggera Terrace, Red Hill, rode the
gentrification boom offering a mix of French, Greek and Lebanese dishes,
with strawberry ice cream for dessert. Maurice Crevola, formerly of The
Curry Shop, was part of a team that responded to Brisbane’s developing
palate with sophisticated European dishes. Ralph Loveday recalls painting
the sign when the Mediterranean decided to emphasise its local orientation
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and became the Red Hill Restaurant. Nearby Witches on Kennedy Terrace,
Paddington, competed for the same clientele with a home-grown take on
pizza, pasta and salad.
French restaurants flourished around town as former students returned
from their European travels. They were inspired to experiment themselves
with recipes from, for example, Julia Child’s Mastering the Art of French
Cooking but there was still much to learn from the professionals at Roger
Milliet’s Le Grange in Adelaide Street and Peter Hackworth’s Scaramouche on
the corner of North Quay and Turbot Street, perhaps the two most notable
French restaurants among the ten in Brisbane by 1979.
In the late 1970s the local media began to take an interest in the
restaurant scene. David Bray had a weekly restaurant review in the ‘Dining
Out’ column in The Courier‑Mail and The Sunday Mail began running a
column by Mary MacDonald called ‘Behind the Menu’, which featured
interviews with local chefs and a recipe of the week. Food had arrived in
the mainstream. Some of the chefs MacDonald interviewed included: Andy
Georges, then working at Cubana in Wallace Bishop arcade in Albert Street,
who would go on to operate Il Centro in Eagle Street; Michael Gambaro
developing his seafood empire; Spiro Levano from Taverna Ta Nisia in
Elizabeth Street; Tony Erb, manager of the Rooftop Restaurant at Ridge
Motor Inn; and Abe Yasse from Clancy’s restaurant on Moggill Road, Taringa.
Erb and Yasse had international experience and an exploratory approach but,
while both had come up against resistance to spicing up local produce, they
discerned a growing interest in a more complex cuisine from people who had
travelled and experienced different foods.
By the late 1980s ‘eating out’ was flourishing in Brisbane as Helen
Yeates lovingly documents in her academic article ‘A Reading of Brisbane
Restaurants’.1 She makes a close analysis of three ‘hot’ restaurants: Ann and
Harry Garms’ ‘gracious colonial’ Roseville, Doug Flockhart’s ‘avant garde’
Rumpoles and Mitch Thompson’s ‘radical’ Le Scoops. Yeates tracks how
the interplay of conservative and progressive politics, manufactured and
natural environments and performative and authentic experience produce
contradictions that contribute to the mythology of Brisbane’s ‘coming of age’
while restaurants are nevertheless ‘potent indices of Brisbane’s move from
rural to urban, from country town to thriving metropolis’.
Marcia Georges’ 2014 book Greek by Heritage, Italian by Heart traces
the shift in Brisbane’s approach to eating out via her family’s story. Her
father, Michael Karlos opened Carolena Coffee Lounge and Cubana

Coffee Lounge to match the growing demand for European sophistication
before introducing Brisbane to the glamour of fine dining at the Camelia
Restaurant with dishes such as Steak Diane, Lobster Thermidor and Bombe
Alaska. She then goes on to tell of her marriage to Andy Georges and their
work at Il Centro from 1992, where the signature dish remains that mix of
local produce, tradition and culinary adventure typical of Brisbane’s food
development, Sand Crab Lasagne.
One person who has made a major contribution to the Brisbane food scene
and deserves special mention is Peter Hackworth. As a twenty-one-year-old
and new mother she opened Primitif bistro in the basement of the Piccadilly
Arcade in 1957. While predominantly a jazz venue, a French chef produced
European dishes rarely heard of in Brisbane and coffee was available when
beans arrived from Sydney. Flooded out in 1974, Peter was already working on
a string of restaurants. The Great American Disaster introduced Queensland to
the US diner. Scaramouche was a successful French restaurant. Cat’s Tango in
St Lucia mixed palm reading and belly dancing with culinary flourish. Later in
her career Peter established the Riverside and South Bank markets that allowed
farmers to sell fresh produce direct to the public. Most recently she co‑founded
Eat Street in a disused container yard, providing a variety of vendors the
opportunity to offer a mix of international tastes to a willing clientele.
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Brisbane has come a long way since the 1960s and 1970s
when Joh Bjelke‑Petersen was at the height of his powers,
outdoor seating was banned and the corrupt Licensing
Branch was the arbiter of a restaurant’s opening hours and
success. While Joh saw the Commonwealth Games in 1982
and Expo in 1988 as promotional events to maintain his
regime’s control, they actually brought in (and back) people
with an international perspective that contributed to dooming
his regime to oblivion. Progressive mayors like Sallyanne
Atkinson and Jim Soorley saw the importance of a lively food
scene in the process of taking Brisbane from that big country
town to a vibrant city. And that vibrant city spawned the work, culture and
food that kept Damien interested.
Final word belongs to Anne Jones who was in Damien’s Architecture
School design group in 1974 and worked with him on various ToadShow
ventures: ‘In praise of a meal Damien would say, “That was inedible muck,
and there wasn’t enough of it,” quoting from Sir Henry at Rawlinson End by
Vivian Stanshall. Above all, Damien enjoyed novelty. He would try the latest
restaurant and order the most obscure dish on the menu. To the end, if there
was a lunch run Damien would pull out $10 and say “Surprise me”.’

Album cover
Sir Henry at Rawlinson
End by Vivian
Stanshall released
in 1980.

Endnotes
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Yeates, Helen, ‘A Reading of Brisbane Restaurants’, Australian Journal of Communication,
No. 16, December 1989, pp. 195–213.
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The Cane Toad Times
Summer 1990.
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Urban foraging
Tim Low
Tim first met Damien at a Cane Toad Times meeting in the 1970s. They
both contributed comic strips to Semper as well as The Cane Toad

Times, then Tim went on to write seven books, one of which inspired the

formation of a national conservation group, the Invasive Species Council,

and another, Where Song Began, won the Australian Book Industry Award
for Best General Non Fiction. Tim has also written magazine columns, an
Australian Geographic blog and a major report about climate change
impacts on biodiversity, which was announced in the Queensland

Parliament. He last spoke to Damien in a park at The Gap, where they

saw an azure kingfisher, a striking blue and orange bird that is not easy to
see in Brisbane.

QUEENSLAND BACK IN THE 1970s had a nasty government and, if
you felt like you weren’t part of the mainstream, and especially if you were
unemployed or a poor student, life could feel precarious.
One might need to survive outside the system. In a city, food can be
had in many ways without paying. I am talking not about stealing but about
what might be called urban foraging. Food can be taken from bins outside
supermarkets, and there are weeds and mushrooms to harvest, and dead
animals to scrape off roads.

In the middle of the road
ROADKILL BECAME VIABLE FOR me when a vet talked me through
bacterial decay. Within an hour of a possum colliding with a car, the bacteria
in its digestive tract invade the rest of its body and eventually produce enough
waste products to make you sick. How can you assess freshness? Rigor mortis
is the key, the vet told me. If the animal is stiff, don’t eat it. If the body is loose,
it has either passed beyond rigor mortis or has not yet reached that stage. The
smell will tell you. If the body is floppy and doesn’t smell too bad, it will be safe
to cook and eat. Of course its anus will smell bad, whether it is fresh or not,
170
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but the front end should just smell musky and meaty and bloody. An exposed
eyeball that looks moist rather than dry is another good sign.
It takes some time to skin a whole animal and remove its organs, and
sometimes I would just take the largest muscles – the thighs – cutting the skin
away from these and severing their connections to the hips. Often I would
take the front legs as well. Small animals are difficult to process, while snakes
are easy, because once you have cut around the neck of a dead snake you can
peel off the skin in one go, like peeling a stocking off a leg. I wanted to feel
connected to Aboriginal ways of living so I was very keen on the roadkill
provided on country roads, such as wallabies, bandicoots and reptiles.
Meat can be fresh but not worth eating. If a possum has been run over
many times the bones will be broken and the meat mashed, which is not
appealing unless you are hankering after mince. I brought home a dead fox
once, but the musky scent glands stank up the car so much that I couldn’t
come at eating it. Keelback snakes can eat cane toads without dying, so I have
wondered if they acquire poisonous flesh. I have nibbled keelback meat, but
the fishy taste didn’t appeal, so I didn’t take that further. I do know someone,
a tourist resort naturalist, who told me about eating cane toad thighs –
after carefully removing the skin, which is the toxic part – but I wouldn’t
recommend that.
I like to think that eating roadkill gives meaning to otherwise
meaningless deaths. We should reduce our ecological footprints, and
roadkill lowers our dependence on farm produce, which comes with high
environmental costs. Roadkill is also much better for animal welfare. Most
domestic pigs and chickens live miserable lives, and sheep and cattle endure
great stress when they are trucked to abattoirs. A possum killed by a car has
suffered far less than any domesticated animal that provides meat. I know of
vegetarians who will eat roadkill because they are not in any way complicit
in the animal’s suffering or death. Brushtail possums in some suburbs reach
such high numbers they are fighting over limited daytime shelters in houses
and garages. They live more densely than in forests, thanks to all the fruiting
trees and well-watered garden plants to feed on and the many cavities in
buildings to sleep in. Cars have become their only ‘predators’.
Damien was part of a couple of social events at which I served roadkill.
The substantial one was a party more than thirty years ago at which there was
possum meat, snake meat, and the centrepiece was fried cat pieces served
on toothpicks. A dead cat is not something you often come by, so I could
scarcely believe it when, on the morning before the party, one was lying in

a gutter in the next suburb, with a
woman peering at it intently. Had
the woman not been there I might
not have returned later. It would
be wrong to deprive someone of
knowing of their pet’s death by eating
the evidence. I did not want to be
attacked by thoughts, while I was
cooking or serving up, of a child in a
garden calling out ‘Puss, Puss, Puss’.
I don’t know if that woman was the
owner – she didn’t actually look distressed – but her level of interest told me
the owner would be informed – provided that woman knew whose cat it was.
If the owners lived far away they might never learn about their cat’s fate, but
my taking it might not alter that (though it might, because the cat was on a
fairly busy road). You can see that the ethics were a central consideration.
What seems unbelievable in hindsight was the timing. On the morning
before a large party at which roadkill would be served, there is a freshly dead
cat that is ethical to eat because someone just happens to be there who is
the owner or who will (probably) inform the owner. The cat’s subsequent
disappearance could have been put down to a super-efficient Brisbane City
Council keeping the streets tidy, even on a Saturday morning.
I had by this stage of my life cut up enough carcases to be comfortable
doing that, but when it came time to get the knife, the idea of plunging it
into a tabby felt awfully wrong. The leg of a dead cat looks no different from
the leg of a live cat, and a dead cat laying on a lawn looks like a sleeping cat,
there to be stroked rather than stabbed. I had to tell myself over and over
that I wasn’t doing anything wrong, but the owner of the cat wouldn’t have
agreed with that.
A concern for survival got me into urban foraging, but I can’t claim that
the catering for that party was about survival. I saw it as more like Dada
and Surrealism, as in that film by Luis Buñuel and Salvador Dalí showing
dead donkeys on grand pianos. The world is a crazy and corrupt place, and
although we have to overlook that in order to operate, it is good to be pushed
out of our comfort zones at times, to remember that we are conforming
to a lot of social rules that we often don’t recognise, much less question,
even though they constrain us and make us complicit in societal crimes
such as landscape degradation and Third World exploitation. I am sure you
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proper. I wanted the evidence quickly removed and that meant slipping it
into an industrial bin outside a supermarket. I couldn’t return what was left to
the gutter it came from. I took it on my bicycle, and although it was wrapped
inside a garbage bag the torso was loose enough inside my backpack that with
every turn of the pedal I felt it thump against my back, as if to confront me
again and again with the crime I had committed. The cold intimacy of that
thump, thump, thump is the strongest memory I retain from that weekend.
Cat meat is greasier than possum, which you would expect from the higher
fat content of their diet, but I can’t say that’s why I never ate another cat.

understand what I mean, even if I don’t. It was a long time ago and I was
different then, wanting to kick back at a world that didn’t make sense. The
world still doesn’t make sense but I have different ways of coping.
At first there was a serious reluctance by the guests to taste the cat. The
possum was popular but fried pet was apparently going too far. I had to
use trickery. To someone who arrived late I offered cat meat and told him
it was possum. Everyone knew I was lying, but stayed quiet, and when that
latecomer said the ‘possum’ tasted good it was a tipping point and many
people then joined in.
I can’t remember if Damien ate some cat meat, but being Damien he
almost certainly ate some of that cat, and some possum as well. One excuse
for the party was to celebrate the birthday of Bronwyn, whose father came
along, and the catering inspired him to open up and talk about the war, about
the Japanese in New Guinea surrounding them so there was nothing to eat.
That party was a long time ago, but
I think he mentioned biting leeches.
Not leeches biting him but the other
way around. Bronwyn had never
heard these stories before and was
very grateful. That convinced me that
serving cat had been a good thing
to do. More than thirty years later I
still run into people who bring up
recollections of that party. Sometimes
I don’t remember these people but
they remember that cat.
Cleaning up the morning
afterwards is always a drag,
especially when you know there’s a
dismembered corpse hidden under
a shrub up the back. Because I was
tired and hungover, the sight of it
pushed me into feelings of remorse,
so that, while ‘corpse’ isn’t the right
word for a dead cat, it felt right that
day. What at the time had seemed
like an idealistic challenge to values
now seemed a violation of everything

SUPERMARKET BINS ARE MORE productive than roads, because there is
so much good food thrown out. In one rented house I lived in three decades
ago we lived mainly as foragers, going out one night a week or less, three of
us – Eric, David and I – to raid the nearest supermarket bin. For the sake of
freshness we bought bread and milk, but didn’t buy much else. If we went
more than once a week the kitchen became too crowded, with food spilling
into the corridor outside.
One of us would take a turn wearing overalls and climbing inside with a
torch, then passing goods to the others. Americans call this ‘dumpster‑diving’
but we didn’t know that term back then. The productivity of the bin was so
variable that we soon developed a kind of mythology, beseeching the bin
fairy before we went out, hoping she would be provident that night, wishing
for rare items such as dried fruit and fancy nuts. The good food was usually
buried under useless waste, such as smelly blood-covered plastic bags in
which meat had been packed. If there wasn’t much on top that was good, it
was a matter of digging exploratory holes in search of seams of food. You
couldn’t afford to be squeamish. You might slide your hand into something
soft that turned out to be a rotten pumpkin. Your boots would sink in so
far you weren’t sure what you were standing on. The smells were easier to
overlook if you breathed through your mouth.
Supermarkets have quiet times in the morning when staff go around
collecting the out-of-date biscuits, crumpets, cheeses, yoghurts and the
like, all of which are discarded during a short time period, producing a
concentrated layer of goods that is later buried under random rubbish.
When your shaft hit a seam of this food it was a matter of digging sideways
to extract it, or removing the overburden if it wasn’t buried deeply. A seam
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All lost in the supermarket

would be thickest near the point where staff were standing, and extend like
sediment fanning outwards over a plain beyond a waterfall.
Staff were often very helpful. If a bag of flour was torn, they didn’t want a
white trail following them outside, so they would wrap it in a plastic bag first,
which meant it was clean when it reached us. Six packs of yoghurt were very
welcome, because staff would throw them all out if one was punctured, and
there was never more than one punctured. A one-kilogram block of cheese
might have mould on one end that was easily scraped off. Some items had
been gnawed at one corner by rats. The out-of-date foods, apart from bread,
never tasted stale, and we never became ill from anything we ate. Our only
rule was to never take meat.
It wasn’t all clean food for the taking. Bags of bruised tomatoes were
preferable to loose ones, but the bin fairy wasn’t always obliging. When there
was no choice we took loose apples, tomatoes, carrots and other vegetables.
They would often be buried among the outer leaves of lettuces and cabbages
so they hadn’t had direct contact with filth, but we gave them a thorough
scrubbing afterwards. Another inconvenience was cans with no labels. We
would speculate endlessly about their contents, pretending we could tell by
shaking them. While cooking dinner we might open one to use, after offering
a wish, and would often be cheering at what we got, which was never what we
expected but usually suited the dish, although we were probably very flexible
about that. Sometimes we got pineapple when we wanted beans, so we would
open another can.
This fickleness of the fairy meant our diet was often a little unbalanced.
One night she gave us more than twenty packets of chocolate biscuits, which
we were giving away for weeks.
During that period my grandmother, as a treat, gave me a packet of
chocolate biscuits, which just got tossed into the chocolate biscuit box in the
corridor. We knew of another household living like this, and their legendary
score was a whole case of large glass jars of peanut butter, thrown out because
two or three were smashed.
Bin raids were exhilarating, the ultimate lucky dips. We would often
laugh and jump with glee over amazing finds. In a good seam you might
get a tub of margarine pressed up against dented cans, spice bottles, tubs of
desserts and a dozen other goods. Your hand would close around all these
smooth solid items that you could only guess at before you brought them out
into torchlight. We invoked the fairy so often that I can well understand why
societies that fear famine are attentive to their gods.
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In those days there was no late-night shopping, except before Christmas,
and that was when we got caught, by the night manager. I had my routine
ready. I was a Queensland University sociology student, I explained, studying
garbology, and that’s why I was inside the bin. David was a friend helping out.
But garbology is supposed to be the study of household waste, the
manager retorted, not about supermarkets. I told him we were finding
personal items in his bin, which was true enough, and I mentioned our
recent finds of a stingray and an ammunition belt. I was obviously speaking
the truth because no‑one would make those up. When he asked why I hadn’t
sought permission, I said I was just doing test runs to see if a PhD project was
viable. My supervisor and I would soon be approaching the supermarket with
a formal request. He was satisfied with this and left, but we then drove away
fast, because the first thing he’d seen was David piling dairy products into the
boot, which was full of loot, and I don’t think I could have assimilated that
into my sociology spiel.
The other time we got caught was by Tim, a crazy unwashed guy who
sleeps on the streets. He accused us of stealing his food. We said there was
plenty to share, which was of course true, and I’m sure he’d taken his fill before
we’d arrived. It wasn’t our usual supermarket so we didn’t run into him again,
which was just as well because he wasn’t pleasant. We didn’t want a punch-up
over muffins. That was decades ago, but he still lives on the streets. I see him
from time to time sitting in a small park, surrounded by bulging bags of stuff.
Semper editors
Tim Low and Anne
Jones at the Semper
office, where weeds
and puffballs
were sometimes
eaten, 1981.
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A handful of weeds
WEEDS ARE ANOTHER CATEGORY of food for the taking, though
they aren’t as exciting as diving into bins or finding roadkill. Curled dock
is my favourite, because the leaves make a good spinach substitute, and the
leaf stalks can be stewed with sugar to resemble mild rhubarb. Nice herbs
to harvest when they are young include slender celery, hairy bittercress
and wood-sorrel. One tastes like parsley, another is peppery and the other
lemony. Young leaves of thickhead are soft and succulent, with a carrot
flavour, and go well in salads. The common nightshade around Brisbane
has sweet black fruits, which are not poisonous, despite what people think.
I regret that Brisbane is too hot for three-cornered garlic, an excellent herb
further south that can be dropped into curries.
My favourite weed dish is spanakopita, which can be made from any
number of leafy greens, including docks, amaranths, potato weed, nettles,
pigweed and fat hen. All of these can be identified easily from online images
and descriptions. You fry an onion, then add the weeds, remove them from
the heat and add eggs, crumbed fetta cheese and pepper, and bake this mix
inside the pastry. It is a dish I brought to at least one Cane Toad Times party.
The weed supply hinges on rainfall. After long dry periods they are scarce
and inclined to be fibrous and bitter. Some greens, especially docks, lose
flavour after seeds have been produced. Another consideration is polluted
ground. Luscious weeds often grow in unsafe locations, so you have to
consider such issues as lead from passing cars, oil leaking from trucks, recent
herbicide spraying by councils and so on. I have noticed that on some major
country roads cabbages and the like are grown near the road verge, and I
suspect these have more lead in them than many weeds, and the same would
be true of vegetables grown in inner-city gardens.
There are three kinds of fungus I harvest. Puffballs are okay, but you
have to get them fast when they are very small and firm, and look like little
balls of putty. Field mushrooms are related to commercial mushrooms, but
with much thinner caps, whose gills turn from pink to brown as they age.
They have a delicate tasty flavour, but need to be distinguished from yellow
stainers, which make some people ill. Websites will talk you through the
differences. Wood ears (Auricularia) are fungi used in Chinese cooking that
sprout in gardens and parks from dead trunks and roots. Australia used to
export them to China. They are one of those Chinese foods that provide
texture rather than flavour, ideal for stirfry dishes. They are hard when
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dry, becoming soft and rubbery when soaked in water. The Queensland
Mycological Society has a webpage on how to identify them.
Cities also furnish fruits that people don’t harvest. It amazes me that
mangoes are often left to rot on footpaths and in gutters, because people
these days think that mangoes come from shops rather than trees. These free
mangoes are stringier than supermarket fare, but the flavour is richer, and
nothing beats the experience of eating your way through a bowl of mangoes
that you don’t have to ration, because you didn’t pay for them and have more
than you can contemplate. Some of these mangoes have tooth marks from
flying foxes, and some people think they will catch a fatal disease, which
means all the more for those who know that’s not possible.
Brazilian cherries and the orange fruits of cocos palms are other fruits that
go unharvested, because most people don’t realise they are edible. Hibiscus
flowers can be used like lettuce and the young leaves cooked as spinach.
I no longer raid bins or eat much roadkill, but I will be ready if Trump
loses the plot and starts World War III. If there are huge queues outside
supermarkets I will be somewhere else. Sure, if chaos prevails there will be
other people searching bins and cooking cats, but I expect to remain one step
ahead, and if Damien is looking down I hope he approves of that. There are
some foods I haven’t mentioned here that I’ve kept in reserve, for I’ve never
shed all my fears about some future in which I will be living off the streets.
Dumpster diving.

CC BY-SA 2.0
JARED EBERHARDT

Cartoon by Deborah Brown from The Cane Toad Times.
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Print and design
technology
David Pyle and Andrew Kidd Fraser
This article is a work in progress by Andrew Kidd Fraser and David Pyle.
Fraser is a journalist, Davo is the creative equivalent of McGyver. Their

process commences with Fraser taking detailed notes over coffee while

David reminisces about creative technology from the past. Simultaneously,
paperclips are bent into useful tools should escape become necessary.
Fraser then weaves his wordsmith magic and afterwards Davo checks

that he hasn’t gone off the rails and ascribed ludicrously unwarranted

levels of effectiveness to what, back in the day, was actually considered a
piece of crap!

FOR A GROUP OF people interested in political arts and communication
in Brisbane in the 1970s, Karl Marx was on the money – the operation and
ownership of the means of production were vital. In the period covered by this
book, 1965–1995, the means of production of all arts material underwent a
massive change, and Damien Ledwich was often an early adopter of the latest
technology. While Damien diversified his artistic output towards the end
of his career, one constant was the production of printed material – call it a
newspaper, call it a flyer, call it a fact sheet, call it a manifesto, a communique,
whatever – something that people could hold in their hands and read.
Damien’s print work began in the 1970s, which, of course, followed
the 1960s, and one aspect of the rise of a counterculture internationally
throughout that decade was the rise of new methods of communication.
Those wanting political and social change scorned the established media
(at that stage virtually all newspapers) and, realising they could easily and
cheaply produce written material, began producing activist artefacts that
people could easily hold in their hands.
The first brush of new technology in the 1960s was the Roneo machine,
which was widely used in establishment venues like the classroom or office,
and in niche areas such as church bulletins. But it was also perfect for
182
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Opposite: Phantoad
of the Opera poster
designed by Damien
Ledwich, 1991.
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‘Presently’, by
Damien Ledwich,
appeared in Neil
Hissum Comics, 1979.
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fanzines and protest notices. The
Roneo operated by pushing ink
through a stencil directly onto paper,
but it required strong hands to crank
the handle, forcing each individual
sheet of paper through the machine.
The advantage of this method
for applying ink to paper was that
it was cheap and easily accessible.
After the Roneo, the next step
forward was spirit duplicators,
which generally ran on various types
of alcohol and methylated spirits.
Publications produced in this way
generally gave off a faintly sweet smell
– a popular‑culture non-Brisbane
reference to the spirit-duplicator
era was the 1982 film Fast Times at
Ridgemont High, where a teacher
distributes a duplicated schedule of
class quizzes and a female student lifts it to her nose and inhales deeply. The
rest of the class follow her example seconds later. Mmmmm!
Another piece of new technology that transformed production was the
photocopier, which was cheap and easy to use, and useful for publications with
small print runs. It wasn’t much good if you wanted to produce a newspaper,
but it was a production solution if you wanted to create a fanzine or newsletter.
But the big step forward was the wide application of offset printing. This
had been around as a technique for almost a century, but was adopted by a
US newspaper publisher in 1954 as a technique for printing newspapers, and
the technology that flowed from this became widely available.
This required hand typesetting and the manual application of Lettraset
dry transfer type to create headlines and subheads. The tedious process
of laying out a complete page was made easier by the advent of the IBM
Selectric Typewriter. Traditional typewriters operated on a ‘basket’ principle,
so that when a letter was struck on the keyboard a typebar would rise up and
strike an ink ribbon, leaving an ink indent on the page.
Lettering on the IBM Selectric came via a typeball, generally known as
a ‘golf ball’, that rotated at some speed. The device also had a small memory

function, which meant the typist could check what they had written on a
tiny screen and make any alterations before words actually got printed on the
page. But the ball had to be changed if there was a change in print type and
size, which meant in practice that, if the typist wanted an italic word in the
middle of a sentence, they’d have to stop writing and change the ball, which
was a major advance in technology at the time but, in retrospect, terribly
clumsy. Next to each machine there would be a tray containing the various
print faces purchased by the publishers. The Selectric also replaced the
traditional typewriter’s horizontally moving carriage with a roller that turned
to advance the paper but did not move from side to side. Instead, the typeball
and ribbon mechanism did the travelling.
The Selectric is fondly remembered by those who used it but at Semper
Floreat, the University of Queensland student magazine where Damien
worked on and off through the 1970s and ’80s with other artists such as Matt
Mawson. The next big step forward in production came once the university
installed a typesetting system. This meant mistakes could be corrected before
they were printed. Articles could also be set to a specific length and size,
typed galleys could be printed out, cut neatly and glued onto the page layout.
Typesetting involved entering text into a terminal at the Semper offices
in the basement of the student union building, then pressing the magic
button – causing it to print in the administration offices on the other side of
the university. It was a highly technical operation, and required memorising
lots of codes for fonts, sizes, column width, font weights and the like. As Matt
Mawson commented, it was working blind: ‘Often we’d have to make more
than one long trek across the campus before we got it right.’
The next step-up in technology was the advent of the Apple Macintosh
personal computer, which incorporated a device now known as a mouse,
which at the time was something of a revolutionary move. Along with the
Apple Macintosh came Apple’s dot matrix printer, which had a series of
pins that would come out and strike through a ribbon onto paper from a
perforated form feed. The paper had holes on the side which could then be
torn off, leaving a clean sheet with printing on it.
One of Damien’s more public applications of the versatile Apple
ImageWriter (dot matrix) printer didn’t concern newspaper or print
technology at all, and that was an image of then Queensland Premier Sir Joh
Bjelke‑Petersen manipulated to look like Hitler. In late 1986, Bjelke‑Petersen
easily won a Queensland election, despite getting only 39.6 per cent of the
vote and, soon after, the satirical rock-musical show Hound of Music ran at
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the Princess Theatre in Woolloongabba. At one point in the show, the curtains
parted and there, to a mash-up tune of ‘Life Is Great in the Sunshine State’ and
‘Tomorrow Belongs to Me’, a gigantic image of Sir Joh as Hitler was revealed.
In early 1987, the infamous ‘Joh for Canberra’ bid was launched, and The Cane
Toad Times collective decided the image deserved a wider audience, having it
printed as a T‑shirt. It sold like hot cakes – in Canberra, Andrew Kidd Fraser
moved fifty among journalists working at the old Parliament House.
Damien constructed the image by using an ingenious device called the
Thunderscan, which replaced the print-head of the Apple ImageWriter printer
and turned it into a primitive scanner. He digitised a press photo of Sir Joh
into Buffy Lavery’s Apple Mac computer ‘Crab’ then used the paint program
to manipulate the image, adding a moustache and replacing highlights in the
eyes with swastikas. Then he used a program called Poster Maker to tile out
that image (using the same ImageWriter) onto hundreds of A4 pages, which
were then glued together and stuck onto cloth to make a giant image that was
hung in the roof and lowered down upstage to great effect.
The Apple Macintosh was an integral part of the next big revolutionary
step forward in content production throughout the 1980s, which was the
evolution of desktop publishing. Previous production methods had involved
measuring up a page and printing out articles to fit a hole on that page. If the
article was too long, a pair of scissors was the technology used to make it fit.
The Graphic User Interface advantages of the Apple Macintosh were
enhanced by a link to another new-fangled device, the laser printer, which
had a far more complex printing system and could change fonts and sizes
easily. The original dot matrix ImageWriter had a maximum resolution
of 144 dots per square inch (DPI) but the LaserWriter boasted 300 DPI at
launch and ultimately could even go as high as 1200 DPI, which provided a
previously unseen clarity.
One of the first Apple laser printers to arrive in Brisbane appeared in
1989 at the Queensland University of Technology’s Kelvin Grove Campus
Computer Laboratory. No names, no pack drill, but someone from The Cane
Toad Times collective had a connection who supplied the room access code
and, armed with a primitive typesetting program called Just Text on floppy
disk, Damien and other like-minded colleagues would sneak in to print out
galleys for the magazine.
Throughout the 1990s, printing changed from being fundamentally
chemical to electronic. Developments in software such as Aldus PageMaker
made it possible to draw up an entire page on a screen, press enter

triumphantly and have a whole page printed out in a single hit.
Apple called this process DTP (desktop publishing) and the ability
that allowed the artist to see what they were creating on the screen
first became known as WYSIWYG (what you see is what you get).
This was a revolutionary breakthrough. Indeed, major
publishers were now using this technology to produce their
product, as it was now possible to lay out an entire newspaper
edition just using desktop publishing. The limitations of only a few
years before had been cast aside and the production values of an
‘alternative’ publication were no longer noticeably inferior to that
of a professional newspaper. The only real difference was in the
size of the print run.
PageMaker was the first of the desktop publishing tools to be
widely used, but it was quickly superseded by QuarkXPress, which was seen
as more stable and trouble-free. Quark also had the advantage of having an
add-on facility that allowed designers to create software XTensions for their
own use. Despite being an expensive product, Quark took over the field from
PageMaker, and by the mid‑1990s had a market share of 95 per cent.
Another piece of technology used at the lower end was Microsoft
Publisher, which differed from Word in that the emphasis was placed on page
layout and design rather than text composition, editing and proofing.
The change from chemical printing to electronic was a major one, even
if it was a gradual change that evolved throughout the 1990s. For much of
the decade, you could only get so far doing layout electronically, as software
enabled you to design a page on a screen, but the technology wasn’t good
enough for the whole image to be viewed accurately – you still had to print
out hard copy and proof from that. By the turn of the century, it was possible
to lay out entire pages electronically and, after negotiating the mysteries of
the print dialogue, walk across the room to retrieve polished product as it
emerged fresh from a … wait for it … COLOUR laser printer.
Examples of the evolutionary stride that tools, processes and affordability
made across a decade can be found in Damien’s poster designs for the
ToadShow musicals … from the simple line work of 1985’s Paisley Pirates of
Penzance, the block colours of Sherwoodstock and Phantoad of the Opera in
1989–90 to the full-colour glossy artwork of 1995’s Glamalot.
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Knights in white satin

Glamalot poster
designed by Damien
Ledwich, 1996.

Should this essay ever be completed, it will appear on www.eccentricvoices.com.

Paris of the north
Robert Whyte
In an attempt to tie together the last of the Joh years, the years of

effervescent and celebrated satire, poking fun at a police state, Robert
Whyte here looks at the change from conservative to Labor rule. It is a
wistful recollection as Queensland left behind the crazy days of Joh’s

corruption, repression and preposterous hubris. Joh was a bona fide nutjob
who wouldn’t have lasted a second in the real world and didn’t, as it turned
out, being shamed and ridiculed for his failed ‘Joh for PM’ campaign. Yet
Joh was the flashpoint for the surge in interest from the southern states.
Without him we wouldn’t have had our fifteen minutes of fame. Maybe

we would have, but we’ll never know, will we? Does edgy satire require a
reactionary, conservative regime to really flourish? It looks like it does.

IN THE NEW BRISBANE, there is no Sydney or Melbourne envy, no longing
for London or pining for New York. We spit on your steenking badges of class
and taste. We make our own rules because, deep down, everyone who lives
here knows Brisbane is the centre of the universe, the creative hub, the Paris
of the north.
Growing up in those civilised places down south, there was a place
for you, no matter how arty, weird, green or radioactive. You really could
be a rebel. Or so you think. As Mexicans,1 compared with us you are only
Claytons2 rebels, ersatz innovators, placebo protesters. You had it made. ‘Slip
into something more radical. I’ll just fix us a pre‑dinner bong.’
In Brisbane there was no pathway to success for bright young things in
the farcical gerontocracy that was the Bjelke‑Petersen government. Up here
we were on the outside or, more accurately, underneath, under the white‑shoe
veneer. We were in the underground, labyrinthine sewers where, unlike the
shiny beige cushioned world above, life was dirty, dangerous and real.
1
2
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Southerners.
Claytons was a non-alcoholic beverage in Australia and New Zealand in the 1970s
and ’80s: ‘the drink you have when you’re not having a drink’. In Australian and New
Zealand vernacular it stands for an ersatz or dummy thing, or something that is obviously
ineffective. For example, a knowledgeable but unqualified handyman could be referred to
as a ‘Claytons carpenter’. The term can also be used as an insult.

Opposite:
Paisley Pirates of
Penzance poster,
illustration and
design by Damien
Ledwich, 1985.
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Concertgoers were
dismayed when
Blondie cancelled a
performance at Her
Majesty’s Theatre.
Debbie Harry became
ill after eating too
many cherries.
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The parallels between occupied
France in the Second World War and
Brisbane under Bjelke‑Petersen are
inescapable. Goodness gracious me,
we invited neo-Stalinist Romanian
dictator Nicolae Ceausescu to dinner!
Ceausescu, who visited Brisbane
during World Expo in April 1988, had met Bjelke‑Petersen in late 1987
when Joh, with mining magnate mate Lang Hancock, visited Bucharest to
woo Ceausescu with Queensland coal (and Western Australia as a job lot).
Ceausescu and his wife were machine‑gunned to death by a firing squad on
Christmas Day 1989. Ceausescu, a run-of-the-mill European dictator, had
indulged in crimes against the people, including genocide. ‘You’d never think
he had blood on his hands,’ Joh said to under-treasurer Leo Hielscher on the
way back from the meeting. Don’t you worry about that.
You think you Welshies and Vics had it tough when you had Gorton and
McMahon making it hard on you to stage sit‑ins, to ‘occupy’ Melbourne and
Sydney. You poor things. In Brisbane we had the pleasure of taking down
the whole Whitlam government, when good old Joh flouted the rules and
appointed Albert Field to the Senate, which led to the Whitlam dismissal. We
had a state of emergency declared in order to play rugby. Six hundred police
were transported to Brisbane from elsewhere and a series of violent attacks by
police on demonstrators occurred during the Springboks tour. Joh described
the tour as ‘great fun, a game of chess in the political arena’, which ‘put me
on the map’.
You took to the streets to have a good old squawk about your pet
problems, like war. Queensland banned street marches altogether in 1978.
You supported Medicare. In Queensland the government opposed it because
it was obviously out-and-out socialism. Not only did Queensland oppose any
chance of land rights for Aboriginal people, Indigenous groups were banned
from being able to own large tracts of land. Joh was rather happy with AIDS
and HIV because it might wipe out Indigenous communities. No condom
machines, public safe-sex campaigns and school sex-education programs
up here, lads. Gay men (publicly denounced as deviants) were banned from
entering pubs and clubs, men suspected of being gay were arrested and
Queensland tried to make lesbianism illegal, a valiant attempt that failed
because, like the Queen, most Queenslanders didn’t know what lesbianism
was or, if they did, weren’t going to admit it.

We knocked down historic heritage buildings in the middle of the night
because we needed to keep our days free for raids on suspected abortion
clinics and stopping pregnant women getting on planes to have an abortion
in Sydney. We had a whale of a time. In fact, Queensland was a proud
whaling nation, or at least parts of it were.
The Bjelke‑Petersen era was 1968 to 1987. First signs of a reactionary
and authoritarian, rather than just conservative, regime came with him
granting six-year leases to prospect for oil on the Great Barrier Reef to Exoil
NL and Transoil NL. He was a major shareholder in both. This was followed
by a windfall for several Queensland government ministers and senior
public servants, as well as Florence Bjelke‑Petersen, from the public float of
Comalco, a mining company that had direct dealings with the government
and senior ministers. The shares bought due to this insider trading doubled
their price on their first day of trading. Bjelke‑Petersen rejected claims of
conflict of interest in all these dealings.
The 1971 redistribution resulted in Brisbane electorates averaging about
22,000 voters, some rural seats such as Gregory and Balonne had fewer than
7000. It was at this time that Joh found his ‘style’, that of authoritarian strong
man, prepared to crush any left-wing, greenie, anti‑uranium, trade union
uprising in a police state, a strategy characteristic of despots.
In 1972 Whitlam and Labor came to power federally. In the parallel with
Paris, this was rather like America’s entry into the Second World War. Joh
fought the 1974 state election on opposing ‘the alien and stagnating, centralist,
socialist, communist-inspired policies of the federal Labor government’. As
Joh wielded the iron fist against students and unions, resulting TV coverage
saw Rosemary Severin being bashed over the head with a police baton during
a street march, and Police Commissioner Ray Whitrod announcing he would
hold an inquiry. Bjelke‑Petersen quashed it, saying he was tired of radical
groups believing they could take over the streets.
Police officers passed a motion at a meeting commending the premier for
his ‘distinct stand against groups acting outside the law’ and censured their
own police commissioner. The police state was in full swing, with a militarystyle raid on a hippie commune at Cedar Bay in far north Queensland late the
following month. The police, who had been looking for marijuana, set fire to
the residents’ houses and destroyed their property.
Bjelke‑Petersen’s increasingly hardline approach to civil liberties
prompted Queensland National Party president Robert Sparkes to warn
the party that it was developing a dangerous propaganda-created ultra-
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The Cane Toad Times
contributors in the
Labour Day march
in Brisbane wearing
Tony Fitzgerald Fan
Club T‑shirts.

conservative, almost fascist image. He told a party conference: ‘We must
studiously avoid any statements or actions which suggest an extreme rightwing posture.’ Bjelke‑Petersen ignored the advice. He went from strength
to strength, from corrupt power to a ludicrous Mein Kampf style biography,
Jigsaw, lauding him as a ‘statesman extraordinaire’ and ‘protectorate of
Queensland and her people’.
The parallels with an occupied France, with Brisbane occupied by National
Party overlords, go deeper. We had an underground, of course, and it was
a melting pot of artists, journalists, architects, writers, musicians and other
creative radical types, making posters and sneaking around in the dark putting
them up on the walls of Bjelke‑Petersen House, but we were not without the
encouragement and support from ‘allies’ first in the Whitlam government,
then in the Hawke federal government. At the same time as street marches
were banned, the Hawke government funded community arts and agit-prop
theatre. It must have cheesed off the Queensland premier no end.
On 20 April 1985 the Queensland Performing Arts Centre (QPAC)
opened with a production of Pirates of Penzance. The Brisbane cultural
underground did not fail to notice the opening show was wholly imported
from interstate. Hardly very Queensland, was it?
The counterculture responded with a show of its own, a two-night season
of The Paisley Pirates of Penzance, directed by Sean Mee and David Pyle, with
a cast and crew of forty-five. The home-grown show got the attention of the
southern artists in the mainstream Pirates of Penzance at QPAC, who attended
a by-popular-demand second performance at midnight. This seems a bit like
the ‘Marseillaise’ scene in Casablanca in the presence of the Germans.
The satire of Paisley Pirates of Penzance had the major-general being
played by comedian Gerry Connolly as Joh, the very model of a modern
major-general, don’t you worry about that! The on-stage constabulary
satirised the Queensland police with plenty of time given over to Senior
Constable Dave Moore, who was, with Agro the puppet, the TV face
promoting the Queensland police. Dave Moore, meanwhile, was an
enthusiastic paedophile who had been convicted for carnal knowledge of a
sixteen-year-old boy in 1982 and later was convicted for masturbating in a
public toilet in 1989. His behaviour around the known beats of lavatories in
public parks and in gay pubs was a matter of public notoriety. Corrupt Police
Commissioner Terry Lewis (later jailed as a result of the Fitzgerald Inquiry)
protected Dave Moore, giving him a clean bill of health despite Moore’s
involvement in such non‑trivial pursuits as child pornography rings.

In the same year, 1985, Paisley Pirates of Penzance was followed by
another successful underground satire, Conway Christ, Redneck Superstar,
again directed by Sean Mee and David Pyle, with a cast and crew of over 120.
Meanwhile, Joh unveiled plans to create seven new electorates with
boundaries to be drawn by electoral commissioners especially appointed by
the government, one of them a fundraiser for the National Party. Never mind
the corruption, feel the hubris. A ‘Joh for PM’ campaign was conceived in late
1985, driven largely by a group of Gold Coast property developers, and at the
1986 Queensland election Joh recorded his biggest electoral win ever. Conway
Christ was more a youth culture values statement than an overt political
satire, drawing positives from the underground drug culture, feminism,
anti‑Christian sentiment, oppression of the workers by the man and, of
course, the perennial ‘somewhere to get a drink after midnight on Sunday’.
By 1986 the underground was breaking into the mainstream. The 1986
Hound of Music mashed together the Sound of Music and Frankenstein.
Premier Joh was given a Hitler moustache and the image was released as
a popular resistance movement T‑shirt with the slogan, ‘Be afraid, be very
afraid.’ In retrospect, it would have been like cabarets in Berlin during the
Third Reich depicting Hitler with horns and a forked tail. Perhaps they did.
But all was not rosy in the corridors of wealth and power. When rightwing governments are in control too long and their laissez faire becomes
‘crooked millionaires’ the red mist comes down and the greed knows no
restraint. Things go weirdly distorted with business able to raise millions on a
‘better mousetrap’ or the slightest whiff of ‘nickel futures’.
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By the time of the October 1987 financial collapse, still the biggest
one‑day fall of the ASX, lots of Joh’s closest pals were up to their elbows in the
till and about to get their arms blown off.
Eventually, despite Joh’s immense popularity among sheep (who vote in
Queensland), it all came to an end.
Wayne Goss (Labor leader) and Wayne Swan (state secretary and
campaign director of the Labor Party), with a little help from Kevin Rudd
(a nobody from Nambour who handed out how-to-vote cards), stormed
the citadel despite the Bjelke-mander. The truth was, the Nationals simply
couldn’t muster enough sheep. Get it?
Paris was overjoyed when they were liberated – they danced in the streets,
came out of the sewers, wore berets and did all of those other crazy things
French people do when they’re happy. In Brisbane it was more subdued
and dissidents had to fight tooth and claw against some entrenched cultural
conservatism. After all, the only interesting story for southern journalists
was ‘What will Joh do next?’ After the Lutheran nitwit was toppled, first by
his own party, then ratified by the people in the 1989 election, the soufflé
collapsed. Queensland was no fun anymore.
For Brisbane people, the building blocks of Brisbane’s culture were
already in place, and they were not ‘radical friendly’. There was no storming
of the Bastille and setting all the prisoners free. By that time either you had
learned how to survive with Hawke government help, or you left. The stages
of the theatres were not suddenly cleared for radical Queensland plays; the
walls of galleries didn’t suddenly get covered with radical, edgy art; 4ZZZ
had already played its part in bringing new music, news and counterculture
to the young. It was business as usual with cranes on the skyline and the
‘Culture Bunker’ QPAC precinct with the adjacent Queensland Museum and
State Library already built by the white-shoe-brigade era’s economic success.
Despite it resembling a sterile, anti‑art parody of architectural monuments
(with no visible entrances) and a blond-stone homogenised exterior, the
Culture Bunker wasn’t going to be torn down and, in terms of mainstream art
and culture, money ruled.
Radicals did not stream out of the lofts, garrets and sewers to take over
the streets; in fact, nothing much visible happened at all.
In George Street the serious young lawyer, Wayne Goss, wasn’t really in
touch with the counterculture underground. He admired their stars, who had
soldiered on, like Erroll O’Neill and The Cane Toad Times, but that’s not what
government was about. Government for Wayne Goss was about the need

for integrity. This required new anti‑corruption
institutions, an overhaul of electoral laws to
entrench ‘one vote, one value’, freedom of
information, administrative law reform and major
structural changes to the public sector. The Goss
government is said to have pursued an ambitious
social agenda, but really it was just to bring
Queensland up to speed with the ‘real’ Australia,
outside Queensland, with a focus on investment
in schools, hospitals, new infrastructure and new protections for the Great
Barrier Reef and the northern rainforests.
In post-war Paris, swarming with black jazz musicians and raining crime
novels ‘translated from the American’ there was a struggle, arguably an
unsuccessful one, to find an authentic French culture while the Frenchifying
of the American culture produced an Anglophone counterculture in itself, a
strain of quirky, dark, violent stories more in love with Raymond Chandler
than Richard Nixon. These got jumbled up with spaghetti westerns, absurdist
comedy, self-mocking satire and a whole lot of other flames attracting the
English-language literati like moths. Ultimately all this was burned by the
searing misunderstanding of post-modern everything and an overarching but
flaunted inability to read French philosophers in the original and the lack of
even half an idea towards knowing what they were banging on about.
The Queensland counterculture, resistance and underground eventually
manifested as mainstream success (in QPAC its very self, with the Mee–Pyle
and ToadShow team staging the mainstream rock musical Sherwoodstock in
January 1990 followed by Phantoad of the Opera as music score for the 1991
Gulf War in 1991. Both of these were funny but relatively bland celebrations,
lacking stinging satire. The triumphant return of edgy comedy came with
Glamalot satirising the Goss government, even as it was falling on its sword
in 1995. Perhaps authentically edgy art needs the threat or, even more, the
reality of conservative rule in Queensland as it did in the Borbidge–Sheldon
Liberal National government in 1996 and then again in the catastrophic
Newman LNP government in 2012.
Labor in Queensland, it must be said, like Queensland itself, is basically
conservative. The misfits and dissidents never really outmuscled the whiteshoe brigade, property developers and real estate tycoons for a lasting place
in the sun. The rebels now lie dormant, waiting for the inevitable dark times
in which to spark and grow.
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Wayne Goss
wins office,
2 December 1989.

ToadShow 1986–2019
Anne Jones
Anne Jones is a director of ToadShow Pty Ltd, which she co-founded in
1986. She was an architecture student at the University of Queensland
(1974–76), Semper editor (1981), 4ZZZ-FM station coordinator (1982–
83), The Cane Toad Times editor (1983–90) and chair of the Board of

Queensland Museum (2002–08). Anne is the only person to have worked
at ToadShow from day one until the office closed on 1 July 2019.

And so it began
IT WAS LATE IN 1986, the Bjelke-Petersen government had reached peak
crazy. With government and police corruption rife, young people were
fighting back using every means available, including satire.
Humour magazine The Cane Toad Times had sprouted a theatrical
offshoot and preparations were under way for the show Hound of Music, due
to open on 16 December.
Both the magazine and the theatre production were organised from the
front verandah of Damien Ledwich’s house at 823 Main Street, Kangaroo
Point. The first person to arrive in the morning would wake up Damien and
then the work day would begin.
In addition to Damien, other regular unpaid workers included Mark
Bracken, Philippa Cleary, Lisa Jack, Buffy Lavery, Gary McFeat, Seamus Mee,
Sean Mee, David Pyle, Simon Stocks, Robert Whyte and me.
The theatre team had previously staged Paisley Pirates of Penzance and
Conway Christ Superstar in 1985. These shows were under the auspices of La
Boite Theatre’s late-night cabaret La Bamba.
The success of these two productions led to staging Hound of Music at the
larger Princess Theatre, Woolloongabba. It was a straight hire arrangement.
We had to sell tickets to bankroll the show. If the show tanked, we’d
all go broke.
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Opposite: ToadShow
ad c. 2000. L–R, top
row: Anne Jones,
David Pyle, Kalleen
Knowles, Sasha
Middleton, Cathy
James, Tony Ko;
middle row: Keiran
Pelly, Suzan Williams,
Damien Ledwich,
Bree Driscoll, Robert
Whyte, Adrian
Chitoni; bottom
row: Beth Lowe, Rick
Caskey, Zoe Collins,
Tricia Head, Jeff
Hanna, Scott Bennett.
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We’d used Buffy Lavery’s Macintosh to organise Hound of Music and, for
the first few months, we continued to borrow her Mac while she was at work.
The Mac was called ‘Crab’, short for crab apple.
The financial arrangement was that each person would be responsible for
earning their own income and kick in 10 per cent of their earnings to cover
the cost of rent and running the office.
There was a big handwritten ledger in which each person’s earnings
would be recorded. Then we’d pay ourselves weekly according to what we’d
earned, with tax deducted.
Once settled at Lockhart Street we started looking around to bring in
more work.

The Cane Toad Times

The Cane Toad
Times–ToadShow
crew at a meeting in
1984 at Anne Jones’s
flat in Westbourne
Street, Highgate
Hill, included, L–R,
David Pyle, Ian Gray,
Buffy Lavery,
Simon Stocks and
Sean Mee.

This led to the idea that perhaps the production required some sort
of legal framework to protect the financial interests of the individuals
organising the show.
On 11 November 1986, with $600 from the Hound of Music presales, I
went into the city with Damien to a little office in Adelaide Street where we
purchased a shelf company.
ToadShow Pty Ltd was born.
We need not have worried. Hound of Music was a huge success, with
ticket sales in excess of 100 per cent of the theatre’s capacity. It was probably
not a great idea to sell tickets for theatregoers to sit in the aisles but that was a
different millennium. They hadn’t invented risk management back then.
By Christmas Day the show was over. It was a huge hit. We had a
company and we were in business.
Technically the first owners of the company were me and Damien, but
there were several other key people who were quickly issued shares. Some of
them had day jobs but several were freelance artsworkers in need of income.
Another idea popped up. Working on Damien’s front verandah wasn’t
ideal. All we needed was a few rooms with a phone and a photocopier. We
rented a house in Lockhart Street, Woolloongabba.
In 1986, we had no mobiles phones, GST, quality assurance, professional
indemnity, the aforementioned risk assessment, workplace health and safety
policy, or really any clue how to run a business.

HAVING OUR OWN OFFICE made a huge difference to the preparation of
The Cane Toad Times.
Eight issues were produced between 1987 and 1990, starting with Issue 8,
Cars and Romance, Winter 1987, and ending with Issue 15, Green and Bear
It, Winter 1990.
With computer technology still in its infancy, one of the first acquisitions
was a bromide camera, which was installed in the back room. Layout was by
paste-up right up to the last issue.
When the Fitzgerald Inquiry into Queensland police corruption was
established in 1987, we established the Official Tony Fitzgerald Fan Club.
Led by Mark Bracken, the Lifestyle Accessories Division produced Tony
Fitzgerald Fan Club T-shirts as well as videos, stuffed cane toads, caps
and earrings.
Brack spent many hours developing The Corruption Game,
which featured in Issue 11, Music and Money, Spring 1988.
The Fitzgerald Inquiry led to the resignation of Premier
Joh Bjelke‑Petersen on 1 December 1987 and, two years
later, the election of the Wayne Goss Labor government on
2 December 1989.
With the election of Goss, there was little need
for The Cane Toad Times. In truth, the change of
government and changing times meant more
work coming in to ToadShow. We didn’t have the
spare time to keep up production.
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An Apple MacPlus
512 of this type,
called ‘Crab’, was
used in ToadShow’s
early days.

In 2005 ToadShow teamed up with the first collective of The Cane
Toad Times to produce The Cane Toad Times Warts and All: Best of
Collection 1977–1990.
In 2011 the State Library of Queensland (SLQ) recognised the
contribution of The Cane Toad Times to Queensland culture with an
exhibition called ‘Cane Toad Times: Poking Fun in a Police State’.
ToadShow curated the exhibition in cooperation with State Library staff.
It was an opportunity to scan all the issues, which are now available through
the Text Queensland website.
Unable to attend the opening of the exhibition, Tony Fitzgerald
wrote to SLQ:
I enjoyed The Cane Toad Times and admired its editors and contributors.
Public humour based on truth, ‘telling the truth laughing’, is a very effective
means of dissent … Cartoons in particular are a quintessentially Australian
larrikin response to authoritarianism.

Anne Jones spruiked
The Cane Toad
Times wearing a
Tony Fitzgerald Fan
Club T-shirt.
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Theatre and television productions

January 1990. More than 18,000 people flocked to the
show, raising a considerable sum for the League.
A year later Phantoad of the Opera followed but its
ticket sales were down because of the Gulf War (the
first war to get blanket live-television coverage, keeping
people at home and affecting theatre ticket sales all
over the world) and it didn’t quite break even. That was
enough to temporarily halt the trilogy.
It was not until 1996 that ToadShow’s final show
opened at the Lyric. Glamalot was backed by the Queensland Performing
Arts Centre to raise funds for people with AIDS (acquired immune
deficiency syndrome).
Glamalot was a satire of the Goss government. Closing night, on
3 February 1996, coincided with the Mundingburra by-election. Labor
lost the by-election, bringing about the downfall of the Goss government.
National Rob Borbidge became premier.
A big fan of ToadShow shows, Wayne Goss referred to Glamalot in his
final speech to parliament saying, ‘… one of the unhappy consequences of all
the distractions of January was that I missed the last ToadShow production
of Glamalot.’
The Einstein Code was a ToadShow-produced mockumentary broadcast
on Channel 7 on April Fool’s Day 1993.
Following earlier partnerships with Channel 7 Brisbane, ToadShow
produced two seasons of Australia’s Strangest Home Improvements in 1995–96.
Later, when Channel 7 began outsourcing production, ToadShow
provided print services and built websites for shows such as The Great SouthEast and Queensland Weekender.

Cartoon character
Uncle Jim was
created by
Max Bannah for the
television series
Australia’s Strangest
Home Improvements.

DAVID PYLE WAS THE driving force behind ToadShow’s
theatre productions.
The success of Hound of Music had led to an introduction to Gavin
Turnbull, head of fundraising at the Queensland
Spastic Welfare League.
Gavin and David started kicking around
the idea of a second series of shows on a much
bigger scale to raise money for the League, which
was a charity.
For many years the League had been in
partnership with Channel 7 Brisbane, which ran
on-air telethons to raise funds for people with
cerebral palsy.
To replace the telethon, David proposed a series
of three large theatre productions. This was to be
ToadShow’s second theatre trilogy. Profits from the
productions would be donated to the League. The
production would be filmed by Channel 7 and later
broadcast with advertisements calling for donations.
SherWoodstock opened at the Lyric Theatre in

WITH EXISTING CONNECTIONS TO the labour movement, our first
promotional campaign was to write to all the trade unions and the Australian
Labor Party to offer our services, which included research, writing,
cartooning and graphic design, as well as marketing and promotions.
This campaign was immediately successful and we picked up work
preparing union newsletters.
Robert Whyte first used desktop publishing to provide materials for the
1988 local government elections in north Queensland.
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Labour movement

One of the biggest achievements
was the 1996 Save Our School
Cleaners campaign for the Liquor,
Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers Union (now United Voice).
This campaign saved Queensland
school cleaners from being sacked
and their jobs outsourced. It won
Best National Campaign at the 1997
ACTU Congress.

On camera is
Robert Whyte filming
a protest outside
Brisbane City Hall
for the 1996 Save
Our School Cleaners
campaign.
PETER O’HALLORAN

Enough’s Enough, a
resource kit to stop
sexual harassment
and violence in
primary schools,
designed by
ToadShow.

‘We were very successful. For the first time people had good,
professional-looking dodgers, how-to-votes, policy statements and media
releases. Our opposition were completely outgunned. They had put no
resources into the north at all,’ Robert recalls.
ToadShow played a part in the Labor victory in the 1989 state election,
with quick turnaround materials, and then was more extensively involved in
Labor’s win in the Brisbane City Council election in 1991.
Our workload increased for state and federal elections. In 1993 our fullcolour brochure comparing the GST’s effect on rich and poor was taken up
and reproduced in huge print runs Australia-wide.
ToadShow has continued to produce materials for Labor right through
until the present day.
Work for trade unions has included journals for the Australian Services
Union, the State Public Service Federation (now Together Union) and the
Rail, Tram and Bus Union.

One Nation postcard, 1996.
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Print

This graphic featured
in the anti-GST
brochure produced
for the Labor Party in
the 1993 election.

WHEN TOADSHOW STARTED IN 1986, we were producing printed
products using paste-up and bromide cameras. With a MacPlus we could
produce galleys of text using an application called Just Text but full-page
THE AUSTRALIAN,
13 FEBRUARY 1998
layout wasn’t possible until suitable software became available. First there was
MacAuthor and Pagemaker, then QuarkXpress, but
The Spendometer – produced by ToadShow
now Adobe InDesign is the dominant application.
with illustration by Sasha Middleton – was
reprised during several election campaigns.
ToadShow has written, designed and printed just
THE COURIER-MAIL, 15 JANUARY 2004
about every imaginable type of print product from
bookmarks to books.
Books have ranged from the Wiggles-approved
children’s book Dorothy the Dinosaur and her
Magic Hat by Liane McDermott in 2000 to The
Queensland Club Sesquicentenary 1859–2009.
In 2019, ToadShow published Save Our
Waterways Now: Caring for Enoggera Catchment
1994–2019 by Anne Jones and Robert Whyte.
Newsletters and journals have ranged
from Under One Sun for the Queensland
Anti‑Discrimination Commission to
multiaward‑winning The Advocate for the
Queensland Branch of the Rail, Tram and Bus
Union between 2006 and 2018.
For Education Queensland ToadShow
produced a resource kit called Sexual
Harassment and Violence: Enough’s Enough,
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Livable Brisbane was
written and produced
by ToadShow, 1993.

which won Outstanding Achievement at the 1995 Australian Violence
Prevention Awards.
We produced tens of thousands of ‘Girls can do anything’ stickers for
Women’s Infolink and the magazine Women’s Word 1991–1995.
One of our greatest print achievements was the writing, design and
production of Livable Brisbane: A Plan for Australia’s Most Livable City for the
Brisbane City Council in 1993.
Although we had worked on Jim Soorley’s successful election campaign,
the job did not come through political connections. It came from the
recommendation of a freelance editor who wanted to decline the job of
condensing a council policy into a public document.
In six weeks, all ToadShow staff members, about ten people, devoted
their lives to producing an engaging full-colour 42-page document that set
out the vision of the Soorley administration. We wrote the text, sourced and
commissioned photos, drew illustrations and negotiated with bureaucrats.
A brochure version was posted to 300,000 ratepayers in Brisbane and
10,000 copies of the book were distributed. Queensland University of
Technology printed 5000 more books to give to prospective overseas students.
Lord Mayor Jim Soorley wrote:
As you are aware, the Livable Brisbane project had an extremely difficult
brief. One of pulling together the major themes of Council’s operations and
setting a new direction to protect the livability of the City. I believe that task
was very well achieved, particularly under considerable time constraints.
The final document is easy to read, is user friendly, and successfully captures
the essence of Brisbane and the Administration’s philosophy.
I would like to take this opportunity to sincerely thank you for your hard
work and enthusiasm in bringing this process to fruition.
In 2019 ToadShow established a genre publishing house called HARPO
(how about resisting powerful organisations), devoted to publishing
Brisbane Noir.

IN 1987, THROUGH FRIENDS at the Architecture Department at the
University of Queensland, ToadShow was approached to prepare large-format
storyboard panels for a new museum being built in Cloncurry. Telling the
story of the Royal Flying Doctor Service, John Flynn Place is still a ToadShow
client in 2019.
Eccentric Voices: A scrapbook of Brisbane cultural history 1965–1995
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Multimedia, museums and interpretation
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Glass House
Mountains Visitor
and Interpretive
Centre, 2009.

Despite the early work for John Flynn Place, it was not until 2000 that
ToadShow seriously began to seek work in museums and other producers
of interpretive materials. The impetus for this was a major funding program
called Queensland Heritage Trails Network. The partnership, between
the federal and state governments and local communities in Queensland,
distributed $100 million as part of the Centenary of Federation celebrations.
To bid for jobs, ToadShow entered a partnership with interior design firm
Brown James and content creators Schizomedia.
Using the business name Interpretive Solutions we bid for and won
two major projects – Qantas Founders’ Outback Museum and Hinkler Hall
of Aviation.
Both these projects were new museum buildings that had to be designed
and constructed. They required displays to be conceived, written, designed
and produced. While both projects had successful outcomes, they were not
without difficulties and the partnership struggled.
Other Interpretive Solutions projects during this period included
Museum of Brisbane exhibitions ‘Taking to the Streets’ and ‘Admit One’.
When Interpretive Solutions was dissolved in 2011, ToadShow continued
to go it alone pursuing museum and interpretive projects.
Notable projects have included Old Government House for QUT, Glass
House Mountains Visitor and Interpretive Centre, Bribie Island Seaside

Museum, Hinze Dam Interpretive Space, The Royal Historical Society of
Queensland’s Dig Tree Reserve and Newstead House interpretation.
In 2019 ToadShow prepared interpretive panels for the Whitsunday
Islands National Park.

Web

Brisbane Stories
received media
coverage in The
Courier-Mail,
29 June 1999.

‘YOU SHOULD GET INTO this world wide web thing. It’s going to
be big.’ So said David Barbagallo, who was then head of the University
of Queensland’s Cooperative Research Centre for Distributed
Systems Technology.
That was in 1994 or thereabouts. By 1995 ToadShow had built its own
website and begun spruiking for work as a web developer.
ToadShow helped many large institutions with early iterations of their
websites but there was a lot of catching up.
At Brisbane City Council, Alan ‘Fox’ Rogers was dismayed when
he searched for ‘Brisbane’ on the world wide web and only got hits for
Brisbane, California.

This was the kickstart for a major
website developed by ToadShow
called Brisbane Stories, telling the
story of the hidden Brisbane.
In 1999, Scott Blackwell, in The
Courier-Mail reported, ‘Brisbane
Stories is a window into the mind of
the community but, unlike so much
that is good and worthwhile on the
Net, it’s not drop-dead boring: in fact,
it’s a fair bet there’s something there
to interest everyone.’
Council later defunded Brisbane Stories to invest in the Museum of
Brisbane, which opened in 2003.
Another early ToadShow site was for the Brisbane Living Heritage
Network, which gave Brisbane’s numerous museums a presence on the internet.
As the web developed, so did ToadShow’s capabilities. We developed our
own content management system called Toadal Control.

11 Eagle Terrace
Brisbane had
been officially
opened in 1984 by
Don ‘Shady’ Lane.

Moving around
TOADSHOW PTY LTD OPERATED out of nine
different premises between 1986 and 2019.
1986–87 823 Main Street, Kangaroo Point. The
first ToadShow office was on Damien Ledwich’s
front verandah. The reason for leaving was because
we needed more space.
1987–89 Lockhart Street, Woolloongabba. The
reason for leaving was because we were offered,
rent-free, a whole floor in a woolstore as part of a
sponsorship arrangement for SherWoodstock.
1989–91 Woolstore, Teneriffe. Bigger than a
football field and dustier than the Gibson Desert,
the woolstore was baking hot in summer and
Above right: A postcard announced ToadShow’s
move from Level 2 to Level 3 at 27 Peel Street,
South Brisbane.
Below right: This 1995 postcard depicted the
homepage of ToadShow’s first website.
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ToadShow staff
about 1996 were,
L–R, back row: Anne
Jones, Robert Whyte,
Sasha Middleton;
front row:
Damien Ledwich,
Richard Holliday,
Tricia Head and
Rosana Farfaglia.

freezing cold in winter. We had to construct
makeshift rooms for offices and a band rehearsal
space. On the upside it was large enough to run all
the rehearsals for SherWoodstock. We left because
the sponsorship arrangement came to an end.
1991–96 McWhirters Artspace, Fortitude
Valley. On one of the upper floors of the
McWhirters building, this was a great location.
It was close to transport, food and Chinatown.
We left because it was going to be transformed
into apartments.
1996–2000 11 Eagle Terrace, Brisbane. The old headquarters of Black and
White Taxis, there was a plaque on the wall commemorating its opening by
Don ‘Shady’ Lane, corrupt member of the Bjelke-Petersen government and
former member of the Ratpack. It had great views of the river. We left because
the landlord didn’t share our vision of refurbishing the space.
2000–10 27 Peel Street, South Brisbane. We operated at first on Level 2
and later on Level 3 of Peel Street. It was right across the road from the Labor
Party, which meant organisers and candidates
would frequently hang out, sometimes causing
distractions in our busy office. Rob famously
booted out Kevin Rudd, telling him to go
doorknocking. One of our clients, United Voice,
liked the building so much they bought it. We
left because we got the opportunity to purchase
a building.
2010–16 2 Eton Street, Toowong. Operating
from a former cornerstore in Toowong was a
pleasant change from the Peel Street traffic jam. By
this time ToadShow was starting to contract. We
rented out downstairs but eventually decided to
sell as it was too big.
2016–19 917 Waterworks Road, The Gap. With
staff reduced to five people in 2016, ToadShow
squeezed into the front room of Anne Jones and
Robert Whyte’s house.
Rebecca Keys and
Sasha Middleton.
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The people
OVER THE YEARS, TOADSHOW has employed more than sixty people.
The largest number at any one time was about eighteen people.
Virtually all the original team have gone on to other things. In 2019
the three remaining shareholders were Rick Caskey, Anne Jones and
Robert Whyte.
Despite being a shareholder, Rick left ToadShow employment some years
earlier to study music. In 2019 Rick was teaching at The Gap State High
School and Rob was working on several writing projects, as well as being one
of Australia’s leading spider experts.
Some drifted off, others went to study and get a real job. A few had
died – we remember Rose Pilbeam, Steve Paterson, Ewan McKenzie and
Damien Ledwich.
In June 2019 the only full-time worker was Anne Jones, supported by
part-time business manager Caroline Lim and a few freelancers, who are
mostly former staff members, including Priscilla Bracks, Tricia Head, Sasha
Middleton and Mark Sing.

ToadShow staff in
2015 were, L–R,
Tony Ko, Caroline Lim,
Kent Gration,
Libby Jones,
Sasha Middleton,
Anne Jones, Steve
Paterson, Mark Sing,
Robert Whyte,
Jeff Hanna and
Damien Ledwich.

Rebecca Keys around
the time of the 1994
local government
elections.
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supercomputer, was released
5 JANUARY Pol Pot regime proclaimed a new
constitution for Democratic Kampuchea
12 JANUARY crime author Agatha Christie died –
she was 85
21 JANUARY Concorde took off on its first
commercial flight
17 MARCH boxer Rubin ‘Hurricane’ Carter was retried for
murder in New Jersey and again (wrongfully) convicted
20 MARCH Patty Hearst was found guilty and jailed for
armed robbery of a San Francisco bank – an executive
clemency order from President Jimmy Carter set her free
after 22 months
22 MARCH Star Wars began filming in Tunisia
1 APRIL Apple Computer Company was formed by Steve
Jobs and Steve Wozniak
23 APRIL punk rock group The Ramones released their
first album, Ramones
23 APRIL Jethro Tull released the album Too Old to Rock
’n’ Roll: Too Young to Die!
1 MAY Neville Wran became premier of New South Wales
24 MAY Californian wines defeated French wines in a
blind taste-test called The Judgment of Paris
2 JULY North Vietnam dissolved the Provisional
Government of South Vietnam to form the Socialist
Republic of Vietnam
28 JULY Tangshan earthquake in China killed 242,769
people and injured 164,851
29 JULY in New York City, David ‘Son of Sam’
Berkowitz pulled a gun from a paper bag, killed one
person and seriously wounded another in the first of a
series of attacks that terrorised the city for the next year

Opposite:
Corruption: The
Board Game was
published, 1988.
Rosemary Severin
was hit with a
police baton on
29 July 1976.
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1976 – Former Queensland Police Commissioner Ray Whitrod

interviewed on 20 October 2000 by Robin Hughes
for the Australian Biography Project

And I went to the Police Minister, because Max Hodges had been

Ray, what led to your resignation from the Queensland
police force?

replaced and there was a new Police Minister, and I went to him and I said,

course, because I wasn’t achieving as much as I thought

‘But you must know that Terry Lewis was a bagman’, and the Minister said,

‘Look, this cabinet … cabinet’s solid on this choice’, and he said, ‘Yes’. I said,

Well, the trigger point … I was a bit unhappy of

‘Yes, but that was when he was a sergeant. He’s now been an inspector for

I should be, but the trigger point was when I’d … I’d

a few years and he wouldn’t do anything like that’, and I said, ‘Well I don’t

selected a replacement for an assistant commissioner

agree with you. Can I talk to cabinet or to the Premier because it’s important

who had retired and this required cabinet approval.

to me. I’ve been conducting an anti-corruption program here for seven years,

And in the past, always in the past, the cabinet had

and everybody in the police force knows that Lewis is corrupt. Now if he’s

accepted the Commissioner’s recommendation, so I

appointed assistant commissioner, it will nullify all my efforts’, and the new

had sent to cabinet three names, one of which was my

Minister said, ‘I will talk to the Premier’.

choice and two others in case cabinet wanted to see the

And about an hour or so later the Minister rung me up and said, ‘The

comparisons and I sent these three names up.

Premier does not want to see you, nor will he allow you to address cabinet’.

I’d checked as a matter of diplomacy, I suppose, with

So my empire crashed to the ground. I’d been selling the young police

the Senior Police Officers’ Association and with the Police
Union as to whether they had any objections to these

highly respected, competent men, who were next due

Queensland Police Commissioner
Ray Whitrod resigned due to political
interference, 15 November 1976.

sent these three names forward to cabinet, just expecting

Terry Lewis was well-known as one of the

were rejected and an inspector named Terry Lewis was

Murphy and Hallahan, and Terry Lewis.

three names, and the three names I’d selected were all
for promotion in the sense they were the most able. I
the usual acceptance but instead the three names

promoted over, perhaps, sixty men better qualified than

him, and he was appointed assistant commissioner. Now

CC BY 4.0

rat pack that Bischof had formed with Tony
They were well-known to be bagmen for
… for Bischof and so I was astonished.

• 29 JULY in Brisbane, a police inspector hit Rosemary Severin on the head

•
•
•
•
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with a baton during protests by university students, sparking calls for an
inquiry into police powers
26 AUGUST first known outbreak of Ebola virus in Zaire
1 SEPTEMBER cigarette and tobacco advertising was banned on Australian
television and radio
1 SEPTEMBER state of emergency lifted in the Republic of Ireland – it had
been in force since 1939
6 OCTOBER Cultural Revolution in China ended with the capture of the
Gang of Four
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officers the idea that the principal quality for a police officer was integrity and
here was a known offender being [pushed] for promotion, and it seemed

to me that if he was made assistant commissioner I would be retained as a
figure head, as a token of honesty, and Joh would deal directly with Lewis,
and all sorts of things would happen in the police force of which I would
disapprove, but which I couldn’t stop.

So I … went to my wife, we talked about it all night, and next morning I

sent my resignation to cabinet saying that I wished to be relieved from my
commission as a Police Commissioner. n

• 26 OCTOBER report to the Australian government recommended mining

stop on Fraser Island
• 2 NOVEMBER Jimmy Carter defeated incumbent Gerald Ford to become
the first United States president from the Deep South since the Civil War
• 5 NOVEMBER in Brisbane, after a trial
that lasted 126 days, a jury found three
men not guilty of official corruption
charges – one of them, Jack Reginald
Herbert, was later to admit his guilt to
the Fitzgerald Inquiry

‘See Queensland first
before joh sells it’
sticker was a spoof
of a Queensland
Tourism campaign.
From an idea by Jim
Beatson, Anne Jones
did the layout but
was hampered by
a sheet of Letraset
without capital letters,
hence the lowercase
j for joh. The RosalieAuchenflower Branch
of the Australian
Labor Party printed
and sold the stickers,
which proved
popular. The artwork
was corrected for
further print runs.
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This Damien Ledwich
cartoon appeared in
The Cane Toad Times,
July 1977.

• 10 NOVEMBER Fraser Island Report recommendations were accepted by the
•

Sex Pistols released
their first album,
27 October 1977.

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

federal government but resisted by Queensland Premier Joh Bjelke-Petersen
15 NOVEMBER Ray Whitrod resigned as Queensland Police Commissioner
due to government interference; he was replaced by Terry Lewis
25 NOVEMBER in San Francisco, The Band held its farewell concert
‘The Last Waltz’
26 NOVEMBER Microsoft was officially registered
1 DECEMBER Sex Pistols achieved public notoriety as they unleashed
several four-letter words on live television
1 DECEMBER Sir Douglas Nicholls was the first Australian Aboriginal
appointed to vice-regal office when he became the governor of
South Australia
3 DECEMBER Bob Marley and his manager Don Taylor were shot in an
assassination attempt in Kingston, Jamaica
8 DECEMBER Hotel California was released by the Eagles
17 DECEMBER Australian government agreed to establish a Human
Rights Commission

1977
4ZZZ‑FM
membership card,
front and back.

•
•
•

• JANUARY the world’s first all-in-one home computer, the Commodore

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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•

New South Wales – he was never found and presumed to be murdered
16 AUGUST Elvis Presley died – he was 42
19 AUGUST Groucho Marx died – he was 86
4 SEPTEMBER the Queensland government banned street marches
and demonstrations
10 SEPTEMBER Hamida Djandoubi was the last person executed by
guillotine in France

PET, was demonstrated in Chicago
3 JANUARY Apple Computer was incorporated
17 JANUARY Gary Gilmore was executed by firing squad – the first
execution after the reintroduction of the death penalty in the United States
18 JANUARY Australia’s worst railway disaster at Granville left
83 people dead
21 JANUARY President Jimmy Carter pardoned Vietnam War draft evaders
12 MARCH the first Centenary Test between Australia and England began
at the Melbourne Cricket Ground – Australia won by 45 runs
MAY The Cane Toad Times first released
25 MAY George Lucas’s Star Wars opened in cinemas and became the
highest grossing film of its time
10 JUNE the first Apple II series computers went on sale
12 JUNE The Supremes performed their final concert
15 JUNE Spain had its first democratic elections after 41 years under the
Franco regime
26 JUNE Elvis Presley held his last concert in Indianapolis
15 JULY anti-drugs campaigner Donald Mackay disappeared near Griffith,
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1977 – Editorial from the first edition of

The Cane Toad Times, May 1977

News that the cane toad was packing his poison bags and heading

south has brought long faces to the fans of this much-maligned, but

fascinating, amphibian … Apparently, the cane toad, like many of his
fellow Queenslanders, has found the heat too hot and is heading for
the cooler (and more liberal?) environs of the temperate zones.

But cane toad watchers, take heart! This gregarious and fertile

frog is now to be given the recognition it craves and deserves in

The Cane Toad Times. We aim to provide entertainment, information

and indignation for those people who hope that there is more to life
than Juliet Jones and Erika Parker have to offer.

Cane toads are noted for having guts and this one is no

exception. Through a loose format of cartoons, satire and fiction,

and whatever else fits, we may persuade the cane toad that there is
still hope for oppressed minorities and depressed majorities in the
sugar cane republic. n

First issue of The Cane
Toad Times was released in
May 1977.
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• 11 SEPTEMBER Atari released its video computer system
• 12 SEPTEMBER South African activist Steve Biko died after suffering a
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

massive head injury in police custody in Pretoria
22 OCTOBER 418 demonstrators were arrested in Brisbane for defying the
ban on street marches
26 OCTOBER the last natural smallpox case was discovered in Somalia
27 OCTOBER British punk band Sex Pistols released Never Mind the
Bollocks, Here’s the Sex Pistols – despite a ban by major retailers it went
straight to number one
NOVEMBER architecture students at the University of Queensland formed
The Riptides
8 NOVEMBER Harvey Milk was elected San Francisco City Supervisor, the
first openly gay elected official of any large city in the United States
DECEMBER Blondie’s Brisbane performance was cancelled due to Debbie
Harry eating too many cherries
16 DECEMBER Saturday Night Fever was released, launching the career of
John Travolta and boosting the Bee Gees
22 DECEMBER Bill Hayden became leader of the Australian Labor Party
25 DECEMBER Charlie Chaplin died – he was 88
Abba played eleven concerts in Australia

1978 – The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy by Douglas Adams

1978

• 9 JANUARY Eddie Gilbert, the Aboriginal

•

•
•

•
•

•

•

•

‘A towel is about the most massively useful thing an

•

interstellar hitchhiker can have. Partly it has great

practical value. You can wrap it around you for warmth
as you bound across the cold moons of Jaglan Beta;
you can lie on it on the brilliant marble-sanded

•

vapors; you can sleep under it beneath the stars which

•

it to sail a miniraft down the slow heavy River Moth;

•

beaches of Santraginus V, inhaling the heady sea

shine so redly on the desert world of Kakrafoon; use

wet it for use in hand-to-hand-combat; wrap it round
your head to ward off noxious fumes or avoid the

gaze of the Ravenous Bugblatter Beast of Traal (such a
mind-bogglingly stupid animal, it assumes that if you

can’t see it, it can’t see you); you can wave your towel

The words ‘Don’t panic’ appeared in
large, friendly letters on the cover of The
Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy.

in emergencies as a distress signal, and of course dry

yourself off with it if it still seems to be clean enough.’n
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•
•
•

Queensland cricketer who dismissed Bradman
for a duck, died – he was 72
11 FEBRUARY People’s Republic of China
lifted a ban on works by Aristotle, William
Shakespeare and Charles Dickens
13 FEBRUARY Sydney Hilton bombing killed
three people and injured eleven others
21 FEBRUARY electrical workers in the middle
of Mexico City found the remains of the Great
Pyramid of Tenochtitlan
27 FEBRUARY the first global positioning
satellite was launched by the United States
5 MARCH Kate Bush became the first woman
to write and record a number one single,
Wuthering Heights
8 MARCH the first radio episode of The
Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy, by Douglas
Adams, was transmitted on BBC Radio 4
The Go-Betweens released Lee Remick in
September 1977.
28 MARCH San Francisco City Council passed
the United States’ most comprehensive gay
rights bill
APRIL The Go‑Betweens first performed, supporting The Riptides
7 APRIL President Jimmy Carter postponed production of the neutron
bomb, a weapon that would kill people with radiation but leave buildings
relatively intact
18 APRIL the United States Senate voted to turn the Panama Canal over to
Panamanian control on 31 December 1999
15 MAY Australia’s longest serving prime minister, Sir Robert Menzies,
died – he was 83
12 JUNE Serial killer David ‘Son of Sam’ Berkowitz was sentenced to 365
years in prison
16 JUNE Grease, starring John Travolta and Olivia Newton-John,
was released
24 JUNE the first Gay and Lesbian Solidarity March was held in Sydney –
it would later become the annual Sydney Gay and Lesbian Mardi Gras
1 JULY the Northern Territory attained self-government
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• 25 JULY the world’s first test-tube baby, Louise Brown, was born in the
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

United Kingdom
SEPTEMBER The Go-Betweens released Lee Remick
SEPTEMBER The Riptides released Sunset Strip
7 SEPTEMBER in London, Bulgarian defector Georgi Markov was stabbed
with a poisoned umbrella – he died four days later
6 OCTOBER Johnny O’Keefe, Australian rock and roll singer, died –
he was 43
21 NOVEMBER the last day of commercial whaling in Australia
7 NOVEMBER Californian voters defeated a proposal to bar LGBT people
from working as school teachers
18 NOVEMBER in Guyana, Jim Jones led his Peoples Temple cult in a mass
murder-suicide that claimed 918 lives
19 NOVEMBER the first United States Take Back the Night march occurred
in San Francisco

1979

• 4 MAY Margaret Thatcher became the
•

•

•

•
•
•

• 1 JANUARY the United States and the People’s Republic of China
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
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established full diplomatic relations
7 JANUARY the Pol Pot regime collapsed
9 JANUARY Deputy Prime Minister Doug Anthony signed a pact to allow
uranium mining at the Ranger Uranium Mine in the Northern Territory
29 JANUARY after killing two faculty members and wounding eight
students and a police officer at a school in San Diego, Brenda Ann Spencer
said ‘I don’t like Mondays’, inspiring The Boomtown Rats to make a song of
the same name
2 FEBRUARY Sex Pistols bassist Sid Vicious was found dead of a heroin
overdose in New York City – he was 21
3 FEBRUARY Ayatollah Khomeini created the Council of the
Islamic Revolution
21 FEBRUARY Time Off magazine was founded at the University
of Queensland
8 MARCH Philips demonstrated the compact disc for the first time
9 MARCH the Arbitration Commission awarded Australian women the
right to six weeks’ compulsory unpaid maternity leave with the option of
extending to one year
12 APRIL Mad Max was released
21 APRIL the Bellevue Hotel was demolished
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

United Kingdom’s first female prime minister
1 JUNE the first black-led government of
Rhodesia in 90 years took power under a
power‑sharing deal with Ian Smith
7 JUNE the first direct elections to the
European Parliament began – the first
international election in history
8 JUNE Philip Silleny attempted to hijack
a domestic aircraft near Brisbane but was
disarmed by flight attendant Esme Qazim
and other crew
9 JUNE Australia’s first modern uranium mine
opened at Nabarlek in Arnhem Land
JULY 1 Sweden outlawed corporal punishment
in the home
1 JULY the Sony Walkman went on sale for the
first time in Japan
11 JULY American space station Skylab crashed in Esperance,
Western Australia
17 AUGUST Monty Python’s Life of Brian premiered
27 SEPTEMBER Australia announced the abolition of traditional trade
preferences with Britain
7 OCTOBER the Australian Refugee Advisory Council
was established
14 OCTOBER a national march for gay rights was held in Washington
19 OCTOBER the Australian Federal Police was established
20 OCTOBER Prime Minister Malcolm Fraser proclaimed the first section
of the Great Barrier Reef a national park
30 NOVEMBER police clashed with the crowd after a music performance
at Baroona Hall in Caxton Street Brisbane – at least twelve people
were arrested
1 DECEMBER Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini became the first Supreme
Leader of Iran
16 DECEMBER Sunday trading in Sydney public bars began
Chinese authorities began advocating for a compulsory one-child policy
(it had been voluntary since 1978)

Time Off, July 1979.
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1979 – ‘Bellevue Hotel was “cheaper to knock down”’,

by Daniel Hurst, reported in The Brisbane Times, 1 January 2010
The Bjelke-Petersen Government decided to demolish
Brisbane’s Bellevue Hotel after a secret report warned
the historic building would cost $2 million to restore.

The controversial decision to knock down the iconic

building in 1979 remains shrouded in mystery, despite

today’s release of confidential cabinet documents from

The Bellevue Hotel was
demolished on 21 April 1979.
JOHN OXLEY LIBRARY, STATE
LIBRARY OF QUEENSLAND,
NEG. NO. 79173

‘There’s nothing on the

30 years ago.

record to satisfy people who

preserve the three-storey Bellevue Hotel, which stood on

this business was handled,’

The National Trust had been campaigning to

the corner of George and Alice streets and was built in
the 1880s.

Cabinet documents show that the then-premier, Joh

were outraged by the way
Mr Schwarten said.

Coalition politicians

were not united on the

Bjelke-Petersen, took a submission to his frontbench

demolition – a censure

in the building’s structure.

opposition at the time

demolition would be in the order of $40,000’.

Liberal backbenchers.

Department of Works to support his cabinet submission,

Gygar said protesters had

according to the Queensland State Archives office.

the wrecking ball.

the demolition of the iconic hotel, subject to further

gathered around the

unspecified date.

during an interview with

actually held and, just three days after the cabinet

in 2004.

hotel by nightfall.

police. They had thrown up a barbed …

colleagues arguing it would be costly to fix major faults
By contrast, the document said ‘the cost of
Sir Joh supposedly attached a report by the

motion by the Labor

attracted the backing of 13
Former Liberal MP Terry

but this document was absent from the official minutes,

tried to save the hotel from

On April 17, 1979, cabinet members approved

‘A large crowd had

discussions by the joint government parties at an

But it is unclear when that meeting of MPs was

decision, the Deen Brothers moved to demolish the
The Bellevue Hotel had hosted overseas visitors

including Frank Sinatra, Katharine Hepburn, Nat ‘King’
Cole and Louis Armstrong.

Information and Public Works Minister Robert

Schwarten said the hotel’s supporters had hoped to

continue to lobby the government in a bid to reverse

building,’ he recounted

ABC TV’s Rewind program
‘There was a cordon of

a mesh wire fence around it.

‘And then the Deen Bros arrived,

rolling through like an armoured

the National Party members were not concerned with debates about the
‘aesthetic’ value of the hotel.

‘Joh spent a fair proportion of his young life living in a shed; and that was

not uncommon with all of us,’ he said.

Police were dragging people out of the

in Brisbane.

‘People were knocked sideways.

way. Parking meters were knocked over.

unceremoniously demolished’ on April 20.

the road.
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However, former National Party frontbencher Bob Katter told the program

division, straight through the crowd.

the decision.

However, the building was ‘hastily and

‘It looked like Stalingrad.’

Traffic signs were bent and twisted on
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‘Smashing the Bellevue, to me it was just an amusing thing that happened
‘It didn’t concern me much.’

The Deen Brothers would go on to demolish the Cloudland Ballroom at

Bowen Hills amid howls of protest in 1982. n
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1980

• 6 JANUARY the Global Positioning System time epoch began at 00:00
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
ToadShow theatre
production The
Queensland
Game poster by
Damien Ledwich.

•

Coordinated Universal Time
17 JANUARY Debbie Wardley became Australia’s first female
commercial pilot
27 JANUARY Frank Nugan of the failed Nugan Hand Bank was found dead
at the wheel of his Mercedes by police at Lithgow
29 JANUARY Rubik’s Cube was launched at the British Toy and Hobby Fair
19 FEBRUARY AC/DC frontman Bon Scott died after a night of heavy
drinking in London – he was 33
1 MARCH the federal executive of the Australian Labor Party intervened in
the Queensland branch, replacing most key officeholders
4 MARCH Robert Mugabe was elected prime minister of Zimbabwe – he
remained in power for 37 years
21 MARCH United States President Jimmy Carter announced a boycott
of the 1980 Olympics in Moscow because of the Soviet invasion of
Afghanistan – Australia competed
18 MAY Ian Curtis, singer-songwriter of the band Joy Division, was found
hanged – he was 23
• 22 MAY Pac-Man, the best-selling arcade game
of all time, was released in Japan
• 31 MAY the Royal Commission into Drug
Trafficking estimated that there were at least
20,000 heroin addicts in Australia
• 1 JULY women were allowed to join surf clubs
as full members
• 8 JULY the first State of Origin rugby league
match was held at Lang Park in Brisbane
• 19 JULY the 1980 Summer Olympics opened in
Moscow – 82 countries boycotted the games
• 7–31 AUGUST Lech Wałęsa led the first of
many strikes at the Gdańsk Shipyard in the
Polish People’s Republic
• 17 AUGUST nine-week-old Azaria
Chamberlain disappeared from a campsite at
Uluru – she was taken by a dingo

1980 – ‘Nugan Hand bank Mystery:

Michael Hand Found Living in the United States’,
by Damien Murphy, Sydney Morning Herald, 9 November 2015
One of Australia’s most wanted
fugitives, Michael Hand, the

co‑founder of the Sydney-based

international merchant bank Nugan

Hand, has been found alive and well
and living in small-town America.
He vanished in 1980 amid

rumours of CIA and organised crime
involvement in the bank as the

United States attempted to back anticommunist governments and anti-

communist insurgents at the height of
the Cold War.

Sydney author Peter Butt found

Hand. In his new book, Merchants of
Menace, Butt reveals that Hand, 73,

is living under the name Michael Jon

Fuller and resides in the small town of
Idaho Falls.

Hand manufactures tactical

weapons for US Special Forces, special
operations groups and hunters.

Hand disappeared in June 1980

after his partner, Griffith-born lawyer
Frank Nugan, then 37, was found

dead beside a .30-calibre rifle in his

Mercedes-Benz outside Lithgow and

as corporate and police investigators,

ASIO and the FBI started investigating
the Nugan Hand bank. A coroner
found Nugan had killed himself.

The bank collapsed with debts

in excess of $50 million and a

subsequent royal commission found
evidence of money-laundering,

illegal tax avoidance schemes and

widespread violations of banking laws.
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The 2015 book Merchants of
Menace revealed the fugitive
Michael Hand was still alive and
living in the United States.

Over the years, the two words Nugan Hand became

shorthand for drug-dealing, gun-running, organised
crime and clandestine intelligence activities.

But nobody has been convicted. Governments,

security and espionage agencies ran dead or appeared
to look the other way. Many men associated with the

bank’s affairs in Australia, the US and Asia have died early
or in mysterious circumstances.

The most problematic death was William Colby’s.

Director of the CIA between 1972 and 1976 as the US

wound down its involvement in Vietnam, Colby became
a legal adviser to the Nugan Hand bank. He was found

face-down in the water after leaving his Maryland home
on a solo canoe trip in 1996.

Butt thought Hand had been protected since fleeing

Australia in June 1980.

‘It turns out that the FBI could have dealt with

Michael Hand long ago. A simple background check
reveals Fuller’s social security number is identical to
the one allocated to Michael Hand in New York in
1960,’ he said.

‘The fact that Hand has been allowed to live the free

life in the United States suggests that he belongs to a

protected species, most likely of the intelligence kind.

Indeed, an intelligence document I found places Michael
Hand back working for the CIA in Central America 18
months after his disappearance.’

n
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The Buggles pose
with a fan.

• 12 MARCH the second Centenary Test between

4ZZZ‑FM Joint Effort
poster, 1981,
by Damien Ledwich.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Australia and England began at the Melbourne
Cricket Ground – Australia won by 45 runs, the
same margin as the first Centenary Test in 1977
• 25 SEPTEMBER China’s Communist Party
released a letter to its members calling on them
to adhere to the one-child policy, often now
cited as the ‘official’ start date
• 26 SEPTEMBER 13 people were killed and
211 injured in a right-wing terror attack at
Oktoberfest in Munich
• 1 OCTOBER the Costigan Royal Commission
began, with the purpose of inquiring into the
activities of the Federated Ship Painters and
Dockers Union
• 10 OCTOBER British Prime Minister Margaret
Thatcher delivered her ‘The lady’s not for
turning’ speech
24 OCTOBER SBS commenced transmission in Sydney and Melbourne
4 NOVEMBER Republican and former governor of California Ronald Reagan
defeated incumbent Democratic Jimmy Carter in the presidential election
29 NOVEMBER the National Party government of Joh Bjelke-Petersen was
re-elected at the Queensland state election
8 DECEMBER John Lennon was murdered by Mark David Chapman
outside the Dakota in New York – he was 40
15 DECEMBER Azaria Chamberlain’s inquest began in Alice Springs
23 DECEMBER Victoria decriminalised homosexual acts between
consenting adults

1981

• 1 FEBRUARY Trevor Chappell bowled underarm in the final delivery of the

game against New Zealand at the Melbourne Cricket Ground, leading to a
ban on underarm deliveries in cricket
• 17 FEBRUARY funnel-web antivenom was used for the first time in Sydney
• 20 FEBRUARY Alice Springs coroner Denis Barritt found that Azaria
Chamberlain was killed by a dingo
• 30 MARCH President Ronald Reagan was shot in the chest outside a
Washington DC hotel by John Hinckley Jr
224
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• 11 MAY Jamaican singer Bob Marley died from cancer – he was 36
• 5 JUNE the Center for Disease Control and Prevention reported that five

•
•
•
•

•
•

homosexual men in Los Angeles had a rare form of pneumonia seen
only in patients with weakened immune systems – the first recognised
cases of AIDS
12 JUNE Raiders of the Lost Ark was released
23 JUNE the Queensland government approved sandmining on
Moreton Island
7 JULY President Ronald Reagan nominated the first woman, Sandra Day
O’Connor, to the Supreme Court of the United States
10 JULY Mahathir bin Mohamad became prime minister of Malaysia,
holding the position until 2003, then re-elected to the same position in
2018 at age 92
24 JULY the Queensland government declared a state of emergency over a
threat to food supplies caused by a transport workers’ strike
30 JULY the Australian Labor Party National Conference endorsed
affirmative action to increase the number of women politicians at all levels
of government
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• 1 AUGUST music channel MTV was launched with Video Killed the Radio
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

Star by The Buggles
18 SEPTEMBER France abolished capital punishment
19 SEPTEMBER Simon and Garfunkel performed a free concert in New
York in front of half a million people
19 SEPTEMBER 250,000 people in Washington DC marched in support of
organised labour
1 OCTOBER the National Bank of Australasia and the Commercial Banking
Company of Sydney amalgamated to create the National Australia Bank
2 NOVEMBER the Bank of New South Wales and the Commercial Bank of
Australasia merged to form Westpac
12 NOVEMBER the Australian government declared the Cairns
section of the Great Barrier Reef a marine park, overriding the
Queensland government
20 NOVEMBER Alice Springs coroner Denis Barritt’s findings in relation to
Azaria Chamberlain were quashed and a new inquest was ordered, which
began on 30 November
11 DECEMBER Muhammad Ali lost his last fight to Trevor Berbick
12 DECEMBER Tasmania voted to decide if the Franklin Dam would be
built – up to one-third of all votes were for ‘no dams’, which was not a
sanctioned option

1982

• 7 JANUARY the Commodore 64, 8-bit home computer was launched
• 30 JANUARY the first computer virus was found – written by 15-year‑old
•

1981 – Underarm bowling

outlawed, as reported in Wikipedia
The Laws of Cricket now (2000 Code)

•
•
•

declare that an underarm delivery is illegal

unless otherwise agreed before the match.
A delivery is a no-ball if it bounces more

•

crease: an underarm delivery cannot be

•

than twice before passing the popping
performed rolling along the ground.

Underarm bowling still plays a role in

226

informal garden cricket games. n

•

Underarm bowling is acceptable in social
cricket games.

•
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Rich Skrenta, it infected Apple II computers via floppy disk
2 FEBRUARY Lindy Chamberlain was committed for trial for the murder of
her daughter Azaria
28 FEBRUARY Adobe Systems was founded
2 APRIL Argentina invaded the Falkland Islands, triggering the Falklands
war with the United Kingdom
17 APRIL Canada gained full political independence from the
United Kingdom – included with the proclamation was the country’s first
Bill of Rights
20 MAY Eddie Mabo launched legal action claiming land rights to
Murray Island
5 JUNE Australian states and the Commonwealth agreed to abolish appeals
from the State Supreme Courts to the Privy Council, making the High
Court of Australia the final court of appeal
18 JUNE the South Australian government passed legislation to develop
the Roxby Downs copper and uranium deposit
21 JUNE Queensland Art Gallery opened despite a cost blow‑out from
$10 million to $28 million

1982 protest
against civil liberties
restrictions under
the Commonwealth
Games legislation,
front row L-R
Ros Mills,
Ciaron O’Reilly,
Phil Davison.
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1982 – Cloudland Ballroom demolished

• 19 SEPTEMBER Scott Fahlman posted the first emoticons
Before they left, the Americans

• 30 SEPTEMBER the Commonwealth Games opened in Brisbane

restored the building, particularly the

• 1 OCTOBER Sony launched the first consumer compact disc player

of 25 mm tongue-and-groove boards

• 1 DECEMBER the Commonwealth Freedom of Information Act

dance floor, which was constructed

running the length of the ballroom.

The dance floor sat on huge metal coils
so dancers could feel the movement
of the boards beneath their feet. It

felt more like a trampoline when the
concert-goers were pogoing punks.
After the war, Cloudland was

used for dances and concert rights

through until the late 1970s. Buddy

Holly played three concerts there in
February 1958.

In the final years, Triple Zed staged

• 7 NOVEMBER Cloudland was demolished

became operative
• 11 DECEMBER ABBA made their final public performance
• 14 DECEMBER the Tasmanian Wilderness Society staged a blockade of
the Franklin Dam site – on the same day, the United Nations Educational,
Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) listed Tasmanian Wild
Rivers as a World Heritage Site
• 17 DECEMBER random breath testing was introduced in New South Wales

1983

• the La Costigan T-shirt was released – profits funded the printing of the

Joint Efforts at Cloudland, featuring

•

and The Clash.

•

Cloudland was Graham Parker and the

•

an exhilarating performance on a hot

•

bands such as Midnight Oil, Split Enz
The last major concert at

Cloudland Ballroom, 1946.

JOHN OXLEY LIBRARY, STATE LIBRARY OF QUEENSLAND,
NEG. NO. 61681

Originally called Luna Park, Cloudland opened on
2 August 1940 but was soon mothballed.

During the Second World War, when the American

armed forces arrived in Brisbane to set up the

Rumour on 17 November 1979. It was
night. The departing concert-goers

made a huge racket and complaints
followed. The liquor licence was
revoked.

Cloudland was demolished

headquarters for the war in the south-west Pacific,

overnight on 7 November 1982 by

Camp Luna Park.

that demolished the Bellevue Hotel. n

Cloudland became a large living quarters. They called it

•

the Deen Brothers, the same company

•
•

• 13 AUGUST Hong Kong introduced compulsory health warnings on
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second collective’s first issue of The Cane Toad Times
1 JANUARY migration of the ARPANET to TCP/IP was completed – the
beginning of the true Internet
31 JANUARY seatbelts became mandatory for drivers and front-seat
passengers in the United Kingdom
3 FEBRUARY the double dissolution of both houses of the Australian
Parliament called for an election on 5 March
3 FEBRUARY Bob Hawke replaced Bill Hayden as federal ALP leader
16 FEBRUARY the Ash Wednesday bushfires in Victoria and
South Australia claimed the lives of 72 people and destroyed more
than 2000 homes
21 FEBRUARY the Australian Council of Trade Unions endorsed the prices
and income accord drawn up jointly with the Australian Labor Party
23 FEBRUARY Malcolm Fraser claimed
that people’s savings would be safer
under the bed than in the bank, to which
Bob Hawke commented, ‘But that’s
where the Commies are’
28 FEBRUARY the final episode of
M*A*S*H was telecast, setting the record
for the most watched television episode,
with a total audience of 125 million,
which remains unsurpassed

The goanna motif
on the La Costigan
T-shirt is a reference
to media owner
Kerry Packer, who
was code-named
‘The Goanna’ by
the Costigan Royal
Commission.

cigarette packets
• 17 AUGUST the first compact discs were produced in Germany
• 24 AUGUST the Costigan Royal Commission began revelations about tax
fraud implicating senior public servants and members of the Liberal Party
– these tax-avoidance schemes included ‘bottom of the harbour’ plans

•
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• 5 MARCH the Australian Labor Party won the Australian federal election
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

with one of the biggest majorities in Australian political history
9 MARCH the 3D printer was invented by Chuck Hull
6 MAY Stern magazine published the ‘Hitler Diaries’, which were later
found to be forgeries
19 MAY the Australian federal government announced sweeping changes
to superannuation
1 JULY the High Court of Australia blocked construction of the
Franklin Dam
18 JULY the first death in Australia attributed to acquired immune
deficiency syndrome (AIDS) occurred
SEPTEMBER The Cane Toad Times Queensland issue was released
4 SEPTEMBER six men walked underwater across Sydney Harbour,
83 kilometres in 48 hours
23 SEPTEMBER the Australian Conciliation and Arbitration
Commission set guidelines for a centralised system of wage-fixing
utilising full indexation
26 SEPTEMBER Australia II won the America’s Cup, ending the New York
Yacht Club’s 132-year domination of the race
22 OCTOBER the National Party won 41 seats in the Queensland state
election to rule in its own right
DECEMBER The Parameters recorded the single Pig City at
4ZZZ in Brisbane
9 DECEMBER Australian Federal Treasurer Paul Keating announced
the Australian dollar would be allowed to float on the international
money market
15 DECEMBER Cold Chisel played its farewell show at the Sydney
Entertainment Centre after more than a decade together

1984

• 24 JANUARY Apple Macintosh computers went on sale in the United States
• 26 JANUARY Aboriginal leader Lowitja O’Donoghue became Australian of

the Year
• 1 FEBRUARY Medicare was introduced in Australia
• 2 FEBRUARY Melbourne newspaper The Age published phone

taps incriminating a judge, revealed to be Justice Lionel Murphy a
few days later
• 14 FEBRUARY Elton John married Renate Blauel in Sydney
230
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1983 – Bob Hawke’s election speech, delivered 16 February 1983
My fellow Australians, I said at the
outset that this election was not a
contest between personalities.

And let me emphasise that I come

before you as the Leader of a team
– team of men and women with a

quality, experience, and vigour, which

makes me deeply proud to lead them.
But your choice on the fifth of

March goes even deeper. It is nothing
less than a judgement about the

very nature of Australia – the kind of

Australia you want for yourselves and
the children of Australia.

And ultimately, this transcends

even the question of economic crisis.
For there is no way Australia can

surmount this crisis if we allow our

country to slide deeper and deeper
into the national divisiveness, which

has marked most of the past decade.
The need for national reconciliation,

the need for Australians to be brought
together and to work together, is

something I have held as fundamental
throughout my public career.

Bob Hawke was Australia’s prime minister from 1983 to 1991.

in the service of Australia, I say it again, with absolute
conviction.

I deeply believe that this is the way for Australia.
More than that, I deeply believe it is the true

More than seven years ago, I

Australian way if we are true to ourselves as Australians.

The challenges and

gravest crisis when our very existence as a nation was at

said this:

Just forty years ago this year, in a time of Australia’s

responsibilities confronting us in the

stake, the people of Australia gave the Australian Labor

ensure that by acting constructively

support to take Australia through to final victory. John

responsibilities in a way that will

bringing Australia together.

standard of living for all people.

crisis, the task and the challenge remain the same –

come before you, seeking the greatest

victory is won. n

coming years are profound – let us

Government, under John Curtin, their overwhelming

together we discharge those

Curtin led Australia through the crisis to triumph, by

secure full employment and a better
And now, as my colleagues and I

In very different times, in a very different kind of

to bring Australians together in a united effort until

honour of all in your service and
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• 26 MARCH the Australian $100 note was introduced
• APRIL Vegemite was the first product in Australia to be electronically
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

•
•
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scanned at a checkout
1 APRIL Marvin Gaye was shot to death by his father – a day before his
45th birthday
19 APRIL ‘Advance Australia Fair’ was proclaimed as Australia’s national
anthem, and green and gold as the national colours
14 MAY the one-dollar coin was introduced in Australia
18 MAY in New South Wales gay sex between consenting adult males was
decriminalised
WINTER The Cane Toad Times Religious Mysteries issue was released
4 JUNE Bruce Springsteen released Born in the USA
16 JUNE Cirque du Soleil was founded
1 JULY Liechtenstein became the last country in Europe to give women the
right to vote
18 JULY Australia’s National Crime Authority was established
AUGUST Brenda Hodge was the last person to be sentenced to death in
Australia – her sentence was later commuted to life imprisonment
1 AUGUST Australian banks were deregulated
11 AUGUST United States President Ronald Reagan, during a voice check
for a radio broadcast said, ‘My fellow Americans, I’m pleased to tell you
today that I’ve signed legislation that will outlaw Russia forever. We begin
bombing in five minutes’
2 SEPTEMBER seven people shot dead and twelve wounded in a shootout
between rival bikie gangs the Bandidos and Comancheros in the Sydney
suburb of Milperra
5 SEPTEMBER Western Australia became the last Australian state to
abolish capital punishment for murder
26 SEPTEMBER the United Kingdom and the People’s Republic of China
signed the initial agreement to return Hong Kong to China in 1997
OCTOBER the Pintupi Nine, who had lived a traditional hunter-gatherer
desert-dwelling life in Australia’s Gibson Desert, contacted relatives near
Kiwirrkurra in Western Australia
4 OCTOBER Tim Macartney-Snape and Greg Mortimer became the first
Australians to climb Mount Everest
31 OCTOBER India’s Prime Minister Indira Gandhi was assassinated by her
two Sikh security guards in New Delhi – anti-Sikh riots broke out, leaving
up to 20,000 Sikhs dead
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1984 – ‘Pintupi Nine Emerge from the Gibson Desert’

– excerpts from a report for ABC News by Alana Mahony,
24 October 2014
The so-called Pintupi Nine were
discovered living a traditional
hunter‑gatherer life almost

200 years after European settlers
first landed in the country.
They spent their days

walking enormous distances

from rock-hole to water-soak

searching for water, until the day
in 1984 when they stumbled on

the outside world and the media
stumbled on them.

The family’s leader,

Warlimpirrnga … recalled
his first contact with the

Landscape near Kiwirrkurra, Western Australia.
WWW.GOODFREEPHOTOS.COM

outside world.

in Kiwirrkurra community at the time, and the first white

‘We had just speared a kangaroo,’

man they had ever seen.

‘We could smell the shit of other

bloke,’ he said.

he said through a translator.

humans in the air and we saw smoke,
and we knew there must have been
people camping close by.’

He said he and his brother

approached the campsite and

‘I thought this bloke is white, this one. He is white this
‘We was sitting when I saw this whitefella, he

was white!’

Warlimpirrnga said it was his decision to go with the

group into community life.

They knew their family group was too small for them

spotted two men from the Kiwirrkurra

to be able survive alone in the desert much longer.

of hundred kilometres away.

going really really fast, so we ducked our heads,’ he said.

scared. They became frantic running

moving so fast.’

community, which is located a couple

‘The people heard me. They were

back and forth,’ he said.

The chance encounter sparked

a dramatic chase over the next

three days to track down the elusive
Pintupi Nine …

A day later the family met Charlie

McMahon, the only white fella living

‘Driving in the car to Kiwirrkurra, the trees were
‘It was scary. I don’t know why these trees were

Since then the family had been exposed to a life that

was, in some ways, easier than what they had previously
known, with ready access to food and water, housing,
education and medical treatment.

But it also exposed them to harsher elements of

the modern world – ‘white-fella’ diseases, alcohol,
substance abuse. n
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• 11 MARCH Mikhail Gorbachev became General Secretary of the Soviet
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
Triple Zed journalist
Harley Stumm
covered the SEQEB
protest, 1985.

QUEENSLAND
COUNCIL OF UNIONS
COLLECTION

• 31 OCTOBER Galileo was forgiven by the Vatican for work on the Earth’s

orbit – 368 years after being condemned
• 1 NOVEMBER the National Film and Sound Archive opened in Canberra
• 3 DECEMBER Band Aid, assembled by Bob Geldof, released charity single Do
They Know It’s Christmas? to raise money to combat the famine in Ethiopia
• 3 DECEMBER British Telecom was privatised

1985

•

•
•
•

• 1 JANUARY the internet’s domain name system was created
• 1 JANUARY the first United Kingdom cellular mobile phone network was
•
•

•
•
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launched by Vodafone
28 JANUARY the charity single, We Are the World, was recorded by United
Support of Artists (USA) for Africa
FEBRUARY the Queensland government sided with the South East
Queensland Electrical Generating Board (SEQEB), which sacked 1000 staff
because they wanted cheaper casual staff, triggering the SEQEB dispute
7 FEBRUARY the Queensland Performing Arts Centre (QPAC) opened
with a production of The Pirates of Penzance
8 FEBRUARY ToadShow performed a satirical musical comedy at La Boite
called The Paisley Pirates of Penzance – a special impromptu midnight
performance was staged for the cast and crew of the QPAC production
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•

•

•

Communist Party and de facto leader of the Soviet Union
18 MARCH TV soap Neighbours was launched by Network Seven then
switched to Channel 10 later in the year
21 MARCH with the SEQEB dispute in full swing and Brisbane
experiencing rolling electricity blackouts, the Queensland government
enacted harsh anti-strike legislation
30 MARCH Alderman Sallyanne Atkinson was elected Brisbane’s first
female lord mayor
31 MARCH 300,000 people throughout Australia marched in the Palm
Sunday anti-nuclear rallies
15 APRIL South Africa ended a ban on interracial marriages
23 APRIL Coca-Cola changed its formula and released New Coke – the
market hated it and the original formula was back in less than three months
13 MAY the National Assembly of Kuwait gave women the right to vote,
which was revoked in 1999 and reinstated in 2005
16 MAY scientists of the British Antarctic Survey announced the discovery
of the ozone hole
20 MAY Queensland police raided the Greenslopes Fertility Clinic in
Brisbane, seizing the patient files of 20,000 women – the search warrant
was later ruled invalid and the files were returned
23 JULY Commodore launched the Amiga personal computer
28 AUGUST smoking in restaurants was banned in Aspen, Colorado – the
first in the United States
SPRING The Cane Toad Times Sex, Leisure and Technology issue
was released
1 SEPTEMBER the wreck of RMS
Titanic was located by a joint
American–French expedition
in the North Atlantic Ocean – it
sank in 1912
13 SEPTEMBER Super Mario
Brothers was released by the
Nintendo Entertainment System
13 SEPTEMBER Steve Jobs resigned
from Apple Computer to found
NeXT – it flopped and Jobs
returned to Apple on 9 July 1997

Brisbane’s first
female lord mayor,
Sallyanne Atkinson.
CC BY 4.0
KERRY RAYMOND
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1985 – ‘Archive Documents Reveal Queensland’s

• 21 SEPTEMBER at the inaugural

1985 SEQEB Dispute’, by Tony Moore, Brisbane Times,
31 December 2015 (excerpts)
In February 1985 the Queensland government sided

By October – cabinet documents

with the South East Queensland Electrical Generating

show – they backed moves by

casual staff – and sacked 1000 Electrical Trades

Electricity Commission – to use ‘more

Board – who wanted to be able to employ cheaper
Union staff.

That pushed Queensland into its ugliest, most

prolonged industrial dispute – the SEQEB dispute – and
meant 17,500 homes went into darkness in Brisbane
each night.

The Electrical Trades Union said the SEQEB move

would be the beginning of efforts to remove unionised
labour from SEQEB and went on strike.

Sir Joh Bjelke-Petersen’s Queensland

government backed SEQEB and sacked more than
1000 SEQEB linesmen.

At the height of the dispute, Sir Joh’s government

SEQEB’s parent body, the Queensland
casual and contract staff’.

In January 1985 it prepared a

striking workers.

The changes to the Essential

Services Act also made it an offence
for a protester not to provide his or
By April 1985 more than 200

people had been arrested protesting
at rallies.

threatened to de-register the Electrical

Cabinet documents show in May 1985, Queensland’s

cabinet approved paying $200,000 to solicitors

representing the Queensland government in legal action
against the ETU.

They show the growth of the SEQEB dispute

and the Queensland government

By November 1985, the

government succeeded in temporarily

•

Industrial Commission.

•

Union for six months in the State

That was the first time in 40 years

dispute worsened.

Minister Vince Lester said at the time.

de-registered, then Industrial Affairs
‘The government sees this as a

advertising backing SEQEB, but that Premier Sir Joh gave

significant decision in that the court

advertising be run by his director of Government News

union for more than 40 years for this

an ‘oral presentation’ to cabinet directing all government
in the Premier’s Department.
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•

de-registering the Electrical Trades

a union in Queensland had been

It also shows cabinet did not approve government

•

Trades Union.

was discussed at 15 cabinet meetings; including

four between February 18 and February 25 as the

•

By August 1985 striking unionists

businesses lost power.
strike protest.

•

her name and address …

were threatened with $1000 fines

In April 1985, 96 protesters were arrested at one

•

bill to provide automatic penalties to

declared a month-long State of Emergency from
February to March 1985 as thousands of small

•

has not de-registered or suspended a
type of unruly behaviour.’

•

Light on the Hill dinner at Bathurst,
Bob Hawke described privatisation
as the ‘height of irrationality’ and a
‘recipe for disaster’
12 OCTOBER Canon Arthur
Malcolm became the first
Aboriginal bishop in Australia
26 OCTOBER the Mutitjulu
Aboriginal community was given
freehold title to Ayers Rock and the
Uluru National Park
13 NOVEMBER ToadShow theatre
production Conway Christ
Superstar opened at La Boite
Theatre
20 NOVEMBER Microsoft
Corporation released the first
version of Windows
2 DECEMBER the federal
parliament passed the Australia
Act, cutting the last legal and
constitutional ties with Britain
SUMMER The Cane Toad Times Food and Corruption issue was released
27 DECEMBER American naturalist Dian Fossey was found murdered
in Rwanda
Apple Macintosh computers were released in Australia
Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) was first used in a criminal case

Lone SEQEB
protester
demonstrates outside
Brisbane City Hall,
1985.
QUEENSLAND
COUNCIL OF UNIONS
COLLECTION

The Mutitjulu
Aboriginal
community was given
freehold title to Uluru
in 1985.
CC BY-SA 4.0
BEREN ACKERS

n
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• 18 MARCH Prime Minister Bob Hawke committed the federal government

•
•
•

•
•

Brisbane’s original
Gateway Bridge
opened in 1986.
CC BY-SA 2.0
BERTKNOT

1986

•

• 1 JANUARY Spain and Portugal entered the European Community, which
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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•

became the European Union on 1 November 1993
11 JANUARY Brisbane’s Gateway Bridge opened – at this time it was the
world’s longest prestressed-concrete, free-cantilever bridge
20 JANUARY United Kingdom and France announced plans to construct
the Channel Tunnel
28 JANUARY space shuttle Challenger disintegrated 73 seconds after launch
from the United States, killing the crew of seven astronauts, including
schoolteacher Christa McAuliffe
3 FEBRUARY Pixar Animation Studios was founded by Edwin Catmull and
Alvy Ray Smith
7 FEBRUARY President Jean-Claude ‘Baby Doc’ Duvalier fled Haiti, ending
28 years of family rule
9 FEBRUARY Lindy Chamberlain was released from prison in Darwin on
licence after serving 39 months of a life sentence
9 FEBRUARY Halley’s Comet reached the closest point to the Sun
22 FEBRUARY the People Power Revolution began in the Philippines to
remove President Ferdinand Marcos
28 FEBRUARY Swedish Prime Minister Olof Palme was shot dead on his
way home from the cinema in Stockholm
3 MARCH Australia Act 1986 came into effect, granting Australia legal
independence from the United Kingdom
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•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

to not raising home lending interest rates above 13.5%, despite continued
pressure from the banks
27 MARCH the Russell Street bombing took place at the headquarters of
Victoria Police in Melbourne – Police Constable Angela Taylor was killed
14 APRIL the second trial of Lionel Murphy began in Sydney, lasting for
two weeks, with the jury acquitting him
16 APRIL the United Kingdom and the Netherlands signed a peace treaty,
ending the Three Hundred and Thirty Five Years’ War, one of the longest
wars in history
14 MAY dismal current account deficit figures caused federal Treasurer
Paul Keating to warn that Australia could become a ‘banana republic’
25 MAY five million people formed a human chain from New York City to
Poster for Hound of
Long Beach, California, to raise money to fight hunger and homelessness
Music, designed by
WINTER The Cane Toad Times Death and Style issue was released
Damien Ledwich.
16 JULY an explosion at Moura No. 4 mine in Moura,
Queensland, killed 12 people
T O a D S H O W
2 AUGUST The Weeping Woman by Pablo Picasso was
stolen from the National Gallery of Victoria – it was
found undamaged in a locker at Spencer Street Station
on 19 August
SPRING The Cane Toad Times Science Fiction and the
Family issue was released
7 SEPTEMBER Desmond Tutu became the first black
Anglican Church bishop in South Africa
21 OCTOBER Lionel Murphy died of cancer – he was 64
1 NOVEMBER the Nationals won 49 of the 89 seats in
the Queensland state election, which meant they could
govern without forming a collation – at a fundraising
hop for The Cane Toad Times that evening, attendees
considered storming Bjelke-Petersen House but didn’t
2 NOVEMBER the first Martin Luther King Day was
observed in the United States
11 NOVEMBER ToadShow Pty Ltd became incorporated
16 DECEMBER ToadShow theatre production Hound of
Music opened at the Princess Theatre
A Horrible Comedy!
16 DECEMBER New Reich T-shirt was released,
PrINCeSS THeaTre
featuring Joh Bjelke-Petersen as Hitler

HOUND

in association with La Bamba presents

OF MUSIC

1 6 - 2 4

D E C E M B E R

1 9 8 6
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• 26 DECEMBER Queensland Premier Sir Joh Bjelke-Petersen contemplated

entering federal politics – this would become the ‘Joh for PM’ campaign,
later renamed ‘Joh for Canberra’

• 19 APRIL The Simpsons cartoon first appeared as a series
•

1987

• SUMMER The Cane Toad Times Hot Summer issue was released
• 3 JANUARY Aretha Franklin became the first woman inducted into the
•

•
•
•
•

•

Rock and Roll Hall of Fame
31 JANUARY Queensland Premier Sir Joh Bjelke-Petersen held a rally
in Wagga Wagga, New South Wales, to promote his federal political
ambitions
6 FEBRUARY Mary Gaudron was sworn in as the first female Justice of the
High Court of Australia
23 FEBRUARY the first mobile phone call was made in Australia
28 FEBRUARY Queensland National Party decided to withdraw its 12
federal MPs from the coalition with the Liberal Party.
20 MARCH azidothymidine (AZT) was approved by the United States
Food and Drug Administration for use in the treatment of human
immunodeficiency virus/acquired immune deficiency syndrome
(HIV/AIDS)
1 APRIL Deep Bells Ring: The Life and Songs of Paul Robeson opened at the
Princess Theatre – several ToadShow people worked on the production,
including Damien Ledwich as set designer and graphic artist

•

•

•

•
•
•
•

1986 – Paul Keating’s ‘banana republic’ quote,

speaking to John Laws on Radio 2GB, 14 May 1986

•

If this Government cannot get the

adjustment, get manufacturing going again,
and keep moderate wage outcomes and a

•

basically done for. We will end up being a

•

sensible economic policy, then Australia is

third-rate economy … a banana republic. n
Paul Keating was Australia’s prime minister
from 1991 to 1996.

•

•
240
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of shorts on The Tracey Ullman Show
28 APRIL the federal Liberal-National Coalition
ended when Liberal leader John Howard accused Sir
Joh Bjelke-Petersen and Queensland National Party
president Sir Robert Sparkes of being ‘wreckers’
11 MAY ‘The Moonlight State’ aired on the ABC’s
Four Corners following revelations of Queensland
government corruption by The Cane Toad Times and
Phil Dickie at The Courier-Mail
12 MAY with Queensland Premier Joh Bjelke‑Petersen
out of the state, Deputy Premier Bill Gunn ordered
a commission of inquiry into matters raised in
‘The Moonlight State’ – this would become the
Fitzgerald Inquiry
28 MAY with the Coalition in disarray, Prime Minister
Bob Hawke called a double-dissolution election – the Joh for PM
campaign collapsed as Sir Joh Bjelke-Petersen was out of the country and
did not nominate
WINTER The Cane Toad Times Cars and Romance issue was released
8 JUNE New Zealand Nuclear Free Zone, Disarmament, and Arms Control
Act was passed, the first of its kind in the world
12 JUNE in Germany, United States President Ronald Reagan challenged
Soviet Premier Mikhail Gorbachev to tear down the Berlin Wall
19 JUNE the Supreme Court of the United States ruled as unconstitutional
a Louisiana law requiring that creation science be taught in public schools
whenever evolution was taught
11 JULY Bob Hawke’s Labor government won the Australian federal
election – the Joh for Canberra campaign had split the conservative vote –
Labor won six more Queensland seats
11 JULY world population was estimated to have reached five billion
people, according to the United Nations
31 JULY Docklands Light Railway in London, the first driverless railway in
Great Britain, was formally opened by Queen Elizabeth
9 AUGUST 7 people were killed and 19 injured when 19-year-old Julian
Knight went on a shooting rampage in Melbourne, known as the Hoddle
Street Massacre
19 AUGUST the Order of the Garter was opened to women

Program for Deep
Bells Ring; Damien
Ledwich was set
designer and
graphic artist.
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• OCTOBER Australia’s Royal Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Custody was established – it would run until 1991
11 OCTOBER the first National Coming Out Day for lesbian and gay rights
was held
19–20 OCTOBER after the largest fall in Dow Jones history, stock markets
nosedived around the world – in Australia the All Ordinaries fell 25%, the
biggest one-day drop in the market’s history
24 NOVEMBER Queensland Premier Sir Joh Bjelke-Petersen sacked three
ministers from his cabinet, accusing them of gross disloyalty
26 NOVEMBER the National Party deposed Sir Joh Bjelke-Petersen as party
leader, but he refused to resign as premier
1 DECEMBER Joh Bjelke-Petersen resigned as Queensland premier
29 DECEMBER 19-year-old Neighbours star Kylie Minogue entered the
charts with her first single I Should Be So Lucky
Varroa destructor, an invasive parasite of honeybees, was found in the
United States

• SPRING The Cane Toad Times Music and Money issue was released,

featuring ‘Corruption: The Board Game’ and the Tony Fitzgerald Fan Club
T-shirt – opposition leader Wayne Goss was photographed wearing one, as
was ABC journalist Quentin Dempster
• 1 SEPTEMBER the golden wattle, Acacia pycnantha, was proclaimed
Australia’s national floral emblem
• 5 OCTOBER Chilean dictator Augusto Pinochet lost a national plebiscite on
his rule – he relinquished power in 1990
• 12 OCTOBER two Victorian police offers were gunned down in the Walsh
Street police shootings

1987 – ‘The Moonlight State’, media release by

The Honourable Annastacia Palaszczuk, Premier and Minister
for the Arts, Thursday 11 May 2017

1988

Thirty years ago tonight, serious

ignoring and perhaps

• 2 JANUARY initiated by Premier Mikhail Gorbachev, the Soviet Union

and misconduct were brought into the

criminal activity for a

• SUMMER The Cane Toad Times Fear and Clothing issue was released

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
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• 20 AUGUST Iran–Iraq War ended with an estimated one million lives lost

began perestroika, a program of economic restructuring
26 JANUARY the bicentenary of the establishment of a penal colony in
New South Wales was commemorated
26 JANUARY The Phantom of the Opera opened – it would become the
longest running Broadway play ever
AUTUMN The Cane Toad Times Birthday issue was released, along with the
Wrexpo T-shirt showing a giant cane toad attacking the upcoming world
exhibition
30 APRIL World Expo 88 opened in Brisbane – it ran for six months, with
pavilions from more than 70 countries
9 MAY Queen Elizabeth opened the new Parliament House in Canberra
JULY Anna Wintour became editor-in-chief of American Vogue
3 AUGUST federal opposition leader John Howard’s draft One Australia
policy tapped into concerns over Asian immigration and sparked
damaging debate within the Coalition
11 AUGUST Al-Qaeda was formed by Osama bin Laden
17 AUGUST Foreign Minister Bill Hayden was announced as the next
governor-general of Australia
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allegations about police corruption
homes of ordinary Queenslanders.
ABC Four Corners broadcast

condoning significant
long time.’

On behalf of

the landmark ‘Moonlight State’,

Queenslanders, I pay

Chris Masters.

serving and former

compiled by investigative journalist
The following day the then Acting

Premier Bill Gunn announced there

would be an inquiry – the Commission

of Inquiry into Possible Illegal Activities
and Associated Police Misconduct.

As Commissioner Tony Fitzgerald

stated in his final report – delivered
two years later – the program

‘suggested that something was badly
amiss with the policing of gambling,

tribute to those honest
policemen and women
who resisted the

temptation of corruption
and had the courage to

Commissioner Tony Fitzgerald
presided over the inquiry.
JOHN OXLEY LIBRARY, STATE
LIBRARY OF QUEENSLAND,
NEG. NO. 78929

speak up before and to the Fitzgerald Inquiry.

I acknowledge the role of the media, including of

course Chris Masters and Phil Dickie, and the members of

the wider community for bringing these allegations to light.
This was a dark chapter in Queensland’s history.

The Fitzgerald Inquiry and the ensuing reforms must

organized prostitution and drug

serve as a reminder of the vigilance needed to ensure

Fortitude Valley. The “Moonlight State”

serve the interests of all Queenslanders not a select or

trafficking in Brisbane, particularly in

suggested the Police Force had been

our public institutions, and those who work within them,
privileged few. n
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• 30 OCTOBER World Expo 88 ended

• 20 MARCH Prime Minister Bob Hawke wept on national television as he

• 8 NOVEMBER George H. W. Bush was elected president of the United States
• 29 NOVEMBER Olympic Dam opened – the world’s largest uranium
•
•
•
•

deposit and the largest underground mine in Australia
1 DECEMBER the first World AIDS Day was held
SUMMER The Cane Toad Times Art and Perversion issue was released
2 DECEMBER Benazir Bhutto was sworn in as prime minister of Pakistan –
the first woman to head the government of an Islam-dominated state
6 DECEMBER the Australian Capital Territory was granted self-government
by the Australian Capital Territory (Self-Government) Act 1988

1989

•

•
•
•
•

• 1 JANUARY the Higher Education Contribution Scheme (HECS)

began – the end of free tertiary education in Australia, which had been
introduced in 1974
• 14 FEBRUARY Ayatollah Khomeini, Supreme Leader of Iran, issued a
‘fatwa’ calling for the death of Indian-born British author Salman Rushdie
and his publishers for publishing the novel The Satanic Verses in 1988
• AUTUMN The Cane Toad Times Superstition issue was released
• 1 MARCH Iceland ended its prohibition on beer after 74 years, since
celebrated as bjórdagur, or beer day

1988 – Cane Toad Times editor Anne Jones,

quoted in We’ll Show the World,
by Jackie Ryan, published 2018
The fact that having reclaimed all this innercity land allowed them to expand what is a
major cultural precinct on the South Bank

•
•
•
•

•

•
•

of the city … if you look around the world,

•

GOMA [Gallery of Modern Art] at one end, the

•

now, the Conservatorium, Griffith University,

•

it’s pretty amazing that it’s there. It’s now got
library, and the museum … The ABC is there

•

the art college. It’s a fairly important cultural

•

happen in a very good way … that’s the whole

•

asset for Queensland. The fact that it didn’t
story of bloody Queensland, really. n
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admitted marital infidelity
23 MARCH Stanley Pons and Martin Fleischmann announced they had
achieved cold fusion at the University of Utah – the experiment was later
found to be unreproducible
24 MARCH oil tanker Exxon Valdez ran aground in Prince William Sound,
Alaska, spilling around 40,000 cubic metres of oil
6 APRIL National Safety Council of Australia chief executive John
Friedrich was arrested after defrauding investors of $235 million
15 APRIL the death of China’s Communist Party leader Hu Yaobang
sparked the beginning of student protests in Tiananmen Square
15 APRIL the Hillsborough disaster claimed the lives of 96 Liverpool
Football Club supporters
27 APRIL innocent Aboriginal man David Gundy was killed in a dawn raid
in Sydney by the Tactical Response Group, arousing community anger
15 MAY Bond University opened on the Gold Coast, Australia’s first private
tertiary institution
30 MAY Ananda Marga member Tim Anderson was arrested on charges
related to the 1978 Hilton bombing
4 JUNE China’s Communist Party State Council, having declared martial
law on 20 May, sent troops into central Beijing to quash student protests in
Tiananmen Square, killing hundreds – some reports say up to 2600 – with
thousands more wounded
5 JUNE an unknown Chinese protester, dubbed ‘Tank Man’, stood in front
of a column of military tanks on Chang’an Avenue in Beijing, temporarily
halting them
21 JUNE British police arrested 250 people for celebrating the summer
solstice at Stonehenge
JULY the Australian home mortgage interest rate reached 17%
3 JULY the Fitzgerald Report was released
5 JULY television sitcom Seinfeld premiered
20 JULY Burmese opposition leader Aung San Suu Kyi was placed under
house arrest – she was released in 2010
31 JULY Nintendo released the Game Boy portable video game
10 AUGUST General Colin Powell became the first black chairman of the
US Joint Chiefs of Staff
23 AUGUST during an industrial dispute, Australia’s 1645 domestic airline
pilots all resigned over a move to sack and sue them
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1989 – ‘Wayne Goss Changed Queensland and Labor

for the Better’, by Cameron Dick, Sydney Morning Herald,
20 November 2014
In 1989, in the lead up to that

breathtaking election win after 32

years of Liberal National Coalition
rule, Wayne Goss campaigned on

the slogan that Labor was ‘the only
change for the better’.

Through his leadership of

Queensland Labor, however, Wayne
Wayne Goss
addressing a
campaign rally
in 1989.

• 22 SEPTEMBER Queensland Emergency and Administrative Services

•
•
•

•

•
•

•
•
•

•
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Minister Russell Cooper became Queensland premier after beating
Mike Ahern in his second leadership attempt
1 OCTOBER same-sex civil unions became legal in Denmark under the
world’s first such legislation
5 OCTOBER the Dalai Lama won the Nobel Peace Prize
9 OCTOBER the Soviet Union official news agency reported the landing of
an unidentified flying object in Voronezh – the reporter later admitted to
be ‘fantasizing’
25 OCTOBER the Queensland government established the Criminal Justice
Commission and the Electoral and Administrative Review Commission in
response to the Fitzgerald Inquiry recommendations
NOVEMBER the first commercial dial-up internet connection was made in
North America
9 NOVEMBER a live-broadcast press conference inadvertently announced
new rules for traveling from East Germany to West Germany would be put
into effect ‘immediately’ – East Germany opened checkpoints in the Berlin
Wall allowing its citizens to travel freely to West Germany
10 NOVEMBER Gaby Kennard became the first Australian woman to fly
non-stop around the world
12 NOVEMBER Brazil held its first free presidential election since 1960
17 NOVEMBER at a peaceful demonstration in Prague, students were
severely beaten by riot police, sparking a revolution aimed at overthrowing
the communist government, which succeeded on 29 December
SUMMER The Cane Toad Times Sydney Exposure issue was released
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Goss not only changed Queensland
for the better, he also changed the
ALP for the better.

Wayne Goss helped make the ALP

electable in this state.

Just as importantly, as Labor

Senator John Faulkner said of Gough
Whitlam a few weeks ago, Wayne
Goss also made Labor worthy of
being elected.

When Wayne Goss became state

leader, the ALP had lost 11 state

elections in a row. He was Labor’s

10th leader since the party had been
defeated in the 1957 state election.
Queensland Labor was the

undisputed world champion when it
came to electoral failure.

And in 1988, even when the

Fitzgerald Inquiry was in full swing,

Poster by Lyn Finch celebrating the Labor victory, 1990.

Labor’s primary vote fell in the polls to 38%, which was
lower than Labor’s 1986 election result.

Some in the Labor Party, and in the broader labour

movement, despaired that they would never again see a
Labor Government.

Wayne Goss thought otherwise.

Queensland Labor’s success under Wayne Goss

was based around his strong and dynamic leadership, a
hardworking and talented Labor team, rigorous policy

development and innovative and effective campaigning.n

• 2 DECEMBER the Australian Labor Party won the Queensland state

election and Wayne Goss became Queensland Premier
• 5 DECEMBER five former Queensland ministers were charged with misuse
of public money – Don Lane, Brian Austin, Ivan Gibbs, Geoff Muntz and
Leisha Harvey
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• 22 DECEMBER advertising of tobacco products in the print media was

banned in Australia
• 22 DECEMBER Ion Iliescu took over as president of Romania, ending the
communist dictatorship of Nicolae Ceaușescu
• 28 DECEMBER a magnitude 5.6 earthquake hit Newcastle, New South
Wales, killing 13 people
• Alan Bond’s Bond Corporation went into receivership with the largest debt
in Australian history

1990

• 1 JANUARY the Victorian Football League was renamed the Australian

SherWoodstock
poster by
Damien Ledwich.

Football League and the competition opened to teams outside Victoria
• 7 JANUARY the Leaning Tower of Pisa was closed to the public because of
safety concerns
• 12 JANUARY ToadShow theatre production SherWoodstock opened at the
Lyric Theatre, Queensland Performing Arts Centre
• 19 JANUARY fire destroyed a historic wool store in Brisbane – The Cane
Toad Times’ Big Toad was destroyed in the blaze
• 19 JANUARY Queensland Premier Wayne Goss
announced an independent inquiry into the
logging industry on Fraser Island
• 25 JANUARY Pakistan Prime Minister Benazir
Bhutto gave birth to a girl – the first modern
head of government to bear a child while in
office, the second was New Zealand Prime
Minister Jacinda Ardern in 2018
• FEBRUARY smoking was banned on all
cross‑country flights in the United States
• 7 FEBRUARY the Communist Party of the Soviet
Union voted to end its monopoly of power,
clearing the way for multiparty elections
• 11 FEBRUARY Nelson Mandela was released
from Victor Verster Prison in South Africa, after
27 years behind bars
• 12 FEBRUARY Carmen Lawrence became the
premier of Western Australia and Australia’s
first female premier, following the resignation of
Peter Dowding

Rock’n’Roll’n’
Robin Hood
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• 27 FEBRUARY Exxon and its shipping company were indicted on five
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

criminal counts over the 1989 Alaskan oil spill
1 MARCH the Royal New Zealand Navy discontinued its daily rum ration
5 MARCH Queensland state Cabinet gave ‘Commission of Inquiry’ status
to the investigation by Tony Fitzgerald into the future management and
conservation of Fraser Island
11 MARCH the Queensland government introduced new laws to protect
heritage buildings from demolition by developers
15 MARCH Mikhail Gorbachev was elected as the first executive president
of the Soviet Union
24 APRIL the Hubble Space Telescope was launched aboard space
shuttle Discovery
15 MAY Portrait of Dr Gachet by Vincent van Gogh was sold for a record
$82.5 million
17 MAY the World Health Organization removed homosexuality from its
list of diseases
29 MAY Boris Yeltsin was elected as the first elected president of the
Russian Soviet Federative Socialist Republic
WINTER The Cane Toad Times Green and Bear It issue was released – the
last issue ever published

Fraser Island is
the world’s largest
sand island.
CC BY-SA 4.0
RULZ.RISHI
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1990 – ‘Logging Stopped on Fraser Island – Conservationist

Bankrupted Himself to Save Fraser Island’,
reported in The Gympie Times, 4 February 2019
A Queensland man who worked tirelessly to protect the

In 1993 he was presented with the

• JUNE Joanne Rowling got the idea for Harry Potter while on a train from

•

Goldman Environmental Prize.

•

Dr John Sinclair worked tirelessly for 48 years

Order of Australia.

•

His greatest battle was protecting K’gari (Fraser

Doctorate from the University of the

natural heritage of Fraser Island, including a bitter battle
with former premier Joh Bjelke-Petersen, has died.

advocating for conservation of the natural environment.
Island’s) pristine lakes and forests from the threats of
sandmining and logging.

His legacy is that K’gari is now a World Heritage site,

a national park, a major tourism destination and a centre
for scientific research.

Dr Sinclair was born in Maryborough on July 13,

In 2014 he was appointed in the
He was awarded an Honorary

Sunshine Coast in 2017.

management of K’gari; the impact of
tourism, fire and projects to stop the
spread of invasive weeds.

His last visit to K’gari was as a

1939.

guest of his friends, the Butchulla

Organisation, FIDO, however the fight for Fraser Island

Palaszczuk during the visit of the Duke

In 1971 he founded the Fraser Island Defenders

came with many challenges.

He was bankrupted after taking on the then Premier

in court.

His many court battles also established important

•

His recent work centred on proper

people and Premier Annastacia

and Duchess of Sussex to mark the

•
•
•
•

inclusion of the island as part of the
Queen’s Commonwealth Canopy.

Dr Sinclair had four sons and nine

•

grandchildren.

•

In 1976 he was named as the Australian newspaper’s

remembered, not by gifts of flowers

•

In 1990 he was selected by the United Nations

possible use of Fraser Island. n

•

principles relating to protection of the environment and
the right to represent the public interest.
Australian of the Year.

Environment Program in the Global 500.

They have requested that he be

but by donations to further the wisest

Island Trader loaded
the last shipment of
logs at Puthoo Creek
Fraser Island.

•

JOHN OXLEY LIBRARY,
STATE LIBRARY OF
QUEENSLAND,
NEG. NO. QHBP00061

•

•
•
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Manchester to London – she completed Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s
Stone in 1995 and it was published in 1997
8–9 JUNE Czechoslovakia’s first free election since 1946 was held
13 JUNE the destruction of the Berlin Wall by East Germany officially
started, seven months after it was opened the previous November
15 JUNE the federal government admitted it couldn’t stop Indonesia giving
aid to thousands of Cambodians heading to Australia, renewing fears of an
influx of boat people
16 JUNE Queensland Premier Wayne Goss announced that virgin forests
on Fraser Island would be protected under an agreement between
conservationists and the timber industry
1 JULY East Germany and West Germany merged their economies
10 JULY Bob Hawke became Australia’s second-longest serving prime
minister after Robert Menzies
26 JULY United States President George H. W. Bush signed the Americans
with Disabilities Act to protect disabled Americans from discrimination
AUGUST Damien Ledwich was appointed to the board of the Australian
Children’s Television Foundation – he remained on the board until
October 1992
2 AUGUST Iraq invaded Kuwait, eventually leading to the Gulf War
7 AUGUST John Cain resigned as premier of Victoria and was replaced by
the first female premier of Victoria, Joan Kirner
12 AUGUST the best-preserved Tyrannosaurus rex ever found was
discovered in South Dakota by Sue Hendrickson
5 SEPTEMBER Wayne Goss’s Queensland government handed down its
first budget, with increased spending on education, the police, aged care
and the environment
9 SEPTEMBER New South Wales Premier Nick Greiner announced a ban
on beachfront high-rise developments saying his state was ‘no place for the
Queensland white-shoe brigade’
12 SEPTEMBER an Australian judge ordered the arrest of Christopher
Skase, former owner of the Seven Network, after he failed to give evidence
in a liquidator’s examination
2 OCTOBER opera singer Dame Joan Sutherland announced her retirement
3 OCTOBER East Germany and West Germany reunified into a
single Germany
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• 15 OCTOBER Soviet Union leader Mikhail Gorbachev was awarded the

•
•
•
•

Issued in 1990, the
final edition of The
Cane Toad Times,
Green and Bear
It, with cover by
Damien Ledwich.
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•

•

Nobel Peace Prize for his efforts to lessen Cold War tensions and reform
his nation
NOVEMBER the earliest known portable digital camera went on sale in the
United States
1 NOVEMBER the Australian domestic aviation market was deregulated
13 NOVEMBER the first known World Wide Web page was written
14 NOVEMBER former Queensland health minister Leisha Harvey was
sentenced to twelve months in jail – found guilty of misappropriating
public money
16 NOVEMBER Prime Minister Bob Hawke and Queensland Premier
Wayne Goss announced $11 million to manage 621,566 hectares of
rainforest between Townsville and Cooktown
21 NOVEMBER Queensland decriminalised consensual sexual activity
between adult males
• 22 NOVEMBER Margaret Thatcher
resigned after 11 years as prime
minister of the United Kingdom
• 27 NOVEMBER women were
given the right to vote in the last
Swiss half‑canton of Appenzell
Innerrhoden
• 29 NOVEMBER federal Treasurer
Paul Keating announced
that Australia was in an
economic recession
• 1 DECEMBER Channel Tunnel
workers from the United Kingdom
and France met 40 metres beneath
the English Channel, establishing
the first land connection between
Great Britain and the mainland of
Europe for around 8000 years
• 2 DECEMBER the German federal
election was won by Helmut Kohl,
who became Chancellor of Germany
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1991

• 7 JANUARY Australia sent troops to assist the United Nations with the

Gulf War
• 10 JANUARY Australia ordered its diplomats out of Baghdad
• 17 JANUARY Operation Desert Storm began with air strikes against Iraq
• 17 JANUARY ToadShow theatre production Phantoad of the Opera opened

•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

•

at the Lyric Theatre, Queensland Performing Arts Centre – the Gulf War
had a huge impact on ticket sales, with live coverage of the war (for the
first time), even suspending normal programming, creating a sense of
doom that kept people around the world glued to their TV sets
24 JANUARY Ford announced plans to retrench 1600 workers at its
Geelong and Broadmeadows factories
24 JANUARY Papua New Guinea signed a peace agreement with separatist
leaders from Bougainville Island, ending fighting that had gone on
since 1988
27 FEBRUARY President Bush declared victory over Iraq and ordered
a ceasefire
3 MARCH amateur video captured motorist Rodney King being beaten by
Los Angeles police officers
13 MARCH the United States Department of Justice announced that Exxon
had agreed to pay $1 billion for the clean-up of the Exxon Valdez oil
spill in Alaska
23 MARCH Brisbane’s Liberal Lord Mayor Sallyanne Atkinson lost the
Brisbane City Council election to political novice Jim Soorley, an ex-priest
15 MARCH four Los Angeles police officers were indicted for the beating of
Rodney King
9 APRIL the Supreme Council of the Republic of Georgia declared
independence from the Soviet Union
14 APRIL thieves stole 20 paintings worth $500 million from the Van Gogh
Museum in Amsterdam – they were found in an abandoned car near the
museum less than an hour later
26 APRIL construction and mining magnate Sir Leslie Thiess was found
guilty of bribing Sir Joh Bjelke-Petersen to win government contracts, as
well as cheating his companies’ shareholders
30 APRIL federal Treasurer Paul Keating intensified speculation about a
change of leadership of the Labor Party

Jim Soorley was
Brisbane lord mayor
from 1991 to 2003.
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• 9 MAY Report of the Royal Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
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Custody was released – no criminal charges were recommended, nor was
compensation for victims’ families
30 MAY revelations were made public that Prime Minister Bob Hawke had
made a secret deal to hand over the Australian Labor Party leadership to
Paul Keating after the 1990 federal election
3 JUNE Paul Keating challenged Bob Hawke for the Australian Labor
Party leadership – Hawke won 66–44 and Keating resigned as treasurer
the same day
3 JUNE Warner Brothers Movie World opened on the Gold Coast, with
Mel Gibson, Kurt Russell and Goldie Hawn attending
5 JUNE South Africa repealed the last legal foundations of apartheid
2 JULY Lee Remick, American actress, died – she was 55
4 JULY Sydney heart surgeon Dr Victor Chang was shot and killed near his
home in the Sydney suburb of Mosman
9 JULY the International Olympic Committee readmitted South Africa to
the Olympics
12 JUNE Boris Yeltsin was elected president of Russia
17 JUNE the South African Parliament repealed the Population Registration
Act, which required racial classification of all South Africans at birth
16 JULY Ukraine celebrated its first Independence Day
22 JULY boxer Mike Tyson was arrested and charged with the rape of Miss
Black America contestant Desiree Washington three days earlier
5 AUGUST former Queensland police commissioner Terry Lewis was
sentenced to 14 years in prison for corruption
6 AUGUST Tim Berners-Lee announced the World Wide Web project – the
first website info.cern.ch was created
17 AUGUST in Sydney, taxi driver Wade Frankum shot seven people and
injured six others before turning the gun on himself
19 SEPTEMBER Ötzi the Iceman was found in the Ötzal Alps, on the
border between Austria and Italy
24 SEPTEMBER the trial of former Queensland premier Sir Joh
Bjelke‑Petersen began in Brisbane
3 OCTOBER Nadine Gordimer was awarded the 1991 Nobel Prize for
Literature – her work had been suppressed because of its scathing criticism
of apartheid in South Africa
14 OCTOBER Burmese opposition politician Aung San Suu Kyi won the
Nobel Peace Prize
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1991 HIGHIGHT – ‘Thiess Gave Sir Joh $lm in Gifts’,

reported in The Canberra Times, 1 March 1991
Former Queensland Premier Sir Joh
Bielke-Petersen allegedly received
$60,000 in air fares from Sir Leslie

Thiess, the Thiess defamation trial was
told yesterday.

Peter Wilkinson, 39, a reporter with

Channel Nine’s A Current Affair, said

the plane trips, allegedly taken during
a period of five years from 1983, were
part of an estimated $1 million in gifts
Sir Joh had received from Sir Leslie.

The alleged air fare rort included

return trips from Dingo, west of

Rockhampton, to Brisbane, worth
about $3000.

Mr Wilkinson told the court other

gifts included hangars which he valued
at $50,000, truck trips to properties
($12,000), a bulldozer ($400,000),

bulldozer parts ($20,000), the stripping
down of a bulldozer ($60,000), tractor

($8000), a cattle truck ($5000) and four
land cruisers ($100,000).

Henric Nicholas, QC, for Sir Leslie,

said Mr Wilkinson, in the program,

had sought to get across to the public
that Thiess Watkins had provided
cash donations to render Sir Joh
a millionaire.

Mr Nicholas also accused

Mr Wilkinson of deceiving Senator

Joh Bjelke-Petersen, Queensland premier 1968–87, and
Russ Hinze, Queensland politician 1966–88 were both corrupt
but managed to escape conviction.
JOHN OXLEY LIBRARY, STATE LIBRARY OF QUEENSLAND,
NEG. NO. 78920

Lady Bjelke-Petersen in an attempt to gain evidence Sir
Joh had improperly received gifts from Sir Leslie.

The court was told Mr Wilkinson accepted an offer

made by the Senator, to inspect a Bjelke-Petersen

property, on the understanding he would interview Sir
Joh about roads on the property. n

• 19 OCTOBER the trial of former premier of Queensland Sir Joh

Bjelke‑Petersen ended in a hung jury 10:2 – prosecutors decided against a
retrial on the basis of his advanced age
• 6 NOVEMBER the KGB officially stopped operations
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• 11 NOVEMBER Joan Sheldon successfully challenged Denver Beanland to
•
•

•

Designed by
Stuart Devlin,
Australia’s one‑cent
and two‑cent coins
have been withdrawn
from circulation but
remain legal tender.

•
•
•

become leader of the Queensland Liberal Party
24 NOVEMBER Queen lead singer Freddie Mercury died from pneumonia
induced by AIDS – he was 45
9 DECEMBER under investigation for the funding of a trip to Hamilton
Island, Queensland opposition leader Russell Cooper stood down as
National Party leader and was replaced by Rob Borbidge
16 DECEMBER Prime Minister Bob Hawke was informed that he no longer
had the confidence of the Australian Labor Party
19 DECEMBER Paul Keating challenged for the Labor leadership and won
56–51 – he became Australia’s 24th prime minister the next day
25 DECEMBER Mikhail Gorbachev resigned as president of the Soviet
Union as part of the dissolution of the 74-year-old state
Damien Ledwich won the Yoram Gross Award for animation at the Sydney
Film Festival for Feral Television

1992

• 22 MARCH space shuttle Atlantis was launched, carrying instruments
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

• 2 JANUARY George H. W. Bush became the first president of the United
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
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States to address the Australian Parliament
13 JANUARY Japan apologised for forcing Korean women into sexual
slavery during the Second World War
16 JANUARY El Salvador officials and rebel leaders signed the
Chapultepec Peace Accords ending the 12-year Salvadoran Civil War that
claimed 75,000 lives
26 JANUARY Prime Minister Paul Keating said Australia must adapt to a
changing world and look to Asia if it was to survive economically
1 FEBRUARY withdrawal of one-cent and two-cent coins from
circulation began
1 FEBRUARY United States President George H. W. Bush met with Russian
President Boris Yeltsin to formally declare that the Cold War was over
3 FEBRUARY South African President F. W. de Klerk and African
National Congress leader Nelson Mandela were jointly awarded the Felix
Houphouet-Boigny Peace Prize
22 FEBRUARY following a three-year trial, 54.5% of Queenslanders voted
against daylight saving
26 FEBRUARY the Irish Supreme Court ruled that a 14-year-old rape
victim could travel to England to have an abortion
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•
•
•

designed to study global warming
11 APRIL independent candidate Phil Cleary won the by-election in Wills,
which had been vacated by Bob Hawke
29 APRIL four police officers were acquitted of beating Rodney King,
triggering riots that lasted for six days and resulted in 53 deaths and more
than $1 billion in damages
9 MAY the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change
was adopted
25 MAY Lindy Chamberlain received compensation for wrongful
conviction on murder charges
3 JUNE the High Court of Australia decided the case of Mabo v
Queensland (No. 2), recognising native title in Australia and overturning
the principle of terra nullius – that Australia was unoccupied land at the
time of British settlement
8 JUNE the first World Oceans Day was held
10 JULY former Panamanian leader Manuel Noriega was sentenced to
40 years in prison for drug and racketeering violations
17 JULY the Slovak National Council declared Slovakia an independent
country, leading to the break-up of Czechoslovakia
4 SEPTEMBER Lynn Arnold became premier of South Australia following
the resignation of John Bannon after the near-collapse of the State Bank
8 SEPTEMBER Prime Minister Paul Keating warned President George
Bush that wheat subsidies were corroding Australians’ support for the
United States
Damien Ledwich’s
seventeen-minute
animated film, Feral
Television, won
the Yoram Gross
Animation Award
for Best Australian
Animated Film
in 1991.
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1992 – The Redfern Speech, delivered in Redfern Park by Australian Prime

Minister Paul Keating, 10 December 1992 (excerpt)
Where Aboriginal Australians have been included in the

life of Australia they have made remarkable contributions.
Economic contributions, particularly in the pastoral

and agricultural industry. They are there in the frontier
and exploration history of Australia.
They are there in the wars.

I say that for two reasons:

I say it because I believe that the

management.

in justice.

Aboriginal Regional Councillors and Commissioners determining priorities

democracy reflect a fundamental belief
And I say it because in so many other

areas we have proved our capacity over

In all these things they have shaped our knowledge

of participation, opportunity and care.

of this continent and of ourselves. They have shaped
our identity.

They are there in the Australian legend.

We should never forget – they have helped build

this nation.

And if we have a sense of justice, as well as common

sense, we will forge a new partnership.

As I said, it might help us if we non-Aboriginal

ATSIC emerges from the vision of indigenous self-determination and self-

great things about Australian social

In sport to an extraordinary degree.
In literature and art and music.

The Council is the product of imagination and good will.

the years to go on extending the realms
Just as Australians living in the

relatively narrow and insular Australia
of the 1960s imagined a culturally

diverse, worldly and open Australia,
and in a generation turned the idea

into reality, so we can turn the goals of
reconciliation into reality.

There are very good signs that the

The vision has already become the reality of almost 800 elected

and developing their own programs.

All over Australia, Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities are

taking charge of their own lives.

And assistance with the problems which chronically beset them is at last

being made available in ways developed by the communities themselves.
If these things offer hope, so does the fact that this generation of

Australians is better informed about Aboriginal culture and achievement, and
about the injustice that has been done, than any generation before.

We are beginning to more generally appreciate the depth and the

diversity of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander cultures.

From their music and art and dance we are beginning to recognise

how much richer our national life and identity will be for the participation of

Australians imagined ourselves dispossessed of land we

process has begun.

ourselves told that it had never been ours.

Council is evidence itself.

many thousands of years – how to live with our physical environment.

and we were told that it was worthless.

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander

eyes, beginning to recognise the wisdom contained in their epic story.

had lived on for fifty thousand years – and then imagined
Imagine if ours was the oldest culture in the world
Imagine if we had resisted this settlement, suffered

and died in the defence of our land, and then were told

The creation of the Reconciliation
The establishment of the ATSIC – the

Commission – is also evidence.

Australians and how much we have lost by living so apart.

marvellous reality and a great reason for hope.

history books.

There is one thing today we cannot imagine.

Imagine if our feats on sporting fields had inspired

We cannot imagine that the descendants of people whose genius and

admiration and patriotism and yet did nothing to

resilience maintained a culture here through fifty thousand years or more,

diminish prejudice.

through cataclysmic changes to the climate and environment, and who then

Imagine if our spiritual life was denied and ridiculed.

survived two centuries of dispossession and abuse, will be denied their place

Imagine if we had suffered the injustice and then

in the modern Australian nation.

were blamed for it.
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I think we are beginning to see how much we owe the indigenous

It can’t be too hard. Someone imagined this event today, and it is now a

their country in peace and war and were then ignored in

And we can have justice.

Ever so gradually we are learning how to see Australia through Aboriginal

Aboriginal view.

Imagine if non-Aboriginal Australians had served

can imagine its opposite.

We are beginning to learn what the indigenous people have known for

I said we non-indigenous Australians should try to imagine the

in history books that we had given up without a fight.

It seems to me that if we can imagine the injustice we

Aboriginals and Torres Strait Islanders.

Aborigines Using Fire to Hunt Kangaroos
by Joseph Lycett, 1817.
NATIONAL LIBRARY OF AUSTRALIA
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We cannot imagine that.

We cannot imagine that we will fail.

And with the spirit that is here today I am confident that we won’t. n
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• 19 SEPTEMBER at the Queensland state election, the Wayne Goss Labor
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

government was re-elected with 54 seats – the same as the 1989 result
3 OCTOBER at the Victorian state election, the Joan Kirner Labor
government was defeated by Jeff Kennett’s Liberal Party
3 OCTOBER after performing a song protesting alleged child abuse by the
Catholic Church, Sinéad O’Connor ripped up a photo of Pope John Paul II
on Saturday Night Live, causing huge controversy
31 OCTOBER Pope John Paul II issued an apology and lifted the edict of
the inquisition against Galileo Galilei
3 NOVEMBER Democratic Arkansas Governor Bill Clinton defeated
Republican President George H. W. Bush to become president of the
United States
5 NOVEMBER Prime Minister Paul Keating announced that the coming
election would be a poll on the goods and services tax (GST)
11 NOVEMBER the Church of England voted to allow women to
become priests
13 NOVEMBER the World Meteorological Organization reported an
unprecedented level of ozone depletion in both the Arctic and Antarctic
23 NOVEMBER Prime Minister Paul Keating ended the ban preventing
homosexual men and women from serving in the Australian Defence Force
25 NOVEMBER the High Court of Australia ruled that independent
member Phil Cleary had been ineligible to stand for Wills as he was
an Education Department employee – Cleary won the seat again at the
subsequent by-election
10 DECEMBER Prime Minister Paul Keating delivered the ‘Redfern Speech’
22 DECEMBER two men who murdered heart surgeon Dr Victor Chang, in a
botched robbery, were sentenced to long jail terms and were later deported
Compact disks outsell audiocassettes for the first time in the United States

• 9 FEBRUARY the Coalition held a commanding lead in the polls during

•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

1993

•

• 9 JANUARY Prime Minister Paul Keating denied any involvement in a

•

• 1 JANUARY Czechoslovakia was split into the Czech Republic and Slovakia

multimillion-dollar salami venture with a Hungarian company in the
Hunter Valley
• 13 JANUARY National Party leader Tim Fischer called on Japan to
apologise for atrocities committed during the Second World War
• 22 JANUARY Shell Australia announced plans to close more than half of
the nation’s oldest colliery, the South Bulli Mine
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•
•
•
•

the first week of the campaign for the Australian federal election called for
13 March
24 FEBRUARY Canada’s Prime Minister Brian Mulroney resigned amid
political and economic turmoil – his successor, Kim Campbell, became
Canada’s first female prime minister
28 FEBRUARY the Waco siege began at the Branch Davidian compound
near Waco, Texas
12 MARCH Janet Reno became the first female attorney-general of the
United States
13 MARCH Paul Keating and the Australian Labor Party won the federal
election and were re-elected for a fifth term in power – Labor increased its
primary vote by 5.5%
27 MARCH Jiang Zemin became president of the People’s Republic
of China
1 APRIL ToadShow mockumentary The Einstein Code aired on Channel 7
17 APRIL nominated as Australia’s attorney-general, Michael Lavarch
won the seat of Dickson in a special election held five weeks after the
general election because one of the other candidates had died during the
campaign period
19 APRIL the Waco siege ended after 51 days, with a fire killing 76 people,
including David Koresh
8 JUNE the Council of Australian Governments Mabo Summit collapsed
on the issues of states’ rights and states’ interests
9 JUNE Jurassic Park was released
24 JUNE Andrew Wiles presented his proof of Fermat’s Last Theorem, a
problem that had been unsolved for more than three centuries
24 JUNE the Republic of Ireland passed the Criminal Law (Sexual
Offences) Act, decriminalising consensual homosexual acts
28 AUGUST HMAS Collins (SSG 73) launched, the first of the Collins Class
Australian-built and designed submarines
23 SEPTEMBER the International Olympic Committee selected Sydney as
host of the 2000 Olympics
1 OCTOBER the Australian Senate approved a new oath of office that
omitted any reference to the Queen
5 OCTOBER China performed a nuclear test
1 NOVEMBER the European Union formed
12 NOVEMBER marine dumping of radioactive waste was outlawed

The Sydney
Olympic bid logo
was designed by
Michael Bryce.
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1993 – ‘Native Title: What Does It mean and

Why Do We Have It?’ by Elliot Constable and Karina Marlow,
30 December 2015, on sbs.com.au
Following European arrival in Australia, the land rights
of Indigenous Australians and their relationship with

country were not recognised. The land was deemed terra
nullius, Latin for ‘nobody’s land’, a legal doctrine which

dictated that land which is recognised as unclaimed or
unoccupied can be acquired by occupation.

For the next two centuries the ancestral land of

Australia’s Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples
was taken and many families were forcibly removed.

There had been several unsuccessful cases discussing

the concept of terra nullius before Eddie Mabo and other
representatives from the Meriam people presented their
claim against the Queensland Government.

Drawing on the traditional inheritance and land

rights system found within the Mer (Murray Island)

community in the Torres Strait, their legal claim for

recognition of their land ownership began in 1982.

On June 3, 1992, the High Court of Australia ruled in

favour of Eddie Mabo and the Meriam people, following

• 16 NOVEMBER Prime Minister Paul Keating
•

a decade of litigation, recognising that
they had ‘native title’ over their lands.
In the lead judgement Justice

Brennan had this to say about the

•

doctrine of terra nullius.

‘The fiction by which the rights and

interests of Indigenous inhabitants

•

in land were treated as non-existent
was justified by a policy which has

no place in the contemporary law of
this country.’

•

Following the High Court’s

decision, the Keating Government

passed the Native Title Act 1993 …
This was a breakthrough for

Indigenous Australians, who for the

•
•

first time since colonisation had the

•

traditional lands under common law.n

1994

chance to argue the ownership of their

Village on
Murray Island.

The Scream by
Edvard Munch.

GOOGLE ART PROJECT

• 1 FEBRUARY Australian businessman Christopher Skase was

JOHN OXLEY LIBRARY,
STATE LIBRARY OF
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•

•
•
•

•
•
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tabled native title legislation in parliament
23 NOVEMBER native title legislation reached
the Senate, where a marathon debate and
numerous amendments were negotiated before
the legislation was passed the following month
26 NOVEMBER construction began on
Brisbane’s new $250 million international
airport terminal
2 DECEMBER Colombian drug lord
Pablo Escobar died, gunned down by police –
he was 44
20 DECEMBER the United Nations General
Assembly voted unanimously to appoint a High
Commissioner for Human Rights
21 DECEMBER the Native Title Act was passed
ToadShow produced Livable Brisbane: A Plan for Australia’s Most Livable
City for Brisbane City Council
Stephen Hawking’s A Brief History of Time became the longest running
book on the bestseller list of The Sunday Times ever
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arrested in Spain
3 FEBRUARY Prime Minister Paul Keating threatened to change the rules
on the election of senators, saying ‘the unrepresentative swill’ continued to
thwart and embarrass his government
12 FEBRUARY Edvard Munch’s painting The Scream was stolen in Oslo – it
was recovered on 7 May
MARCH People’s Republic of China was first connected to the internet
4 MARCH Australian authorities requested the extradition from Spain of
Christopher Skase, who had been held in a hospital on the Spanish island
of Majorca since January
12 MARCH the Fremantle by-election was won by former Western
Australian premier Carmen Lawrence, who then entered federal politics
12 MARCH a photo by Marmaduke Wetherell, previously touted as proof of
the Loch Ness Monster, was confirmed to be a hoax
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• 15 MARCH Sallyanne Atkinson, former Brisbane lord mayor, was
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
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appointed Federal Trade Commissioner in Paris
26 MARCH the Warringah by-election was won by Tony Abbott, who held
the seat until the federal election on 18 May 2019, when he was defeated by
independent Zali Steggall
27 MARCH television tycoon Silvio Berlusconi’s right-wing coalition won
the Italian general election
8 APRIL Kurt Cobain, lead singer of Nirvana, was found dead from a selfinflicted gunshot three days before – he was 27
27 APRIL Nelson Mandela won South Africa’s first fully multiracial election
10 MAY Nelson Mandela was inaugurated as South Africa’s first
black president
1 JUNE the Republic of South Africa rejoined the Commonwealth after
leaving in 1961
12 JUNE Nicole Brown Simpson and Ronald Lyle Goldman were murdered
outside the Simpson home in Los Angeles – O. J. Simpson was acquitted of
the killings, but held liable in a civil suit
28 JUNE the Aum Shinrikyo cult executed the first sarin gas attack at
Matsumoto, Japan, killing 8 and injuring 200
5 JULY Jeff Bezos founded Amazon
15 JULY former Western Australian premier Brian Burke was sentenced to
eight months’ jail for travel expense rorts
19 JULY Christopher Skase began fighting against extradition in a
Majorca court
25 JULY telephone numbers in Australia began transitioning to eight digits
31 JULY federal opposition leader Alexander Downer stated that the Mabo
legislation would be repealed ‘if necessary’
AUGUST the Wollemi pine, Wollemia nobilis, a ‘fossil tree’, was discovered
by bushwalker David Noble 150 km from Sydney
7 AUGUST Melbourne police raid Tasty, a predominantly gay club –
patrons were detained and strip-searched, resulting in a landmark classaction legal case
28 AUGUST the Commonwealth Games in Victoria, Canada, finished with
Australia winning a record 87 gold medals
5 SEPTEMBER New South Wales state MP John Newman was shot outside
his home
25 SEPTEMBER the Australian Labor Party’s biennial conference endorsed
the preselection of women in 35% of winnable seats by the year 2002
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1994 – ‘Wollemi Pines Are Dinosaur Trees’, by Associate Professor

Cris Brack in The Conversation, 15 June 2018
There’s a tree that once covered the
whole of Australia, then dwindled
to a dozen examples, and is now

spread around the world. We call it the
Wollemi pine Wollemia nobilis but you
could call it the dinosaur tree.

Fossil evidence indicates that

between 200 million and 100 million
years ago, Wollemi pine was present
across all of Australia. A dryer, more

flammable continent is likely to have

driven the tree to near extinction over
the millennia, leaving just a very small
remnant of the Wollemi in a secluded
deep gully not far from Sydney.

And there these trees remained,

hidden, until they were discovered

by a canyoning national park worker
in 1994.

The reaction to the discovery of

this tree, thought to have disappeared
100 million years ago and only known
through its fossils, was spectacular.

Great secrecy was maintained around
the site of the find. Because there

were so few, the individual trees in the
gorge were given their own names
to celebrate their importance and
acknowledge the efforts of those
trying to protect them.

Scientists, arborists and botanists

swung into action to discover ways to
propagate more trees and establish
other colonies of the Wollemi as

insurance against that single refuge
being lost.

There was a great sigh of relief

when it was discovered that trees

The Wollemi pine, Wollemia nobilis.
CC BY-SA 3.0 VELELA

could be successfully cloned. New trees were potted up
in the Sydney and Mount Annan Botanic Gardens. The

interest in these original cloned offspring was so great
that they were auctioned by Sotheby’s, with the profits
going back to support more research into this littleknown living fossil …

In 2006, just over a decade after the original

discovery, huge numbers of cloned Wollemi pine

seedlings were released from the official nursery in
Queensland.

Every major nursery in Australia stocked potted

Wollemi pines for sale to a public who were keen to

own a piece of ancient life and help ensure it didn’t go

extinct. Enthusiasts around the world also bought their
own dinosaur trees. n
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1995 – ‘An Australian Republic – The Way Forward’,

• 4 NOVEMBER Sydney Airport’s third runway opened, resulting in protests
•
•
•

•
•

by Paul Keating, Prime Minister of Australia, 7 June 1995

about noise levels
7 NOVEMBER student radio station WXYC at the University of North
Carolina broadcast the world’s first internet radio
13 NOVEMBER First passengers travel through the Channel Tunnel
2 DECEMBER the Australian government agreed to pay reparations to
Aboriginal people who were displaced during the nuclear tests in the 1950s
and 1960s
14 DECEMBER construction commenced on the Three Gorges Dam in China
17 DECEMBER Christopher Skase’s extradition was overturned by a
Spanish court

John Howard was
Australian prime
minister from 1996
to 2007.
PUBLIC DOMAIN,
PHOTOGRAPHER:
R D WARD

•
•
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The people of modern

Australia are drawn from virtually

recognition: in making the change

no reflection on the loyalty of a

respect is for our Australian heritage,
our deepest affection is for Australia,
and our deepest responsibility is to
Australia’s future.

Nothing in the creation of an

Australian republic will alter the facts
of our heritage and our affections.

Indeed our relationship with Britain

every country in the world. It is
great many of them to say that

the British monarchy is a remote
and inadequate symbol of their
affections for Australia. And we
can be equally sure that in the

21st century the British monarchy
will become even more remote

Queen Elizabeth II, still
the Queen of Australia.
CC BY 2.0 LIBRARY AND
ARCHIVES CANADA

from even more Australians.

Australia occupies a unique place in the world

may well become the more thoroughly

and makes a unique contribution to it. Our destiny is

Prime Minister expressed a desire for

the responsibility for deciding what the nature of our

‘modern relationship’ which the British
two years ago. The development of
a mature and modern relationship
will certainly not be inhibited by

recognition of the truth. We are friends
with separate destinies to carve out

in no-one else’s hands but our own: we alone bear

government and society will be, what advantage we will
take of our human and material resources, what kind of
place our children will inherit.

Postscript: The republic referendum was held on

6 November 1999. It was defeated. n

• 28 APRIL retiring after three years at the Criminal Justice Commission in

•
•
•
•
•
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once were, in a parent–child

the creation of an Australian republic

we will recognise that our deepest

• 30 JANUARY John Howard became federal Liberal Party leader and federal

•

relationship.

is not an act of rejection. It is one of

• 1 JANUARY Austria, Finland and Sweden joined the European Union

•

Australian and that Australia should

become a republic by the year 2001 …

• 1 JANUARY the World Trade Organization was established

•

in the world. We are not as we

Australia’s Head of State should be an

1995

leader of the opposition following the resignation of Alexander Downer
2 FEBRUARY Tasmanian Premier Ray Groom defied Prime Minister Paul
Keating’s moratorium on logging
3 FEBRUARY a four-day blockade of Parliament House, Canberra, by
300 trucks and 2500 timber workers and supporters over the Australian
government’s freeze on logging old-growth forests ended
16 FEBRUARY federal opposition leader John Howard promised to woo
‘the battlers’, traditional Labor voters
17 FEBRUARY Prime Minister Paul Keating attacked John Howard as a
‘political blancmange’
26 FEBRUARY the United Kingdom’s oldest investment bank, Barings
Bank, collapsed after securities broker Nick Leeson lost $1.4 billion by
speculating on the Tokyo Stock Exchange
• 18 MARCH Tasmania’s Tarkine Wilderness was
listed on the Australian Heritage Register
• 25 MARCH Bob Carr led the Labor Party to
victory in the New South Wales state election
• 19 APRIL a bomb set off by Timothy McVeigh
killed 168 and wounded 680 at people the Alfred
P. Murrah Federal Building in Oklahoma City

It is the Government’s view that

Queensland, Rob O’Regan criticised the poor standards of conduct among
many politicians
MAY the Australian Grand Prix was moved from Adelaide to Melbourne
and triggered protests about turning public parkland into a racetrack
11 MAY more than 170 countries agreed to extend the Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty indefinitely and without conditions
JUNE–JULY Qantas was privatised
13 JUNE French President Jacques Chirac announced the resumption of
nuclear tests in French Polynesia
7 JUNE Prime Minister Paul Keating announced Australia would have a
referendum on becoming a republic with an Australian head of state
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• 1 JULY Telecom Australia changed its name to Telstra
• 15 JULY the Queensland state election produced a hung parliament, with
•

•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
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Labor holding a one-seat majority over the Liberal-National Coalition
25 AUGUST Labor’s National Executive banned ALP members from
associating with the right-wing League of Rights – when maverick
Kalgoorlie MP Graeme Campbell persisted, his preselection was revoked
and he resigned
13 SEPTEMBER the Queensland government abandoned the controversial
Eastern Tollway linking Brisbane with the Gold Coast, having lost four
seats in the area
17 OCTOBER French woman Jeanne Calment reached the age of 120 years
and 238 days, making her the oldest person ever recorded
20 OCTOBER Brenda Hodge, the last person sentenced to death in
Australia, was paroled from prison after serving 11 years of a life sentence
24 OCTOBER Anna Wood, a 15-year-old schoolgirl from Sydney, died
after taking ecstasy at a rave, sparking a national debate over the use of
illicit drugs
NOVEMBER rabbit calicivirus disease escaped from an island testing station
in South Australia – 10 million rabbits died in the following eight weeks
NOVEMBER the Indian government renamed Bombay, restoring the
name Mumbai
15 NOVEMBER owning or working in a brothel was decriminalised in New
South Wales
30 NOVEMBER Operation Desert Storm ended
8 DECEMBER Queensland’s Court of Disputed Returns ordered a fresh
election in Mundingburra, finding 22 soldiers serving in Rwanda had been
disenfranchised in the Queensland state election
10 DECEMBER Tasmania’s Indigenous people were handed back 12 sacred
and cultural sites totalling 3800 hectares
15 DECEMBER the Queensland Labor Party replaced former member and
current candidate for Mundingburra Ken Davies with Townsville Mayor
Tony Mooney, provoking a voter backlash – on 3 February 1996 Labor lost
the by-election and the government
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This scene from
Glamalot was
reproduced in a
ToadShow newsletter,
ToadShow’n’Tell,
Spring 1996.
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